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Prologue
In the traditional war museums of the twentieth century, models of war toys
such as tanks were often used as artifacts to depict real war machines in mini-
ature. Second World War exhibitions¹ in the twenty-first century, however, take a
markedly different approach to these objects. A brief look at three recent exam-
ples of toy tanks and vehicles in war museums – all related to aerial warfare –
indicates a clear shift away from the imitation of military equipment and toward
the display of stories concerning the cultural impacts of war. War toys have be-
come much more closely related to the fate of civilians. These examples also in-
dicate the multitude of aesthetic, emotional, didactic, narrative, meta-represen-
tational, and experiential functions that constitute the dimensions of
representing the Second World War (and war in general) in the contemporary
museum.
My first example is a toy truck on display in the Museum of the Second
World War (MIIWŚ) in Gdańsk, Poland (opened in 2017). It can be found in a
room in the section “War After All” that marks the beginning of Germany’s
‘total’ warfare against Poland. The object’s description reads: “Toy car dug out
from under the rubble of a house destroyed in the German bombing of the
town of Kalisz in September 1939” (see fig. 1). There is no indication as to wheth-
er the pick-up truck served a military or civilian function. It seems to be largely
intact. Its color has possibly darkened, and if it ever had rubber tires, they are
now gone. This toy is located in a small display case and is the only artifact
in the room. It neither serves a meta-function reflecting on the relation of toys
to war nor on the memory- and myth-making function of toys; there are also
no elements of reenactment. The toy truck appears to symbolize childhood inno-
cence and hope for a better future. The object’s description emphasizes that the
toy came out of the rubble almost uncharred. It survived the air-raid by the
enemy and lives on, even if only as part of an artificial museum-display. Meto-
nymically, it seems as if the Polish nation has risen completely intact out of
utter disaster.² The narrative trope of emerging from the rubble makes this dis-
play particularly powerful, and it can presumably elicit emotions of pride and
identification with the Polish national journey. The fact that the museum uses
 Note that this book, though otherwise written in American English, uses ‘exhibition’ through-
out; ‘exhibit’ is only used, as is common in British English, to signify a single object or a limited
arrangement of objects in an exhibition.
 This is the design by the museum’s original leadership. But in a subtle way its more humanist
agenda fits the nationalistic agenda of the new leadership (see chapter 6.2 for further details).
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a toy as the only artifact in this room intensifies the message of the innocent
being illegally targeted.³
In the Second World War section of the House of European History in Brus-
sels (opened in 2017), the visitor encounters what appears to be a similar display
to that in Gdańsk. In a vertical display cabinet, the museum exhibits three char-
red military toys from Dresden – the figurines of an anti-aircraft gun, a truck,
and a tank – and a fragment of a sculpture taken from the ruins of Warsaw in
1945.⁴ The anti-aircraft gun, truck, and tank are war toys unambiguously
meant for civilian use. At the same time, unlike the truck in Gdańsk, the toys
do not appear to have arisen from the rubble. While their shapes are more or
Fig. 1 Section “War of Annihilation” with “Toy car dug out from under the rubble.” Permanent
exhibition. Muzeum II Wojny Światowej (Museum of the Second World War), Gdańsk (Photo:
Author, 2017).
 Toys, games, and the topic of children and war are, however, present throughout the Gdańsk
Museum of the Second World War. The museum allows the visitor to have considerably more
open interpretations in other sections, regarding what a toy or war toy means in specific histor-
ical circumstances.
 For the position of this cabinet see fig. 24 (at the beginning of section 3 on the floor map).
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less recognizable, they are damaged or even destroyed. Whilst there are precise
captions to identify these objects, the museum’s tablet⁵ relating to the display
provides no additional information. The survey text for the section explains
that the concept of ‘total war’⁶ “was particularly brutal in Central, Eastern and
Southern Europe.” The display is more interpretatively open than in Gdańsk,
since the visitor can read the artifacts in at least two ways. The first is that in
war, there is total destruction on all sides: none of the artifacts can be repaired;
they are fragmented or dysfunctional forever. Along these lines, the war toys can
be read metaphorically as representing the suffering of all children, and even
possibly as condemning various parties for the suffering of children. The second
reading is that the destruction of Warsaw points to German perpetration and
highlights that it occurred prior to the bombing of Dresden, so that the artifacts
at least partially express German responsibility for the resulting destruction of
the city. Neither reading is made explicit by supplementary text; the readers
must make these connections themselves.
The third war toy, a toy tank made by the company GAMA, is exhibited in the
Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM) in Dresden (re-opened in 2011).
The toy tank was damaged on February 13, 1945, and was later discovered on
Dresden’s Weberstraße. The description notes that today, a shopping center is lo-
cated on the site of the findings and that mechanical GAMA tanks, which sent
out showers of sparks, were among the most popular toys in the Third Reich.
The exhibition also informs the visitor that such toy tanks were reproduced in
West Germany in the 1950s. The museum’s toy tank can be found at the very
end of a large horizontal glass-display cabinet, located where the “War and
Play” section leads into one of architect Daniel Libeskind’s voids.⁷ Opposite
the tank is a parade of toys: soldiers and vehicles from the seventeenth century
to the present, from tin soldiers, to Lego soldiers, to space warriors – all of which
seem to be marching against the burnt-out tank (see fig. 2). In contrast to most of
the museum’s displays, the individual objects here are not referenced with exact
source material. Neither are they set up in chronological order, emphasizing the
anthropological and experiential message of the installation. They create an aes-
thetic impression of the power of children playing war. This is supplemented by
a paragraph from the childhood of German writer and satirist Erich Kästner, who
was born in Dresden, in which he expresses his love of playing at all kinds of
war. The museum description notes that there is no need for historical accuracy
 For the museum’s use of tablets that provide text and contextual information in twenty-four
languages, see chapter 6.3.
 See also chapter 8.
 See also chapter 5.1.
Prologue 3
in play: “The child alone, almighty and godlike, determines the course and out-
come of the war. The omnipotence experienced in play contrasts with children’s
experiences of helplessness in real war.” The visitor who reflects upon the instal-
lation can experience some of the fun of playing as well as the sobriety of the
real war as symbolized by the burnt-out tank. The artifact is even more powerful
since its destruction replicates exactly how a real tank is destroyed in combat.
That the tank is a concrete artifact from firebombed Dresden intensifies its au-
thenticity and the perception that it stands metonymically for the real war.
The installation creates an experiential stage for visitors to connect the past
with their present attitudes or those from their childhoods. Would one allow
one’s child to play such war games? Did one love playing such games as a
child? What are the repercussions of reality overlapping with a game scenario?
The tank is ambiguous, oscillating between being a ‘victim’ of the Allied fire
bombings and a ‘perpetrator’ metonymically pointing to German atrocities, be-
tween being a symbol of defeated evil and a symbol of such evil’s afterlife in
Fig. 2 Destroyed Gama toy tank opposite to parade of war toys. Permanent exhibition. Mili-
tärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr (Bundeswehr Military History Museum), Dresden
(Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr).
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post-war West Germany, and between play and reality. The museum also avoids a
clear assessment of whether war toys should be approached critically or not.
To better understand the museums’ staging of toys, the theoretical concepts
of historical authenticity and of ‘in situ’ and ‘in context’ displays are helpful. Eva
Ulrike Pirker and Mark Rüdiger define historical authenticity in two ways: as wit-
nessing and as experiencing the past (2010, 17). All military history museums
aim to generate authenticity, but the form of authenticity varies between degrees
of reconstructive authenticity based on material and human witnesses and sim-
ulative authenticity (Jaeger 2017b, 165). On the one hand, authenticity of witness-
ing can be achieved through first-hand accounts, historical places, or objects
from the past. On the other hand, historical authenticity can be reproduced
through simulations of the past. These simulations can be achieved through
the use of replicas, historical reenactments, and through the evocation of au-
thentic feelings that relate to the mood or atmosphere of the past. A second the-
oretical paradigm stems from Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett who distinguishes
between ‘in situ’ and ‘in context’ displays. Both allow for different kinds of per-
formativity and creation of space in displaying objects in museums. “In-context
displays […] depend on the drama of the artifact. Objects are the actors and
knowledge animates them” (1998, 3). They are often set into a larger narrative
such as “a story of evolution or historical development. The performative
mode is exposition and demonstration. The aesthetic is one of intelligibility”
(1998, 3). In contrast, she describes ‘in situ’ displays as immersive and environ-
mental. They privilege the experience of the past through dioramas, live dis-
plays, and the display of humans: “they recreate a virtual world into which
the visitor enters” (1998, 4).
At first glance, all three examples of war toys fall under Pirker and Rüdiger’s
first category of the authenticity of witnessing in their role as historical artifacts
that draw the visitor closer to the realness of the past. At the same time, they all
seem to be ‘in context’ displays, since none of them are meant to recreate the
space of a virtual past world. However, upon closer examination, each example
establishes something that seems to simulate authenticity in the staged museum
space as well as allowing the visitor to be immersed in past structures and to
emotionally connect with the past. The Gdańsk Second World War Museum
uses its toy artifact to establish a metonymic-narrative experience. The authentic-
ity of the original artifact is only a stepladder for emotionalizing visitors toward
the museum’s narrative argument of Poland rising from the rubble.⁸ The artifact
 See also the discussion about the Warsaw Rising Museum in chapter 3.2.
Prologue 5
is staged as the lone survivor among photographs of destruction,⁹ making it so
that the museum simulates a sense of resistance and survival against a criminal
‘war of annihilation.’ It remains ambiguous whether the uncharred truck refers
to the historical will to survive or whether it explicitly connects the visitor’s pre-
sent to the past through contemporary narratives and cultural memory. Similarly,
the historical authenticity of the destroyed toys in the House of European History
leads to a metaphorical experience that emotionally draws the visitor into the
meaning and effects of total warfare. In their function as witnesses of authentic-
ity, they simulate a universalization of warfare within the narrative context of the
museum. Finally, in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum’s toy parade and
tank installation, the visitor is confronted with a temporalized scenario that re-
quires individual interpretation in order to decide how toy war and real war over-
lap and what these potential overlaps mean. It is a meta-representational display
that challenges visitors to immerse themselves reflectively in it and therefore al-
lows for a structural (non-mimetic and non-historical) temporalization of past
and present. The burnt-out tank as a witness to and creator of historical authen-
ticity is an important vehicle for the installation to maintain its effect of histor-
ical reality. The scene between tank and toy parade performed here creates a
structural experience of war, challenging visitors to reflect upon what relates
to the past and what relates to their individual and collective memories in the
present, upon what is real and what is re-imagined.
Generally, all three cases cannot be understood without considering the nar-
rative techniques of meaning and memory production employed in each exhibi-
tion. None of them create a direct immersive experience, but all three trigger dif-
ferent emotional or aesthetic responses to structural or symbolic understandings
of the past through the lens of the visitor’s present. A structural response by the
visitor – as seen, for example, in the installation in Dresden – first creates an
aesthetic response with various potentialities that exceed the intent of the muse-
um curators and architects. At the same time, the display supersedes a mimetic
re-production of possible past experiences (by individuals or collectives). Conse-
quently, neither mimetic immersion nor mere explication of context can grasp
the aesthetic effect on the visitors in the examples provided. This means the di-
chotomy of ‘in situ’ and ‘in context’ display, while helpful, is insufficient on its
own. The visitor – entrenched in her or his own cultural memory and possibly
challenged to reflect on its implications and biases – becomes a mediating con-
 Aside from the truck, the room only contains enlarged vignette-like photographs of bombed
cities, an enlarged series of photographs of a German massacre of Polish prisoners, and a com-
puter station providing further photographs and brief textual context about the bombed Polish
cities.
6 Prologue
sciousness in the museum space, activating different potentialities of artifacts,
space, and constellations. To understand this process, this study has utilized
and further developed the concept of experientiality for the medium of the (his-
tory) museum. This has the potential to advance the analysis of how exhibitions
emotionalize the visitor; how they create proximity or distance to the historical
subject-matter; how they balance or blur the historical understanding of the past
with the cultural memory of the present; how they produce or steer ethical state-
ments and narrative structures; and how they allow for reflection on methods of
representing the past. Finally, experientiality is significant for how museums
represent and simulate specific historical events of the Second World War in gen-
eral. None of the toys analyzed – although all stem from the Second World War
and relate to the destruction of aerial warfare in particular – seem to create an
understanding or experience for the visitor that is specific to that war. The theme
of war toys – often connected to the innocence of children – seems too universal
to achieve historical specificity. Consequently, this tension between historical
specificity and anthropological or universal arguments will be another core sub-
ject addressed in this study.
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Chapter 1:
The Second World War in the
Twenty-First-Century Museum
1.1 The Museum between History and Cultural Memory
The core question of this book is how Second World War museums and exhibi-
tions can help prototypical visitors from diverse cultures comprehend or experi-
ence the past in the twenty-first century. As the prologue has shown by example
of war toys, there are multifaceted ways to involve the visitor in an exhibition,
whether it allows for historical understanding or for universal emotional reac-
tions that bring the past closer to the present. As the living memory of the Sec-
ond World War fades, the museum has become an increasingly significant medi-
um to connect past and present (see e.g. Finney 2017). In other words, it has
become a medium of remembrance (see e.g. Makhotina and Schulze-Wessel
2015, 8–9; Thiemeyer 2015). The German philosopher Herrmann Lübbe argues
that the increasing musealization of the late twentieth century is a reaction to
the acceleration of progress in human society (1982, 2000; see also Koselleck
2004 [1979], 258–263). That is to say, Lübbe argues that the quicker society
changes, the more it creates forms and institutions to save artifacts and struc-
tures from the otherwise would-be-forgotten past. Consequently, the loss of fa-
miliarity with the well-known can be compensated for by musealization. The mu-
seum functions as one of the institutions that allow the present to be connected
with the past, which for Lübbe enables the process of progress toward the future
to actually occur. Even if one objects to the ‘progressive’ nature of this develop-
ment,¹ the trend toward temporalization of the past, present, and future seems to
have further intensified in the first two decades of the twenty-first century.
Jan Assmann’s distinction between communicative (social) and cultural
memory (1992, 48–66) helps us to understand the role of the museum when
communicative memory becomes increasingly ritualized, materialized, and insti-
tutionalized. Astrid Erll points out that memory occurs as both individual and
collective processes: “[W]e have to differentiate between two levels on which cul-
 See especially Andreas Huyssen’s critical reading of Lübbe (2003, 22–24). Instead of Lübbe’s
compensatory argument, Huyssen argues that it is important to accept a fundamental shift in
structures of feeling, experience and perception. He points out the moral and political nature
of the discourse of musealization and how the museum can easily lose “its ability to guarantee
cultural stability over time” (Huyssen 2003, 24).
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ture and memory intersect: the individual and the collective or, more precisely,
the level of the cognitive on the one hand, and the levels of the social and the
medial on the other” (2010, 5). The collective level “refers to the symbolic
order, the media, institutions, and practices by which social groups construct
a shared past” (Erll 2010, 5). It is important to note that ‘memory’ functions
metaphorically when used in collective concepts such as cultural memory or
Pierre Nora’s lieux de mémoire; societies or groups cannot literally remember.
In this way, the museum functions as a composite multisensory medium that as-
sembles other media within the museum space. It can reinforce a ritualized or
institutionalized form of memory, or it can challenge visitors to distance them-
selves from the historical material and narratives it represents. Consequently,
the museum can mirror the stored cultural memory of its time, or it can shape
the formation of new memory patterns. It can work to enhance the functional
and storage aspects of cultural memory (A. Assmann 2016 [2006], 38–42). Visi-
tors can either learn about the past, develop their own war memories, or be
steered toward preconceived narratives that comprise master narratives and cul-
tural memory politics.
Contemporary museum and heritage studies researchers as well as museum
practitioners, have advocated for a social justice approach in museums based on
dialogue and debate: “[a] courageously reflective practice […], based upon a rad-
ical transparency and trust, and practiced both inside and outside of the muse-
um” (Lynch 2013, 11; see also Kidd 2014). For the representation of a historical
theme such as the Second World War, this raises the complex question of how
museums represent historical research, how they react to their influential role
as carriers of cultural memory (A. Assmann 2007, 154), and whether they find
ways to integrate pluralistic perspectives into their exhibition narrative. How
have different communities constructed the cultural memory of the Second
World War? Following memory trends in Holocaust (and later in Second World
War) remembrance,² there has been an increasing convergence of history and
memory in Second World War museums since the 1980s (A. Assmann 2016
[2006], 32). Visitors can certainly learn a lot about historical knowledge and
facts; however, these museums also affect the visitors’ personal memory and
 The tendency of history and memory to converge must be differentiated from earlier memory
studies. In Maurice Halbwachs’s social concept of collective memory, the relation of memory to
history is sequential (1992 [1925]). History starts when living memory of the past ends. Pierre
Nora picks up Halbwachs’s differentiation: “(…) Maurice Halbwachs has said, that there are
as many memories as there are groups, that memory is by nature multiple and yet specific; col-
lective, plural, and yet individual. History, on the other hand, belongs to everyone and to no one,
whence its claim to universal authority” (Nora 1989, 9).
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the cultural memory of nations and other groups. Second World War representa-
tion in museums has partially followed Holocaust representation in emphasizing
individual experiences and memories to express the authenticity of witnessing
and the irreducible plurality and diversity of those experiences (A. Assmann
2016 [2006], 33). Here, memory studies enhances history writing within the mu-
seum by emphasizing emotion and individual experience, by highlighting the
function of history as a form of remembrance, and by adding an ethical orienta-
tion (A. Assmann, 2016 [2006], 34).
Actual events are less relevant to memory studies than what people feel and
think occurred. Consequently, today, most museums representing the Second
World War are hybrids of factual and contextualizing historical research on
the one hand, and carriers of perceptions and memories on the other. These mu-
seums often conduct research to understand the content of represented events
and to argue in an evidentiary mode that certain facts are true and certain his-
torical events happened. Ultimately, they reflect the historical knowledge and the
cultural memory of their time. This study analyzes the semiotic, aesthetic, and
narrative techniques of Second World War representations in permanent exhibi-
tions. Every museum analyzed here would likely argue that they represent histor-
ical facts. Some stress methods of oral history – see e.g. especially the New Or-
leans WWII Museum – and therefore highlight the convergence of history and
memory. At the same time, many museums increasingly exhibit and narrate in-
dividual stories and give room to multiple and diverse voices. Whereas some of
these voices can develop individualized aesthetics for visitors willing to engage
with them, most voices are used as examples for historical groups and argu-
ments. Thus they function less as individual memory than as individual carriers
of a collective consciousness, which is part of the museum’s memory construc-
tion.
Museums can mimetically simulate the past. They can either simulate histor-
ical perspectives of individuals, collectives (most commonly), or historical struc-
tures. Understanding and representing concepts and instances of violence, atroc-
ities, death, genocide, trauma, loss, perpetration, victimhood, and guilt, among
others, methodologically challenge museums to involve the visitor in the past re-
ality of war as well as its current perception. This relates to the concept of ‘dif-
ficult knowledge,’ whereby museums challenge visitors to push beyond the pre-
conceived boundaries of their collective selves (Lehrer et al. 2011; Simon 2004,
2011; Rose 2016; see also Macdonald 2008 for the concept of ‘difficult heritage’).
This study explores the ways in which contemporary museums bridge the gap
between the present and the past by employing the aura of authentic objects,
the medium of text, techniques of reenactment, the creation of scenes (both di-
oramas and scenes the visitor appears to populate), photography, audiovisual
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material, digital sources, scenography simulating past spaces and atmospheres,
effects of light and color, and works of art. Different agents or factors influence
the mediation between the visitor and the past: rituals and traditions of cultural
memory; the authority of eyewitnesses, and, at the end of living memory, their
narratives and voices in text and video testimonies; material objects; the selec-
tion and construction decisions made by curators, architects, designers, and mu-
seum management; and the influence of governments and lobbying groups pur-
suing active memory politics. At the same time, this study argues that it is crucial
to understand the representational potentiality of an exhibition space not only
beyond the intentions of its makers and but also beyond the explicit experiences
of those who have witnessed the past. Museums either create a spatial structure
that visitors can activate by following multiple paths, or museum makers use
particular techniques to restrict such visitor mediation in favor of steering visi-
tors toward specific narratives, meanings, moral judgments, and emotions.
This book contributes to research on Second World War representation,
memory studies and museum studies in two distinct ways. First, this study is
the first to systematically analyze on a global scale – by example of the Europe-
an theater of the Second World War – how museums allow contemporary visitors
to comprehend and experience the history of the war. Unlike the most prominent
Holocaust exhibitions in Washington, London, or Jerusalem,which have been re-
searched extensively (Holtschneider 2011; Hansen-Glucklich 2012; Schoder 2014;
Bernard-Donals 2016) or representations of National Socialist ideology (Macdon-
ald 2008, 2013; Paver 2018) and the history of the Holocaust in memorial sites
(Lutz 2009; Kleinmann 2017; Luhmann 2018),³ most current Second World War
exhibitions have received relatively minor systematic scholarly attention. In
the German-speaking world, the major exception to this is Thomas Thiemeyer’s
descriptive and comparative media history (2010a), in which he analyzes exhibi-
tions in France, Germany, Belgium, and Britain from the first decade of the twen-
ty-first century.⁴ He focuses on national differences and differences in political
frameworks and representational forms between exhibitions on the two world
 See chapter 8 for the discussion of the representation of the Holocaust in Second World War
exhibitions.
 Consequently, the overlap with this book is limited to the discussion of the Imperial War Mu-
seum North and a prospective discussion of the Bundeswehr Military History Museum. The ex-
hibitions in the Imperial War Museum in London, the German-Russian Museum, and the Mémo-
rial de Caen have changed since Thiemeyer conducted his study.
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wars (see also Thiemeyer 2013, 2019).⁵ The debates and controversies surround-
ing post-Soviet public memory of the Second World War in Eastern Europe and
former Soviet states have led to numerous studies about museums and memorial
sites, which often emphasize a singular national cultural memory context (e.g.
Heinemann 2017; Makhotina 2017).⁶ More recently, a number of studies have an-
alyzed the impact of memory politics and cultural diplomacy on contemporary
exhibition design, especially in relation to transnational museums dealing
with the Second World War⁷ (e.g. Kaiser 2017; Clarke and Duber 2018; Hackmann
2018; Clarke and Wóycicka 2018; Siddi and Gaweda 2019).
Second, in relation to narrative, memory, and experience, this study devel-
ops the concept of experientiality (on a sliding scale between mimetic and struc-
tural forms). This contributes to existing theories regarding methods used for the
reading of history museums. It also provides a textual-spatial method for reading
exhibitions and understanding the experiences of historical individuals and col-
lectives. The experientiality created through the interaction between the museum
space and the ideal museum visitor helps us comprehend the representational
and performative potential of each exhibition, even if an actual visitor can
only realize parts of it. Other dimensions and categories – such as the function
of museum objects, the use of space and architecture, the function of visual
media, and multimedia elements – will be analyzed in terms of their relationship
to narrative, memory, and experience. It is crucial to note that these categories
do not automatically determine the following: whether an exhibition has the ef-
fect of openness or closure; whether it creates debate or manipulates the visitor
into believing a single narrative; or whether it forces visitors through a pre-fab-
ricated experience or helps them reflect upon their own position by employing
an experiential approach. Simply identifying one particular representational
technique as constructing the collective role of a country or a group in war –
as victims, perpetrators, resisters/upstanders, collaborators, bystanders, victors,
or losers – unnecessarily reduces the complexity of contemporary Second World
War representation. This study also attempts to avoid judgment about which
method is ‘better’ for representing the Second World War.Whereas there are cer-
 See also for the representation of war in the museum also the edited collections by Hinz 1997
and Muchitsch 2013, and specifically for the Second World War Kjeldbæk 2009 and Echtern-
kamp and Jaeger 2019a.
 See also the individual studies in the edited collections in Kurilo 2007; Troebst and Wolf 2011;
Makhotina et al. 2015; and Bogumił et al. 2015, who assemble individual case studies focusing
on specific Eastern European and German museums and memorial sites.
 See chapter 6.
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tain ethical or critical standards that can be described and assessed,⁸ the objec-
tive of this study is to explore the range of representational possibilities and their
potential cognitive, ethical, emotional, and aesthetic effects on the visitor.
In this introductory chapter, I first discuss the relevance of the Second World
War in memory discourses and remembrance politics. I place particular empha-
sis on the tension between the national and the transnational, exploring trans-
national, multidirectional, and agonistic modes of memory (chapter 1.2). I then
differentiate between different types of museums and contextualize different
representational modes within current museum scholarship (chapter 1.3). Final-
ly, I explain the selection of the twelve museums in six countries that form the
center of this study’s analysis and elaborate on my fieldwork (chapter 1.4).
1.2 The Second World War between National and
Transnational Memory
The last three decades have led to an immense global memory and museum
boom. History museums play a strong role in this, as they attract a mass audi-
ence (Beier-de Haan 2005, 7). Narrowing the scope down to museum representa-
tion of war, and particularly of the Second World War, confirms the general
trend. Although the war ended seventy-five years ago, and most of its eyewit-
nesses have passed away, it is nevertheless a constant topic of public discourse
and debate. The number of new museums and memorial sites representing and
commemorating aspects of the war has multiplied in the twenty-first century. The
2016-edition of the French-authored military guidebook 1939– 1945: guide Eu-
rope lists 1,500 museums and memorial sites of the Second World War across Eu-
rope (Hervouet et al. 2016). The actual number of memorial sites is much higher;
the book’s selection is clearly French-focused and consequently includes only a
fraction of museums and memorial sites in other countries.What makes the Sec-
ond World War – and the Holocaust as often inextricably related – most interest-
ing in comparison to other conflicts and historical events is that it is engrained in
virtually every country’s cultural memory and continues to be relevant for
groups and nations in the present, even at the end of its living or communicative
memory (see e.g. Flacke 2004; Echternkamp and Martens 2010 [2007]; Bragança
and Tame 2016; Echternkamp and Jaeger 2019b).
 For example, following the Beutelsbacher consensus of 1976, German historical museums and
memorial sites began to slowly commit themselves to a prohibition on ‘over-emotionalization,’
that is, to adopt a pedagogical model independent from indoctrinating visitors and/or from over-
whelming them emotionally (Thiemeyer 2019, 33).
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Take, for example, two recent controversies related to competing cultural
memories of the Second World War. The first, between Japan and South Korea
(as well as other nations occupied by Japan), concerns the commemoration of
the so-called ‘comfort women’ – girls forced into sexual slavery by the Imperial
Japanese Army in its occupied territories (Kimura 2016) – and actively influences
contemporary foreign relations between these countries. The second is the de-
bate concerning the Memorial to the Victims of the German Occupation by the
sculptor Imre Párkányi Raab, erected in Budapest in July 2014. The monument
represents ‘innocent’ Hungary through a bronze statue of the Archangel Gabriel
over whom a bronze eagle (representing Nazi Germany) towers. The memorial
has triggered a protest movement, which has manifested itself in the hundreds
of spontaneous remembrance notes and objects located opposite the memorial
(see also Arnold-de Simine 2015). The latter case demonstrates – similarly to
the controversies around the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War in
2016–2017 (see particularly Machcewicz 2019 [2017])⁹ – that the memory battles
over the Second World War and its interpretations in Europe today have become
a mirror for the tensions in some European countries between European-oriented
democracies and authoritative nationalism.
Whereas the First World War might have had a renaissance through its cen-
tennial activities from 2014 to 2018, it only fulfils a function of defining national
identity and cultural memory in certain countries, including Belgium, France,
Britain, and Commonwealth countries such as Canada and New Zealand (see
e.g. Kavanagh 1994; Beil 2004; Winter 2006; Wellington 2017, 261–318; Shelby
2018). Other wars are remembered on specific occasions or in specific countries
in the form of founding myths. Only the memory of the Second World War, how-
ever, is constantly present in the popular imaginary as a global and total war,
providing a multitude of narrative and remembrance possibilities. One can
argue that for Western European countries the Second World War and the Holo-
caust “became crucial elements in a strategy to construct a sense of European-
ness” (Berger 2010, 134), while at the same time it is also clear that the universal-
ization of memory and top-down politicization of the war by the European Union
can be problematic (Berger 2010, 135; see also Tekin and Berger 2018, 2–6). The
West German / contemporary German way of working through responsibility for
the Holocaust is distinct from that of other nations, even those that must inte-
grate collaboration into their memory processes (Kaiser et al. 2014, 143; Kaiser
2017, 528–529).
 See also chapter 6.2.
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The Second World War can be represented from different national perspec-
tives as the ‘good war’ (e.g. Terkel 1984). It can also be represented as a human
catastrophe, or one can single out the Holocaust as an exemplary event that is
either separate from or closely interwoven with the Second World War. Impor-
tantly, the war’s global impact also adds perspectives from Asia-Pacific (see
e.g. Chirot et al. 2014). The war allows for the representation of individual and
collective heroics and valor. From the perspectives of countries that belonged
to the Axis powers, perpetration and victimhood are complex issues. As a
total war, it involved whole civilian populations as supporting the war effort
and/or as civilian targets.¹⁰ The long phases of occupation and perpetration of
wartime atrocities allow for a strong focus on resistance and collaboration
(Flacke 2004). Finally, the history of post-war Eastern Europe in which the Soviet
Union made the Eastern bloc states its satellites (often seen and narrated as a
second occupation), prolonged the war in the eyes of many countries. Conse-
quently, following a more universal, liberal phase of cultural memory, this has
become a major driving force of memory politics in Eastern Europe (see e.g. Bo-
gumił et al. 2015; Makhotina et al. 2015; Chu 2019).
Wars are usually instances of state-organized violence. Historically, tradi-
tional military museums or war museums have displayed military trophies
and emphasized valor and heroism, establishing identification with a particular-
ly national perspective and memory (Westrate 1961; Kavanagh 1994, Zwach 1999;
Thiemeyer 2010a, 95– 102; Thiemeyer 2019, 30–34). Rosmarie Beier-de Haan
uses the cosmopolitan theory of ‘Second Modernity’¹¹ to identify three trends
found in national historical museums and large historical exhibitions in the
early twenty-first century. First, the process of globalization reduces the orienta-
tion toward nation states and national identity in exhibitions. Similarly, Daniel
Levy and Natan Sznaider – regarding Holocaust memory – see a global trend to-
ward “a shared consciousness and cosmopolitan memories that span territorial
and linguistic borders” (2002, 91). Second, Beier-de Haan sees a stronger focus
on individual rather than collective memory. Finally, she notices the reduction
of academic or scientific knowledge in relation to experiential knowledge
(Beier-de Haan 2005, 232–233). In other words, cultural memory partially repla-
ces historical analysis and truth-claims. This third assertion clearly influences
worldwide trends in today’s Second World War exhibitions. The second trend
is also observable: museums have begun to represent more individual voices, al-
though many exhibitions continue to use them to construct collective perspec-
 See chapter 8.
 Developed by the sociologist Ulrich Beck in the 1990s.
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tives and narratives. Most interesting is Beier-de Haan’s first trend, since Second
World War exhibitions in almost all national contexts display an inherent ten-
sion between a focus on national perspectives, history, and identity and on
transnational, global, or universal themes.
Even in explicitly transnational or comparative exhibitions, Second World
War representation is almost always connected to the nation state or at least
to national perspectives, sources, and themes. In other words, their memory
seems connected to an antagonistic mode of memory (Erll 2009, 41–42). At
the same time, cultural memory patterns of the Second World War tend to
show structural affinities between different cultural memories. This allows for
a comparative approach and discussion of transnational and universal memory
patterns (François 2004). It also has the potential to overcome antagonistic mem-
ory patterns. This is not only evident through a focus on national artifacts, sto-
ries, and sources, but also through the high degree of generalization regarding
other nations.¹² When, for example, Western European museums speak more
precisely of German perpetrators, they mostly refer to Hitler, major SS leaders,
and the collective of Nazis or Germans; no war museum – even today – discusses
the debates surrounding the guilt and perpetratorship of other nations in-depth
(see e.g. Thiemeyer 2013, 291–298; Thiemeyer 2019, 37–38).¹³ If a museum high-
lights an enemy perpetrator – such as in the “Germans in Warsaw”¹⁴ exhibition
(see fig. 3) of the Warsaw Rising Museum– they are enshrined as one-dimension-
ally evil. Further analysis on what motivated such evil is not provided. Regarding
victimhood, museums first exhibit their own group or national suffering as well
as the targeted victims of the Nazi (or Japanese) enemy. Several of the museums
 Comparative exhibitions reflecting primarily on memory patterns are rare. Exceptions in the
form of special exhibitions relating to the Second World areMyths of the Nations: 1945 – Arena of
Memories (Mythen der Nationen: 1945, Arena der Erinnerungen), curated by Monika Flacke,which
could be seen in the German Historical Museum (Deutsches Historisches Museum) in Berlin from
October 2, 2004 to February 27, 2005 (Flacke 2004; see also Jaeger 2015a, 151– 152); and most
recently the exhibition [War. Power. Meaning:] War and Violence in European Memory (Krieg.
Macht. Sinn: Krieg und Gewalt in der europäischen Erinnerung; the main title is also a play on
words, since it can also be read as ‘war makes sense’), which took place in Ruhr Museum in
Essen from November 12, 2018 to June 10, 2019 as part of the EU-funded project UNREST (see
the “Conclusion” below; see also Berger et al. 2019; Berger and Kansteiner 2019; Cento Bull et
al. 2019, 620; Fernández-Maya 2019). The permanent exhibitions analyzed in this study that
most obviously depict memory patterns of war are the Bundeswehr Military History Museum,
the House of European History, and, to a slightly lesser degree, the Imperial War Museum North.
 See chapter 7 for a further discussion on the representation of perpetrators and perpetration
in Second World War exhibitions.
 See chapter 3.2 and chapter 7.
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in this study seem to overcome the national in different ways: by diversifying
what comprises the national (Oskar Schindler Factory); by universalizing certain
elements of the war, pinpointing anthropological and universal elements, pri-
marily within the context of national history (Bundeswehr Military History Mu-
seum, partially the Topography of Terror); by depicting a multi-national, partially
global scenario that is merely supplemented by a national perspective (Bastogne
War Museum); and by explicitly displaying artifacts, images, and narratives from
multiple nations simultaneously, which happens in different ways in the Ger-
man-Russian Museum, the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, and the
House of European History – the three museums that will be discussed as explic-
itly transnational museums in chapter 6.
Any museum exhibition about the Second World War attempting to break up
the dominant perspective of a nation state must find other ways of structuring
the history and memory of warfare to highlight regional, transnational, Europe-
an, global, anthropological, or universal tendencies. The category of ‘transna-
tional memory’ seems the most useful for analyzing Second World War museum
representation. Transnational history and memory refer to a broad range of phe-
nomena surpassing national boundaries (Tyrrell 2009, 454). They allow muse-
ums to go beyond the national without abandoning the idea of its importance:
“Nation is therefore constitutive to the definition, not as its center, but as some-
thing that has to be overcome, implying that transnational is a category, covering
everything that is not contained primarily within the nation state” (Jarausch
2006). The idea of the transnational can offer fresh perspectives, “a set of ques-
tions to be asked about the past that cut across the nation-state” (Jarausch
2006). Methods such as connected history, entangled history, histoire croisée,
translocal history, and world history (Pernau 2011, 36–84), entangled memory
(Feindt et al. 2014), traveling memory (Erll 2011), multidirectional memory (Roth-
berg 2009) and agonistic memory (Mouffe 2012; Cento Bull and Hansen 2016),
allow for the sketching, creation, and performance of non-nation-state paths.
Thus, there is first a type of transnational memory in museum representation
leading to a progressive, all-encompassing transnationality in which nations
move toward the transnational while nation-states potentially maintain a certain
relevance. A second, open type of the transnational allows for multiple voices
and perspectives, creating transnational constellations, which makes it possible
to see comparative perspectives between national or regional narratives.¹⁵ Trans-
 Narratologically, this can be analyzed through approaches of multiperspectivity. An open
multiperspectivity allows for tensions between different viewpoints in a museum narrative ver-
sus a closed one in which different voices and perspectives are recognizable but eventually syn-
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national techniques of representation provide opportunities for the expression of
structures and constellations that transcend the national. The question in ana-
lyzing historical exhibitions is thus whether the historical specificity of a nation
or other group is maintained, or whether it disappears into a universal more ab-
stract concept that surpasses the idea of the nation-state altogether. In other
words, the contrast between the first and second type of transnational represen-
Fig. 3 Entrance area in exhibition “Germans in Warsaw.” Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego
(Warsaw Rising Museum), Warsaw (Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Muzeum Powstania War-
szawskiego).
thetized. For multiperspectivity in historiography see Jaeger 2000, for the narratological concept
in general Nünning and Nünning 2000.
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tation is that in the former, the development of a transnational perspective leads
to a closed perspectival structure (i.e. there is a distant bird’s eye perspective
that synthesizes different national voices); whereas in the latter, an exhibition
can create co-existing tensions between the transnational and the national.
In this study, a concept that is particularly relevant to transcending or diver-
sifying the national is the European (Pakier and Stråth 2010; Macdonald 2013),
evident in the conceptual discussions about the development of the House of Eu-
ropean History in Brussels.¹⁶ Stefan Krankenhagen describes how Europe is im-
agined as “a common historical and experiential space whose abundance is os-
tensibly captured by the unique characteristics of the continent” (2011, 270).
There is a need to legitimize Europe as a cultural-historical process, which can
be one goal of such a museum: “Thus, from the many histories of Europe,
there emerges the ordered and ordering image of a European ‘unity in diversity,’
of an imagined property of Europe as the legitimation of its present and future
political composition” (Krankenhagen 2011, 270).¹⁷ Cris Shore has identified
three features of Europe’s new iconography: the teleological orientation of the
concept based on the nineteenth-century conception of history; the fact that
the symbols of the new Europe replicate those of the old nation-states; and
the paradox regarding the construction of a European cultural unity that is si-
multaneously present and still to be created (2000: 50–53; see also Krankenha-
gen 2011, 270–271). For contemporary Second World War representation, the
challenge lies particularly in this second feature. The nation-state is the very
foundation upon which the concept of the transnational is built. The teleological
orientation of Europe highlights the problem of whether Europe – in the sense of
the first type of transnational representation – is simply replacing the nation-
state as a larger conglomerate in a progressive, linear narrative, and thereby
threatening the existence of its nation-states: “The distinction between Eastern
and Western Europe within an extended EU makes it much more difficult to an-
chor the history of European integration in museums located in the new member
states” (Kaiser et al. 2014, 148). Consequently, the memory of the experience of
National Socialism and fascism and the belief in the singularity of the Holocaust
could change in the long-run as a consequence of the opening of the European
Union to the East (Kaiser et al. 2014, 149).
Anna Cento Bull and Hans Lauge Hansen identify this universalizing tenden-
cy as a cosmopolitan mode of memory that contrasts to the increasing trend to-
 See chapter 6.3.
 Sharon Macdonald has provided a very convincing analysis of the diverse processes for dis-
cussing a dynamic and differentiated European memory and consciousness, which recognizes
commonalities and diversity, thus allowing for a “‘multiperspectival’ history” (2013, 40).
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ward an antagonistic mode of memory, as discussed above. Similar to the second
type of transnational memory, they propagate a third mode of the memory, the
‘agonistic memory’ (2016). This is based on Chantal Mouffe’s discussion of an
“agonistic approach to the future of Europe” (2012, 629), wherein she argues
for a “pluralization of hegemonies” (2012, 639). Mouffe criticizes an all-encom-
passing European integration that is blind to “the process of the creation of col-
lective identities” (2012, 630) and argues that, in an agonistic approach, an affec-
tive dimension needs to be considered next to a rational one. Consequently,
European integration is unable to integrate regional and national forms of iden-
tity into its (cosmopolitan) framework without acknowledging necessarily con-
flicting views. Mouffe therefore argues against a cosmopolitan approach that or-
ganizes the unification of the world around a single model and that therefore
does not know ‘otherness.’ In her agonistic model, a “multipolar world would
acknowledge diversity and heterogeneity without attempting to overcome them
through the imposition of a supposedly superior and more advanced form of po-
litical organization” (2012, 639).
Consequently, Cento Bull and Hansen define agonistic memory through four
features. First, it avoids setting up ‘good’ against ‘evil’ by acknowledging the
human capacity for evil within specific historical circumstances. Second, it relies
on testimonies from all kinds of historical actors, including victims and perpetra-
tors, to understand their experiences and motivations. Third, it recognizes how
important affect and emotions are and advocates for empathy toward victims. Fi-
nally, it is attentive to historical context, the socio-political struggles, and the in-
dividual and collective narratives that led to perpetration of mass crimes (2016,
399).
Similar to the concept of agonistic memory, Michael Rothberg’s multidirec-
tional memory is closely connected to the second, open type of the transnation-
al, which relies on constellations. Rothberg argues against collective memory as
competitive memory, “a zero-sum struggle over scarce resources,” and develops
a multidirectional memory that relies on “ongoing negotiation, cross-referencing,
and borrowing” (2009, 3). Rothberg directs his argument particularly against a
nation-centered model of memory “in favor of a more open-ended sense of the
possibilities of memory and countermemory that might allow the ‘revisiting’
and rewriting of hegemonic sites of memory” (2009, 310). Following his defini-
tion of multidirectional memory, the Second World War remains a memory dis-
course that almost inevitably seems to return to competitive memory, group
identities, and national claims, as can be seen in metaphors such as Claus Leg-
gewie’s and Anne Lang’s “battlefield of European memory” (2011) and Paweł
Machcewicz’s “war that never ends” (2019 [2017]). Thus, this concept is interest-
ing for museums exhibiting the Second World War, since – if they intend to op-
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erate transnationally – they can create constellations and associations between
different war histories and memories. They can also create networking effects
with various potential paths for the museum visitor, as discussed above.
At the same time, it is crucial that museums using transnational, agonistic,
or multidirectional memorial strategies carefully maintain the historical specific-
ity of different memory communities. Performing a circulating memory of differ-
ent cultural signs, including ones that claim a strong national (or other group)
identity, allows for simulated structural experiences of particular tensions in Eu-
ropean Second World War memory. Consequently, this process can create sec-
ondary experientiality.¹⁸ Rothberg’s anti-competitive idea of multidirectional
memory can therefore work on a micro-scale within actual museum exhibitions
and in the circulating dialogue between different exhibitions. However, the dy-
namic re-writing of European Second World War memory will not eradicate na-
tion-centered perspectives. Nevertheless, in twenty-first-century European muse-
ums, its temporalized model increasingly simulates multidirectional and
agonistic memories that can display dynamic tensions between the national
and the transnational, between the historical and the universal (see also Jaeger
2017a, 24–26).
1.3 Museum Types and the Second World War
In categorizing history and war museums, a variety of types are recognizable in
relation to Second World War representation. In particular, there are (1) history
museums, often object-based, (2) narrative history museums, (3) memorial mu-
seums, (4) memorial sites, (5) documentation centers, (6) experiential museums,
(7) ideas museums, and (8) collector museums. These eight categories do, of
course, overlap in actual institutions. Nevertheless, these categorizations remain
useful for this study to help understand the different frameworks in which mu-
seums are created.¹⁹
The first type, a typically artifact-based history museum,²⁰ is particularly
concerned with interpretation, contextualization, and critique (Williams 2007,
 See chapter 2.2.
 Other factors will be considered within this study, such as the differences between public
and private institutions, local, regional, and national institutions, and the differentiation be-
tween permanent exhibitions and special exhibitions.
 Whether artifacts are displaced to auratically connect to the past or whether they are mere
illustrations overshadowed by an often-didactic text depends on the style of the history museum
(Grütter 1994, 82).
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8). Gottfried Korff explains the expositional function that makes museums places
of display: as sites of interpretation, they surpass simply acting as sites of pres-
ervation (1999, 270). The authentic object can stand in a synecdochic relationship
to the past. Its ‘thing-connectedness’ transfers the cultural energy of the past to
the visitors,²¹ while allowing them to experience distance and alienation from
that same past (Korff 1999, 269; for world war museums, see Thiemeyer 2010a,
263–274). History museums can either focus on artifacts and/or images, or
more strongly on textual contextualization and commentary. Consequently,
they operate closely to Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s ‘in context’ displays, using expo-
sition and demonstration as their performative modes (1998, 3). Nevertheless, it
is clear that in order to allow the visitor to develop a synecdochic relationship
with the past, the modern museum does not merely assemble artifacts in display
cases, but stages the past (Beier-de Haan 2006, 192). If the staging of objects
transforms into staging a scenography of the whole exhibition, the object-
based history museum could quickly become a narrative history or an experien-
tial museum (Korff 1989, 70); ‘in context’ style could shift to a more immersive ‘in
situ’ style (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998, 3–4).
Second, there are narrative history museums,which are less interested in ex-
hibiting a museum collection than in narrating specific stories through media
such as original artifacts, images, or stories (Majewski 2011, 152). Narrative mu-
seums tend to gravitate more closely toward either history or memorial muse-
ums. For example, in Poland, a new genre of ‘narrative museum’ was developed
in the first decade of the twentieth century, which differentiates itself from ma-
tyrological and monographic museums (Majewski 2011, 151– 152). The main func-
tion of these museums is not the collection, preservation, and exhibition of ar-
tifacts, but rather the narration of specific stories through a diverse number of
media. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC
(USHMM), which opened in April 1993 (e.g. Majewski 2011, 152), is often consid-
ered to be the archetype of narrative museums. Its founding director Jeshajahu
Weinberg has emphasized the importance of narrative within the museum:
The museum’s primary objective is to communicate to visitors a particular chapter of his-
tory. To this end, the USHMM draws upon thousands of artifacts. But it uses these artifacts
only inasmuch as they constitute building blocks that help compose the historical story line
as a visual continuum. This approach is essentially an attempt at visual historiography, and
thus, the USHMM can be called a ‘narrative museum.’ (Weinberg 1994, 231)
 Thiemeyer highlights that artifacts can be represented as authentic through either critical
historical analysis and contextualization of the historical source, or through staging the artifact’s
aesthetic effects (2010a, 265–266).
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In other words, in a narrative museum, artifacts, images, and scenography are
functional. They work primarily to establish “a historical story line as a visual
continuum.” The emphasis on the concept of storyline and continuum in Wein-
berg’s statement is significant. It suggests a linear, progressive narrative and the
possibility that many stories and voices will be contained within one larger story.
Put differently, despite the acceptance of the narrative structure of history,²²
Weinberg’s statement implies the telling of one ‘great story’ in a single master
narrative (Berkhofer 1995, 40–44). This seems less inspired by postmodern theo-
ry highlighting multiple stories than by nineteenth-century historiography,
which championed such master narratives (White 1973). It also counterbalances
a more recent trend in museum studies, and the representation of the Second
World War in particular, to highlight the individual stories of historical people
(Thiemeyer 2019, 29), or at least demonstrates the objective of containing all sto-
ries within a larger frame.Weinberg also attributes the success of the USHMM to
its capacity to evoke emotions among its visitors. This corresponds with Majew-
ski’s observation that narrative museums often use specific staging techniques to
advance their narrative message (2011, 152).²³ The evocation of emotions is ach-
ieved through narrative rather than through individual exhibits, and because
“[the museum] succeeded in demonstrating the universal character of the les-
sons to be learned from the Holocaust” (Weinberg 1994, 239). One of the critical
questions emerging from this claim is whether the visitor still has, or even
should have, freedom of interpretation and different emotional reactions to
the narrative being presented.
A narrative museum, however, can mediate a multitude of messages and
ideologies. Here, it is telling that two of the museums that took cues from the
USHMM and aimed for a similar form with which to frame their master narratives
– the House of Terror (Terror Háza) in Budapest (2002) and the Warsaw Rising
Museum – have completely different agendas than their American model. In-
stead of Weinberg’s claim of universality, they aim to re-establish national iden-
tity narratives. A matyrological museum – in Poland, originally exhibitions in
the German concentration and extermination camps as well as in prisons and
other memorial sites – can be easily integrated in the concept of a narrative mu-
seum. This is demonstrated through the discussions surrounding the Gdańsk Mu-
seum of the Second World War and the contemporary Polish memory debates
 See the insights of the linguistic turn by philosophers and historical theorists such as Arthur
Danto, Hayden White, Roland Barthes, and Paul Ricœur (e.g. White 1973, 1978; 1987; Ricœur
1984–85 [1983–1985], Rüth 2005, 16–52; Munslow 2007; Jaeger 2009).
 See also Bogunia-Borowska 2016, 240.
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about the war in general.²⁴ Nationalism and universality are not necessarily op-
posites, as this study discusses in detail in relation to the narrative structure and
message of the House of European History in Brussels.²⁵ The basic structure of a
narrative history museum is ideally suited to merge with the third type of muse-
um discussed here, the memorial museum.
Paul Williams systematically defines the memorial museum as a compound
of a physical memorial museum and a history museum. He identifies this type of
museum as one that is “dedicated to a historic event commemorating mass suf-
fering of some kind” (2007, 8). In other words, a memorial museum prioritizes
the perspectives of victim groups and individual victims. This type of museum
coalesces history and commemoration, which also means that a moral frame-
work supplements the historical narration of atrocities. Williams emphasizes
that recent memorial museums across the globe, which “find themselves instant-
ly politicized […] reflects the uneasy conceptual coexistence of reverent remem-
brance and critical interpretation” (2007, 8). In the French museum context, the
term ‘mémorial’ is also used; however, this usually implies that memory becomes
subject matter for the history museum, which also uses a commemorative mode
(see also Peschansky 2011 [2010]).²⁶ Though sometimes read as identical to Wil-
liam’s ‘memorial museums,’ the documentary and educational approach in a
memorial museum is subordinated to its commemorative function, whereas mé-
morials usually strike a more balanced approach between commemoration and
historical museums. As can be also seen in recent comparative educational strat-
egies of the USHMM, memorial museums are intended “to translate the suffering
of the past into ethical commitments” (Sodaro 2018, 4). Amy Sodaro argues that
they aim to create “a more democratic, inclusive, and peaceful culture and to put
the violence of the past to use in creating a better future” (2018, 5). This objective
connects the memorial museum to the sixth museum type of museum – the
ideas museum – discussed below.
Ethical temporalization is clearly evident in the USHMM. Michael Bernard-
Donals reads it as a form of “monumentalization” and “memorial space”
(2016, 18– 19) emphasizing the tension between the permanent exhibition and
what visitors see in the exhibition’s representations. For him, this depends
less on the actual exhibition than on the museum’s rhetorical and discursive
genesis, where the museum attempts to produce ethical behavior in its visitors
 See chapter 6.2.
 See chapter 6.3.
 Another French term weighing history slightly stronger than commemoration is ‘historial,’ as
used for the Historial of the Great War (Historial de la Grande Guerre) in Péronne (Becker 2008,
31–32).
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that surpasses its master narrative (2016, 184). Bernard-Donals argues that the
memorial museum is also an ideas museum that does not just preserve memory,
but also orientates visitors bearing witness toward their involvement in the pre-
sent and future (2016, 19). The risk of using the past primarily as a basis for the
social justice education of the visitor is that such museum missions seem to re-
quire a fairly linear progressive narrative that is far more based on cosmopolitan
memory than on agonistic memory. In other words, there is the danger that the
visitor is simply asked to accept a given social justice model, instead of working
through aesthetic and critical experiences of the past to develop a position on
contemporary memory discourse.
To understand all modes of representing the Second World War in the mu-
seum, it is important to consider the term ‘memorial museum’ in a broader
sense: Steffi de Jong argues that memorial museums “have both a memorial
function of remembering and honouring the dead and a didactic function of
transmitting historical knowledge” (2018a, 25). This allows for the analysis of
museums that do not only commemorate the victims of atrocities, but also pre-
sent the war either heroically²⁷ or in terms of the sacrificial valor of soldiers to be
commemorated – as will be seen in this book’s discussions of the New Orleans
WWII Museum and the Canadian War Museum in particular. On the other hand,
as seen in the USHMM, narrative museums can imply a universal vision for
human rights, peace, a United Europe, or freedom emerging from their historical
narratives. A memorial museum with a strong historical master narrative can
therefore use representational techniques such as repetition, story-telling, and
a linear, progressive design to create a nationalist, military, liberal, humanist,
or transnational museum. It can also reinforce ideologies and myths. The mem-
ory struggles concerning the Second World War and the Holocaust make it par-
ticularly crucial for us to understand how narrative techniques can shape the
story or stories of the war and how they shape the museum space to which
the visitor reacts.
The fourth type of exhibition under consideration is the memorial site. This
term is particularly theorized in Germany as Gedenkstätten (Lutz 2009, 40–45;
Stiftung Topographie des Terrors 2001) and in the English-speaking world
more positively as heritage site (see e.g. Jackson and Kidd 2011a). The English
concept has undergone intensive discussion regarding how exhibitions can
transform the authority and authenticity of heritage into a performative, multi-
layered endeavor for the museum visitor; one that is not simply affirmative of
 For a heroic perspective see for example the exhibitions in the Museum of the Great Patriotic
War in Moscow that opened in 1995.
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the past, but “places increased emphasis on heritage as a process” that can re-
veal a multiplicity of narratives (Jackson and Kidd 2011b, 2). All memorial sites
that feature exhibitions relate to physical locations that refer to the past. In the
German context, the term Gedenkstätten is further specified, referring to educa-
tional places²⁸ with independent exhibitions that document past atrocities that
occurred on those particular sites. The concept relates first of all to sites of vic-
timhood for those persecuted by the Nazi regime between 1933 and 1945.²⁹ How-
ever, the East German past in particular has recently led to a considerable expan-
sion of the concept, commemorating victims persecuted by the GDR regime.
These sites feature historical exhibitions with strong documentary claims and
educational mandates; in other words, their social justice mandate is less pro-
nounced than in memorial museums, and the past, mediated by guides and ed-
ucational programming, is supposed to speak for itself. At these authentic³⁰ sites
of atrocity, the commemoration of victims, historical information, and education
overlap. Whereas a heritage context can clearly tell a positive story of heroic
deeds, a worthy past, and group identity, German Gedenkstätten – similar to me-
morial museums – relate to atrocities and to the story of the victims in particular
(see e.g. Kaiser 2001). Despite the differences between memorial sites and me-
morial museums, both seek to educate and ensure that atrocities and their con-
texts cannot be forgotten.³¹
The fifth type of museum relevant to this study, closely related to the concept
of educational memorial sites, is the documentation center. This term is almost
exclusively used in the German-speaking world,³² particularly in relation to ex-
hibitions and sites that document Nazi perpetration and perpetrators.³³ Their em-
 In German Lernorte (Raupach-Rudnick 2001, 9).
 In the German context, Gedenkstätten – by 2009 there were almost 100 (Lutz 2009, 45) – in-
clude, among many others: the House of the Wannsee Conference, the German Resistance Me-
morial Center, and the Plötzensee Memorial Center, all in Berlin, and the memorial sites (Ge-
denk- and Mahnstätten) at different concentration camp sites in Germany, such as Dachau,
Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, Ravensbrück, and Sachsenhausen.
 See also Hoffmann 2002 for a critical discussion of the concept of authenticity regarding Ge-
denkstätten / memorial sites.
 Consequently, the German language often designates memorial sites as Mahnstätten, places
to warn about the developments of history.
 The American and Canadian equivalent would be the education center; however, when these
institutions offer the exhibiting function of a museum, they are usually more closely related to a
narrative history or a memorial museum, such as the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education
Center in Skoke (permanent exhibition from 2009).
 Similar to the previous concept of Gedenkstätten (memorial sites), crimes by the GDR dicta-
torship are also represented in documentation centers.
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phasis again relies on information, education (Bildung), and establishing evi-
dence through documentation. They imply the possibility of establishing objec-
tivity and evidentiary historical truth, and they are usually structured chronolog-
ically with thematic sections complementing their factual representations. Its
most prominent examples in Germany are the Topography of Terror (Topogra-
phie des Terrors) in Berlin (2011),³⁴ the Documentation Centre for the History
of National Socialism (NS-Dokumentationszentrum) in Munich (2015), and the
Documentation Center Nazi Party Rallying Grounds (Dokumentationszentrum
Reichsparteitagsgelände) in Nuremberg (2001).³⁵
Sixth, there is the ideas museum (Busby et al. 2015), which highlights a con-
cept – such as human rights, tolerance, peace (Apsel 2016), anti-war, and inno-
cence – rather than historical events or periods. Positive ‘ideas museums’ tend to
focus primarily on the present and future; they emphasize the idea of learning
about the past to influence their visitors’ future behavior and actions. Here,
the concept is divided in two ways, similar to the contrast between cosmopolitan
and agonistic memory (Mouffe 2012; Cento Bull and Hansen 2016). On the one
hand, ideas museums can follow a strong, linear and progressive narrative;
they merge with the narrative museum to set both a pre-determined ethical
and educational goal and a strong master narrative. When this is the case,
ideas museums are based on a value system; their historical context serves to
influence present and future behavior. On the other hand, ideas museums can
emphasize the critical education of their visitors. Angela Failler and Roger I.
Simon phrase this as follows:
What is difficult about difficult knowledge in these instances is not just becoming aware of
the ‘terrible facts’ but also, more precisely, figuring out what to do with such knowledge
and imagining how to learn from it, especially when it triggers our fears, defensiveness, ag-
gression, or feelings of hopelessness, threatening to undo our fundamental frameworks for
making sense of ourselves and the world around us. (2015, 174)³⁶
 See also its detailed discussion in chapter 5.3.
 Sometimes the term documentation center is used to describe learning and research institu-
tions within memorial sites. For example, the Rhineland-Palatinate National Socialist Documen-
tation Centre (NS-Dokumentationszentrum Rheinland-Pfalz) is part of the Osthofen concentra-
tion camp memorial site (Gedenkstätte KZ Osthofen). Specific perpetrator sites are also the
former SS castle Wewelsburg 1933–1945 Memorial Museum (Erinnerungs- und Gedenkstätte We-
welsburg 1933– 1945; reopened in 2010) – that was also the location of an adjacent satellite
camp of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp – and the Nazi Documentation Center Ordens-
burg Vogelsang (Vogelsang NS-Dokumentationszentrum) in North Rhine-Westphalia (2017).
 George Jacob notes that ideas museums – unlike museums exhibiting historical and cultural
objects – “have no obvious claim to the uniqueness or superiority of their content or to the phys-
ical protection of this information” (2015, 248). Consequently, engaging the visitor in difficult
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Difficult knowledge can be defined as knowledge that does not fit into tradition-
al discourse. In regard to trauma it presents “the psychic difficulty of learning
from traumatic experiences of others” (Britzman 2000, 28). Difficult knowledge
forces visitors to challenge their own experiences, transcend the boundaries of
their collective selves, and potentially reconceive their relationships with their
own identities and the identities of others (Lehrer and Milton 2011, 8). In this
way, the ideas museum can change the visitors’ understanding of past and pre-
sent discourses and, potentially, their future actions, without didactically telling
visitors how they should think, feel, or act. Simon argues that a recipient’s atten-
tiveness to testimony is twofold: informational and (self‐) reflexive (2006, 197).
Instead of highlighting master narratives and collective stories, he sees transfor-
mative possibilities within the visitor’s experience of personal and local memo-
ries (Simon 2004, 198– 199).
Ideas museums – especially those that focus on negative, historical ideas –
need to combine past, present, and future in their exhibitions, so that visitors,
with their own prejudices and memory, engage with the museum exhibition.
In terms of representing the Second World War and its atrocities, this means
that an ideas museum is usually hybridized with a history or memorial museum.
It also focuses on specific historical events or periods that often serve related me-
morial functions and are linked to sites of commemorative significance (i.e., the
museum is embedded within an authentic space / memorial site where past
atrocities have taken place). An ideas museum cannot simply abandon the rep-
resentation of the past when educating audiences and expressing hope in and
beyond the past, nor can a history museum eliminate the expression of futurity.
Ideas and history remain inseparably intertwined (Jaeger 2015b, 230). This type
of museum can also connect to a documentation center if the latter prioritizes
learning from historical contexts to understand comparable contexts in the pre-
sent and future. The Munich Documentation Centre for the History of National
Socialism describes itself through the link between past and present: “[it is] a
place of education and remembrance documenting and addressing the crimes
of the Nazi dictatorship and their origins, manifestations and consequences
right up to the present day. […] The key questions that the documentation center
poses to visitors are: ‘What does this have to do with me?’ and ‘Why should this
still concern me today?’”³⁷
knowledge production could replace this lack of authentic objects. However, Jacob also seems to
underestimate the strength of storytelling, which usually helps ideas museums to create a
unique space.
 https://www.ns-dokuzentrum-muenchen.de/en/documentation-center/about-us/, accessed
13 October 2019.
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The temporalization of the past, present, and future allows museums to
shape memories that can move toward the future by simultaneously overcoming
historical specificity and maintaining it. Temporality is extremely important in
museums, since the exhibition is nothing more than a spatial and temporal blue-
print; the visitor, situated in the present, is required to actualize the potentiali-
ties of the museum space. Creating a dynamic relationship between past, pre-
sent, and future usually requires an ideal, since otherwise they merely
confirm the interpretation or master narrative of an exhibition. Such an ap-
proach is affirmed by art historian and museologist Michael Fehr, who argues
for a paradigm shift: museums increasingly need to reflect upon their own
space in the present, rather than functioning as documentary-realistic containers
for the past (2005, 172; 2010). Museums must accept and embrace that they are
constructing new, individualized realities within their unique spaces. They are
situated between a documentary paradigm and a simulative, performative para-
digm through which they create, rather than simply reconstruct past realities.
This allows them to deal with more complex temporalities.
Seventh are experiential museums. Particularly in the Anglo-American
world, there is a tendency toward experiencing the past via empathy or reenact-
ment of the past (Agnew 2007) in museums with a strong emphasis on the mas-
ter narratives and scenography of an exhibition (Arnold-de Simine 2013, 44–53;
Jaeger 2019, 54–55). This is in contrast to traditional war museums, which em-
phasize objects and artifacts. Experience can become the dominant mode, mak-
ing it so that the visitor mainly experiences simulated scenes and atmospheres of
the past, while lacking the cognitive distance to understand historical processes
and contexts. As this study documents, all Second World War exhibitions create
experiences in different forms – yet a museum whose primary mode is experien-
tial emphasizes the emotional over the cognitive function. Here, it is important to
differentiate between approaches that mainly create proximity to collective expe-
riences of the past and ones that use empathy and reenactment of the past to
trigger critical thinking and reflexive modes in the visitor – in other words,
that mobilize difficult knowledge. Vanessa Agnew further elaborates on this dis-
tinction: on the one hand, there are reenactments that rely on the notion that the
past has been mastered, which means that they are neither explaining historical
processes nor interrogating historical injustices for such a theatrical reenactment
of history. This collapses temporalities and privileges experience over events and
structures in order to maintain historical depth (2007, 301–302). On the other
hand, she notes that “[r]ather than eclipsing the past with its own theatricality,
reenactment ought to make visible the ways in which events were imbued with
meanings and investigate whose interests were served by those meanings”
(Agnew 2004, 335).
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In terms of museum representation of atrocities, Paul Williams and Alison
Landsberg have argued that experiential forms can uncover power structures
and representational and ethical challenges. This is also the goal of empathetic
techniques in the museum. The demand for an imaginative investment by the
visitor leads to different concepts of secondary witnessing of trauma, which
Landsberg uses to develop the concept of ‘prosthetic memory.’ This implies
that mass media such as film and experiential museums can create sensuous
and bodily memories that do not come from lived experience, but rather from
engagement with mediated representations (Landsberg 2004, 2015). Discomfort
in inhabiting the experiences of others is often connected to physicality: “that
we remember not so much in a cognitive, declarative fashion, but in one that
is bodily and sensory” (Williams 2007, 98). Consequently, Williams argues that
the depiction of trauma must occur through an experiential return to the
event. He concludes “that in order for visitors to grapple with what others en-
dured, the idea of an event must be ‘burned in’” through visual depictions
and experiential installations (2007, 98). Williams highlights the “pain of look-
ing” in memorial museums that transcends from the victims’ “agonizing experi-
ences” to the visitors’ “discomfort at having to see” (62). He points out that
“[w]hile the act of looking is typically understood as a necessary burden in
order to appreciate what is at stake, the viewer’s actual response may be more
self-consciously rooted in the shortfall of his or her emotional reaction” (Wil-
liams 2007, 62; see also Landsberg 2004). However, even if one does not go as
far as Williams, empathy remains a useful and important tool in museum repre-
sentation to help understand how museums mediate and reflect upon the gap
between the historical past and the visitor’s present.Virtually every historical ex-
hibition, even ones that highlight their distance from the historical persons de-
picted, allows for a certain amount of empathy. The simulated experiencing of
other perspectives is crucial in allowing the visitor to understand the past. Cog-
nitive and emotional functions of museum representation are clearly present in
different museum types; to understand their impact, it is important to analyze
how they either open meaning and allow for different forms of reflection, or rep-
resent one version of historical truth and reality that visitors cannot challenge
because they are either emotionally overwhelmed or cognitively under-informed.
Finally, there are collector museums (type 8) which focus particularly on dis-
playing authentic artifacts such as weapons, uniforms, military equipment, and
insignias (see also Thiemeyer 2010a, 275–282). Today, collector museums repre-
senting the Second World War primarily display military memorabilia stemming
from veterans (and possibly civilians) who experienced the war, and their fami-
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lies.³⁸ Some resemble a basement full of memorabilia.³⁹ Others are more deliber-
ately designed, such as the Bastogne (Sous-Lieutenant Heintz) Barracks, which –
though still hosting military operations – has functioned as an interpretation
center for the Second World War since 2010 (Jaeger 2019, 56). Their educational
value is completely oriented toward reconstructing authenticity and document-
ing unquestioned facts, possibly supplemented by the function of commemorat-
ing war veterans from specific regions or units. Collector museums particularly
appear in battleground regions that attract significant tourism, for example, in
the Normandy region for the D-Day landings or the Ardennes for the Battle of
the Bulge. These museums often sell uniforms, insignia, and presumably authen-
tic objects.⁴⁰ Their narrative structure is – at best – chronological. At times, such
in the Bastogne Barracks Interpretation Center, collector museums reconstruct
authentic scenes through the use of dioramas.
In relation to the representation of the Second World War as discussed in
this study, the eight types of museum are relevant to varying degrees: types 1
(historical), 2 (narrative), 3 (memorial), 5 (documentation center), and 7 (experi-
ential) are the primary types of the institutions in question. Memorial sites are
less relevant; at the same time, almost all these museums connect with some au-
thentic aspects of their actual sites or locations. This study does not directly
focus on ideas museums, since the historical theme of the Second World War of-
fers a wide variety of themes and perspectives and serves as its focal point. But
ideas museums will be discussed where historical museums relate to the past,
present, and future. The concept of ideas museums will also be considered in
terms of how history museums representing the Second World War reflect on
conceptual themes such as violence, genocide, or peace, overcoming a narrow
historical focus. Finally, specific collector museums are not the direct focus of
this study either. All museums analyzed either imply different interpretations,
narratives, or understandings of the war with a national, transnational, or global
focus that goes beyond a mere appreciation of authentic reconstructions – as
 Before the advent of military history museums, army and military museums in particular,
highlighted the ‘custodial’ function and almost seemed like armories (Westrate 1961, 5–6).West-
rate also discusses the educational, commemorative, and entertainment functions of military
museums (1961, 5–8).
 An excellent example for a random display of items related to the Battle of the Bulge and its
local events around the city of Clervaux, Luxembourg, is the Musée de la Bataille des Ardennes
in Clervaux (visited in May 2016).
 For example, during a visit in July 2014, the Bastogne Ardennes 44 Museum offered an orig-
inal Wehrmacht artillery uniform, a Wehrmacht parade dagger, many original grenade shells, a
US razor, a US foxhole lighter, and hundreds of other original pieces of memorabilia for pur-
chase.
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seen, for example, in dioramas. However, to understand the concept of primary
and secondary experientiality⁴¹ for all museums, it is vital to consider some
ideas that make collector museums popular with regard to their claim of creating
historical authenticity.
Although the conceptual definition of museum types is useful, the analysis
of exhibitions ultimately proves more dynamic than assigning each museum a
type. Nevertheless, these typologies help us in understanding how a museum
blends cognitive, affective, ethical, political, and commemorative functions.
All museums have didactic and educational goals, but whether they refer to cog-
nitive, affective, ethical, or aesthetic capacities strongly varies. This differs in
terms of whether a museum aims for interpretative openness or moral or ideolog-
ical closure, and how it creates effects of proximity and distance with historical
individuals, groups, and events. As discussed below, depending on both their
governance structure and their political and societal contexts, museums also
vary in their curatorial freedom and how much they must adhere to visitor num-
bers. Silke Arnold-de Simine emphasizes the tasks of the museum today and the
different roles of private and public institutions:
Museums – especially but not exclusively those that are privately funded – need their cus-
tomers to approve of the exhibition rather than feel challenged beyond their comfort zone.
State-funded museums, on the other hand, perform a public role of remembrance in which
they are expected to represent a broad social or at least political consensus, producing nar-
ratives that form an integral part of national identity politics (2013, 2).
In other words, the institutional structure can strongly influence whether an ex-
hibition is designed to produce new ideas and critical thinking, or whether it re-
produces the status quo of a specific memory narrative.
1.4 Selection of Museums Analyzed
This study performs a detailed analysis of twelve permanent exhibitions in six
countries that opened in the twenty-first century. The typical military or army
museum representing military weaponry, technology, heraldry, etc. without a
strong cultural narrative, which represents war as heroic or at least uncritically,
is not discussed in this study.⁴² Reconstructive museums that put the visitor in
 See chapter 2.2.
 The Military History Museum (Heeresgeschichtliches Museum) in Vienna and Royal Army
Museum of Military History (Musée royal de l’Armée et d’Histoire militaire) in Brussels still
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the passive position of observing and admiring a reconstructed scene, an au-
thentic artifact, or a collection of original artifacts do not develop a strong po-
tential for experientiality.
The twelve museums and their most recent permanent exhibitions analyzed
in study are as follows: in Germany, the Bundeswehr Military History Museum
(Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr) in Dresden (MHM) from 2011,⁴³
the Topography of Terror (Topographie des Terrors) in Berlin (ToT) from 2010,
and the German-Russian Museum (Deutsch-Russisches Museum) in Berlin-Karl-
shorst (DRM) from 2013; in Belgium, the Bastogne War Museum in Bastogne
(BWM) from 2014 and, as a European example, the House of European History
in Brussels (HEH) from 2017; in Poland, the Warsaw Rising Museum (Muzeum
Powstania Warszawskiego) in Warsaw (WRM) from 2005, the Oskar Schindler
Factory (Fabryka Emalia Oskara Schindlera) in Kraków (OSF) from 2010, and
the Museum of the Second World War (Muzeum II Wojny Światowej) in Gdańsk
(MIIWŚ) from 2017; in Britain, two branches of the Imperial War Museum, the Im-
perial War Museum in London (IWML) from 2000 to 2014 and the Imperial War
Museum North in Manchester from 2002; in Canada, the Canadian War Museum
in Ottawa (CWM) from 2005; and in the United States, the National WWII Muse-
um in New Orleans from 2000 to 2018. The Mémorial de Caen in France, which
was founded in 1984 and considerably revised in 2009 and 2010 serves as a
backdrop, particularly in the chapters on the representation of the Holocaust
and the Air War.
All exhibitions analyzed in this study function as regional or national focal
points for Second World War narration, although their actual numbers of visitors
vary widely between roughly 40,000 a year in the German-Russian Museum and
1.3 million in the Topography of Terror. Most institutions are either publicly fund-
ed or, if they are privately funded like the New Orleans WWII Museum, function
are predominantly designed as exhibitions fully based on assembling and displaying original
military artifacts. The Brussels museum uses modern museum design techniques to depict the
Second World War in its Halle Bordiau – the exhibition is currently being expanded –, however,
it still looks like a traditional war museum that does not tell a story but mainly displays histor-
ical war scenes and focuses on equipment, with a certain emphasis on heroic commemoration.
Another example is the International Museum of World War II located in Natick, Massachusetts.
Its permanent exhibition, currently being redeveloped (a move to Washington, D.C. is under dis-
cussion), is fully based on its collection of authentic military documents, artifacts, and memo-
rabilia.
 Note that the dates provided in this list are the opening years for the new or redesigned per-
manent exhibitions. Several institutions are constantly redesigning parts of their permanent ex-
hibition or expanding it, especially the Imperial War Museum in London and the National WWII
Museum in New Orleans.
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as a national hub for telling a national or transnational story as well as reflecting
and influencing cultural memory. Each exhibition constructs and simulates
human experiences of war within different memory contexts. All exhibitions an-
alyzed have been either redesigned in the twenty-first century or opened in new
museum institutions and buildings since 2002, the large majority since 2010.
Half of the permanent exhibitions are the inaugural exhibitions for a new insti-
tution or museum sub branch (in Brussels, Gdańsk, Kraków, Manchester, New
Orleans, and Warsaw), another four have a new building (in Bastogne, the Top-
ography of Terror in Berlin, Dresden, and Ottawa), even if the actual institution
had preceding permanent exhibitions.
All six countries in which the museums are located have recently founded or
reopened major state-sponsored permanent exhibitions about the Second World
War, attracting considerable national and international media attention. One
could theoretically include a large number of countries that participated in the
Second World War and consider other regions such as Asia-Pacific,⁴⁴ the Middle
 There is obviously endless material on the memory debates about the Second World War in
the Asian-Pacific theater, particularly in East Asia and South-East Asia, and regarding the rela-
tionship of Japan to China, Korea, and the Philippines, and the American campaign in Asia. Spe-
cific Japanese atrocities such as the Nanjing Massacre and the fate of the ‘comfort women’ in
Japanese-occupied territories have received worldwide attention. The British and Allied Cam-
paign in Burma and the colonial past of Western powers in general could have been further top-
ics. I decided to only include the Asian-Pacific theater in the discussion in this book if it was
crucial to understand the exhibition designs and representations in Europe and North America,
such as in the discussion of the American master narrative of the war or in the discussion of the
depiction of aerial warfare and nuclear bombing in the museums (see chapters 4.1 and 8 in par-
ticular).Whereas several well-known museums such as the Memorial Hall of the Victims in Nanj-
ing Massacre by Japanese Invaders (founded 1985, renovated 1995) have been redesigned in the
late twentieth century, there is also a larger number of smaller or more local museums that
opened in the twenty-first century such as, in Japan, the Shokeikan Museum for Wounded Sol-
diers in Tokyo (2006) and the Okinawa Prefectural Peace Park (2000; see Allen and Sakamoto
2013, 1051–1053). In 2019, the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum (founded 1955, renovated
1994) reopened its Main Building and redesigned permanent exhibition (the East Building
with parts of the permanent exhibition was reopened in 2017); the museum focuses, however,
clearly on the aftermath of the bombing, the universal destruction of nuclear bombs, and on
commemorating the victims, not on understanding the historical context of the war. Scholars
reflect in particular on the political discourses, cultural memory, and master narratives purport-
ed by museums in Japan, China, and South Korea (see e.g. Allen and Sakamoto 2013; Denton
2014; Hatch 2014; Yoshida 2014; Lee 2018). Jooyoun Lee demonstrates in her analysis of major
Japanese war and peace museums that these “not only produce knowledge of the nation’s
past, but also trigger the emotions of contemporary people to connect them to the war dead,
by exhibiting personal stories, photographs, and belongings of the deceased and thereby gener-
ating an affective identity that transcends time and space” (2018, 8). The debates about victim-
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East, Australia (see e.g. Allen 2015), Scandinavia (see e.g. Kjeldbæk 2009; Stugu
2011), or other Eastern European countries besides Poland⁴⁵ to discuss represen-
tational techniques; however, the close reading of the different exhibition spaces
and their potentialities for an ‘ideal visitor’⁴⁶ requires concentrating on a reason-
able number of museums. First, this prevents this study from getting lost in gen-
eralities that simply repeat the museums’ curatorial and architectural mission
statements. Second, it allows for a focus on the intricacies of a specific set of na-
tional and transnational variations on cultural memory of the war.
The six countries in this study were selected for specific structural reasons
that could be transferred to other arenas of memory and explain similar repre-
sentational techniques and variations in other regions and countries. They func-
tion as models for the analysis of Second World War exhibitions due to their spe-
cific roles in the war. European memory is the core of this study; the comparison
to North America is needed to demonstrate the markedly different memory of a
continent that did not experience the war directly on its own soil. The European
Union has tried to define a shared collective memory and identity coming out of
the Second World War, which has been contested in national memory frame-
works. Germany is the aggressor or perpetrator nation, dealing with questions
of collective guilt and how, simultaneously, to represent its own suffering.
Great Britain is a victor and survivor country for which war in general and
more recently the Second World War, has been an important identifier for the na-
tion as defenders and liberators of the world. Poland perceives itself as a country
in a victim position (albeit with issues of collaboration and antisemitism) that
was able to begin the redevelopment of a national master narrative only after
the Soviet dictatorship, which had partly overshadowed the memory of the Sec-
ond World War. It has become the model for countries in which memory politics,
particularly related to the Second World War, have become a highly debated part
of national identity between a more European-oriented model and a nationalist
narrative. Belgium functions as example of a victim and occupied country that
relied on others for its survival as a state.
Canada is a victor/savior from outside of Europe in which post-war represen-
tation and collective memory have led to the formation of a strong national iden-
tity, including Canada’s post-war role as an international peacekeeper and dip-
lomatic mediator. The United States has a similar master narrative, but the
narrative emerges from an already self-affirmed perspective of identity and
hood, suffering, and perpetration provide for interesting comparative insight if one juxtaposes
the memory battles of Japan and Germany.
 See also Kurilo 2007; Makhotina et al. 2015; Bogumił et al. 2015, among others.
 See chapter 2.1.
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strength in fighting the ‘good’ war to save the world from evil. The analysis of US
American and Canadian museums also allows for the discussion of whether
there is a unique North American perspective in Second World War museum rep-
resentation and in which ways the North-American memory has been more sta-
ble throughout the last seventy years than its European counterpart.
This study focuses on permanent exhibitions since they are the better reflec-
tions of the long-term processes of cultural memory and group narratives that
shape the representation of the Second World War on a national or transnational
level. The study excludes explicit Holocaust memorial museums and Holocaust
educational centers as well as memorial sites, as discussed above as type (4),
which create exhibitions through the lens of a historic place and its events.
The Topography of Terror has been included to serve as an example of an insti-
tution that is almost exclusively focused on the depiction of perpetration. It also
works as a model for generating structural experiences of the war. The twelve
museums analyzed include five museums in which the Second World War is
prominently displayed but as part of a more all-encompassing history, including
four military history museums – the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, the
Canadian War Museum, the Imperial War Museum in London, and the Imperial
War Museum North – and one history museum – the House of European History.
The other seven museums exclusively represent the Second World War, even if
this is done in numerous forms and from various thematic angles.
In sorting the twelve museums by the main typology to which each museum
adheres, only the Bundeswehr Military History Museum and German-Russian
Museum primarily function as object-based history museums, although they
also have narrative and experiential qualities. The Gdańsk Museum of the Sec-
ond World War, the Warsaw Rising Museum, the Canadian War Museum, the
House of European History, and the Bastogne War Museum are predominantly
narrative history museums. Whereas the New Orleans WWII Museum is first
and foremost a ‘memorial museum’ for United States veterans and the collective
effort of the USA in the war, it also features elements of an object-based and a
narrative history museum with strong experiential components. Similarly, the
Warsaw Rising Museum and the Canadian War Museum partially function as me-
morial museums for the insurgents of the Warsaw Uprising and Canadian war
veterans respectively. The House of European History is on the borderline be-
tween an object-based and a narrative history museum, while the Bastogne
War Museum and the Warsaw Rising Museum both also feature strong experien-
tial aspects. In addition to the Oskar Schindler Factory, the Imperial War Muse-
um in London and Imperial War Museum North could also be described as ex-
periential with regard to their Second World War sections. Both branches of
the Imperial War Museum also have elements of object-based and of narrative
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history museums. The most comprehensive museums are the Gdańsk Museum of
the Second World War, the Bundeswehr Military History Museum with its Ger-
man-based but universally anthropological focus, and – although more restrict-
ed to the American point of view – the New Orleans WWII Museum. The German-
Russian Museum focuses on the German-Soviet war. Three museums – the Oskar
Schindler Factory, the Warsaw Rising Museum, and the Bastogne War Museum –
focus on a specific place, event, or battle, but all represent an overarching story
that seems to surpass the official local focus in different ways. The Warsaw Ris-
ing Museum creates a national narrative out of the local historical event. The
Oskar Schindler Factory produces a microcosm of the German occupation of Po-
land through its spatial representation of Kraków between 1939 and 1945. The
Bastogne War Museum in particular combines local, national, and global as-
pects of the war. Finally, the Topography of Terror deals with the whole range
of atrocities committed during the Second World War, but with a focus on Ger-
man perpetration.
Thomas Thiemeyer has differentiated between the three layers of the exhibi-
tion creators, the actual exhibition, and the museum visitor (2010b, 82; Heine-
mann 2017, 57–60). He also differentiates between the analysis of current and
past exhibitions. For Thiemeyer, the latter is based on the study of sources
and empirical research in the field (2010b, 82). For the former, I talked to muse-
um staff, researchers, and curators and used libraries and archives when appro-
priate.⁴⁷ Planning papers and protocols, institutional annual reports, reviews
and interviews in the press, and museum websites have been analyzed and
are discussed / referenced when they contribute to the representational and aes-
thetic analysis of the resulting museum and its effects on the visitor. For the
fieldwork component, to select the twelve museums in question and to have a
sufficient comparative insight into the design, representational, narrative, and
remembering techniques, and the experiential effects in Second World War mu-
seums, I visited 157 different museums and independent exhibitions on both
world wars, the Holocaust and other genocides, human rights, and war and mili-
tary history (and some more general history museums and exhibitions) in fifteen
countries between July 2010 and August 2019. All twelve core museums for the
project were visited on at least two different research trips, for a minimum of
five days and a maximum of twenty-one days; the average was nine days of field-
 These were not formal interviews; when an oral or non-published comment or information is
cited in this study, it is explicitly referenced and I have received permission to do so.
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work in each museum.⁴⁸ The close reading of multi-dimensional museum spaces
was prepared through the creation of a list with analytical research questions
that allow for the comparison of these museums. This method relates to ethno-
graphic research and its (self‐) reflexivity, which sees the museum as stage for
‘performances’ by staff and visitors, as well as a field- or discourse-specific un-
derstanding of perspectives and prejudices that accompany any production of
meaning within discursive frames (Gable 2005, 2010; Bal 1996; Scholze 2004,
2010). However, this study highlights a more literary form of close reading of
the potentialities of semiotic meanings and of cognitive, aesthetic, ethical, and
emotional effects that an exhibition can have on different visitors. It relates to
the concepts of narrative, experience, and memory in Second World War exhibi-
tions,while considering the specificity of the medium of the museum in its multi-
dimensional setting and addressing the visitor through multiple senses.
This methodology is further reflected throughout the second chapter of this
book. In its first half, I discuss the concepts of museum space and the ideal vis-
itor in relation to representational techniques such as staging and distantiation.
The second subchapter discusses the relation between historical experiences of
individuals as well as constructed collective experiences from the past and the
visitor experience in the present. From there I develop the concept of experien-
tiality and a sliding scale between primary and secondary experientiality. The ac-
tual discussion of the twelve museums is divided into four main chapters that
provide the primary theoretical angles used to understand each specific exhibi-
tion: restricted experientiality (Canadian War Museum,Warsaw Rising Museum,
 Since some exhibitions, such as Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, the New Orleans
WWII Museum, and the Bundeswehr Military History Museum are constantly evolving or chang-
ing, it is important to note the first and last visit for each of the twelve core museums, in alpha-
betical order: Bastogne War Museum: July 2014 & June 2018 (eight days of fieldwork in three dif-
ferent visits); Bundeswehr Military History Museum: March 2012 & August 2019 (twenty-one days
of fieldwork in ten different visits); Canadian War Museum: August 2012 & June 2015 (eleven
days of fieldwork in two different visits); Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War: July 2017
& April 2018 (seven days of fieldwork in two different visits); German-Russian Museum: July
2013 & December 2017 (eight days of fieldwork in six different visits; the previous permanent
exhibition was analyzed in 2009 and 2011 as well); House of European History: June 2017 &
May 2018 (six days of fieldwork in two different visits); Imperial War Museum in London: August
2013 & August 2017 (ten days of fieldwork in four different visits; one visit before actual project
started in June 2009); Imperial War Museum North: August 2013 & May 2018 (seven days of field-
work in two different visits); New Orleans WWII Museum: June 2014 & May 2017 (ten days of
fieldwork in two different visits); Oskar Schindler Factory: June 2010 & December 2013 (six
days of fieldwork in two different visits); Topography of Terror: December 2010 & August 2019
(twelve days of fieldwork in eight different visits); Warsaw Rising Museum: July 2010 & Decem-
ber 2013 (five days of fieldwork in two different visits).
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Imperial War Museum in London), primary experientiality (New Orleans WWII
Museum, Oskar Schindler Factory, Bastogne War Museum), secondary experien-
tiality (Bundeswehr Military History Museum, Imperial War Museum North, Top-
ography of Terror), and the transnational (German-Russian Museum, Gdańsk Mu-
seum of the Second World War, House of European History). The second half of
the book consists of three chapters on specific thematic angles of contemporary
representation of the Second World War in war museums: first, Holocaust and
perpetration; second, total war, aerial warfare, and suffering; and finally the
use of art in Second World War exhibitions. The book closes with a synopsis
of the results and the discussion of future approaches for museum representa-
tion of the Second World War and its scholarship.
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Chapter 2:
The Medium of the Museum
2.1 Museum Space and the ‘Ideal’ Visitor
How do history museums approach the past? Aleida Assmann – partially drawing
on the museum analysis of Rosmarie Beier-de Haan – differentiates between three
types of historical representations of memory: narrating, exhibiting, and staging
(2007, 149–153).¹ Narrating refers to the narrative semantics of a historical repre-
sentation that ascribes meaning, importance, and direction to the narrated events.
Exhibiting refers to the placement of historical texts, images, and objects in space,
which is far less sequential and causal than narrating and allows for effects of si-
multaneity. Finally, staging the past is divided into the categories of media staging,
particularly through film and moving images, and spatial staging, which Assmann
mainly relates to authentic heritage spaces that allow for imaginative re-experienc-
ing or performative simulations of the past. However, Assmann’s analysis is not
specific enough to help us understand the particularities of the medium of the
‘museum’ (or exhibitions in museum space). In her chart – which is divided
into basic representational modes, media, and format – the museum as a ‘format’
only appears to be connected to the mode of exhibiting, whereas ‘medial staging’
relates to documentary and historical film, and ‘spatial staging’ to memorial sites
and reenactments of history (2007, 154).
While Assmann’s typology, terms and structural descriptions of ‘staged’ public
history are slanted toward the production sites of narratives, museum exhibitions,
or performances, narratologists have broadened the subject-matter of narratology
to cultural representations in general (see e.g. Nünning and Nünning 2010). Ans-
gar Nünning has shown how the focus on world-making allows for the discussion
of historiographic narrative in the much wider contexts of media and discourse
theory, if one, for example, sees “events, stories, and storyworlds as discursively
created, medially represented, culturally specific and historically mutable con-
structs” (Nünning 2010, 206). To apply this to an understanding of representational
forms and storyworlds of history museums and the specifics of the museum as me-
dium the potential visitor must be taken into account – at least as much as the
motivation and intentional design of the exhibition creators. The question of
whether museums can be read like a text has caused considerable debate, partic-
ularly among narratologists and semioticians on the one hand, and museum stud-
 In German erzählen, ausstellen, and inszenieren.
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ies scholars and museum practitioners on the other. In comparison to a more gen-
eral reader response theory that relates to textual media, one must here ask what
specific role the visitor has in history museums’ representations, narrations, stag-
ing, and simulations of the past? What does it mean when the visitor moves
through space and spatial arrangements, in comparison to the reader of a book
who must imagine the spaces being narrated?
Space in museums can also be described through a narratological approach
that has recently emerged: ‘narrative geography.’ Marie-Laure Ryan, Kenneth
Foote, and Maoz Azaryahu define space as denoting “certain key characteristics
of the environments or settings within which characters live and act: location,
position arrangement, distance, direction, orientation, and movement” (2016,
7). Regarding this concept, the museum functions as a core example for spatial
narrative media. However, its discussion does not explain the specificity of mu-
seum narratives in space, beyond the general observation that museums speak
to the visitor’s different senses. After the authors explain numerous possibilities
of how narrative can play a role in spatial museum design, their chapter on “mu-
seum narrative” goes on to explore fairly broad spatial storylines in narrative-
based museums, narrative architecture in history museums, and the framing
of museum narratives through beginnings and endings. Finally, Ryan et al.
argue that the museum’s main characteristic in terms of narrative geography
can be found in its difference from landscape narratives: “the possibility to de-
sign the exhibit along a circulation path that accords with a storyline and narra-
tive progression” (2016, 203). However, even if memorial sites deal with the phys-
ical conditions that they find in pre-existing buildings or landscapes, the
complexity of museum representation is clearly restricted through numerous dis-
cursive and political conditions. The complexity of demands made by the archi-
tectural design, the design firm itself, museum stakeholders, marketing pres-
sures, lobbyists who want their themes represented, local and national
politicians, and the press are such that one wonders how free museums actually
are to narrate space. A narratological theory of space derived mainly from cate-
gories that have been developed for the literary analysis of fictional texts seems
to fall short in explaining narrative and space within the museum.
To explain the relationship of museum and space, Daniel Tyradellis identi-
fies exhibitions with “thinking in space” (2014, 134– 159). Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
notes that “[e]xhibitions are fundamentally theatrical, for they are how muse-
ums perform the knowledge they create” (1998, 3). Similarly, Heike Buschmann
follows Michel de Certeau in reading ‘space’ as the result of the interaction be-
tween a person and the structural condition provided in the three-dimensional
‘place’ (2010, 162– 163). This acknowledges that the museum needs the entity
of the recipient to actualize or perform its space, and furthermore, that it is nec-
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essary to understand the role of the visitor in space and to illustrate the poietic
and performative nature of museum exhibitions, in analyzing how exhibitions
represent the past. Poiesis – a prominent concept in the historiographical theo-
ries of Hayden White (1987: 42; see also Jaeger 2011, 33–34) and Paul Ricœur
(1984–85, I: 52–87) – means that the past only becomes reality through the
act of representation or narration. This is particularly evident in the medium
of the museum, where the museum first creates a spatial arrangement of objects,
images, texts, and scenes; and secondly, it requires the (active) perception of vis-
itors to complete the process of experientiality and fill the shell of the exhibition.
This second element surpasses White’s and Ricœur’s use of the term, wherein
they emphasize the poietic potential of historiographic narrative.
To understand this aspect of the museum visitor’s role, Mieke Bal’s compar-
ison between visitors of the theater and of art exhibitions proves helpful: “In-
stead of standing still in front of an imaginary stage, as in theater, the visitor
now walks through a forest of objects. And instead of being a spectator of the
play, she is now a co-narrator, fulfilling in her own way the script that predeter-
mines the parameters within which the story can be told” (2008, 20, see also
1996, 2–4). Bal’s approach emphasizes the dynamics that a museum visitor
can perform in space, by zooming in and out like a film camera, from long
shot to a close-up and vice versa (2008, 26).² Similarly, Rosmarie Beier-de
Haan’s discussion of staging as an integral part of ‘new museology’ helps in de-
fining the specifics of the museum as medium. Traditionally, museums have tried
to create exhibitions that positioned the visitor as a detached observer (2006,
192). As part of ‘new museology,’
[v]iewers are now drawn into the ensemble of exhibited objects, no longer able to assume
the position of detached museum-goers hovering above or outside the exhibition. The view-
ers and their potential perceptions are now taken into account; they become part of the en-
semble and are challenged to express their own perceptions, judgments, and emotions.
(Beier-de Haan 2006, 192– 193)
Suzanne MacLeod also points out both how the visitor’s individual use and ex-
perience of space surpasses any intentional approaches that architects, interior
designers, and curators in developing specific effects of space and architecture:
In the museum then, a range of users – professionals, researchers, families, tourists, organ-
ized groups, repeat visitors and so on – must also be recognized as continually remaking
the architecture of the museum through the uses to which it is put. Such uses are, to a great
extent of course, closely controlled by the individual and organizational visions of museum
 See the discussion of ‘historical distance’ below.
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space dominant at any particular moment. This said, most of us could probably call to mind
a memory of a museum space suddenly transformed through the uses to which it was put,
even if it did return to its established character with its requisite spatial practices soon af-
terwards. (MacLeod 2005, 20)
In the museum context, design (the planning and building of a museum space)
and reception (by the visitors who fill the space with their own expectations, de-
cisions, and reactions) cannot be completely isolated from one another. Another
concept utilizing space is assemblage theory. It surpasses the agency and inten-
tional authorship of the museum planners and of the visitor and looks at as-
semblages or clusters that constitute discursive meanings in which the museum
emerges (Macdonald 2013, 5–7). Adam Muller highlights the “dynamic interac-
tion / intersection of overlapping clusters of objects, spaces, ideologies, memo-
ries, feelings, structures, histories, and experiences” (2019). Understood as ‘as-
semblages,’ these clusters are dynamic, open systems that lie partially beyond
the scope of formal agency, such as that exercised by curators and museum ad-
ministrators. External conditions, like a military’s engagement in a contempo-
rary war, or the European migrant ‘crisis,’ can completely change the perception
of a pre-conceived exhibition design. Emma Waterton and Jason Ditmer combine
assemblage and affect theory in their analysis of the Australian War Memorial in
Canberra, conceptualizing it in terms of: “how designed museum spaces, exhibi-
tions, landscapes, lighting, sound and visiting subjects, along with the predictive
power that some of these are afforded,work together in the here-and-now to pro-
duce a range of possibilities” (2014, 136). Unlike Muller, they center their analysis
– based on ethnographic visitor observation in actual museum spaces – around
the interior spaces and scenes of an exhibition and stress an element of the ‘un-
foreseeable’ in the shifting actualities of the museum space during visitors’ inter-
actions with it (Waterton and Ditmer 2014, 136).
In reality, different visitors will react differently to each museum display,
based on, among other things, their background, their intentions and interests,
and the conditions of the actual visit (Hooper Green 2006; Falk 2009; Kirchberg
2010; Falk and Dierking 2012; Schröder 2013). Whereas empirical visitor analysis
can certainly demonstrate important patterns that help museums understand an
exhibition’s effects, this study utilizes an aesthetic response theory³ in analyzing
the semiotic and aesthetic potentialities of the museum space that an ‘ideal’ visitor
can evoke, even if an actual visitor will only realize parts of it. Jennifer Hansen-
 For its origins in literature analysis, see Iser 1978 (1976). See also Wolfgang Iser’s discussion of
the necessary interaction between mimesis and performance and the concept of ‘staging’ as an
anthropological category (1993 [1991], 281–303).
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Glucklich uses the concept of the ‘ideal visitor’ as a way of understanding the “a
visual language” each museum creates, “inscribed in its architecture, exhibits, ob-
jects, and spaces, to construct a particular visitor to its unique space. This visitor,
like the novelist’s ‘ideal reader,’ does not exist empirically. Rather, he or she is an
ideal composite – fashioned through the language of the museum and made sym-
pathetic to the salient worldview of the museum’s host culture” (Hansen-Glucklich
2014, 10).
While this is a very useful description of the ideal reader/visitor concept, my
approach is considerably more focused on the potentialities of an exhibition’s
spatial language than on the intended ideal visitor imagined by museum plan-
ners. Even if a museum intends to have their visitors react in a certain way, an
approach that relies on the method of ‘thick description,’ can consider the per-
formative nature of exhibition more precisely.⁴ In the context of representations
of the Second World War, Zuzanna Bogumił et al. recently utilized such an ap-
proach to understand the representation of the ‘enemy’ in three city museums
in St. Petersburg, Warsaw, and Dresden (2015). They provide a ‘close reading’
of the politics and poetics of display, power relations, agency, semiotics, narra-
tive, aesthetics, and the construction of knowledge (2016, 14– 15).⁵
In summary, beyond Bal and Hansen-Glucklich’s ‘ideal visitor,’ it seems im-
portant to consider the specificity of the medium of the museum in space, and its
performative and poietic nature – as distinct from text. Newer empirical visitor
studies can function as complex identity studies or consider the actualities of in-
dividual and, consequently, varying museum experiences. In contrast, the aes-
thetic, response-based ‘ideal visitor’ approach allows us to understand both
the different potential interpretations an exhibition holds and the techniques
it employs to foreclose certain kinds of interpretation, manipulating its visitors
toward accepting a specific interpretation and meaning of the past. On the
one hand, such an analysis might confirm strategies and storylines that were im-
plied by the creators of a museum. On the other, it can go beyond such agency
and intentionality and in doing so, demonstrate the structural potential of an ex-
hibition space to be read in specific or in various ways.⁶
 This method was developed by cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz [2017 [1973]) and ap-
plied to museum studies in the wake of the discussion of ‘new museology’ (Vergo 1989; Macdon-
ald and Fyfe 1996; Macdonald 1998; Witcomb 2003; Beier-de Haan 2005).
 In general, see also Gable 2005, 2010; Scholze 2004, 2010, for ethnographic and semiotic
close readings of history museums.
 Charting the paths and interpretations of actual visitors goes beyond this study and its meth-
odology, yet such approaches can easily connect to this one, as Waterton and Dittmer do, in their
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In order to further understand the difference between the museum and other
media and to reflect on the main representational parameters of historical (Sec-
ond World War) exhibitions, it is useful to follow Thiemeyer’s utilization of Mar-
shall McLuhan’s theoretical framework of hot and cool media (Thiemeyer 2010a,
247). Hot media – a category under which McLuhan also includes photography –
are so detailed that the visitor only passively perceives the singular version of the
past being represented. In contrast, cool media have little visual information and
require the active engagement of a visitor using their own imagination (McLuhan
1965 [1964]). The latter allows for distance between recipient and historical sub-
ject matter; the former seduces the visitor into following a pre-described path to
understanding the past. At first glance, the medium of the museum, and in par-
ticular historical museums, seems to be a cool medium. This is due to that fact
that visitors can choose their own paths through the museums, select what texts,
images, objects, and installations they focus on. Depending on their background
and expectations, there will be infinite ways of performing actual museum visits.
Yet, upon closer examination, this shows that the museum is a composite
medium assembling and combining other media and potentially speaking to sev-
eral of the visitor’s senses; curatorial strategies can make the museum a hot me-
dium that shapes narratives and experiences in specific, predetermined ways, as
much as they can keep visitors at a distance and allow for reflection and contem-
plation. As a hot medium, the museum can steer and manipulate the visitor’s
emotions. As a cold one, it allows the visitor distance and relies on the visitor’s
participation. Thiemeyer is strongly critical both of experiential approaches that
pretend to mimetically imitate the past and the suggestion of authenticity via
sensual evidence. Consequently, he highlights the value of actual objects and
the need for critical contextualization of images and objects (2010a, 248–253,
264–266; see also Jaeger 2019, 54–55).
Unlike Thiemeyer, Williams sees cool media as mainly illustrative. However,
he similarly affirms that, “we can call those objects that may lack self-evident at-
tachment to the narrative at hand, but possess a high emotional quotient and
hence lend themselves more easily to emotive spectacle, ‘hot’” (2007, 33). There-
fore, as soon as a museum constructs an emotional path for the visitor,⁷ the visitor
becomes passive in experiencing such a spectacle. Péter Apor demonstrates this in
his analysis of the permanent exhibition (from 2002) in the House of Terror in Bu-
use of ethnographical methods in observing themselves and other visitors in experiential spaces
in the Australian War Memorial (2014).
 Often toward the political or didactic message that underlies the exhibition, via simulated au-
thenticity, reduced visitor flexibility, and high narrativity. In other words the museum highlights
one master narrative.
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dapest (2014).⁸ Apor notes “the dominance of audiovisual spectacle and the disor-
derly mixture of original and replica, authentic and scenery” that overwhelms the
visitor emotionally (2014, 332). This also prevents the visitor from having interpre-
tative freedom. The emotional feeling of “the authenticity of the experience of the
past [is] irrespective of the authenticity of individual objects” (Apor 2014, 338). In
contrast to such an emotional overwhelming of the visitor, the majority of recent
theoretical approaches highlight the representational potential of the museum
in forcing visitors out of their comfort-zone, showing its cool media qualities
(e.g. Arnold-de Simine 2013, 2; Thiemeyer 2010a, 249; Crane 1997, 33).
In providing a close reading of the performative space of an exhibition, it is
useful to employ the concept of distantiation and historical distance, as devel-
oped by Mark Phillips. Traditionally, historical practice has been defined by his-
torical distance as “a position of detached observation made possible by the pas-
sage of time” (2011, 11). Distantiation is a tool to gauge how close or far a visitor
is brought to the historical processes and experiences of the past.⁹ Phillips sees
four distinct but overlapping modes as a constitutive part of every representation
of history for historical authors and readers: “whatever its genre, [it] incorporates
elements of making, feeling, doing, and understanding – or (to alter the terms)
questions of formal structure and vocabulary, affective impact, moral or ideolog-
ical interpellation, and underlying intelligibility” (2013, 6). In this way, historical
distance does not merely imply detachment or separation between past and pre-
sent; it can be seen in relational terms on a sliding scale, “into a continuous gra-
dation made up of all positions from near to far” (Phillips 2013, 6). Historical dis-
tance works as a descriptive tool to demonstrate how human beings operate in
the world “in relation to gradations of time, space, affect, or to the rewards and
pressures of community” (2013, 12).¹⁰
For the analysis of the spatial language of exhibitions and their representa-
tional effects on the potential museum visitor, Phillip’s concept of distantiation
proves useful in numerous ways – even if he shapes his concept mainly to de-
scribe the historian’s authorial perspective and the structure of text. How do
war museums create proximities and distances between the past and the visitor
in the present?¹¹ If one takes aerial warfare in the Second World War, for exam-
ple, how does a museum create emotional proximity or distancing when repre-
 The House of Terror represents the fascist and communist regimes in twentieth-century Hun-
gary in an experiential way, generally highlighting Hungarian victimhood.
 For the function of narrative in this process see Bal 2008, 26.
 For its relevance for memorial museums see also Williams 2007, 258.
 For the application of Phillips’s own approach to museums see also his analysis of the Cana-
dian Museum of Civilization (now Canadian Museum of History) in Ottawa (2013, 211–218).
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senting past events and exhibiting historical objects? Do visitors empathize,
sympathize or identify with individuals or collectives from the past? Or is it
more likely that they will feel an unbridgeable gap to such experiences? The
range of historical distance is as wide ideologically as it is emotionally. Is the vis-
itor led into confirming or questioning frames and traditional narratives of the
Air War? Can the visitor’s interaction with the museum create an ideological re-
thinking of her or his own position, or does it confirm or reinforce the knowledge
and prejudices she or he had before the visit? Cognitively, visitors can be so close
to the past events of the Air War that an understanding of the overall historical
processes is impossible. Furthermore, their understanding of the past can be
steered toward a predominantly historical understanding (proximity) with a
high degree of historical specificity, toward a predominantly anti-historical un-
derstanding of universal suffering in the Air War, or toward the heroism and sac-
rifices of the pilots and aircrew members. The latter creates distance on the cog-
nitive level, but possibly highly affective and/or ideological proximity. To further
understand the dynamics of a performative museum space in which the visitor
operates according to different distantiation techniques, the second half of
this chapter discusses how constructed or performed experience of the past –
the Second World War and its historical agents – can overlap with present expe-
rience. It also examines how this leads to a sliding scale between primary and
secondary experientiality.
2.2 Experientiality
The concept of experientiality in history museums helps immensely in under-
standing the narrative, experiential, and representational possibilities and limi-
tations of the medium of the (history) museum. It allows us to understand the
natural difference, but also the dynamic overlap, between the visitor’s experi-
ence as part of the performative nature of the museum and the historical expe-
rience of individuals and collectives. This subchapter explains two conceptual
differences: first, the difference between experience and experientiality, and sec-
ond, the difference between primary and secondary experientiality.With the ad-
vent of cognitive theory in narratology (for museums see Fulda 2005; Lippert
2009, 2010; Jaeger 2019), experientiality has become an important category in
the discussion of the representation and narration of history.When representing
the past one never discusses experiences of the ‘real’ past, but instead, in the
words of Jonas Grethlein, the “experiences of experiences” (2010, 220). Monika
Fludernik introduced the term experientiality into narratological research by de-
fining narrativity as representation of experientiality (1996, 20–43). ‘Natural’
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narratives cognitively correspond to human experience. Experientiality is “the
quasi-mimetic evocation of ‘real-life experience’” (Fludernik 1996, 12). Fluder-
nik’s emphasizes that the most important cognitively relevant factor for experi-
entiality is “the presence of a human protagonist and her experience of events as
they impinge on her situation or activities” (1996, 30). The protagonist reacts
emotionally and physically to the experiential situation. Consequently, experien-
tiality always implies an anthropomorphic experiencer, the protagonist’s con-
sciousness (Fludernik 1996, 30).
Regarding historiography, Fludernik argues that “[t]he experientiality of the
source is […] sublimated and transformed into collective experience as the histor-
ical object of analysis” (Fludernik 2010, 41–42). Originally, Fludernik strictly dif-
ferentiated historiography from fiction and ‘life-writing,’ and maintained that:
historical narrative displays a degré zéro of narrativity since the purpose of historical nar-
rative is not to portray the experience of individual characters that will allow readers to
make sense of life by vicarious projection into the situation of a fictional protagonist,
but the function of history is to provide an argument about what happened and why it
did so, and how this relates to the present-day situation. (2001, 93, see also 1996, 328)
Fludernik has softened this differentiation in her later research, but has contin-
ued to maintain that historiographic narrative can merely express experience,
not experientiality (2010, 70). There is no doubt that any form of historical expe-
rience is mediated and constructed. Museums, on the one hand, construct, sim-
ulate, and stage the past. On the other, visitors complete the museum experience
with their own individual perceptions, selections, and routes through the muse-
um space. This means that Fludernik’s argument for scholarly historiography, in
which the historian synthesizes knowledge in such a way that the experience is
always mediated and secondary, does not work for the museum. The museum
creates a different hybrid between historical experience and visitor experience,
making “the quasi-mimetic evocation of ‘real-life experience’” (i.e. experiential-
ity) a particularly interesting concept with which to describe the representational
potential of exhibitions.
In order to express historical experiences, museums can quote ego-docu-
ments from diaries, autobiographies, letters, interviews, and other sources.
These are usually arranged in an argumentative or aesthetic ensemble and
have a predominantly illustrative function. The term ‘experientiality,’ however,
becomes useful when the idea of experiential consciousness is present in the
act of reception. Researchers working with Fludernik’s concept of experientiality
have criticized it for seeming too rooted in narrative structure and underestimat-
ing the act of reception and the reader (Caracciolo 2014, 47–48). The interaction
of narrative and reception needs to be considered in order to make this concept
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useful to museums. If one recognizes that historiography always produces con-
structed, simulated experiences, Fludernik’s “quasi-mimetic evocation of real-
life experience” shifts from the individual to the collective. A collective perspec-
tive is always a retrospective construct, since humans can feel like they are part
of the collective, but they can never have a collective perception in the present
moment.
Consequently, in the museum, the visitor becomes significant as a mediator
– an anthropomorphic experiencer – for experientiality. An exhibition constructs
a simulation effect, with the result that the visitor experiences the past as a col-
lective human consciousness. This can include experiencing the collective effort
of Canadians on the home front, the German’s collective fascination with ideas of
National Socialism, the fear of Belgian civilians under occupation, or the will to
resistance in any occupied country. Since historiography, including museum rep-
resentations of history, cannot reproduce the past or past worlds as such, this
means that all primary ‘quasi-mimetic’ effects are constructed and simulated.
The visitor reacting to the exhibition’s spatial-temporal semiotic structure over-
laps with historical entities who experienced the past as either individuals or
constructed collectives. The ability to simulate experientiality is particularly in-
teresting since museum visitors enter a space and scenery, taking over the role
of an entity who has had a real life experience, which Fludernik primarily
sees in fictional characters and real-life individuals (such as the writers of an au-
tobiography). At the same time, there is no need to equate the visitor experience
with any historical experience, since an exhibition clearly cannot equate the two.
Therefore, experientiality becomes the analytical concept with which to examine
the representational and narrative potential of an exhibition.
If a museum such as the Oskar Schindler Factory in Kraków creates a scene
like that of a film-set, there are nevertheless no fictitious characters. However,
visitors become like space and time travelers; they possess and express the con-
sciousness needed to perform the experientiality of the museum.¹² Even if a mu-
seum has a strong master narrative, as exemplified by the Warsaw Rising Muse-
um, it still requires the visitor to generate experientiality in the space of the
exhibition – in this case, the visitor is steered toward feeling empathy with
the insurgents of the Uprising.¹³ There is experientiality here, but it is restricted
by a strong ideological narrative. Therefore, even if experientiality originates in
the exhibition’s construct of text, narrative, and space, as designed by curators,
interior exhibition designers, and architects, the concept of the ‘ideal’ museum
 See also chapter 4.3.
 See also chapter 3.2.
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visitor as mediating consciousness is needed to understand exhibitions’ experi-
entiality. Consequently, the need for analyzing the impact of reception in the mu-
seum is more intense than in other historiographical media. Whereas in fiction,
an analysis could ignore the reader’s responses and fully focus on the produc-
tion and constructive nature of a text, the analysis of experientiality between ex-
hibition and visitor is mandatory for understanding the representational effects
of an exhibition. Experientiality, as developed by Fludernik for non-historio-
graphical forms of narrative, becomes a particular important category for histor-
ical museums. An exhibition – as with any historiographical representation –
can quote from the historical sources of ego voices: those of individuals who ex-
press their own experience of historical events autobiographically. In contrast,
primary and secondary experientiality in a museum are always simulated. This
differentiates experience and experientiality.
Daniel Fulda was one of the first researchers to apply insights from natural
and cognitive narratology to the medium of the museum by analyzing the narra-
tive of the Wehrmacht Exhibition (Wehrmachtsausstellung).¹⁴ He uses the concept
of narrativity in cognitive narratology to demonstrate the experiential potential
of narrative exhibitions: “Cognitive narratology not only describes narrativity
within the structure of artifacts but goes beyond this to investigate the way
that such artifacts are cognitively processed, with the consequence that entire
worldviews emerge within the consciousness of their recipients” (2005, 181).
Fulda explains the scandal of the exhibition (see also Thiele 1999) by its lack
of narrative contextualization. “[I]ts decontextualizing and singularly instrumen-
tal narrative structure” (2005, 186) could easily be countered with visitors’ per-
sonal, autobiographical stories. What Fulda identifies as “singularly instrumen-
tal narrative structure” closely relates to the term ‘restricted experientiality’ as
used in this analysis, though one can argue that exhibitions with restricted expe-
 The full title of the traveling exhibition is War of Annihilation: Crimes of the Wehrmacht 1941
to 1944 (Vernichtungskrieg: Verbrechen der Wehrmacht 1941 bis 1944). It was organized by the
Hamburg Institute for Social Research (Hamburger Institut für Sozialforschung) and shown in
more than thirty German and Austrian cities between 1995 and 1999. The public debates and
conflicts about the photography-based exhibition on war crimes of the Wehrmacht led to the in-
tense debate about German perpetration and led German cultural memory of the war toward the
universal acceptance that the Wehrmacht as an institution was heavily involved in the crimes
and atrocities in the Second World War. The exhibitions of the Bundeswehr Military History Mu-
seum, the Topography of Terror, and the German-Russian Museum would not be possible with-
out the transformation of public memory as result of the Wehrmacht Exhibition during World
War II (see Mösken 2007; Thiemeyer 2019, 35–38; and Nugent 2014 for an empirical visitor stud-
ies approach by analyzing the exhibition’s visitor books).
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rientiality generally rely openly on a single dominating narrative structure.¹⁵
Consequently, Fulda follows Fludernik’s equation of narrativity and experiential-
ity more closely than my study does. He is more interested in the potential of nar-
rative in general, for which the exhibition functions as a case-study than in ex-
ploring the specificity of the medium ‘museum.’
To understand the decisive second distinction between primary and second-
ary experientiality, it is first important to explain the concept of simulation, since
it leads to the core of experiential challenges in the museum. Museums in gen-
eral fail to represent the ‘real’ past; Jay Winter argues that war museums by def-
inition fail to represent war, “because there was then and is now no consensus
as to what constituted the war” (2013, 23). They can only “represent the traces
and trajectories of collisions that happened a long time ago. They never describe
war; they only tell us about its footprints on the map of our lives” (Winter 2013,
23).Whereas a novel or feature film would allow the visitor to dive imaginatively
into a fictional world, in a museum, the visitor mainly remains safely in a visitor
position. Museum buildings are not a natural environment for representing war.
Visitors pay admission; they know they can come and leave at their leisure; they
decide how much time to spend in the galleries; they make decisions concerning
what texts, images, artifacts, and scenographic installations they actually pay at-
tention to and choose how long they linger in certain exhibition sections. Con-
sequently, the representational act of ‘simulating’ a specific historical scene or
experience always pretends to act out an impossible illusion of ‘imitating’ the
past. This never goes as far as Jean Baudrillard’s postmodern thesis about the
disappearance of the real or authentic in today’s media age, wherein everything
becomes a simulation (1994 [1981]).¹⁶ History museums can never reproduce his-
torical experiences and atmospheres, which ensures that the visitor can only ex-
perience the ‘original past’ as a simulation, an illusion of a presence, or by as-
suming the museum stages an illusionary proximity to the past. The mimetic
relationship to the past remains critical in any museum simulation of the Second
World War.
 Fulda reads the revised Wehrmacht Exhibition (2001–2004, renamed Crimes of the German
Wehrmacht: Dimensions of a War of Annihilation 1941– 1944 = Verbrechen der Wehrmacht. Dimen-
sionen des Vernichtungskrieges 1941– 1944) as still lacking narrative, since it did not offer insight
into a continuous sequence of events, but he interprets its deep structure as narrative “since it
contextualizes at every turn” (2005, 188).
 For a detailed summary of the rhetorical concept of ‘simulation’ (simulatio) from antiquity to
its postmodern understanding, see Dotzler 2010 [2003].
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As discussed above,¹⁷ visitors can be temporarily overpowered by media and
forget that they are experiencing a simulated historical scene as a virtual reality.
They imagine the historical scene and suspend their reflective judgments. This
helps us to understand Alison Landsberg’s concept of ‘prosthetic memory,’
which implies that mass media such as film and experiential museums can cre-
ate sensuous, bodily memories that do not come from lived experience, but from
engagement with mediated representations (2004).¹⁸ In Landsberg’s theory, there
is clearly a mimetic connection to the past that allows visitors to experience sec-
ondary memories. For example, Landsberg argues that in the United States Ho-
locaust Memorial Museum, visitors, realizing that they are walking on actual
cobble stones from the Warsaw Ghetto, are enabled to forget the distinction be-
tween safe museum space and their own bodily reaction – connecting them em-
pathetically to history (2004, 132). Even authentic objects from the past, observed
from a distance, draw visitors through “their very materiality […], their seductive
tangibility” into a “lived relationship with them” (Landsberg 2004, 132). The con-
cept of simulation helps to understand Landsberg’s concept in a wider context;
there is no need for mimetic equivalency, but the resemblance of present and
past with a “seductive tangibility” allows – in Landsberg’s case – for forms of
secondary witnessing of past traumas.
When representing war and atrocities, the representation of trauma works as
a powerful example to further understand the difference between primary and
secondary experientiality. Can a visitor really empathize with the trauma and
anxiety of historical groups? How can the presumably ‘safe’ museum relate to
the realness of trauma that exists beyond representation through a historio-
graphical and objectifying narrative, without taking “the trauma out of trauma?”
(LaCapra 2016, 377). Dominick LaCapra argues that structural trauma can ex-
press transhistorical absence and is an anxiety-producing condition of possibil-
ity (2001: 84–85; see for trauma in the war museum also Jaeger 2017c, 146– 147).
To circumvent postmodernist skepticism, trauma must be viewed as “existing
outside conventional forms of perception, representation and transmission,”
with the Holocaust in particular as the central traumatic event in the twentieth
century and “the last example[] of the ‘real’” (Arnold-de Simine 2013, 35). LaCap-
ra identifies two secondary experiences of trauma: vicarious and virtual experi-
ences (2004: 125).Vicarious experiences can lead to confusing one’s participation
in the traumatizing events through identification with the victim, whereby one
 See also chapter 1.3.
 See also Bedford 2014 for practical techniques to evoke and imagine the past through stories,
aesthetic experience, immersive environments, and unique artifacts for the museum visitor.
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becomes a surrogate victim. In the museum context, this is most likely to occur
at authentic places of historical, traumatic events, such as a memorial site at a
Nazi concentration camp. However, as demonstrated, for example, by Julia
Rose’s concept of Commemorative Museum Pedagogy for representing difficult
knowledge in museums, such surrogate victimhood is to be avoided through
the development of ethical standards of representation (2016, especially 99–
134). In LaCapra’s concept of the virtual experience of trauma, one may imagina-
tively put oneself in the victim’s position, while respecting the difference be-
tween self and other and recognizing that one cannot take the victim’s place
or speak in the victim’s voice: “Such virtual experience may be connected with
what I have termed empathetic unsettlement, which, I would argue, is desirable
or even necessary for a certain form of understanding that is constitutively lim-
ited but significant” (LaCapra 2004, 125). LaCapra sees empathetic unsettlement
as “a barrier to closure in discourse” that creates a certain discomfort in ‘inhab-
iting’ the experiences of others (2001, 41).
The challenge in simulating history in the museum is to understand wheth-
er, or to what degree, a given museum representation pretends to simulate pos-
sible realistic perspectives that historical people in the past could have had, or
whether the simulation relates to structures that do not have a direct equivalent
in the past but contribute to the understanding of past structures and atmos-
pheres or memory patterns at a later stage. This leads to an understanding of pri-
mary and secondary experientiality on a sliding scale. In all of their forms, pri-
mary and secondary experientiality are simulations; both pretend, in different
ways, to bring the visitor close to the past. Visitors are – presumably – aware
that they are not experiencing the past as historical contemporaries experienced
it; yet museum techniques can help to simulate historical experience and create
experientiality with the effect that the visitor understands and possibly feels how
an individual or collective human consciousness might have perceived and expe-
rienced the past. Primary experientiality in a museum can therefore be defined
as a simulation of actual historical events or of historical situations that demon-
strates how members of a group could have experienced the past as such. It in-
cludes forms of empathy and reenactment that claim to mimetically bring the
visitor close to historical experiences.
In contrast, secondary experientiality produces the effect of a collective his-
torical experience without any equivalent that could be mimetically approached
in the past; it is a simulation of abstract structures. Before I provide a range of
examples for primary and secondary experientiality as well as hybrid forms that
oscillate between both, it seems useful to provide one more detailed example.
The 101st Airborne Museum Le Mess in Bastogne, features a basement shelter in-
stallation behind a steel door. The visitor finds a wooden stool and bench to sit
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on and experiences a ‘live’ air-raid, while watching a static diorama of a family,
depicted through mannequins, hugging each other and apparently trying to sur-
vive the air-raid.¹⁹ Visitors experience a combination of light, vibration, and
sound effects; they seem to be joining the family in experiencing the raid in a
small, almost claustrophobic space. The light is shaky and at times it is com-
pletely dark. One hears coughing, shouting, and crying. The museum does every-
thing to make this experience mimetically close to the historical one many peo-
ple might have had on Christmas night in 1944, when Bastogne was bombed by
the Germans. The bodily effects that the exhibit elicits, such as hearing the ex-
treme noise in a small space, certainly makes it an uncomfortable experience
that might allow the visitor to shift in part from an observational perspective
to an experiential one. The exhibition simulates a primary experience, i.e. it cre-
ates the effect of primary experientiality of how a collective could have experi-
enced an air raid in the Second World War. There is a clear historical referent;
it is also clear that, unlike in a fictional or autobiographical account, the instal-
lation does not refer to one specific experience by one character or person in an
air raid shelter, but to the collective experience of all civilians in Bastogne.²⁰
Exhibitions that follow a mimetic pattern of creating experientiality are often
highly focused on the reconstruction of presumably authentic scenes, which is
usually connected to the belief in the authenticity of original objects and careful-
ly / accurately arranged uniforms and weapons. Most often, visitors see dioramas
with mannequins arranged into a particular war scene, which could either be a
specific historical moment in war or a scene serving as example for a typical
scene or activity in the war, such as a field hospital scene (see e.g. Jaeger
 The museum praises itself as “a realistic authentic war museum” (http://www.101air
bornemuseumbastogne.com/, accessed 13 October 2019). I visited the museum on July 4, 2014.
 The Airborne Museum ‘Hartenstein’ in Oosterbeek near Arnhem, tells the story of the Battle
of Arnhem as part of the Allied operation Marketgarden in September 1944. In 2009, on the sixty-
fifth anniversary of the Battle of Arnhem, the museum opened the new Airborne Experience in its
basement. The visitor walks through a number of dioramas and between large poster walls of the
battle, supported by audio-visual means, including a mission briefing, and entering and exiting
of a glider. Since the exhibition lacks narrative features that enhance the perspective of the vis-
itor as a young British parachutist, the potential for primary experientiality is limited. This
means that the installation remains static and the visitor a passive observer. During a visit in
August 2019, most visitors were moving quickly through the different scenes, without engaging
with the potential experiential perspectives that the Airborne Experience wants to create: “The
underground Airborne Experience showcases the war in all its intensity. Here you will feel
the impact of the violence on the young boys who were desperately fighting for their lives”
(https://www.airbornemuseum.nl/en/exhibitions/airborne-experience, accessed 13 October
2019).
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2017b, 167–168). This representational technique remains mostly static; the vis-
itor is a passive observer. On the one hand, such representations are typical of
older museum exhibitions that predate the digital age. On the other, they are typ-
ical of collector museums up to today (see also Jaeger 2019, 55–58). For example,
the Overlord Museum in Normandy near Omaha Beach²¹ is completely based on
dioramas, although it only opened in June 2013. If the viewer is simply an observ-
er of a diorama that pretends that a reconstructive view of history is possible, the
scene is usually static and the visitor cannot therefore become directly part of it.
Often, such reconstructive scenes are connected to the desire for authenticity, of
being physically at a historically authentic space. This could be the case when a
visitor enters the Imperial War Museum’s Cabinet War Rooms (now Churchill
War Rooms) in London, from where Churchill orchestrated British activities in
the Second World War. There is nothing experiential here, except for the feeling
of authenticity based the Cabinet War Rooms’ function as an ‘auratic’ place in
the mode of witnessing authenticity (Pirker and Rüdiger 2010, 17; Sabrow and
Saupe 2016). How it is refurbished or reconstructed is probably of secondary in-
terest to the primary feeling that one is standing in the ‘real place.’
Whereas older exhibitions try to reconstruct historical scenes and spaces to
allow the visitor to enter history, most museums today avoid this static form of
immersion. The more dynamic the representation is, the more likely it is that its
exhibitions produce experientiality. Astrid Erll and Ann Rigney differentiate ac-
cordingly, in their approach to mediation and remediation, between ‘immediacy’
that expresses the experience of the presence of the past and ‘hypermediacy’
that reminds the recipient of the medial and constructed character of the medi-
um, potentially producing self-reflexivity (2009, 4). In all cases of immersion into
history in the museum, the visitor will need a certain amount of imagination to
connect past and present. For variations of primary experientiality, the visitor
can be made fully aware of the artificiality of the setting and more emotionally
steered toward a certain perspective that usually reproduces the collective gaze
of a group. This often happens in theatrical settings, which allow the visitor to
enter a scene designed through interior architecture, as can be seen in detail
in the analysis of the Oskar Schindler Factory later in this study.²² For example,
visitors enter the staged Old Market Square of Kraków in 1944. They walk be-
tween transparent plexiglass panels, which are spread throughout the room
and that tell different stories of historical people in Kraków representing typical
groups and types from that era. The reduction of mannequins to transparent fig-
 Visited on June 20, 2015.
 See chapter 4.2.
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ures in space is part of the negation of a simplistic mimetic model of experience
and allows for the creation of a stronger primary experientiality (in which the
visitor plays a role). Visitors can explicitly feel the distance between themselves
and the historical place and time, creating a potential for reflection. This allows
visitors to consider what they know about the historical persons represented in
the exhibition and what they stand for. In contrast, the reconstruction of an al-
legedly correct or at least probable past might help the visitor to remember spe-
cific historical facts or scenes that model specific types of war activities, which
makes it easier to understand the different elements of war. However, visitors in
this case remain passive, observing constructed examples of the war, authenti-
cated through the sheer mimesis of objects or by the authenticity of the space.
This often confirms myths and stereotypical patterns of cultural memory. Im-
mersing a visitor directly into a scene of the past is closer to a playful trick
whose function is to attract higher visitor numbers via entertainment, rather
than bringing them closer to experiencing the war and empathizing with real
historical people. Consequently, such reconstructive approaches are unlikely to
create primary or secondary experientiality for the visitor; they simply mirror
the past without integrating visitors and do not require their imagination.
Secondary experientiality is produced if an exhibition creates structural ex-
periences in which the museum visitor cannot simply empathize with the role of
an individual as part of a historical collective. It constructs an experiential space
that is clearly differentiated from a past reality as a construct of traces and forces
of the past, which only comes into being in the poietic act of museum represen-
tation. There is no direct referent in the past if a museum simulates the effect of
force, power, and violence in war, as will be analyzed in detail below for the
Bundeswehr Military History Museum in Dresden.²³ If a museum stages the suf-
fering of civilians in the Second World War, such as the Gdańsk Museum of the
Second World War, secondary experientiality can be felt; however, no referent to
‘the’ experience of civilians or to ‘the’ experience of German behavior in the last
days of the war exists.
Because primary experientiality is as simulated as secondary experientiality,
I argue that almost all museums today construct their own simulated historical,
poietic worlds (see also Jaeger 2011, 31–33)²⁴ and thereby their own experiential-
ity, although they vary in their representational strategies. To understand these
strategies, it is crucial to examine the varying degrees of primary and secondary
 See chapter 5.1.
 See also Jaeger 2011, 44–46 for initial thoughts on the poietic character of exhibitions by
example of the Oskar Schindler Factory.
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experientiality. Examples of these strategical variations include historical dis-
tance between visitor and museum content, focus on individual voices and col-
lective perspectives, and use of narrative and scenography. A museum can ex-
pand the notion of time and space, which leads to a dynamic relationship
between history and memory and additionally involves visitors in terms of
their future behavior through different emotional, moral, reflexive, and pedagog-
ical dimensions. However, the concept of experientiality allows for the develop-
ment of a theoretical framework to understand the possibilities contemporary
museums hold for mediating war as well as how they generate aesthetic and
emotional responses. Experientiality and the simulation of historical atmos-
pheres can be created at authentic battleground locations and in more abstract
museum contexts separated from concrete historical events.
It is also evident that the differentiation of primary and secondary experien-
tiality must be discussed on a sliding scale. There is secondary experientiality
that is explicitly based on a composite of primary experiences; consequently, em-
pathy and reenactment can also be significant museum techniques to simulate
collective perspectives, as exemplified in the Imperial War Museum North, in
which voices of children’s experiences of different wars create new structural ex-
periences for the visitor. Additionally, there is secondary experientiality when a
museum simulates historical structures that can only become experiential when
reproduced in historical representation, such as in “The Economy of War in
World War II” cabinet on the German armament industry and economy of the
Second World War in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum. The cabinet
does not merely document the links between the economy, war, and Holocaust;
rather, it makes them present, so that the visitor has no doubt about the histor-
ical complicity of German society and industry in the Holocaust and the inter-
wovenness of the war effort and Holocaust. The cabinet also contributes to the
visitor’s general understanding of war and atrocity by letting them experience
the interwovenness of the different components that allow war to happen and
which sustain it (see also Jaeger 2015b, 238).
The category of experientiality allows us to dissolve this extreme dichotomy
between experiential and object-based history museums. It makes it possible to
more precisely analyze whether a museum is historical or present- and future-
oriented. The four core theoretical elements of this study – restricted experien-
tiality, primary experientiality, secondary experientiality, and transnational
memory – do not automatically define which representational techniques a mu-
seum, which follows a certain tradition or has a certain political agenda in mem-
ory politics, chooses. Therefore, the House of European History might use similar
strategies to the Warsaw Rising Museum, the Imperial War Museum North, and
the Bundeswehr Military History Museum. However, once one distinguishes be-
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tween primary and secondary experientiality, it is possible to analyze numerous
museum techniques that create experientiality and that do not fall in the trap of
the naive mimetic experience model. Instead, exhibitions can perform experien-
tiality in nuanced ways between representing historical knowledge, using the au-
thenticity of artifacts and locations, constructing individual and collective expe-
riences, simulating historical structures, and emotionalizing the visitor on
different levels.
To create experientiality, an exhibition must go beyond simply presenting
facts and objects. If the historical context is strongly restrictive, this leads the vis-
itor to read every theme within a prescribed narrative or ideological frame. This,
in turn, strongly reduces the possibility of integrating the visitors’ present per-
spectives and providing room for their affective, ideological/ethical, and cogni-
tive capacities. The less the visitor is steered toward one ideological or ethical
message, and the more that a museum uses networking techniques and creates
traces, tensions, and open constellations, the more likely it is that an exhibition
will develop the potential for experientiality. The museum must ensure that it
provides the basis for clusters and constellations. It needs to go beyond a pre-de-
termined linear path and – at least in addition to a linear structure – set up the-
matic and historical clustering throughout its exhibition.
Such networking techniques can be philosophically connected to models of
time that highlight simultaneity. From a modernist, progressive perspective,
Reinhart Koselleck argues in Futures Past, that under the condition of accelerat-
ing temporality in modernity, the “space of experience” and the “horizon of ex-
pectation” redouble “past and future on one another in an unequal manner”
(2004 [1979], 263). Applying Koselleck’s metaphor of “sediments of time” (2018
[2000])²⁵ to twenty-first-century museums, in particular to the Ruhr Museum
in Essen, Kerstin Barndt demonstrates how museums today can represent the
multi-temporal dimensions of time, a kind of “synchronous multitemporality
that relies on a dialectical relation between historical events and anthropologi-
cally grounded, repetitive structures” (2010, 138). Wulf Kansteiner has employed
the metaphor of a “chronosophic net” that does not operate in a chronological or
linear way, but rather multidimensionally, so that Holocaust narratives can deal
with their representational challenges between history and memory in the twen-
ty-first century (2013, 23).²⁶ Although Hans-Ulrich Gumbrecht applies a postmod-
ern temporal concept that seems to be the exact opposite of Koselleck’s modern-
ist progressive one, the results with regard to exhibiting the Second World War in
 “Zeitschichten” in German.
 See also chapter 7.
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twenty-first-century museums are surprisingly similar. Gumbrecht argues for a
new chronotype, a “broad present” (Gumbrecht 2014). There is no entrance or
exit to this ever increasing broad present. According to Gumbrecht, the chrono-
type is rooted in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, but is only
fully at work in the early twenty-first century (2013). Following Gumbrecht’s
model would negate the effort of many action and progress-oriented ideas mu-
seums, such as the Canadian Museum for Human Rights, or the action-related
comparative sections of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. In con-
trast, to exhibit, represent, and narrate the Second World War, the difference is
less relevant, since almost all museum exhibitions operate in the constant dia-
logue between past and present – the latter personified through the museum vis-
itor. If an exhibition develops an active dialogue between past and present, vis-
itors are challenged to become part of the past. They do not enter a ‘museum
temple,’ representing a past that is explicitly kept distant from them. Instead,
this process then integrates past and present, memory and history, and exhibi-
tions can develop simultaneities and numerous temporal layers. Visitors who
find and interpret such constellations and simultaneities that create the exhibi-
tion’s experientiality must – to a certain extent – decide for themselves whether
these constellations indicate a cultural-historical development and perhaps even
progress (Koselleck), or an endless cycle with no substantial change (Gum-
brecht).
One example of a temporalized cluster in the museum is the cluster of ‘hu-
miliating otherness’ in the permanent exhibition of the Topography of Terror in
Berlin, analyzed below.²⁷ The documentation center creates numerous systemic
networking effects through clustering and the visualization of aspects such as
the spectatorship of crimes, scenes of denunciation, scenes of deportation,
and mass scenes in general, that allow a dynamic re-arranging of chapters of
the museum by the potential visitor. Similarly, the Imperial War Museum
North in Manchester mainly depicts historical topics, yet certain themes such
as children and war, or the civil war experience, are interwoven in all dimen-
sions of its permanent exhibition, so that they receive a structural, secondary
quality.²⁸ Networking can happen with thematic concepts, such as war and suf-
fering and with historical themes, such as aerial warfare in the Second World
War or the Holocaust. The visitor can find – possibly encouraged through
hints by the museum – other paths and constellations. On the one hand, muse-
ums can challenge an active visitor to interpret the material instead of passively
 See chapter 5.3.
 See chapter 5.2.
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perceiving it. On the other, they must provide the visitor with enough historical
context so that different readings are actually possible. If, for example, the vis-
itor merely sees images of suffering that seem similar, an exhibition lacks the
historical specificity for the visitor to make connections between them. The vis-
itor might just take away a general message of the universality of suffering. In
other words, a networking technique that balances thematic and conceptual is-
sues with historical specificity is more likely to develop experientiality.
To further understand the variations of representational techniques that cre-
ate or restrict experientiality and to see details of the variations of the sliding
scale between primary and secondary experientiality, a close reading of the sem-
iotic, narrative, and aesthetic performances of time and space that an exhibition
can offer the visitor is needed. I examine the variety of temporalized acts in the
museum that create or reflect cultural memory of the Second World War in the
medium of the historical museum, with a focus on the following theoretical con-
cepts that structure my analysis of the twelve museums under study in chapters
three to six: restricted experientiality, primary experientiality, secondary experi-
entiality, and the transnational.
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Chapter 3:
Restricted Experientiality
Experientiality plays less of a role if the visitor is primarily a passive observer. To
create experientiality, a museum must allow the visitor to act as mediating con-
sciousness within the semiotic space of the museum. Experientiality is especially
restricted when visitors see all of a museum’s individual objects and voices as
part of a greater master narrative or argumentative framework, whether provided
by the museum’s main mission statement or constantly reinforced through spe-
cific exhibition techniques. As discussed above, we can differentiate between re-
stricted experientiality (when museums do not leave visitors room to mediate be-
tween museum space and history), primary experientiality (where visitors are
placed in a position to experience collective perspectives from the past; there
is a mimetic relationship between museum simulations and past experiences),
and secondary experientiality (in which visitors can have structural experiences
of the past that do not have predecessors in an actual historical world, but in-
stead simulate historical structures). Most exhibitions have components of all
three forms of experientiality.
Visitors are doubtless deeply impacted by their previous knowledge, and
there is no easy way – barring a substantial, empirical visitor survey – to spec-
ulate about what knowledge they have upon entering an exhibition about the
Second World War. John H. Falk (2009, 58–65, 81–82) has argued that exhibi-
tions often primarily reinforce the visitor’s pre-existing knowledge, rather than
completely reshaping their views. If a museum on the Second World War puts
forward a very clear message about national identity, it follows that such a strat-
egy uses existing master narratives and myths to reinforce an existing cultural
memory among its main (most often national) audience. In this way, the museum
takes on the task of forming national identity via the promotion of cultural mem-
ory. This task can be accompanied by strong commemorative functions, with re-
gard to either heroes or victims, and can intersect with different historical truth-
claims. These can function as historiographical truth-claims, authenticated
through historical research. They can also be established through the use of emo-
tional and aesthetic representative techniques that give the visitor the impres-
sion of factuality.
This chapter demonstrates how three Second World War museums and exhi-
bitions restrict their potential experientiality through the establishment of mas-
ter narratives and the reinforcement of existing memory patterns. The Canadian
War Museum – a hybrid of a history museum, aiming for historical objectivity
and a commemorative memorial museum – establishes a strong linear national
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
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master narrative that builds Canadian national identity through war. The Warsaw
Rising Museum, a hybrid of a memorial, narrative history, and experiential mu-
seum, establishes a factual narrative of a specific historical event and its signifi-
cance for national collective memory; the museum reinforces this by using emo-
tional means to steer the visitor toward its represented version of historical truth.
On the one hand, the Imperial War Museum in London, particularly in its perma-
nent exhibition A Family in Wartime (that closed in January 2019), simulated the
collective British experience of war on the home front; on the other hand, visitors
had no opportunity to actively use their consciousness to mediate and diversify
the collective experience that it presents. Consequently, the exhibition primarily
reaffirmed existing cultural memory and restricted experientiality by enabling
the visitor to empathize with a historical collective, instead of allowing for the
development of primary experientiality.
3.1 The Canadian War Museum in Ottawa
The Canadian War Museum (CWM) in Ottawa re-opened in a new building de-
signed by Raymond Moriyama on May 8, 2005. The design of the bunker-like
building is based on the theme of regeneration: “By fully integrating this
theme into the building and landscape architecture through energy-efficient fea-
tures, the use of recycled materials and a green roof, the museum recognizes the
harsh reality of war, yet offers hope that, like the regenerating landscape, Cana-
dians will inherit a future free from conflict.”¹ Although the CWM was officially
founded in 1942, the roots of this national, publicly funded museum can be
traced back to a national collection of military artifacts that have been in the
possession of the Canadian federal government since 1880. Today the CWM is
part of the Canadian Museum of History Corporation and is attended by about
500.000 visitors a year (Canadian War Museum 2016). It is located on LeBreton
Flats,west of Parliament Hill. The Peace Tower of the central parliament building
forms an axis with the museum, indicating the interwovenness of memorial cul-
ture within the city of Ottawa and the CWM (see also Greenberg 2008). In the
years before its opening, the proposed museum generated a number of public
controversies, especially regarding the role of the Holocaust in the museum
and the depiction of the Air War in Europe.²
 https://www.warmuseum.ca/about/building-features/#tabs, accessed 13 October 2019. See
also Moriyama 2006.
 See chapters 7 and 8 where these debates will be discussed in detail.
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In its 2005 permanent exhibition,³ the CWM presents the Second World War
as a national Canadian endeavor: “The Museum’s exhibition galleries and public
programs have been designed to emphasize the human experience of war. The
Canadian Experience Galleries present the military history of Canada from ear-
liest times to present day and Canada’s history of honoring and remembrance.
Each gallery highlights defining moments in Canada’s military history and the
ways in which past events have shaped the nation” (Canadian War Museum
2019).⁴ The museum functions as a hybrid of military history and memorial mu-
seum, which – in its twenty-first-century version – is strongly shaped by its nar-
rative structure. As a military history museum, it aims for historical objectivity by
choosing a partially distant, documentary approach in its depiction of themes,
images, and artifacts. As a memorial museum, the CWM mainly holds the poten-
tial for primary experientiality by simulating the collective perspectives of Cana-
dian soldiers and, to a lesser extent, Canadians on the home front. The master
narrative toward national unity “forged out of diversity” (Rukszto 2008, 751),
however, reduces this experientiality. It also steers the Second World War gallery
away from creating empathy with Canadian collectives and instead toward cau-
sally linking the war with nationhood and national identity.⁵ There is constant
tension between the goal of historical objectivity and the memory narrative pro-
moting national identity (Ives 2012, 120).
In accordance with its mandate, the CWM exclusively exhibits the war from a
Canadian perspective, progressing chronologically in the four “Canadian Experi-
ence Galleries,” comprising 5,028 square meters.⁶ The museum developed the
concept of four intertwined principles, each one of which becomes a leading
principle in one of the four galleries. Gallery 1 is shaped by geography (conflicts
 For a full genesis of the new museum, the debates about its location, and the public debates
around the museum see Hillmer 2010.
 https://www.warmuseum.ca/about/about-the-museum/#tabs, accessed 13 October 2019.
 Rukszto (2008, 749) emphasizes the didactic and often moralizing style of the linear master
narrative of the exhibition: “Its pedagogy is much more teacherly, offering lessons that are
meant to connect the visitor to the past and the future, and to others as members of a national
community. This strategic pedagogy is ‘moralizing’: the images of destruction and death, sacri-
fice and survival, rebirth and democracy provide lessons in the past so that the future will not be
the same, to ensure that it will be better.”
 See the construction fast fact-sheet (Canadian War Museum 2015). The four galleries are sup-
plemented by a Memory Hall that functions as a symbolic chapel to commemorate the fallen, the
Regeneration Hall, the Royal Canadian Legion Hall of Honour, displaying the ways of heroically
commemorating the deeds of soldiers in all Canadian wars, and the LeBreton Gallery displaying
large military equipment. Additionally, the CWM features corridors with a collection of large
Canadian war paintings and space for special exhibitions.
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around rivers, streams, water);⁷ gallery 2 by brutality (the dreadfulness of war);
gallery 3 on the Second World War by politics (a national and ‘almost’ just war);
and the post-war gallery that ends in the present is shaped by survival (the nu-
clear war in the public eye).⁸ The key concepts are also introduced to the visitor
through conceptual phrases on the walls of the opening rotunda preceding the
four galleries. Among these are the conceptual pairs of fear and courage, sacri-
fice and survival, and brutality and humanity. The beginning of the first gallery
defines war as “organized, armed conflict,” and states that: “Virtually every
human society, past and present, makes war.” The introductory wall panel ex-
presses that “war has shaped Canada and Canadians for at least 5,000 years,”
before showing the material roots of war on the geographical territory that con-
stitutes Canada today. In this way, war becomes an anthropological identifier for
the emergence of Canadian society and civilization.
At the end of the second gallery “For Crown and Country: The South African
and First World Wars, 1885– 1931,” the visitor reads and hears, on the one hand,
about the heavy losses sustained and Canadian grief. On the other hand, the
CWM presents a large panel with an image of the Peace Tower of the Canadian
Parliament building entitled “An Unfinished Country.” The panel text reads:
“Canada emerged from the war proud and victorious, and with a new standing
in the world. It was also a grieving and divided country.” The motive of inde-
pendence – the Canadians signing the Treaty of Versailles independently from
Britain in 1919 and gaining formal independence by 1931 – frames this national
master narrative. Implicitly, war is the CWM’s medium for Canadian national
identity, sovereignty, and the collective feeling of becoming a nation (see also
Ives 2012, 124). In this master narrative, the Second World War is necessary for
the completion of the Canadian nation. Consequently, the third gallery of the mu-
seum entitled “Forged in Fire: The Second World War, 1931– 1945”⁹ is introduced
 For a detailed analysis of the memory strategies used to express the development toward na-
tional identity in this gallery see Ives 2012, 126–131. Ives argues that the idea of the national
narrative out of conflict of is presented “through the eyes of the dominant English-speaking ma-
jority” (131): “If war is ultimately about victory and defeat, the War Museum is about how in Can-
ada the winners have tried to integrate the losers, entwining them as one strand in a national
narrative, swallowing them whole and then asking them to reflect on their place in a wider
story” (126).
 I am grateful to Dean Oliver, current Director Research at the Canadian Museum of History
and former Director of Research and Exhibitions for explaining the original concept of the
CWM to me, in a meeting on June 3, 2015. However, all analysis of the exhibition concept is
my own.
 I am grateful to Jeff Noakes, current curator for the Second World War gallery for his detailed
explanation on the curatorial decisions in a personal guided tour on 29 May 2015.
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through a synopsis sentence: “Canada’s fight against dictatorships overseas
transformed the country and its place in the world.” In the last section, visitors
encounter a large panel entitled “A Nation Transformed,” picking up on the
theme of the “unfinished” nation from the second gallery. The panel text
reads: “The Second World War was a massive national enterprise, and Canada
emerged from the conflict as an economic and international power – united,
self-confident, prosperous, and determined to make a difference in the
world.”¹⁰ The gallery develops chronologically. At the beginning, the exhibition
presents the political situation in Canada and marks the emergence of dictator-
ships in Germany, Italy, and Japan through flags and video footage installations
hanging from the ceiling (see fig. 4). The artifact of a Mercedes Benz limousine,
 This allows Canadian peacekeeping efforts to be highlighted in the fourth gallery “AViolent
Peace: The Cold War, Peacekeeping, and Recent Conflicts – 1945 to the Present.”
Fig. 4 Opening section of gallery “Forged in Fire: The Second World War, 1931–1945.” Per-
manent exhibition. Canadian War Museum, Ottawa (Photo: Author, 2015, courtesy of Canadian
War Museum).
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which Hitler used as parade car, entitled “Hitler’s Car: A Symbol of Evil”¹¹ serves
as focal point for the visitor and emotionally prepares them for the moral need
for a just war (see also Matthews 2013, 279). After this, the exhibition touches on
air force training in Canada, threats to Canada by sea, and home front efforts
during the war, before following Canadian troops through various wartime en-
gagements: these include Dieppe, the Air War in Europe, the Italian Campaign,
D-Day, the liberation of the Netherlands, and the last battles on Germany terri-
tory. It closes with the discovery of the concentration camps and homecoming
after the war. A minor strand highlights the Canadian involvement in the Pacific,
the loss in the Battle of Hong Kong in December 1941, and the history and liber-
ation of Canadian prisoners of war from Japanese internment camps.
The national master narrative of the gallery imparts the message that Cana-
da became an independent and confident nation through war, with the Second
World War marking the completion of the process of national independence on
the international stage. Consequently, the CWM reflects on the Second World War
by exclusively presenting Canadian issues and a Canadian collective perspective.
This highlights the political situation in Canada, the home front, and the collec-
tive gaze of the Canadian soldiers in a manner similar to the American National
World War Two Museum in New Orleans.¹² Unlike the New Orleans WWII Muse-
um, the CWM only briefly addresses other wartime events. At the beginning, the
visitor encounters a brief info panel on the German attack on Poland to mark the
beginning of the war, supported by an iconic image taken during the Warsaw
Siege.¹³ In the second section “The Canadian Response,” a similar panel briefly
describes the Blitzkrieg in a short paragraph; later on in the same section, Dun-
kirk and the Battle of Britain receive similar brief texts and image panels, which
are all centered on understanding the Canadian reaction to these events and the
decision to engage internationally. From this point in the museum onwards, the
 See Matthews (2013, 278–282) for the curatorial context of the car. Matthews reflects on the
different possible reactions of visitors to the authenticity of the artifact through the frame of war
trophies and notes that the “curatorial choices speak of the desire to evoke a particular historical
narrative by inviting the projection of phantasy” (279), invoking the aura of Hitler, and through
the trophy, the defeat of the Nazis by the Allies.
 See also chapter 4.1.
 The CWM does not give exact credits for many of its enlarged wall posters, so that the emo-
tional effect of civilian suffering dominates. This is indicative of a certain style of museums, es-
pecially in the Anglophone world, that champions the emotional effect of images over documen-
tation. Newer exhibitions from the last decade, however, usually indicate the source (see also
Hawig 2019, 77–80). Another large difference between treating an image as a source vs. for emo-
tionalization, that must be reflected on in all museums in this study, is whether photographs are
used in varying sizes and/or enlarged to poster size.
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war becomes fully Canadian.Whereas the last rooms in the previous section on
the First World War come close to giving the impression that Canada won the
war on its own, the effect of the Second World War exhibition is slightly less na-
tionally focused. This is due to the fact that many Canadian actions – as found in
the weapon exhibits in the D-Day section – are presented as Allied actions with a
Canadian focus. As a result of this Canadian focus, the war in the East is men-
tioned exactly once, in “The Air War” section on the panel “No. 6 Bomber Group
(RCAF) and Its Targets,” which states:
From 1943, most Canadian bomber squadrons in Britain were combined into the all-Cana-
dian No. 6 Group of the RAF’s Bomber Command. In conjunction with the Soviet Union’s
epic struggle in the East, the escalating air offensive in the West opened a ‘second front’
against Hitler’s Germany, proving to many Allied civilians and military personnel that
the war was being carried to the enemy.
The visitor learns nothing about “the Soviet Union’s epic struggle in the East” or
about the German policies of conducting a criminal war in the East. Consequent-
ly, the visitor is left to understand the expression ‘dictatorships of evil’ establish-
ed at the beginning of the Second World War gallery. The museum’s narrative as-
sumes that the visitor already understands the justness of the war, allowing it to
focus on a military, nation-based narrative of winning the war for the good of
humanity.
Analyzing the CWM’s “The Air War” section as well as the public debate sur-
rounding its earlier depiction of Bomber command prior to the museum’s open-
ing, can help us understand how the museum’s master narrative influences its
ability to create experientiality for its visitors. To the right of the section’s
entry gate, the visitor finds two large info panels with four texts explaining
the role of the Air War in the overall war effort, the objectives and successes
of the Bomber Command, and the Canadian losses suffered. These panels high-
light the disproportionally high Canadian contribution to Bomber Command; the
reader cannot doubt that the bombing campaign was costly, effective, and suc-
cessful, as reflected in the header of the main info panel: “Bombing to Win.”
Throughout, the section takes an aerial perspective. For example, next to a
large screen playing footage of air bombings from above, there is a war painting
entitled “Air Raid on San Guisto, Pisa,” painted by Flight Lieutenant Johann
Alexander Goranson in 1947. Painted with mainly red, orange, and yellow, it il-
lustrates a Canadian air raid on a German airfield in September 1943. The apoc-
alyptic image is illustrated from the vantage point of a plane trailing behind
those depicted in the painting. Theoretically, museum visitors could empathize
with whoever is out of sight on the ground. However, since they have just
read about the strategic necessity of the Air War for the destruction of German
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infrastructure, it seems much more likely that this painting will enhance the mu-
seum’s narrative of the war as just and necessary. The interpretive possibilities
this painting holds are diminished, as it is instead positioned to serve as evi-
dence for the narrative argument made by the Second World War gallery.
Another example of how the “Air War” section steers the visitor to exclusive-
ly reflect on the Canadian perspective can be found toward the left of the en-
trance in the subsection “Terror from Below” (see fig. 5). This subsection focuses
on how Canadian aircrews encountered German aircraft defense systems and is
anchored by the artifact of a German anti-aircraft gun. Two enlarged posters of
firing anti-aircraft gun batteries in front of a 188 millimeter flak anti-aircraft gun
shape the atmosphere of the exhibit, supplemented by the mannequin of a Ger-
man anti-aircraft gunner. Illustrated especially in the poster on the left, the flak
produces orange clouds that indicate the intimidating and destructive effect it
holds. In front of the flak is a damaged wheel of a Halifax bomber. The caption
explicitly points out that this object serves as “testament to the effectiveness of
German anti-aircraft defences.” Showcases in front of the scene display letters
Fig. 5 “The Air War” section with subsections “Terror from Below” and “Bomber Command” in
background, gallery “The Second World War: 1931–1945.” Permanent exhibition. Canadian War
Museum, Ottawa (Photo: Author, 2015, courtesy of Canadian War Museum).
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discussing the deaths of Canadian airmen, medals commemorating their ach-
ievements, and, in particular, the case of George Chequer who died in a bombing
attack on Berlin on January 30, 1944. The CWM displays Chequer’s final letters to
his parents, official documents informing his parents that their son was missing
in action, and Chequer’s service medals. The header of the subsection, “Terror
from Below,” subverts the traditional phrase used to describe aerial warfare as
‘terror from above.’ In this way, the museum creates the impression that the
main threat in the Air War came from the defenders and not from the attackers
on the offensive. There is of course no doubt that the life expectancy for bomber
crews was considerably lower than in other service branches, resulting a high
element of risk and fear – however, the CWM avoids any other perspective. In-
deed, through the indirect effects it has on the visitor, the museum implies
that the suffering and dangers faced by Canadian aircrews were at least compa-
rable to the suffering of civilians on the ground.
A small wall display – about one third of the size of the two air defense post-
ers – can be found on the left wall following the “Terror from Below” subsection
(see fig. 5). This display deals with the Air War’s effects on the ground. The orig-
inal text of this panel created one of the biggest public controversies in Canadian
museum history, resulting in the CWM eventually softening and lengthening the
original text (Bothwell et al. 2008; Dean 2009). The visitor sees a large image of a
destroyed German city, with three smaller photographs. The first depicts corpses
of civilians; the second, a destroyed train station in Münster, citing the effect of
collateral damage; and the third shows an image of Cologne in ruins in May
1942, relating to the first thousand-bomber attack in history.¹⁴ The extensively re-
vised text of approximately 200 words describes the efficiency, development,
purpose, and public support of the Allied strategic bombing campaign. Describ-
ing the end of the campaign’s first half, the panel confidently states: “The attacks
blunted Germany’s economic and military potential, and drew scarce resources
into air defense, damage repair, and the protection of critical industries.” The
second and final paragraph ends as follows: “Industrial output fell substantially,
but not until late in the war. The effectiveness and the morality of bombing heav-
ily-populated areas in war continue to be debated.” Thus, the revised text allows
the visitor a minor opening that brings up small doubts about the effectiveness
of the early campaign and possibly triggers reflection on the strategic bombing of
civilians in war. On the whole, however, the visitor is fully immersed in the Cana-
 The photographs remain unchanged after the controversy. The CWM’s tendency to make the
whole Allied war effort, or even the whole war, centered on Canada, can be seen in the formu-
lation of the caption: “an air-attack by more than 1,000 Canadian and Allied bombers.” Of
course the majority of bombers used in the attack were not Canadian.
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dian perspective, justifying the strategic effects of the Air War. Only one image
displays civilian casualties – without any indication of specific historical context
– making it so that the visitor cannot experience or understand the perspective
from below. One of the most complex themes of the war is therefore simplified to
fit within the structure of the national master narrative depicting heroic, sacrifi-
cial, and morally justified deeds necessary to save the world. This allows the
CWM to tell a mostly unambiguous story of Canadian identity. Primary experien-
tiality is reduced to a narrative argument and it is almost impossible to under-
stand the Canadian war effort in relation to the war’s larger picture.
Lastly, it is useful to consider the bomber campaign controversy (Bothwell et
al. 2008; Dean 2009, 2013, 332–333) and look at the concrete changes the CWM
had to enact in order to appease war veteran interest groups. The original text
reads:
Mass bomber raids against Germany resulted in vast destruction and heavy loss of life. The
value and morality of the strategic bomber offensive against Germany remains bitterly con-
tested. The Bomber Command’s aim was to crush civilian morale and force Germany to sur-
render by destroying its cities and industrial installations. Although Bomber Command and
American attacks left 600,000 Germans dead, and more than five million homeless, the
raids resulted in only small reductions in German war production until late in the war.
(see Dean 2009, 4; Bothwell et al. 2008, 376–387)
As in the Japanese-Canadian relocation story discussed below, the original text
panel diverged from the national master narrative and allowed for debate – to a
certain extent – under the header “An Enduring Controversy.” At the same time,
even the original text read in isolation risks closing itself to interpretation due to
the fact that it depicts the raids as a failure. Of course, if one considers the rest of
the gallery, an implicit tension would have arisen, since the positive and neces-
sary purpose of the campaign is described and alluded to in all other text panels
and subsections. Furthermore, the original display included three quotations,
which would have demonstrated openness and varying viewpoints that were
later eliminated as a result of the controversy. The first one was by Air Officer
Commander-in-Chief of the Bomber Command Arthur Harris, insisting upon
the vital contribution of the campaign in bringing the war to an end; the second
quotation was by the liberal public intellectual John Kenneth Galbraith, stating
“that while the bombing campaign did not win the war, it helped the ground
troops who did” (Dean 2009, 4); The third quotation was from the Canadian air-
man Flight Lieutenant W.E. Vaughan, who reflected on the consequences of his
actions: “more than once I wondered ‘how many people will those bombs kill?’
However, you couldn’t dwell on it. That’s the way war is’” (Dean 2009, 4).
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What detailed historical critiques like the one from Robert Bothwell, Randall
Hansen, and Margaret MacMillan (2008) do not take into account, is that the CWM
could have employed war veterans’ interpretations of their mission as an opportu-
nity to diversify its narrative. The perspectives of veterans could have been added
to the quotations already present, diversifying these voices without making moral
judgments about historical truth. These quotations may not have contained con-
firmed historical knowledge, however, diverse perspectives are crucial in under-
standing how the Air War is part of Canadian cultural memory. If this had been
done, the visitor – who is in no position to decide what the factual impact of
the bombings really was – could have understood the dilemma of the controversy.
Multiple perspectives within Canadian memory among the Canadian public, veter-
ans, and scholars, would have allowed for the potential of primary experientiality,
instead of the continued repetition of a single argument. This could have revealed
why, from the perspective convinced of the moral prerogative of a just war, target-
ing civilians could have appeared to be a justified strategy. Additionally, it could
have explained from the perspective of a Canadian member of Bomber Command
why they carried out the same heroic, sacrificial job as anybody else in the Allied
Forces. At the same time, the visitors would have still been able to see a moral
issue that could be answered in various ways, and they might have been uncom-
fortable with the idea of strategic bombing,which would have been portrayed as at
least factually controversial in terms of whether it was necessary and/or shortened
the war. This would have also played an important role in helping visitors under-
stand what the Second World War actually means for Canadians, both during the
war and in its remembrance since then.
Museums mostly shy away from reflecting on public controversies surround-
ing their own exhibitions but in an altered display, the very root of the contro-
versy could have been a successful topic for the exhibition. The CWM could
have even created a more structural, secondary experientiality, since visitors
would have had the opportunity to understand how cultural memory is con-
structed on a meta-level. However, if one integrates the remainder of the gallery,
it becomes clear that its narrative emphasizes Canadian soldiers’ hardship, sac-
rifice, and endurance in a just war (see also Dean 2009, 6). The overall style of
the Second World War Gallery is clearly geared toward closure rather than open-
ness. The CWM employs the technique of avoiding open voices that could be read
outside of its master narrative, while still insisting on factual historiographical
statements. This ironically led to public controversy in one of the few instances
where they allowed for openness, or at least a perspective that diverged from the
national master narrative. Shifting the display from historical truth and toward
cultural memory and diverse perspectives would have opened the display to ex-
perientiality and might have avoided – or at least defused – the controversy.
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An enlarged handwritten poem entitled High Flight by pilot officer John Gil-
lespie Magee Jr. at the end of the “Air War” section can serve as final example for
the section’s one-sidedness. It celebrates flying and its thrills as modeled on
human dreams, and it could have come straight from the myth of Icarus: “Oh!
I have slipped the surly bounds of earth / And danced the skies on laughter-sil-
vered wings. / Sunward I’ve climbed […]. Where never lark, or even eagle flew /
And while with silent lifting mind, I’ve trod / The high untrespassed sanctity of
space / Put out my hand and touched the face of God.” The museum’s caption
describes the success of the poem in capturing “the thrill and awe of flying.”
The American pilot serving in the RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force) sent it to
his parents several months before being killed in a flight accident. Ending the
“Air War” section on this note corresponds to the heroic commemoration of in-
dividuals that is part of the “Terror from Below” subsection. It displays how the
aerial warfare conquers nature, and the religious words at the end of the poem –
“sanctity” and the “face of God” – give the exhibit the feeling that the possible
death of the pilot is linked to an almost holy mission. The CWM could have easily
contrasted such a poem with a description how the Air War is perceived, namely
its tension between the sublimity of the lights in the sky and fear and terror on
the ground. Or if that was not possible because of the influence of veterans on
public opinion, it could have at least added voices of Canadian airmen who
knew about the effects of their mission and expressed doubts about the destruc-
tion they wrought on the ground. Even if the CWM remains solely focused on a
Canadian collective perspective,¹⁵ it could have diversified the Canadian voices it
uses. In doing so, it could have created experientiality, instead of merely purport-
ing a prescribed narrative argument.
There are a few examples where the CWM diversifies its represented perspec-
tives, often in regard to Canadian experiences that have been critically discussed
from a contemporary human rights perspective.¹⁶ This can be seen in the muse-
um’s representation of Japanese-Canadian wartime internment.¹⁷ Under the
 “The Canadian Experience” subsection is a good example for showing how the CWM over-
emphasizes the national angle. Except for the information that approximately 25% of all Cana-
dians who died during the Second World War were from the Bomber Command, there is nothing
Canadian in the Canadian experience. The risk of the bombing missions, of parachuting and
being captured by the enemy would be exactly the same for a British or American crew-member.
 Another example is the controversy about conscription and fighting overseas briefly indicat-
ed in the second section of the gallery. Though there is no evaluation of which position is supe-
rior, the opponents of conscription and military engagement overseas quickly disappear in the
moral prerogative as narrated.
 See also in detail Jaeger 2017b, 151–153.
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header “Forced Relocation,” the visitor finds a two-dimensional poster and print
exhibit that is divided into two columns. The visitor approaches the right hand
side first. The main image is a photo of a truckload of people about to be relo-
cated. The image is reminiscent of images of the transportation of cattle. Three
newspaper title headers make clear that the demands for Japanese-Canadian in-
ternment come from different political parties, the government as a whole, and
the people. The focus of the explanatory texts is racism and fear-mongering. A
quotation by Japanese-Canadian Joy Kogawa reads: “The thousand little traumas
of racism that were our little diet [sic]. Being despised. Being snubbed by white
Canadians. Being portrayed in newspapers, as ugly, as unwanted, as deceitful,
as somehow sub-human.” The rest of the display presents five individual por-
traits, two of Japanese-Canadians in the Canadian military. This achieves an ef-
fect of contrast between the contributions of Japanese-Canadians to the war and
to society and their ill treatment. Here the CWM diverts from its master narrative.
It is the most open subsection in the Second World War gallery, since it allows
the visitor to decide whether to compare the treatment of Japanese-Canadians
to the Holocaust, or whether examples of Japanese-Canadian soldiers serving
late in the war and the official Canadian apology in 1988 allow for reconciliation
and closure. Because of this undecided tension allowing for secondary experien-
tiality, the visitor can decide whether this is a historical case whose injustice has
been overcome in the present, or whether Canadian society today continues to
allow for similar injustices.
Unlike some of the objectives in the joint research strategy from 2013 (8)
from the Canadian Museum of Civilization (in December 2013 renamed as Cana-
dian Museum of History) and the CWM (Canadian Museum of Civilization and
Canadian War Museum 2013), the focus of the current permanent exhibition is
clearly restricted to military history and the Canadian perspective. The relevance
of commemoration is not restricted to the three halls – the Hall of Honour, the
Regeneration Hall, and the Memorial Hall – but impacts all exhibition galleries.
Certainly, the museum’s commemorative emphasis would enable it to present
themes such as the Air War and the debate over the strategic bombing campaign
in a hybrid format. Such a format could encapsulate both factual descriptions,
such as how the Air War contributed to victory in the Second World War, and
various questions and perceptions about these themes. Furthermore, if the exhi-
bition were to be diversified at times with a more international gaze, it could sup-
plement the visitor’s understanding of specific Canadian perspectives. Theme C
of the 2013 research strategy “Canada and the World” (14) has the potential to
offer this opportunity if it creates instances of Canadian stories within the
wider the world, instead of simply maintaining Canada’s positive role in wars,
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conflicts, peace-keeping, and, consequently, a relatively undisputed cultural
memory of the Second World War.
Through this research strategy, the two museums highlight the importance of
commemorating the 150th anniversary of Confederation alongside the overlap-
ping anniversaries of the First World War (100th) and the Second World War
(75th). This actively acknowledges the connections between myth, memory,
and the nation: “Using selected commemorations to explore concepts of myth,
memory, and nation. These opportunities will focus attention on key events, ex-
plore diversity, and interpret difficult subjects” (Canadian Museum of Civilization
and Canadian War Museum 2013, 8). The research strategy states goals such as
documenting “the evolution of national identity since the 1940s” (Canadian Mu-
seum of Civilization and Canadian War Museum 2013, 9). On the one hand, this
strategy focusing on commemorative issues furthers the CWM’s objectives,which
have in turn led to the dominance of an evolutionary national master narrative
resulting in argumentative closure. This strategy emphasizes, for example, “De-
picting the evolution of Canadian democracy” and “Documenting Canadian ef-
forts in support of global security” (12) as two objectives of its theme C.1 “Com-
promise and Conflict: Power and Politics.” These strategies allow for a more
open and diverse approach, which becomes clear from the third objective in
this category: “Exploring multiple concepts of political power, influence, and na-
tionalism” (Canadian Museum of Civilization and Canadian War Museum 2013,
11). It is described as follows: “Debates over politics, power, community, and na-
tionhood feature as prominently in Canada’s past as in its present. The Museums
will present multiple voices and unique perspectives on these, and encourage
visitor and public engagement” (Canadian Museum of Civilization and Canadian
War Museum 2013, 12).
The permanent exhibition of the CWM in general, and its Second World War
gallery in particular, are synthesized to serve an evolutionary master narrative of
an independent nation that streamlines almost all voices into a narrative argu-
ment. If the exhibition instead left room for multiple perspectives, debates,
and questions, it could serve as an example for an open national narrative of
war that allows visitors room to reflect and make their own interpretative deci-
sions. In other words, it could have created a hybrid of primary experientiality
(following simulated collective gazes) and secondary experientiality, so that vis-
itors could approach historical interpretation from multiple angles. Another goal
under C.2 “Compromise and Conflict: Population Movements and Settlements” is
entitled “Exploring the impact of war and conflict on population movements”
(13). The detailed description reads “War-affected refugees, the internally dis-
placed, and post-war resettlement programs (e.g. Canadian and foreign veterans,
war brides, and orphans).” Again, this could clearly diversify the museum’s man-
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date, and even the 2005 exhibition diversifies itself in this direction at the very
end of its fourth gallery. However, it remains to be seen how this can be imple-
mented within a strongly Canadian perspective on the Second World War. The
exhibit on Japanese-Canadian ‘resettlement’ is only a fraction of the current ex-
hibition, which shows that the museum’s exploration of population movements
needs to integrate local perspectives from the European and Pacific theaters of
war to a larger extent. Alternatively, the CWM could place more emphasis – sim-
ilar to the “Examining the Holocaust” gallery in the Canadian Museum for
Human Rights – on immigration and refugee movements to Canada (see also
Maron and Curle 2018, 429–431), and the impact that Nazi Germany and the
war had on these movements.
The new enlarged section “War at Home,” opened in early 2015, focuses on
the years 1917 and 1918 in Gallery 2. It indicates how the CWM intends to evolve
from a military history museum, to a military history museum that encapsulates
the stories of civilians in wartime, alongside aspects of general political and cul-
tural history.¹⁸ For example, this section contains exhibits such as “Literature at
the Home Front,” “War and Music,” “The Children’s War,” and “Families and
War,” among others. Its second room emphasizes the themes of conscription, in-
cluding its societal impact leading to riots as well as a subsection on the right to
vote and women’s rights. The exhibition also highlights individual objects and
stories that are not necessarily integrated as examples within a tight narrative,
as often seen in the Second World War Gallery. This is exemplified in the exhibit
“Shattered Love” on the newlyweds Sarah Robson and Ernest Percival Bartlett.
Ernest died in combat in Europe in 1918. Among other objects, a gold pendant
with Ernest’s picture is displayed, which Sarah kept all her life. Visitors can de-
cide whether they see the tragedy or deep feelings of love in the story. In this
way, the display remains open as to whether the story expresses an attitude
for or against wartime sacrifice. The texts on display here are more open than
in the Second World War gallery: the visitor can interpret the information that
voting rights were given to some – wives, daughters, mothers, and sisters of sol-
diers, while taken away from others – Canadians born in enemy countries. The
computer installation “You be the judge,” also allows the visitor to decide in
four historical cases whether to accept or reject an exemption request from mili-
tary service.¹⁹ Consequently, the section is a hybrid of primary and secondary ex-
 I would like to thank the curator of the section, Mélanie Morin-Pelletier, for taking the time
to explain its design to me on 27 May 2015.
 This connects to the technique of debate wheels that is used in the fourth gallery of the per-
manent exhibition in which a question about the impact of societal developments is answered
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perientiality, allowing for a diverse re-experiencing of varied perspectives from
the home front in the latter years of the First World War.
Whereas the CWM represents a closed narrative structure throughout its Sec-
ond World War gallery, in the final parts of its fourth gallery – wherein the roles of
the UN and NATO have become more controversial – the narrative opens up, en-
abling the visitor to ask questions. The second to last room is a roundel that intro-
duces the post-Cold War period. Highly optimistic quotations by US President
George H. Bush from September 11, 1990 and by UN Secretary General Kofi
Annan from 1992 on the new free and peaceful world are juxtaposed; this is
done through an installation of covers from international news magazines in Eng-
lish and French reporting on the endless on-going violence of war, conflict, and
genocide around the world. The center installation “The Savage Wars of Peace”
supplies a photo-montage of conflicts around the world (including 9/11), a helicop-
ter from the Canadian Forces, and three video screens displaying footage from
these conflicts. From here, the visitor enters the final room, which is made expe-
riential through the presence of leading questions, such as “What is war?,” “Who
makes history?,” “What do you fear?,” “What will you do?,” etc. Thus, contrary to
the museum’s narrative of Canadian national identity formation, the visitor is fi-
nally confronted with a (international or transnational) problem about warfare,
which creates tension with the linear story of the majority of the exhibition –
namely which war provides hardship and suffering but is necessary for the greater
good. Admittedly, the female child narrator in the Savage War film still seems to
admonish the next generation to make the world safer, continuing the linear nar-
rative toward peace (Rukszto 2008, 53). Nevertheless, the end of the exhibition sets
up a tension that points to an open future. However, since this is not reconnected
to the past, there is the overall expression of a linear model toward an open future,
with the past and future remaining weirdly disjointed.
Both examples from the end of the permanent exhibition and the revised
“War at Home” sections in the First World War gallery demonstrate that there
are ways to open up Canadian history to allow for some interpretation and reflec-
tion by the visitor. However, the master narrative the museum puts forward in its
representation of the Second World War – that the Canadian nation has grown
out of war and conflict – indicates that the meaning of this war is stable and fac-
tual. The secure frame between good and evil only allows for a single interpre-
tation, which heavily restricts this section’s potential for experientiality. From the
Canadian national perspective represented and exhibited in the museum, the
through six historical quotations. The visitor can decide how to deal with the proposed answers
and standpoints.
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Second World War only seems to have one story: evil exists; the righteous can
defeat evil through sacrifice and suffering; and the valor of the righteous wins
out in the end.
3.2 Warsaw Rising Museum
As a hybrid of a historical museum aiming for historical objectivity and a memo-
rial museum establishing and confirming a narrative of Canadian national iden-
tity that strongly depends on commemorative techniques, the format of the Cana-
dian War Museum restricts its experientiality. In contrast, the Warsaw Rising
Museum (WRM) is a memorial and narrative history museum (Majewski 2011,
151– 152)²⁰ utilizing strong experiential techniques. It employs close-ups of the
historical events and emotionally engages the visitor (Heinemann 2011, 227).
In doing so, it reaffirms the present worldview and a narrative of romantic mar-
tyrdom put forward by the Warsaw Uprising’s position in Polish cultural memory
(Szczepanski 2012; Kurz 2007; Żychlińska 2009; Korzeniewski 2016, 112– 115) as
historical truth.²¹ Monika Heinemann (2011, 235) notes how the museum oper-
ates with auditory, haptic, visual, and written language effects. Monika Żychlińs-
ka and Erica Fontana categorize the museum
as a ritual site where the interplay between authoritative knowledge, grounded in discipli-
nary expertise, and enchantment, carefully generated through architectural and aesthetic
exhibitionary strategies, takes place. The political dimension of the WRM manifests itself
in the power of refiguring traumatic past experiences and reshaping contemporary Polish
collective identity, as intended by the museum’s originators. (2016, 254)
The museum’s strong memorial mission allows visitors to empathize with one
specific ideological position and to identify with the historical collective of insur-
gents and, according to the museum’s mandate, almost all Polish people. How-
 It is also the first example of a new, modern museum style in Poland (Szczepanski 2012, 274;
Bogumił et al. 2015, 68–69).
 Here one can see the dynamic relationship between communicative and cultural memory.
Whereas the WRM employs the voices of participants in the Uprising, its emotionalization tech-
niques are geared toward the reinforcement of cultural memory that goes beyond the voices and
interests of the survivors. Consequently, the WRM is strongly engaged in educating school
classes on the ‘true’ memory, and engages in the advancement of the Uprising in popular cul-
ture, for example in the production of graphic novels, board games, and reenactment events
(Stańczyk 2015, 750; 753–758).
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ever, it prevents an active primary experientiality in the form of experiencing em-
pathy for the historical collective.
The WRM was more than twenty years in the planning and opened on July 31,
2004 – one day before the 60th anniversary of the beginning of the Uprising – by
then-Warsaw Mayor Lech Kaczyński.²² It received a record number of 713,000 an-
nual visitors in 2017.²³ It is located in the renovated building of a municipal tram
power station in the Wola district where major events of and German atrocities
during the Uprising took place. Its 3,000 square meter permanent exhibition is lo-
cated on four floors (ground floor, mezzanine, first floor, and basement) and dis-
plays 800 exhibition items and approximately 1,500 photographs, and numerous
films and sound recordings.²⁴ Its focus is a close-up perspective of the sixty-three
day Uprising (August 1– October 2, 1944), framed by a brief section on the German
occupation and the visit by Pope John Paul II in 1978 and his praise for the Upris-
ing. The basement is used for the stand-alone exhibition “Germans in Warsaw”
(see fig. 3) and a sewer replica as an experiential station for visitors. A large exhi-
bition hall holding a replica of a B-24 Liberator plane, weapons used in the Upris-
ing, a large film theater; a chapel on the side; a small twenty-four-seat theater fea-
turing a 3D film showing the ruins of destroyed Warsaw in 1945; and a freedom
and memorial park surrounding the building complete the ensemble.
As seen in the Canadian War Museum, the WRM develops a clear narrative
message on how the Warsaw Uprising mirrors the development of Polish nation-
al identity. There has been considerable scholarly discussion on the permanent
exhibition of the Warsaw Rising Museum. On the one hand, the museum has
been seen as a model for a new narrative museum format that emotionally af-
fects the visitor, following in the footsteps of, among others, the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC and the House of Terror in Bu-
dapest. The WRM has also influenced later Polish history museums, particularly
the Museum of the History of Polish Jews in Warsaw (2013–2014) and the
Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War (Żychlińska and Fontana 2016, 246).
On the other hand, the WRM has been criticized for its lack of historical contex-
tualization that only allows for a positive reading of the Uprising, with tragic, re-
ligious, and heroic elements being employed to create a collective Polish per-
spective. The WRM is a memorial museum that morally and didactically codes
 For a history of museum milestones between 2003 and 2011, see the museum guidebook
(Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego 2011a, 13–45).
 See the interview by Poland In English with the Deputy Director of the Warsaw Rising Muse-
um, Dr. Paweł Ukielski (Ukielski 2018).
 See also the museum catalog, which gives a detailed insight into many of the artifacts dis-
played in the museum (Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego 2011b).
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its narrative throughout its exhibition. Its webpage announces: “The Museum is
a tribute of Warsaw’s residents to those who fought and died for independent
Poland and its free capital.”²⁵
As several researchers have pointed out, this is explicitly marked at the be-
ginning of the exhibition. In the cloakroom, the entrance area, a stand-alone
quotation by Jan Stanislaw Jankowski on a bronze plate welcomes the visitor:
“We wanted to be free and owe this freedom to nobody.” In the following vesti-
bule, the visitor reads an approximately 150-word text under the headline “Mem-
ory and History,” which highlights its false reception during Communism – be-
fore the visitor knows anything about the Uprising. The panel ends with the
sentences: “The Home army commanders supposedly used the fighting against
the Germans to pursue their own personal goals which conflicted with the
goals of the Polish nation. Until the fall of Communism in 1989, the official pro-
paganda portrayed the Warsaw Rising by contrasting the heroic struggle of the
insurgents with their irresponsible and cynical commanders.” A second panel
on “Insurgents in the PRL”²⁶ describes how insurgents were “convicted in fake
trials or even murdered by the communists.” The panel describes a certain relief
after the Thaw in 1956, yet ends with the decisive statement: “Only the independ-
ent Poland they were fighting for in the Warsaw Rising would pay homage to
them – to those that lived to see it happen and to those that had died.” These
three texts frame the narrative of the whole permanent exhibition in three
ways: First, the WRM’s mission is above all commemorative: to “pay homage.”
Second, the exhibition functions historically under the assumption of a clear
truth-value. The communists distorted and falsified the history of the Uprising,
and only after Communism could the true version be told. Third, this true version
is connected to the concept of the freedom and self-determination of the Polish
nation. This links the Uprising to a linear, progressive narrative from occupation
toward freedom. This reflects first the insurgents rebelling against German occu-
pation and second, the new Polish independence won by overcoming the Soviet
occupation. This framing effect produces a closed structure of meaning through-
out the museum, as will be shown in a more detailed analysis below.
The WRM implies a chronological development of the exhibition, which is
highlighted through calendar sheets on the wall indicating each day of the Up-
rising. Large maps of Warsaw chart the development of the Uprising’s different
phases. Sections that highlight specific phases of the fighting “W-Hour,” “Fight-
ing in August,” “The Wola Massacre,” “Fighting in September” lead visitors to
 https://www.1944.pl/en, accessed 13 October 2019.
 The Polish People’s Republic, 1947–1989 (in Polish: Polska Rzeczpospolita Ludowa, PRL).
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experience simulated Polish and insurgent perspectives throughout the exhibi-
tion, in both the early parts examining Poland under German occupation and
the different phases of the Uprising. In contrast to this, the exhibition also cre-
ates thematic sections such as “Food and Water,” “Religious Life,” “Everyday
Life in the Rising,” and “Field Post” to highlight specific aspects of the Uprising.
It features twenty-three main sections on four floors and over fifty audio guide
sections, making it at times confusing to navigate (see also Żychlińska and Fon-
tana 2016, 260). Visitors are immersed in the fighting in a multisensory way
through the exhibition’s creation of an audioscape (see also de Jong 2018b,
93–98). They constantly encounter the sounds of fighting, original footage,
and for example, the stroke of a clock for the W-hour, when the Uprising
began. This makes listening to the audio-guide difficult at times, which prevents
reflective distance. Instead, this immerses the visitor experientially in the scene
of the Uprising where it is hard to gain a clear overview.
The museum first serves a commemorative purpose. Considerable prominence
to the memory of those who participated in the Uprising is given throughout the
museum, mainly through biographical survey texts, the telephone booths installa-
tion at the beginning of the section “The Rising after 60 Years,” and audio clips of
veterans’ memories. The museum begins in the present, confirming the affirmative
and nostalgic frame it places around the Uprising (Żychlińska and Fontana 2016,
254–257), which the visitor must accept according to the museum’s master narra-
tive. This is reaffirmed by the museum’s central memorial installation, the monu-
ment of a wall-like cuboid full of bullet holes (see also Heinemann 2011, 228–229;
Kurkowska-Budzan 2006, 138). The display panel explains that the monument is
located “in the very ‘heart’” of the museum, metaphorically alluding to the
heart of those who fought, those who perished as well as those who survived:
“It is a symbol to the Warsaw Rising and those who participated in it.” The multi-
media installation combines sounds from the fighting, radio reports, popular
songs, and prayers running in 8-minute sequences. The visitor is invited to
touch the monument and listen at each bullet hole, which allows for the reliving
“of the atmosphere of those days.” To further reinforce this recreation of the at-
mosphere of the past, the monument lists the days of the fighting.²⁷
The way in which the Uprising’s narrative is framed as a counter narrative to
Soviet-Communist distortion and as commemorative nostalgia for recreating the
past, shapes the whole exhibition. This fundamental meaning remains unalter-
 Steffi de Jong reads the monument installation with Alison Landsberg as a form of bodily
memory production that confuses the visitor through the conflation of the visitor’s heartbeat
with the heartbeat of historical participants in the Uprising (2018b, 195–197).
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able and unambiguous. Therefore, the museum can maintain a descriptive, docu-
mentary style throughout that gives the visitor an impression of a factual over-
view of numerous topics. This is exemplified in the section “Airdrops” on the
top level of the museum: one panel, “Allied Airmen over Warsaw,” highlights
concrete facts and figures: “Allies make about 200 flights over Warsaw. Polish,
British and South African crews take part in the airdrops. Only 525 out of 637
Poles return to their airbases in Italy.” Throughout the museum facts, figures,
concrete times, and locations are important in giving the visitor the impression
that the majority of the exhibition is factual. In the subtext, the visitor finds al-
lusions to heroics, which – through the focus on figures – seem to be factual as
well: “133 are shot down. 7 of them [the airmen, SJ] manage to survive. They trav-
el over 2.5 thousand kilometers. They have mostly German occupied areas under
their wings.” The following panel “Airdrops for Insurgents” highlights the con-
crete efforts and failure to reach the insurgents, similarly focusing on factual
data, especially dates and the amount of supplies dropped in tons. In a factually
descriptive tone, the responsibility for this failure is placed on Stalin: “Only 50
tons [out of 230 tons of Allied dropped supplies] fall into insurgents’ hands.
Until September 10, Stalin does not make Soviet airfields available to allied
planes.” The two subsequent sentences indicate a causal relationship. The visitor
will, in all likelihood, simply attribute the failure to Stalin, rather than reflecting
on the open question of whether the airdrops could have been more precise.
The overall section tries to show different sides of the airdrops by displaying
enlarged poster-size photographs showing the joy they produce, alongside re-
flections on their failure. One photo-montage shows, among others, an image
of an apparently misplaced container,with an image above it showing insurgents
gathering the parachute with a container; and above, the insurgents apparently
happily carrying the container with the new supplies (see fig. 6). The text accom-
panying this photo-montage reads: “The frontline in the fighting city is constant-
ly changing and it is hard to spot it from the air. Every parachute reaching the
streets controlled by the insurgents brings joy and it is easy to find volunteers
to carry the airdrop containers.” On the one hand, this factually documents fail-
ure and success. On the other hand, it plays upon the emotion of the success.
Several quotations and objects on display support the positive impact of the
drops as existentially necessary supplies and moral support. The Polish effort
in these Allied deliveries is highlighted. There is no major criticism of the Amer-
icans, who made just a single attempt to fly over Warsaw; instead, the exhibition
describes the American effort as “impressive – 107 ‘Flying Fortresses,’ 1,100 air-
men and 100 tons in containers.” This connects to the panel “Stalin’s Private Air-
fields,” which describes that Soviet airfields were not made available, preventing
the Americans from performing a large airdrop operation over Warsaw. The pan-
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el’s text quotes the British pilot Stanley Johnson: “If only we could have landed
there [on Soviet airfields], we could have taken an additional load … I could
never understand the Russians standing on the other side of Vistula River.”
The quotations blame the Soviets for denying the Allies use of their airfields
and are then expanded toward the claim that the Soviets could have prevented
the destruction of Warsaw – a crucial claim for the museum’s narrative.²⁸ That
Fig. 6 Part of section “Airdrops.” Permanent exhibition. Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego
(Warsaw Rising Museum), Warsaw (Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Muzeum Powstania War-
szawskiego).
 See also Bömelburg et al. 2011, especially Król 2011 for the different perceptions and inter-
pretations of the Uprising; see also Chu 2019, 130– 131.
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the panel personally identifies Stalin several times as a historical agent reinfor-
ces the impression that a different outcome of the Uprising could have been easi-
ly achieved. Overall, the WRM’s Air Drop section creates the impression that it
exclusively presents factually unbiased information. One needs to think explic-
itly about curatorial strategies, in order to understand the ways in which the sub-
tle techniques employed in this section reaffirm the museum’s master narrative.
This technique of creating a documentary, factual impression repeats itself
throughout the whole museum, which makes it likely that the visitor will buy
into the master narrative as well.
Many of the exhibition sections in the WRM have a thematic focus. This
means they provide fairly factual information about a specific area of life during
the Uprising. They often demonstrate how day-to-day life was organized during
the fighting, indirectly supporting the part of the master narrative that suggests
the Uprising led to freedom and independence. While demonstrating the func-
tioning of civil and social life, the valor and tragic losses of the individuals par-
ticipating in that life is simultaneously honored and commemorated. For exam-
ple, the section “Field Post” features a combination of visuals and objects,
including, a large display case mounted on the wall holding dozens of postcards,
letters, an original mailbox, and a smaller display case with insurgent postage
stamps. Individual biographies, accompanied by portrait photographs and ap-
proximately 100–120 word texts introduce the visitor to the Polish people who
participated in the Uprising. Objects supplement these biographies, such as
the shirt that Bolesław Jan Gepner ‘Jasnotek’ – a 13-year-old who worked as mail-
man of the Scout Field Post – wore when he was fatally shot. The more tragically
stories about death ²⁹ are presented, the more they are portrayed as an almost
religious sacrifice for the Polish cause. Other biographies highlight the skill-set
and valor of the Field Post workers. The focus is on the everyday person and
not on the leaders, reinforcing the message that all Poles were part of the Upris-
ing. It is significant for the creation of a master narrative that these factual-com-
memorative narratives remain vague in regard to the Uprising’s failures: at best,
the insurgents encounter challenges. The visitor never hears whether the mail
service connected to areas outside the districts held by insurgents. Nowhere
does the exhibition reflect on civilians either inside or outside of the insur-
gent-held areas of Warsaw who might not have the supported the Uprising,
nor does it reflect on the risks the Uprising held for the civilian population.
 See also Heinemann 2011, 231,who notices the frequent use of gravestones, usually by lower-
rank insurgents throughout the exhibition.
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The WRM enforces the message that starting the Uprising was the right de-
cision in many indirect ways, including its representation of German perpetra-
tors (see also Heinemann 2017, 78–90). They are mainly represented in the base-
ment (see fig. 3), which physically separates the commemoration of Polish
heroes from German crimes as well as the violence and cruelty of German atroc-
ities.³⁰ In this section, there are documentary texts, such as the biographies and
fates of many German commanders and numerous facsimiles of German orders,
among others. These are once again supplemented by a setting that steers the
visitor’s emotions in a specific direction – here, toward the implied genocide
of the citizens of Warsaw. The oppressive atmosphere can make the visitor feel
uncomfortable, who has hardly any room to analyze the presented material out-
side of the museum’s good and evil framework. The Germans appear as one col-
lective group, the Poles appear as another, and only Communist Poles are differ-
entiated from all other Poles. The representation of Germans serves the exclusive
purpose of providing evidence for the evil that the Uprising has the potential to
defeat. To gain a better understanding of how this works, it is useful to look at a
small side room in the permanent exhibition, located on the second floor in the
final part of the exhibition and entitled “German Units.” The room is void of any
documentary information, except for the introductory text panel outside of the
room describing the structure of the German forces and a chest of drawers
with movable cases with biographical information on four German political
and military leaders. The visitor enters a shrine-like squared room (Heinemann
2017, 82), with wall-sized, enlarged photographs on all sides. The four posters de-
pict Hans Frank, Govenor of Generalgouvernement, residing in Wawel Castle
with his wife and children; Wola insurgents who had to face veteran troops
from the division Hermann Göring; a prison execution in Radogoszcz, near
Łódź in 1942; and German soldiers on parade, honoring Hitler after capturing
Warsaw in 1939. Furthermore, there are small objects throughout the room,
such as an SS bronze cross with a sword that was pierced by an insurgent’s bul-
let during the Uprising. The centerpiece of the room is a small table-like display
case, containing the open diary of the 8-year-old Jerzy Arct, who experienced the
Warsaw Uprising in the district of Sadyba and wandered through the destroyed
city afterwards. None of the photographs on display in this room are related to
 The stand-alone exhibition in the basement “Germans in Warsaw” was only opened on June
21, 2007 (Heinemann 2017, 79). For an analysis of this section see also Heinemann 2017, 84–90.
Heinemann (2017, 89) notes some nuances that allow for a differentiated reading of the Germans,
but also emphasizes that the section is dominated by a dehumanized, abstract depiction of the
German enemy; for the depiction of the enemy in the WRM see also Bogumił et al. 2015, 141–143,
who point out that human traits of the enemy are absent in the museum’s depictions.
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the Warsaw Uprising. Instead, they showcase the normality of the perpetrators,
the strong resistance against superior forces and war crimes, and reinforce the
impression of the German soldiers’ collective obedience and facelessness. The
objects are all related to the Uprising and at least partially demonstrate the sym-
bolic power of resistance. This display is fully emotive and holds the potential to
manipulate the visitor into supporting the heroic deeds of the insurgents. The
presence of the child’s diary further supports this emotional message. The bru-
tality of the Germans is pinpointed in the pictures of the Frank family and the
Wola Massacre, since the visitor already knows about the family’s criminality
and the events of the Massacre. Thus, this room, which relies fully on affect,
leads the visitor toward empathizing with the collective group of insurgents
and all victims of the Germans. The strength of the WRM is that it often under-
lines its narrative message in an affective and emotional manner without overtly
spelling it out. Therefore, it avoids explicitly moralizing good and evil, although
its narrative is based on this dichotomy.
The exhibition’s technique of appearing simultaneously factual and com-
memorative is also visible in the only section that clearly reports on a controver-
sy or debate. On the one hand, the text on the panel “Views on the Rising” seems
quite differentiated: “The Warsaw Rising stirs up extreme emotions, from more
or less factual criticism to glorification.” An audio station provides eight posi-
tions from “decision-makers and participants in the Rising, historians and com-
munist propagandists.” In reality, there are the voices of two communists and six
insurgents of different rank, so that besides the already rejected Communist view
(see also Szczepanski 2012, 277), their opinions only differ regarding details,
rather than their interpretations of the Uprising as such. Nevertheless, this sta-
tion allows the visitor to think about the validity of different positions. However,
the panel concludes by stating that the majority of insurgents are part of an emo-
tional community: “Openly biased and unjust are opinions voiced by the Com-
munists, such as Wanda Odolska, the leading propagandist of the Polish
Radio. In the opinion of most insurgents the outbreak of the Rising was a neces-
sity and they do not regret their decision to join in the fighting.”
Further panels and objects completely undermine any possibility for open-
ness in the audio station, as they continue in the clear black-and-white pattern
established at the beginning of the exhibition. A panel entitled “Feud over the
Rising” recreates the simple dichotomy of distorted memory under Communism
versus free discussion after 1989: “After 1989 the Rising could be freely discussed
also in Poland and continuous presence of this debate in the public life proves
that the Poles are still tackling their history [sic].” The museum itself does not
take an explicit position, as also seen in the implicit affective strategy it employs
to represent the Germans. Nor does it encourage an open interpretation. Instead,
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the visitor who experiences the master narrative of the museum is led to be be-
lieve that the museum provides the possibility of free debate, after the Commu-
nist era of distortion of historical truth, and allows for a fair and differentiated
position in the exhibition. Therefore, most visitors, as the success of the exhibi-
tion shows (Żychlińska and Fontana 2016, 262–263), will – in all likelihood –
draw the exact conclusions to which the WRM directs them. The factual tone
throughout the WRM lures the visitor into feeling like debate is reflected in
the exhibition. After all, the Uprising itself is marked as the road to Polish free-
dom, so that alternative interpretations of the Uprising seem unlikely for the vis-
itor of this exhibition. Gaining freedom implies the possibility of stating the truth
and establishing facts – in other words, closing a debate instead of leaving it
open.
This is also evident in the remainder of the section, entitled “The Big
Three.”³¹ It emphasizes Stalin’s propagandistic use of the Uprising³² and how
the Big Three sacrificed Poland in their negotiations over the post-war distribu-
tion of power. This section also argues that the Allied Press failed to recognize
the Uprising as a major contribution to the Allied cause: the tone of its texts
clearly implies that the Uprising was a major contribution, which is confirmed
through several quotations. For example, the diplomat George Kennan, deputy
chief of the US mission in Moscow during the Warsaw Uprising, is quoted, pre-
sumably long after the Uprising and without any contextualization: “I wish that
instead of mumbling words of official optimism we had had the judgment and
the good taste to bow our heads in silence before the tragedy of a people who
have been our allies, whom we have helped to save from our enemies and
whom we cannot save from our friends.” The WRM uses quotations as Keenan’s
strategically; similarly, they integrate US President’s Ronald Reagan’s words at
the 40th anniversary of the Warsaw Uprising: “It is right that we pay tribute to
those who sacrificed all for independence and freedom.” The changes in Poland
in the 1980s consequently allow for the collapse of the Communist myth, that the
People’s Army was the main insurgent force fighting the Germans. Thus, there is
no doubt that the post-1989 era allowed for the recognition of the Warsaw Upris-
ing and an open discussion about Polish identity. The WRM uses this to establish
an implicit connection between the desire for freedom in the Warsaw Uprising
and the freedom gained in 1989. Counterarguments against the Uprising there-
 Referring to Winston Churchill, Harry S. Truman, and Joseph Stalin.
 Stalin is the ultimate enemy and symbol of evil in the master narrative of the WRM, since he
prevented the success of the Uprising and started the suppression of its ‘true’ narrative.
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fore hardly play a role;³³ the amendment of Communist distortions is used as a
platform to correct history and establish historical facts and truth. In the earlier
section on the Polish Lublin government, the museum corrected the numbers of
Communist People’s Army soldiers and Home Army soldiers that participated in
the Uprising to demonstrate “Communist ‘facts.’”
The WRM’s permanent exhibition does not have a strong temporal and pro-
gressive focus; it is instead built on the dichotomy between the Communists’ dis-
tortion of truth and dishonoring of the insurgents on the one hand and freedom
and factual truth as well as the commemoration of the insurgents’ heroic and
sacrificial deeds on the other. It simply connects the Uprising with independent
Poland post-1989. Instead of futurity, the permanent exhibition’s master narrative
suggests a nostalgic reestablishment of the same Polish national freedom that
was recognized by the insurgents during the Uprising. For example, the last sec-
tion on the second floor and the end of the permanent exhibition talks about the
Vatican and the Warsaw Uprising. It emphasizes two blessings given to the Up-
rising, the first of which was performed by Pope Pius XII on September 14, 1944,
during the Uprising, who pointed out the Polish right to independence. This con-
nects to a video and text panel highlighting how the first Polish Pope, John Paul
II, lauded “the exceptional role of the Warsaw Rising in the history of Poland”
during his first papal pilgrimage to Poland in June 1979. The last section of the
audio guide concludes that the time has come to recognize the historical truth
about the Uprising and foreshadows the universal freedom and ‘correct’ interpre-
tation of the Uprising post-1989: “The time of truth was approaching. This was
the time of the next generation.” The museum is successful in producing “a
sense of nostalgia and personal identification with the participants of the Ris-
ing” in its Polish visitors (Żychlińska and Fontana 2016, 262). Visitor analysis
has shown the success of the WRM’s use of technology (Żychlińska and Fontana
2016, 261). If the goal is to produce a specific historical truth based on cultural
memory in the present, the WRM succeeds in doing just that as a memorial site:
“a sense of continuity between past and present” (Żychlińska and Fontana 2016,
261) is established for many visitors.
The difference in temporality is also evident in comparison to the Canadian
War Museum, in which the exhibition establishes its master narrative of a pro-
gressive development toward the Canadian nation and its positive role in the
world. The WRM reinforces its master narrative by establishing a staged impres-
 For example, the exhibition does not mention the controversy in Poland about whether the
Uprising was really necessary and useful or whether it was a senseless sacrifice. It avoids any
meta-reflection on how the memory or myth of the Warsaw Uprising’s impact came into
being (For details see Chu 2019, 133– 135; Bömelburg et al. 2011, especially Król 2011).
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sion of factuality, while extensively fostering visitors’ empathy with the insur-
gents and developing feelings of nostalgia for the past. The museum’s skillful
use of pseudo-factuality and emotion in its staging of memory as history stands
in strong contrast to the argumentative-documentary style of the Canadian mu-
seum. Master narratives can be created in war and history museums through nu-
merous techniques. Whether their contents are national, European, universal,
heroic, or victim-oriented remains open. This can also be seen in the following
chapter on the Imperial War Museum in London. There is no need to challenge
other narratives, like in the WRM, or reinterpret existing cultural memory to
allow a master narrative to emerge, as found in the Canadian War Museum.
3.3 The Imperial War Museum in London
The main branch of the Imperial War Museum in London (IWML) receives ap-
proximately one million visitors a year.³⁴ It will not present a major Second
World War exhibition before 2021, when both the Second World War and Holo-
caust Galleries are due to be completely redeveloped.³⁵ Because of this, the dis-
cussion of the museum in this book is relatively short.³⁶ The first phase of
“Transforming IWM London,” completed in 2014, focuses completely on the
First World War and its centenary years. This has led to the opening of the
new “First World War Galleries” (see also Jaeger 2017b, 169– 172) and a rede-
signed atrium displaying seven exhibits of one or two objects, entitled “Witness-
es of War.”³⁷ Its section “Turning Points 1934– 1945,” on the first gallery level sur-
rounding the open atrium, presents different themes of the Second World War in
 Imperial War Museum 2016–2017; the IWM’s newer annual reports do not list individual vis-
itor numbers per branch; overall the IWM and its five branches had an attendance of 2.688 mil-
lion visitors in 2018–2019 (Imperial War Museum 2018–2019, 15).
 See the IWM’s website (https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/new-gallery-concepts-for-iwms-fu
ture-revealed, accessed 13 October 2019). “The second phase of Transforming IWM London
(TIWML) has continued with the developed designs being approved for the Second World War
and Holocaust Galleries,” which will be probably delivered in 2021 (Imperial War Museum
2018–21; see also Imperial War Museum 2019–2024, 7–8, and Imperial War Museum 2018–
2019, 11). The current stand-alone Holocaust Exhibition from 2000 will be briefly discussed in
chapter 7 below.
 For the history of the institution and its flagship museum in London (Lambeth), see Cundy
2015.
 See chapter 8 below for a discussion of the display of the V1 bomb and V2 rockets as part of
the exhibitions. Other ‘witnesses’ relating to the Second World War are a Supermarine Spitfire
plane and a Soviet T34 tank.
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eight chapters using artifacts. This section seems like a stand-in to cover the war
until the 2021 redevelopment is completed; it is too fragmentary to provide a full
storyline and interpretation of the war, or to allow visitors to develop their own
interpretations.³⁸ Nevertheless, the IWML has always been an important model
for restricted primary experientiality.³⁹ Similarly to the Canadian War Museum,
the IWML’s official message describes its approach as an educational history
museum, interested in creating a documentary and open “authentic historical ex-
perience” (Bardgett 1998, 32).⁴⁰ Cundy (2015, 262–265) has shown how the IWM
developed its educational function separately from a commemorative mission.
However, this section demonstrates that the IWML still reinforces memory narra-
tives as its primary effect.
One of the museum’s objectives during its re-development in 1989– 1990
was to immerse visitors in experiences that allow them both to have empathy
with the past and to produce constructed yet suggestively real experiences of
the past. In particular, this relates to the former Trench Experience (1990) con-
cerning the First World War and the Blitz Experience (1989) concerning the Sec-
ond World War.⁴¹ Since the first phase of “Transforming IWM London,” both of
these experiences are gone, much to the chagrin of many visitors – if one follows
online blogs.⁴² The Blitz Experience contained a stage set with different scenes,
 Its section “Bombers” is briefly discussed in chapter 8 below.
 The Imperial War Museum’s Churchill War Rooms (formerly Cabinet War Rooms) follows a
similar concept. This branch is highly based on the authenticity of place, which is intentionally
reconstructed through diorama scenes with mannequins and original objects. The IWM is work-
ing to make its exhibitions more interactive and includes voices of other people who worked to-
gether with Churchill in the Cabinet War Rooms (Imperial War Museum 2016–2017, 8). Yet it does
not change its objective to simulate historical authenticity: “Walk in the footsteps of Churchill
and glimpse what life would have been like during the tense days and nights of the Second
World War. See where Churchill and his War Cabinet met and step back in time in the Map
Room, which has remained exactly as it was left on the day the lights were switched off in
1945” (https://www.iwm.org.uk/events/cabinet-war-rooms, accessed 13 October 2019). The
Churchill exhibition (Churchill Museum) itself is considerably more dynamic and the way that
it simulates a secondary form of experientiality is worth analyzing.
 This comment relates to the planning for the stand-alone Holocaust Exhibition in the IWML,
but is indicative of the institution’s general approach (see also Cundy 2015).
 See also Noakes 2004; Schoder 2014, 73–74; Arnold-de Simine 2013, 33; Phillips 2003, 438.
Lucy Noakes notes how the Blitz Experience “privileges notions of community togetherness and
national unity over images of fear and destruction” (2004, 431).
 There is still a trench experience, in the 2014 “First World War Galleries.” The visitor walks
into a large trench with a fairly soft sound installation of battle and airplane noises; the tech-
nical equipment of large objects looms over the trench. Yet the museum does not create a spe-
cific scene of attack (or the moments before it, as in the old trench exhibition). The visitor sees
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and the visitor had the opportunity to see the silhouette of London in flames,
walk through the ruins of a street, and sit in an air-raid shelter. The experience
affected all the senses through the shaking of the shelter, sound installations,
simulated smoke, darkness, flashing lights, etc. This installation did not facili-
tate much learning and understanding; its objective was to come as close as pos-
sible to ‘the real experience.’ However, these reconstructions of a trench and an
air-war shelter seem to have functioned as a playful trick to attract visitors via
entertainment, rather than bringing them closer to experiencing the war and em-
pathizing with historical people.
The Blitz Experience was, at least in part, replaced by the independent ex-
hibition A Family in Wartime. This new exhibition was open from April 5, 2012
until January 2019, when it was closed so that the space could be re-developed
for the museum’s new Second World War galleries. The museum advertised A
Family in Wartime with the words: “Take a step back in time to the Second
World War and experience life on the Home Front in London, through the
eyes of the Allpress family. A Family in Wartime, IWM London’s new major
free family exhibition – will explore the lives of William and Alice Allpress
and their ten children and what life in London was like during the war.”⁴³ The
Trench and Blitz experiences served to illustrate the different stages of two spe-
cific historical moments, immersing visitors in a trench attack, or in the experi-
ence of waiting out the bombing respectively. The visitor was “invited to relive a
specific moment or milieu from the past” (Phillips 2003, 438), which functioned
through engagement and proximity. In contrast, A Family in Wartime (Imperial
War Museum 2017a, 34–35) allowed the visitor to observe and experience simul-
taneously. However, despite the potential it held for creating a reflexive under-
standing of the war through a variation of engagement and detachment, or prox-
imity and distance, it ultimately continued to reinforce wartime myths.
The beginning of the exhibition was located in a narrow corridor with a large
wall displaying photographs of the Allpress family, interspersed with three small
monitors playing identical footage of the air-raids on London and their effects on
the city. All photographs and portraits on display depicted a happy family with
faces full of laughter. The introductory panel read: “This exhibition is about the
Allpresses, a real family that lived in South London. As for so many others, the
photographs of soldiers, a devastated landscape, and the shadowy figures of soldiers moving
along on the left wall of the trench. Thus, the visitor is never fully immersed and does not receive
any information about what to do with this simulated trench. Its message seems to be the dom-
inance and significance of new technologies that are explained in the following section.
 IWM London press release February 2012. http://www.iwm.org.uk/sites/default/files/press-
release/A_Family_in_Wartime_0.pdf (accessed 13 October 2019).
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war changed their lives forever.” An enlarged quotation by Eva Allpress, one of
the ten children, on the right wall stated: “We were a family that were really
close together.” In the back of the entrance corridor, the visitor walked toward
one poster featuring an enlarged photo of a street with several houses complete-
ly reduced to rubble. None of the photographs had a caption or source.Whereas
the exhibition never overwhelmed visitors into pretending they were close to real
past experiences, it immediately steered them emotionally. The quotation, the
many portraits, and the text, suggested a perfect and orderly world that was
threatened and then destroyed by the war. Since the Allpresses were pitched
as a model of “so many others,” the visitor could draw connections to this exem-
plary everyday experience. On the right hand side of the entrance corridor, the
visitor found an Anderson shelter, which they could see either at the beginning
or very end of the mostly circular exhibition. The presence of this shelter helped
the visitor understand the war’s threat to the Allpresses’ world. The shelter was
large enough to climb into, and once inside, one could hear an audio clip of
Betty Allpress speaking about her experiences during the Blitz. A photograph
of a destroyed Anderson shelter lying in rubble acted as a backdrop to the phys-
ical shelter. This further enhanced the feelings of threat, destruction, and the in-
trusion of the war into everyday life, created by the exhibition. The surrounding
walls at the end of the exhibition showed bombed-out houses and numerous
bombshells, intensifying this impression.
In the section following the entrance corridor, the visitor came across a
model and digital projection of each room of the Allpresses house in Lambeth
(i.e. in fairly close proximity to today’s site of the Imperial War Museum). It
was here that they were introduced to mini biographies of the family’s two pa-
rents and ten children. Two of the sons served in the war; three of the daughters
performed fire watch duties and worked in the Women’s Voluntary Service; and
the remaining daughters took on maternal or household roles, meaning they did
not have to work directly for the war effort. The museum clearly avoided making
the story of any family member particularly heroic – they instead served as ex-
amples of the ordinary British citizen, mostly on the home front. The visitor was
then presented with period-appropriate interior rooms, a living room and a kitch-
en, and display cases holding everyday objects sorted by topics such as evacua-
tion, rationing, the Blitz, the Women’s Voluntary Service, or the Southern railway
(where the father had worked in a skilled job as an engine driver that exempted
him from conscription).
The object display cases were often accompanied by the voices of the All-
press children reminiscing about this time. This was exemplified in the section
on clothes rationing “Make Do and Mend” (see fig. 7). The section notes that
Eva worked at a local draper’s shop,which sold fabric and dressmaking material.
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The display case contained a few dresses and pairs of shoes, but it mainly pre-
sented posters such as “Please Knit Now” as well as title pages and illustrations
from do-it-yourself manuals. The whole section served an illustrative function for
the duty and everyday life of British citizens on the home front; the Allpresses
made-do and did a lot of mending. In the middle of the exhibition, there was
a quotation by Nellie: “we were all so anxious to stay alive that we just sort of
carried on,” indicating the sober mood of everybody living through the war. Sim-
ilarly, two quotations from after the war read: “The war had finished, you just
couldn’t believe it” (Betty) and “We were lucky enough that we had all our broth-
ers coming back” (Eva). These quotations demonstrated the personal relief and
joy felt by most at the end of the war, in stark contrast to the photographs of the
destroyed Anderson shelter.
The Family in Wartime exhibition was clearly aimed at bringing the visitor a
surface-level experience of the war; in doing so, it did not fully allow for an in-
ternalization or understanding of the Blitz as a historical experience. The exhi-
bition greatly reduced the complexity of history and gave the visitor the impres-
sion that all civilians had an almost identical fate. On a primary emotional level,
Fig. 7 “Make Do and Mend” cabinet. Family in Wartime exhibition. Imperial War Museum,
London (Photo and © Imperial War Museum).
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it was easy to identify with John’s frustrations over being evacuated. However,
this did not make reference to possible variations on his experience, or help
one gain an understanding of the bombings’ larger repercussions. How did the
Blitz influence lives afterwards? What were some of the wartime traumas suf-
fered by civilians? Instead, the IWML closed with facts and figures charting
the impact of the Blitz and hopeful quotations from the Allpress children.
Thus, the exhibition was seemingly successful in connecting with older genera-
tions who recognized elements of their former houses and lives in those of the
archetypical Allpress family. It also succeeded in enticing younger generations
and children by allowing them to connect with basic human needs and emotions
such as food, clothes, housing, and the importance of family. It is telling that the
Allpresses were depicted as so ordinary; in doing so, hardly anything unique
about their personal story was expressed. The exhibition balanced an emotion-
alizing experience with the commemoration of a generation through the simula-
tion of a possible everyday experience. It lacked both the ability to raise ques-
tions and the means for distantiation. The visitor was always so close to the
war experience that its emotional impact dominated without eliciting any kind
of analysis. The visitor received the strong impression that this was the real col-
lective experience of the British people during the Blitz.
Therefore, the IWML – even without their original Blitz Experience – still put
forward a restricted primary experience of the past. This restricted primary expe-
rience contributed to myth building regarding both the place of the Blitz and the
every-day life of the typical British family in wartime in British collective memory
today. The 2012 exhibition was certainly marked by a change in tone. It was nei-
ther heroic nor sensational; it contributed to the visitor’s emotional experience
in more subtle ways – as seen in the analysis of its opening corridor.⁴⁴ However,
because of its reconstructive approach, the visitor could only confirm the exhibi-
tion curators’ meaning making and storytelling. It both fed into an existing col-
lective imagination and confirmed the predominant communicative and cultural
memory, which in turn reinforced the mythical status of British wartime resis-
tance. Here, memory clearly dominated history, without allowing the visitor to
take an active role in this process. In this way, the exhibition’s potential for ex-
perientiality was restricted.
 Without a more comprehensive historical exhibition of the war it is impossible to understand
how the IWML is aiming to interpret the Second World War in the second decade of the twenty-
first century and beyond.
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Chapter 4:
Primary Experientiality
Experientiality can only be discussed as a sliding scale between overlapping lay-
ers of restrictive, primary, and secondary experientiality; it is a concept that pla-
ces visitors in a position to experience perceptions and structures of the past.
Their role is combined with the experiences of historical people – usually repre-
sented collectively, not individually – in the various structures and atmospheres
in which they lived. As seen in the previous chapter, there are different forms and
layers of restricted experientiality, whether the restriction stems from a linear
master narrative, a clear ideology, or an uncritical affirmation of myth and
pre-existing cultural memory. In all cases, an argumentative or ideological struc-
ture reduces any individual visitor experience of the past. This is often closely
related to lack of distantiation. The three museums discussed in this chapter –
the National WWII Museum in New Orleans, the Oskar Schindler Enamel Factory
in Kraków, and the Bastogne War Museum – all simulate real historical events
and historical situations; they mimetically indicate that members of certain his-
torical groups could have experienced the past as it is presented in the museum.
For all three museums, experientiality surpasses mere argument or ideology. The
visitor has the opportunity to be immersed in collective perspectives of the past,
with the awareness that the museum is creating a simulation or theatrical per-
formance of the past. The New Orleans WWII Museum operates along the border
of restricted experientiality, as it immerses the visitor in a singular narrative as if
it were the war’s only existing reality. At the same time, the museum’s strong
focus on oral history and historical witness accounts allows the visitor some
room to experience the past beyond the mere staging of ideology. The focus is
thus less on historical truth, as visitors are steered toward the feeling that
they are experiencing a multitude of collective perceptions of the war. Both
the Oskar Schindler Factory (OSF) and the Bastogne War Museum (BWM) are
more of hybrids between primary and secondary experientiality. The OSF chal-
lenges the visitor to become a time traveler in a historical space, in which
they can both observe and immerse themselves in the collective perspectives
of, for example, Polish and Polish-Jewish citizens of Kraków. During this experi-
ence, the visitor is aware of the theatricality of this time-traveling journey. The
BWM allows for the visitor to be immersed alongside fictitious composite char-
acters, while mixing this immersive experience with numerous other sources
and forms of distantiation.
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
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4.1 The National WWII Museum in New Orleans
The National WWII Museum in New Orleans is a typical American military his-
tory museum oriented toward combat and military missions abroad. It functions
as a narrative memorial museum that uses a considerable amount of experiential
techniques. This is done not in the vein of Williams’s idea of commemorating
suffering and victimhood (2007), but instead more in the sense that it commem-
orates war veterans from all branches of the American Forces. Because of its
strong mission, one could argue that this museum also belongs in the category
of restricted experientiality. At the same time, its strong basis in oral history al-
lows visitors to go beyond a single preconceived narrative. The museum was
founded as D-Day Museum in 2000. In 2004, it was designated by the United
States Congress as America’s official National World War II Museum “with the
new mission to portray the full American experience in the war, including its on-
going meaning for global freedom.”¹ The highly popular museum is funded
through admission, memberships, and private fundraising.² It caters particularly
to war veterans and their families. It focuses almost exclusively on the contribu-
tion made by the United States to the Allied victory in the Second World War in
both the European and Pacific theaters of war. Its six-part mission statement
highlights both the museum’s goal of contributing to the “understanding of
the history and meaning of America’s role in World War II and its relevance
for today and for the future” and the museum’s objective to “[b]ecome a place
for people to understand and feel America’s strengths and values.”³ There is
large memorial slab located in front of the Salomon Victory Theater that is indi-
cative of the museum’s approach. It tells the story of how New Orleans historian
Stephen E. Ambrose conceived of a D-Day museum in New Orleans to narrate the
story of American veterans in wake of D-Day. The museum also honors entrepre-
neur Andrew Higgins, whose New Orleans factories built the landing crafts that
were instrumental in delivering Allied forces to shore in Europe and the Pacific
 Text on memorial slab in front of the Salomon Victory Theater on the Battle Barksdale Parade
Ground.
 It generates high visitor numbers – 754,465 in 2018 (National WWII Museum 2018, 5) and is
extremely popular on social media. For years, it has been advertised as a top museum in the
USA and in the world on tripadvisor.com; in 2017 it reached the amazing status of being the
no. 2 museum in the world (https://www.tripadvisor.com/TravelersChoice-Museums-cTop-g1, ac-
cessed 25 March 2018, only after the Metropolitan Museum of Art (MET) in New York; in 2018 it
fell to an still impressive eighth place worldwide (same site, accessed 13 October 2019).
 https://www.nationalww2museum.org/about-us/mission-vision-values (accessed 13 October
2019).
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islands. Ambrose started an oral history collection of interviews with Second
World War veterans, which has been under constant development ever since.
It has also become the core of the museum collection and the backbone of its
exhibitions and research expertise (see also Barnes and Guise 2013).
On the slab, there is a quotation by Ambrose that reads “At the core, the
American soldiers knew the difference between right and wrong, and they
didn’t want to live in a world in which wrong prevailed, so they fought and
won, and we, all of us, living and yet to be born, must be forever profoundly
grateful.” The founding CEO of the museum Gordon H. ‘Nick’ Mueller is quoted
on the left hand side of the memorial stone as follows: “World War II served as a
crucible. All of the human, spiritual, and material resources of our nation were
mobilized to defeat authoritarian and racist regimes and to defend freedom. It
was a fight to the finish for civilization itself. The American spirit prevailed.”
This honors the American contribution within a clear moral framework and pre-
defines good and evil regarding the American ‘good war’ (Terkel 1984; Torgov-
nick 2005, 59) and the myths highlighting D-Day as American self-liberation
(Dolski 2014). The New Orleans WWII Museum has developed its own campus,
designed by Voorsanger Mathes LLC, which continues to evolve. Eventually, it
will offer about 8,500 square meter (92,000 square feet) of exhibition space.⁴
The pavilion architecture with skywalks has a fairly futuristic look, reminiscent
of military industrial design. Consequently, the buildings’ interiors are designed
pragmatically for exhibition purposes. In addition to the original building, the
Louisiana Memorial Pavilion,⁵ the museum has opened the Solomon Victory
Theater (2009), the John E. Kushner Restoration Pavilion (2011), the US Freedom
Pavilion: The Boeing Center (2012), and the Campaigns of Courage Pavilion
(2015).⁶ Throughout the different pavilions, the museum uses the technique of
repetition to reinforce factual information about battles, campaigns, equipment,
and American soldiers in the war. In this way, a visitor who spends enough time
in the museum is consistently exposed to slightly varied narratives of the same
themes and events. This technique speaks to the visitor’ cognitive and affective
capacities; it is less about producing new knowledge than about emphasizing
 http://www.archdaily.com/209361/the-national-world-war-ii-museum-voorsanger-architects,
accessed 13 October 2019 (Voorsanger Mathes LLC).
 It reopened several of its exhibitions after major renovations in 2017.
 See for a comprehensive history of the New Orleans WWII Museum its “Fiscal Year 2017 An-
nual Report,” https://www.nationalww2museum.org/sites/default/files/2018-01/annual-report-
2017-resize.pdf, accessed 13 October 2019. See for further information https://www.natio
nalww2museum.org/visit/museum-campus, accessed 13 October 2019.
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and possibly enriching generalized knowledge already familiar to the visitor,
while reflecting the American gaze and American cultural memory.⁷
The New Orleans WWII Museum is interested in recapturing the American
gaze, while contextualizing it within military history and displaying mostly ob-
jects of illustrative quality. For example, in the interactive Dog Tag Experience,
computer screens – set-up in six stations – allow the visitor to use a digitally en-
abled ‘dog tag’ IDs to connect with an individual witness’s narrative of the war.
Visitors can also collect objects on their dog tag ID, and computer stations fea-
ture excerpts from selected oral eyewitness accounts.⁸ Besides its oral history ap-
proach,⁹ the New Orleans WWII Museum employs two techniques in particular
that create primary experientiality: first, it simulates interior and exterior spaces
that American soldiers and commanders would have experienced during milita-
ry campaigns. This can especially be seen in the museum’s 2015 building Cam-
paigns of Courage, which houses the “Road to Berlin” and the “Road to Tokyo”
and in the scenic settings used in the “Arsenal of Democracy” exhibition.¹⁰ Sec-
ond, it features several elaborate multimedia installations, which are aimed at
allowing the visitor to experience war. The “Road to Berlin” exhibition consists
of nine sections, five of which are set as explicitly immersive scenes: in sequence
and with the American soldiers, the visitor enters a North-African landscape, sur-
rounding them with desert and rocks, and then moves through ancient Italian
buildings and ruins during the Italian campaign. This is followed by a Normandy
landscape made up of hedges found in the room on the Northwestern European
campaign, a snowy forest in the Battle of the Bulge, and lastly, a destroyed Ger-
many. Similarly, the “Road to Tokyo” exhibition on the upper floor of the pavilion
features a jungle on the island of Guadalcanal and an immersive mountainscape
of the Himalayas.
 It will be interesting to see whether the new National Museum of the United States Army in
Fort Belvoir, VA, expected to open to the public on June 4, 2020, will tell the same universalized
story of the American role in the Second World War as the New Orleans WWII Museum. The new
US Army Museum aims to tell the story of its soldiers. It features the “Fighting for the Nation
Galleries” (its main space), the “Army and Society Gallery,” and a specific section for soldiers’
stories. It “will honor United States Soldiers – past, present, and future – and provide an inter-
active educational experience explaining the Army’s role in creating and defending our nation,
as well as the Army’s social initiatives and contributions for more than 240 years” (https://ar
myhistory.org/about-the-museum/, accessed 13 October 2019).
 In the Boeing Center, the visitor can access many interviews in detail.
 The museum’s oral history approach is discussed further in chapter 7 on Holocaust represen-
tation in war museums.
 This includes, among others, a 1942-style home and an immersive Los Alamos environment
where the development of the nuclear bomb via the Manhattan Project is documented.
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The last room of the “Road to Berlin” exhibition can serve as model for un-
derstanding how the New Orleans WWII Museum creates a hybrid out of primary
and secondary experientiality. With the exception of the European/Mediterra-
nean Briefing Room and the little documentary D-Day Theater,¹¹ all of the
rooms immerse the visitor in the collective gaze of the American soldier in
North Africa and Europe. Immediately after the immersive snowy scene in the
Battle of the Bulge, the visitor sees an enlarged poster, featuring the city of Co-
logne in ruins, recognizable from the looming cathedral and destroyed bridges
on the river Rhine. The wall poster is embedded in a stage set with building frag-
ments and a looming fire in front of it. The visitor then enters the small first part
of the final section, which has been made to look like the interior of a destroyed
room in a residential house. The wooden ceiling has holes; the edges of ceiling,
tapestry, and wooden floor look burned. On the tapestry, a quotation by an in-
fantryman reads “One cannot go to war and come back normal.” The visitor
can decide whether this refers to the discoveries of destruction and concentra-
tion camps made by American soldiers, or whether it serves as a warning to
the Germans that they should not expect their country to remain normal and de-
serve to have their country in ruins. Upon entering this section’s larger main
space, the visitor becomes immersed in an outdoor scene of destroyed Germany,
containing large posters of Hamburg and Bremen in ruins on the right hand side
and Dresden and Berlin on the left. These posters are mounted between staged
remnants of ruins that are seemingly still burning. Shadows of the fire fall on the
room’s stone floor. At the end of the room is a large film screen with stone
benches, which provides the main survey film for the section (see fig. 8).¹²
This setting invites the visitor to sit among ruins and watch the film through
the gaze of an American soldier. It is narrated in a somber voice, which is occa-
sionally interrupted by quotations from soldiers that are presumably reenacted.
The music and the decisive tone of the narrative voice create some pathos
and establish moral values. The events of the film follow the traditional storyline
 D-Day plays a minor role in the “Road to Berlin” exhibition, since the museum features its
original exhibition “The D-Day Invasion of Normandy,” revised and re-opened in 2017, on the
third floor of the Louisiana Pavilion. This exhibition uses similar techniques to the ones in
the Campaigns of Courage Pavilion by simulating the gaze of the American soldier landing in
Normandy through enlarged photo posters.
 The standard technique used in the “Road to Berlin” is to have a survey film in each new
section that introduces the visitor to the entirety of the topic through the voice of a narrator,
alongside historical pictures and footage. In other words, the visitor receives the same informa-
tion several times: in the survey panel with a brief text and map, in the chronological photo
story with brief captions on wall panels, in the survey film, and in the computer stations
with oral witnesses, and possibly through the Dog Tag Experience.
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regarding the last months of the war featuring a destroyed Germany, the Volks-
sturm, Hitler sacrificing his people, Americans acting as liberators and not con-
querors, the discovery of the concentration camps, Dwight D. Eisenhower and
George S. Patton in the Ohrdruf concentration camp, the Nazis’ ideology and
atrocities, the strategic bombing of the German cities, the meeting of Americans
and Russians at Torgau, the Battle of Berlin and the city’s surrender, Hitler’s sui-
cide, and the unconditional surrender at Reims. Strong statements structure the
film’s frame, exemplified at the beginning: “There can be only one outcome to
this war: Germany’s unconditional surrender”; and in the closing statement:
“Together, these men and women [the American soldiers] will share a bond of
Fig. 8 Immersive film theater in ruins, room “Into the German Homeland” in “Road to Berlin”
exhibition. The National WWII Museum, New Orleans (Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of The
National WWII Museum).
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pride, courage, sacrifice, forged on the battlefields of Europe and as they fought
to free us from the darkest of tyrannies, and restore a sense of hope to the
world.” The latter corresponds to General Dwight D. Eisenhower’s quotation,
which the visitor can read upon exiting the gallery: “No other war in history
has so definitely lined up the forces of arbitrary oppression and dictatorship
against those of human rights and individual liberty.”
None of the events narrated in the film or presented through the text panels
and objects within the ruins go beyond the knowledge of the typical American
soldier. They would have either experienced these events directly – for example,
in their fighting the Volkssturm, or the discovery of the camps – or heard about
them in the news or through a comrade, as in the case of Hitler’s suicide, details
of Nazi atrocities, and the final surrender. The visitor, therefore, experiences the
collective perspective of the American soldier; the combined representation of all
American perspectives together allows the visitor to empathize with their mis-
sion, their beliefs, and the challenges they faced. This is constructed primary ex-
perientiality, regardless of whether the visitor’s historical experience is more
likely to resemble American cultural memory today than historical knowledge.
Unlike in the Warsaw Rising Museum and the Canadian War Museum, where ar-
gument and historical truth restrict strong visitor involvement, the visitor here is
necessary as a mediating consciousness to reiterate the collective American gaze.
The immersive effect is strongly supported through the computer stations located
at the beginning of the section, which are the fifth of the Dog Tag Experience sta-
tions.¹³ The visitor can also listen to seven oral witnesses and see a list of items
that are relevant for the room’s theme. All oral histories relate to wartime events,
including the breaking of the Siegfried line, the crossing of the Remagen Bridge,
a fight with a fanatical member of the Hitler Youth, and an American soldier un-
successfully trying to save a baby playing with a hand grenade. The latter event
is called “The Cost of War.” The close-up collective gaze of the American soldier
is intensified through these voices: visitors, who take their time, can immerse
themselves even more in the possible views and primary experiences of the
American soldier.
The moral mission rendered explicitly by film’s and Eisenhower’s quota-
tions, as cited above, underline this constructed collective gaze. The museum
adds historical facts and information here and there, but does not provide his-
toriographical analysis. In this way, the visitor is not provided with any room
 There are usually two identical computer stations situated next to each other, which still re-
stricts visitor access immensely. Many visitors pass by the stations or wait to collect artifacts on
their dog tag card and listen to their dog tag member identity. However, most visitors did not
linger at the stations during my five days of museum analysis in May 2017.
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to question the museum’s moral vision. The exhibition consistently reduces its
conclusions down to simple factual statements, such as “The Führer would
rather annihilate the very people and nation he professes to love than admit de-
feat.” This sentence downplays the racial ideology of Hitler and the Nazis: it fo-
cuses on ‘loving one’s people’ and ‘being defeated’ instead of analyzing the mul-
tiplicity of reasons behind the fanatical defense of Germany at the end of the
war. In other words, the museum does nothing to help the visitor understand
ideology and historical actions. Consequently, it is more important to show tro-
phies such as porcelain and silverware allegedly belonging to Hitler or other
high-ranking Nazi officers in the object vitrines of this section than to give his-
torical context to the ideology and crimes of the Nazi regime. It becomes evident
that the New Orleans WWII Museum is much more of a memorial museum (com-
memorating the moral achievement of a ‘good war’) than a history museum. Its
constructed gaze indicates what an American soldier could have thought and
brings together a multiplicity of primary experiences (usually as un-reflected
memories) within this collective construct.
A final example from outside the museum can confirm the effectiveness in
which the museum immerses twenty-first-century visitors in its historical set-
tings. On the corner of Canal Street and Magazine Street, visitors to New Orleans
can find an immersive bus stop.¹⁴ Instead of a poster advertising the museum
and one of its major attractions, the front, back, and sides of the bus stop are
designed with imagery that reminds visitors of the ruins analyzed above, in
the last room of the “Road to Berlin.” The back is transparent and displays a
poster of the ruins of Cologne featuring the Cologne Cathedral. This makes it
seem like passengers waiting at the bus stop or walking/standing behind it
are part of the scene (see fig. 9). Thus, the museum foreshadows its primary ex-
perientiality through its advertising and indicates the ways in which it bridges
past and present.
The second way in which the New Orleans WWII Museum creates experien-
tiality is through its multimedia installations. The Final Mission: USS Tang Sub-
marine Experience in the Boeing Pavilion immerses visitors in the last mission
of the Tang in the Pacific. After successfully attacking a Japanese convoy in
the Formosa Strait on the South China Sea, the Tang is sunk by its own torpedo.
Only nine out of eighty-seven men on board survived. The visitors (maximum
twenty-seven per experience) are led into the U-boat, and many are asked to per-
form specific tasks at their stations to navigate through the battle. In reality, most
visitors watch the panoramic view of the South China Sea through the ceiling of
 Based on a visit in May 2017.
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the multimedia installation, while these battle contributions remain more of a
gimmick.¹⁵ Nobody, despite the explosions at the end, will feel as if they have
come close to participating in an actual battle and even less to being in danger
(one can check at the end whether the crewmember that one was assigned sur-
vived). Thus, USS Tang experience is a mixture of entertainment, storytelling,
and the commemoration of a heroic boat and crew.
To understand how multimedia installations contribute to primary experien-
tiality, the L.W. ‘Pete’ Kent Train Car Experience is more interesting. It is located
in the entrance hall of the Louisiana Pavilion, set up in 2014. Next to the admis-
sion cashiers, visitors can undergo this train car experience in four and a half
minutes and enter a Union Pacific train carriage “in the footsteps of new recruits
on their way to war.”¹⁶ The inscription of the Nebraskan town North Platte on the
Fig. 9 Immersive bus stop in the ruins of Cologne. Advertising for The National WWII Museum,
Canal Street, New Orleans (Photo: Author, 2017).
 The area following this performance is mainly geared toward the commemoration of per-
ished submarine crews.
 https://www.nationalww2museum.org/visit/museum-campus/louisiana-memorial-pavilion/
train-car-experience (accessed 13 October 2019).
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cart might indicate the origin of the train as being somewhere in the middle of
the country.¹⁷ The visitor is supposed to feel as if they are in an American train
station in late 1941. The visitor enters the train carriage and travels toward the
war, while images of the train’s departure as well as scenes of rural and urban
America pass by the windows. The immersion is supplemented by background
sounds of the train running.While the multimedia installation simulates the rat-
tling of the train, the museum guard plays the conductor. The visitor sits on train
benches and the backrests in front of them contain a small monitor. When the
train experience was installed in 2014, the visitor could listen to five stories of
ordinary Americans joining the five different US forces service branches, while
seeing photo-album-like scenes of each narrative on the small monitors. Since
the museum opened its “Campaigns of Courage” Pavilion in 2015, it has started
to explain the use of the Dog Tag Experience to the visitors through the small
monitors and a loud narrator’s voice. This experience interactively connects
each visitor with an individual narrative of the war through the use of digitally
enabled IDs.¹⁸ The screens mostly explain how the Dog Tag Experience functions
and the visitor can choose an identity while traveling on the train. Most visitors
seem focused on understanding this procedure, which reduces the immersive na-
ture of the train ride. At the end, everybody leaves the train to fight a just war.
The experiential strategy of the museum leads the visitor to identify with one
collective American voice: fighting for the ‘good.’ The visitor, though different
from the individual soldiers featured, nonetheless becomes part of the collective
journey. This overall perspective is strengthened by a variety of roles and voices
that allow the visitor to fully identify with the master narrative of the heroic war
to free the world. In contrast, the Dog Tag Experience allows for individual iden-
tification or empathy with one specific role.
The museum’s multimedia signature piece Beyond All Boundaries: a 4D Jour-
ney through the War that Changed the World immerses the visitor in a clearly con-
structed and thereby secondary experiential world of the past. However, it is
geared toward understanding and feeling the collective emotions of the primary
historical world (see also Jaeger 2017b, 168). The New Orleans WWII Museum al-
lows the viewer to experience what is at stake, while didactically controlling its
message that the war was good, both for freedom and humanity, and that it was
shaped by courage, sacrifice, and loss. The 4D film produced, directed, and nar-
rated by Tom Hanks opened in the Solomon Victory Theater in 2009. The posters
 The inscription was adjusted since its introduction in 2014 (based on a visit in May 2017)
from Pullman to Union Pacific with the addition of the place inscription.
 See also chapter 7 for further discussion of the effects of the Dog Tag Experience regarding
the museum’s depiction of the Holocaust.
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outside of the theater already begin to highlight the pathos and emotional ener-
gy of the experience through iconic texts such as “December 7, 1941 – a day that
will live in infamy,” “Another bulletin, Japan surrenders … I repeat Japan surren-
ders,” and the slogan “The war that changed the world.” The narrative introdu-
ces the visitor to the main events of the war from an American perspective with
an eight-minute introduction, followed by thirty-six minutes of footage covering
Pearl Harbor to VJ-Day. In the pre-theater screening, the visitor is confronted with
eight screens simultaneously depicting the same image or corresponding images
in sets of two or four. After the show begins, it first displays statistics about the
dead from the war’s major participating nations, which highlights the message
that the Second World War superseded all individual experiences. Following
this, narrator Tom Hanks introduces the narrative that an unprepared America
wanted to stay out of the war despite threats from the emerging dictatorships
in Japan, Germany, and Italy. The visitor is then pictorially immersed in images
of America in the 1930s, touching on themes such as the racial and religious dis-
crimination in that era. The film then sequentially introduces the racial ideolo-
gies of totalitarian Germany and Japan, various wartime events spanning from
the Japanese invasion of China and the early days of the Second World War in
Europe, up until the German invasion of the Soviet Union. The picture screens
are extremely effective in stirring emotions and creating pictorial impressions.
This is exemplified when the viewer sees eight Adolf Hitlers simultaneously giv-
ing a speech or is confronted with eight shots of the iconic photograph depicting
a child in a newsboy’s cap raising his arms in surrender during a roundup of
Warsaw Jews. In this way, the viewer is argumentatively and emotionally pre-
pared for the narrative that America needs to act morally and defend freedom
around the world.¹⁹
The movie theater engages four of the visitor’s senses: their audio-visual
senses through the use of loud noise, music, original voices, flashing lights,
etc.; their sense of smell through the deployment of a sudden fog; and their tac-
tile senses through the use of vibrating seats during a number of scenes, such as
the dropping of nuclear bombs, or the first American deployment in northwest
Africa. Three-dimensional objects such as a watchtower from a German concen-
tration camp appear to grow out of the stage; the visitor seems to be directly in-
volved in the action of flying bombers against Germany and Japan. The voice of
 Interestingly, nowhere does the New Orleans WWII Museum ask what the Americans joining
the war only following the Attack on Pearl Harbor means for the moral imperative of fighting
against tyranny. Furthermore, the narrative uses the emotional argument that the American
mainland was under threat as a supporting reason without ever reflecting on how realistic
that assumption is.
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Tom Hanks, full of pathos, narrates a series of events, supported by propagand-
istic voices from governments on both sides and voices from Americans’ letters
and diaries, particularly those of veterans and two war correspondents. The illu-
sion of simulated reality remains constant throughout. Every line in the show
works toward emotionalizing the visitor in ‘hot-media style’ (McLuhan 1965
[1964], 22–23), with the message that American soldiers “saved humanity from
the darkest of futures” via sacrifice and courage with their “blood, tears, and in-
nocence,” a “struggle for freedom that took them and the world beyond all boun-
daries.”²⁰ The film relies on superlatives such as the largest war “in all of human
history.” The film constantly builds up dramatic tension with statements such as
“If D-Day fails, there is no alternative.” Several times, the narrator highlights that
this was a new kind of war and draws connections to its global scope and the
need to develop unimaginable weapons, using documentary voices to support
its rhetoric.²¹ A moving globe helps the audience to understand the shifts be-
tween the different theaters of war and the home front. The war also becomes
the vehicle by which racial and gender discrimination in the United States are
overcome, particularly on the home front. A woman says: “Let’s look this matter
of prejudice straight in the eye. Either we are believers in the principles of de-
mocracy, or we are a collection of the greatest frauds the world has ever
seen.” Thus, each obstacle must and will be overcome,which in turn further con-
firms the master narrative.
The same goes for the description of the enemies who are exclusively racial
tyrants: the installation blends out any shades of good and evil. The Eastern
Front only comes into play at the end of the war. Hanks’s voice briefly mentions
the panicking and fleeing of German civilians, before he shifts to justifying the
civilian casualties of the Air War.²² To reflect upon the cost of war, Beyond all
Boundaries uses some very successful installations, such as when it highlights
the human cost of war. The narrator calls the Western Union telegrams “the na-
tion’s new currency of grief,” which is followed by the reenacted voices of moth-
ers, overlapping as they read the news of their sons’ deaths; at the same time
images of telegrams are projected onto the stage. The war’s human costs touched
upon in the show are fit into its narrative: a fighter pilot describes how terrible
the Air War against Germany was, but sees it as necessary; the use of nuclear
 This is the concluding line by the narrator.
 Such vocabulary cries for differentiation or at least comparative contextualization, since the
Germans used the same word, particularly concerning their war of annihilation in the East. See
also the discussion of the concept of ‘total war’ in chapter 8.
 See also chapter 8 for a more a more detailed analysis of the Air War in the New Orleans
WWII Museum.
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bombs must not be questioned since they saved countless American lives; cele-
bratory American parades and cheering follow. The 4D-visualization manipula-
tes the viewer into forgetting the constructedness of the narrative. The atmos-
phere of the fighting and of the collective American emotions is authentically
staged in a way that can make the viewer believe this constructed narrative rep-
resents historical reality. The story of democracy in the United States being some-
how unprepared for war is told without nuance. Therefore, it cannot go beyond
the war’s historical era and consequently cannot represent the war’s aftermath
or further perspectives on the war.²³ There is no room for different narratives
or for visitors to find their own interpretations or to understand the narrative’s
constructedness. Consequently, the installation can easily overwhelm the senses
of many visitors (Jaeger 2017b, 168), making it so that they share in a collective,
authentic experience that confirms the political status quo of the show’s master
narrative. There is no attempt toward “active memory work” (Crane 1997, 63) or a
dynamic collaboration between history and memory. Instead, the success of the
museum and film²⁴ is based on emotionalizing the single existing master narra-
tive they present, which reaffirms the moral message of the war and American
collective memory.²⁵ There is no real difference between American wartime pro-
paganda and the twenty-first-century narrator in this museum. In other words,
its interpretation of the Second World War is timeless.
Beyond All Boundaries differentiates itself from other installations in this
museum by not simply constructing one collective American perspective or
drawing connections to a singular oral witness. In the pre-story and at the begin-
ning of Beyond all Boundaries, the installation seems to create the collective gaze
of the whole American public. It purports a narrative argument through a direct-
ly emotionalized pseudo-experience of the war. Afterwards, it shifts to the per-
 As a minor exception, the Dog Tag Experience stations also tell the biographical story before
and after the war / legacy for each featured eyewitness.
 Generally for such techniques of emotionalization see Apor 2014; Thiemeyer 2010a, 224. The
current CEO of the museum, Stephen Watson, highlights in a historynet interview how Tom
Hanks’s name and the idea of a film that gives “a dramatic, broad overview of the war in a
very personal and engaging way” has drawn an audience that may not otherwise have come
to a military history museum (Swick 2015).
 However, collective memory cannot simply be ignored. Susan Crane has shown with the ex-
ample of the Enola Gay exhibition in the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum in
Washington, DC, how ignoring existing personal memories of powerful interest groups, such
as war veterans, can risk the educational goals of historians: “Historically conscious individuals
may turn out to be quite interested in the study of historical consciousness, but it will take time
and patience on the part of historians and a willingness to engage personal memories in the pro-
duction of history” (1997, 63).
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spective of Americans volunteering collectively to fight in the war, before simu-
lating a soldiers’ perspective in the Guadalcanal and northwest Africa. Whereas
these perspectives persist throughout, some of the audio-visual installations
seem to express different ones. The planes over Germany seem to bomb the view-
ers (although the viewer is in the three-dimensional cockpit during the firebomb-
ing of Tokyo), as if they were German civilians. The sounds and flashes when the
concentration camp tower grows out of the ground are more reminiscent of being
inside of a concentration camp, rather than discovering the camp as a liberator.
The shock of the atomic bomb is experienced directly through a flash and shak-
ing seats. However, because of the strong moral framework, these things do not
allow the viewer to consider what is was like to be in a concentration camp or to
experience a firestorm. Instead, these elements underline the war’s seriousness
and the argument that it had to be fought and won at all costs. Consequently, the
multimedia installation still produces primary experientiality in the sense that it
immerses the visitor into a single narrative of the war, as if it were the only ex-
isting reality of wartime. Here, however, the New Orleans WWII Museum is closer
to the restricted experientiality produced in the Warsaw Rising Museum,while in
most of its other parts the museum allows for primary experientiality through the
interplay of collective and individual gazes. In this way, visitors feel like they can
immerse themselves in a variety of perspectives, even if the museum’s overarch-
ing interpretation of the Second World War remains indisputable.
4.2 The Oskar Schindler’s Enamel Factory in Kraków
The permanent exhibition Kraków under Nazi Occupation 1939– 1945 in Oskar
Schindler’s Enamel Factory (Deutsche Emailwarenfabrik, OSF) opened on June
10, 2010.²⁶ It covers 1,600 square meters in twenty-eight sections, over three lev-
els. As in the case of the Warsaw Rising Museum, the OSF can be described as a
narrative museum (Heinemann 2015, 260–261). It is mainly a hybrid of a histor-
ical and a memorial museum that takes a strong experiential approach to “build-
ing up an ‘emotional’ history of the city” and permitting “certain identification of
the visitors with the city” (Bednarek 2011, 37). To generate such emotional en-
gagement, stage designer Michał Urban and theater director Łukasz Czuj created
 The museum belongs to the historical museums of Krakow (Muzeum Historyczne Miasta Kra-
kowa). In 2013, it received about 270,000 visitors (Kruczek 2015, 51). See also Heinemann (2015,
255–263) for the genesis of the 2010 exhibition. I am grateful to the leading curator, Monika Bed-
narek for explaining the original concept of the OSF to me, in a meeting on December 11, 2013.
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a theatrical set;²⁷ it makes it seem like the visitor is time traveling through the
years and through different scenes within a cinematic narrative (see also Korze-
niewski 2016, 120). The exhibition does not give a clear interpretation or ideology
of how to read the past, so that the time-traveling visitor can and must make ac-
tive interpretative decisions about the past space in which they are immersing
themselves in. The exhibition mimetically simulates actual historical spaces
and experiences and in doing so fulfills the criteria of primary experientiality.
However, its dominating tendency toward the theatrical also allows its visitors
to distance themselves from primary immersion. Consequently, the exhibition
displays signs of a simulated structural past, making it to some extent a hybrid
of primary and secondary experientiality.
This museum uses cinematic and theatrical techniques to design its exhibi-
tion, which indirectly references Steven Spielberg’s Hollywood production Schin-
dler’s List (2003); it was this film that made the building, the German entrepre-
neur Oskar Schindler, and the Polish Jews who worked for and were saved by
Schindler, famous. The film was partially shot at the actual factory in 1993. Short-
ly after, it became a site for memory tourism although it remained a functioning
electronic equipment factory up until 2005 (Bednarek 2011, 36). The exhibition
attempts to represent the six-year Nazi occupation of Kraków from the perspec-
tives of its citizens, while allowing identification with both ethnic Poles and Kra-
ków’s Polish-Jewish citizens (Heinemann 2015, 267–271). In her analysis of visi-
tor reactions in the OSF, Małgorzata Bogunia-Borowska also notes the
exhibition’s technique to trigger personalization and identification with the
past: “The subjective engagement of emotions as well as building relations
with representatives of the past make visitors more sensitive to individualized
stories and to the tragedy of the times in which they lived” (2016, 249). The ex-
hibition offers neither a meta-reflection of its narrative method, nor perspectives
from outside the six historical years it represents. The visitor walks through nar-
row, corridor-like exhibition rooms, each organized according to a theme and
generally following the timeline of the war. Consequently, the exhibition’s narra-
tive starts in Kraków before the Nazi Occupation and ends with the Red Army’s
liberation of the city and an epilogue.²⁸
 See also the exhibition’s website, http://www.mhk.pl/exhibitions/krakow-under-nazi-occu
pation-1939-1945, accessed 13 October 2019 (Fabryka Emalia Oskara Schindlera).
 See Bednarek, 2011, 43 for a detailed description of the exhibition structure. Its twenty-eight
sections contain twelve basic thematic parts: introduction: Krakow and its residents in the inter-
war period 1918– 1939; the outbreak of the war and the early weeks of German occupation; the
‘capital’ of the General Gouvernement; terror; everyday life; railway station: wartime migrations,
resettlements, displacements, deportations, escapes; the Jews; Oskar Schindler; history of the
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This depiction seems in line with Lubomír Doležel’s idea of an actual histor-
ical world that the museum attempts to reconstruct in a model world (1999). Yet
at the same time, the visitor can experience this historical world in a performa-
tive way. The narrative uses sound, sight, and architecture to simulate historical
experience. The visitor goes, for example, through a dark, narrow, steel and con-
crete tunnel, wherein the outbreak of the war is represented. This room focuses
particularly on the perception of sound. The visitor hears noises of fighting, radio
propaganda, and the roar of air-raids. The darkness intensifies the visitor’s loss
of orientation during the simulated battle. To highlight the authenticity of the
narrative, the room displays different pieces of Polish army weaponry in a
model field bunker. Regular panels and a computer station supplement these ob-
jects in order to fulfill an informational function.
At first glance, the exhibition works with a very similar technique to that of
the New Orleans WWII Museum in constructing primary experientiality. As in the
“Road to Berlin” and “Road to Tokyo” exhibitions, the Kraków museum creates
stage scenes that allow the visitor to empathize with the collective gaze of the
citizens of Kraków.Visitors listen to the cries and sounds from prison cells, high-
lighting the beginning of the deportation and murder of Kraków’s Jews; they
then enter the central railway station, experience the establishment and destruc-
tion of the Kraków Ghetto, and walk through a set of the Płaszów concentration
camp. A closer analysis reveals, however, that this collective perspective is less
unified than in the New Orleans WWII Museum: the exhibition simulates the col-
lective perspectives of Kraków’s ordinary citizens – both Polish and Jewish as a
new “We”-community (Heinemann 2017, 252; 2015, 271) – including the Polish
soldier, the German occupiers (albeit in a very limited way), the Jewish inhabi-
tants of the city during their deportations and life in the ghetto, the Polish mem-
bers of the underground, the inmates of Płaszów concentration camp, the Cath-
olic Church, and children and women, among others.²⁹
Despite its theatrical setting, which is potentially manipulative of visitor
emotions, the OSF also avoids the strong moral coding seen in the New Orleans
WWII Museum. Rather, it uses a documentary style, which leaves room for the
interpretation of the historical data and artifacts on display – images, objects,
voices, and theatrical installation can affect the visitor. Indirectly, this technique
still codes the exhibition, as it has a clear-cut black-and-white pattern. Germans,
DEF and its workers; the Polish Underground State and its structures in Kraków; the Plaszów
camp; the last months of the occupation; and an epilogue: the “Hall of Choices.”
 See also Guichard-Marneur 2018 for a narratological reading of the museum space, even if it
seems a stretch to read the museum as an mere expression of Polish victimhood that particularly
points to the ‘Communist occupation’ until 1989.
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including the Nazi occupiers, the newcomers to the city, and the ethnic Germans
who lived in Kraków before 1939, never function as collective focalizers. Crimes
are explicitly perpetrated by means of German agency. The last room entitled
“Hall of Choices” is an exception to this rule, although it also clearly codes
good and evil, right and wrong. Thus, the museum ends in explicit moral coding,
in contrast to the open-experiential style of the rest of the exhibition (see also
Heinemann 2015, 275–277; Heinemann 2017, 259–267). The scenes in each
room represent spaces in Kraków before and during the occupation. Yet their set-
ting and the exhibits used throughout, particularly photographs, are not as illus-
trative and functionalized as in New Orleans. The museum’s representational
techniques allow considerable room for interpretation.
The third difference between these two museums,which produces a different
quality of experientiality, can be seen in their simulated theatrical-cinematic ef-
fects (see also Heinemann 2015, 259–260). In New Orleans, the visitors move
with American soldiers from one battleground to the next, as if they were also
soldiers. In Kraków, visitors become a ghostly presence in a historical space, ob-
serving the realities of the city. They are not specifically Polish, Jewish, or Ger-
man, but are immersed in the simulation of a time traveler walking through a
film set.³⁰ The visitor moves through narrow, corridor-like exhibition rooms,
each organized according to theme and generally following the timeline of the
war. The museum uses calendar sheets and street signs to give visitors an
exact orientation of where they are moving in time and space. On the one
hand, this forces visitors to move in a linear fashion as if they were watching
a film (Jaeger 2015a, 153). On the other hand, the visitor can experience each
scene from a cinematic perspective, so that the history of Kraków during the oc-
cupation comes to life in a performative way.³¹ The exhibition employs a combi-
nation of modern museum didactics, technology, and theater-derived tech-
niques. It targets different senses, in order to create a new, clearly poietic
world that guides the visitor through this performative experience of the past.
It employs sound, sight, and architecture to further simulate historical experien-
ces. In other words, the OSF’s exhibition does not simulate a collective perspec-
tive, but rather a historical space. Visitor are never under the illusion that they
 Another museum that fits in this category is the Resistance Museum (Verzetsmuseum) in
Amsterdam (1999) that recreates collective experiences and historical spaces during the German
occupation. As in the exhibition in the Oskar Schindler Factory, the visitor becomes a kind of
time traveler through the conditions of the occupation. Unlike for example the Warsaw Rising
Museum, here resistance against occupation is portrayed less heroically.
 See also Bal 2008, 26–35, for cinematic metaphors to describe the effects and possibilities of
agency by museum visitors.
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are truly re-experiencing the past and are always aware that the simulated space
is theatrical and consequently distanced from actual events. Therefore, the OSF
creates spaces that immerse its visitors in primary experientiality, although its
effects are a hybrid of primary and secondary experientiality.
The representation of the beginning of the occupation further demonstrates
the exhibition’s hybrid experientiality. The visitor enters the hallway of a Kraków
apartment house on September 11, 1939 and hears “the hubbub of gossip and
conversations etched with fear” (Marszałek and Bednarek 2010, 16). The hallway
looks barren, the floor is made of copper stone, and the white-greyish walls look
old and dirty. The visitor encounters an old water basin, a stroller, and twenty
mailboxes. Four contain envelopes and postcards in Polish and German writing
that, for example, tell the inhabitants of the building that their family members
have become prisoners of war. Through a wooden door, the visitor moves outside
‘into’ the Aleja Mickiewicza. The copper stone floor transitions into a brighter
color, and the visitor encounters a mass of Nazi announcements accompanied
by two large red Nazi Swastika flags on the street, which one must sidestep
around. The impression that Nazi propaganda is taking over the city of Kraków
is re-created through this performance. The visitor experiences the evolution of
Nazi orders regulating life in the city. The exhibition alludes to the fact that
the visitor is an inhabitant of the city since they seem to come out of the town-
house. The corridor ends with an enlarged photograph of the Nazis hoisting a
Swastika flag as symbol for the newly established Generalgouvernement supple-
mented by real footage. Then, the visitor steps into Kraków’s famous Old Market
Square and encounters photographs of German soldiers touring Kraków and hu-
miliating Orthodox Jews by shaving their beards.
A quotation by Julian Waga (presumably a Polish citizen, though the exhibi-
tion does not contextualize him) further shapes the impression one gets of the
mood in Kraków: “What is left of the high-sounding and expressive words
about our power […] and the moment of lightning defeat is immense … We walk
around in a daze, still unable to admit to ourselves that this is the beginning of
a catastrophe we have not seen in our history.” A large wall poster that acts as
the background to the photographs and texts shows a menacing looking German
soldier in the foreground with people passing behind him through the street with
flags. Thus, visitors are emotionally prepared to take the side of the Polish and Jew-
ish citizens of Kraków and immerse themselves into the oppressive atmosphere of
the occupation. The next exhibit, a façade and the front display window of Hein-
rich Hoffmann’s bookstore opening onto the market square, reinforces this notion.
The bookstore’s display is symbolic for the beginning of the Germanization of Kra-
ków. Next to it is an excerpt of a German radio interview with Heinrich Hoffmann,
one of the few German primary voices in the exhibition. Hoffmann describes the
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liberation of Kraków’s Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) and how they purchased
the Führer’s portraits: “Now, enabled to purchase the longed-for likeness of the
Führer, they finally feel free. We considered it our principal duty to provide
these people with such possibility.” He also comments on the constant changing
of the items and pictures on display “to show the Poles what our Führer is like!” Of
course, the museum visitor is in no danger of identifying with Hoffmann’s voice.
The exhibition does not focalize ethnic Germans; German quotations are either
propaganda or horrific quotations by Nazi leaders. At the end of the exhibit, the
visitor can see the outside of a tramcar with the sign “Benutzung für Juden verbot-
en” (use forbidden for Jews). Throughout the exhibition, photographs – at times
enlarged to poster-size – play a significant role in capturing the historical atmos-
phere. In the section “City Square 1,” as analyzed above, the OSF creates a very
specific experiential effect. Throughout the announcement and flag corridor and
the market square, the museum simulates the destructive force of the occupiers.
Although the museum does not directly interpret the material itself, the moral in-
terpretation of the section is clear.
The exhibition constantly switches between exterior and interior spaces and
indicates these transitions through the setting, particularly the flooring. Moving
on from the city square, visitors enter a room that is set to replicate Lecture Hall
No. 56 in the Collegium Novum of the Jagiellonian University. It is here that they
can hear the original German speech made by Gestapo officer Bruno Müller, re-
garding the arrest of university professors on November 6, 1939. Visitors become
witnesses to the infamous ‘Sonderaktion Krakau’ and can feel the shock of Kra-
ków’s citizens. They travel on a timeline through space, i.e. the unfolding of the
historical word depends on the visitor’s presence. This is performative in the
sense that, on the one hand, it references a historical world; on the other
hand, it creates a historical space, as if the visitor is traveling through the past.
The exhibition then switches to the outside in the section “Generalgouverne-
ment,” in which the exhibition comes closest to creating the perspective of the
German occupiers. The calendar sheet makes note of November 7, 1945, the
day when governor Hans Frank moved into the Wawel Castle. The room is ex-
tremely bright with white background, walls, and ceilings. The floor consists of
white tiles with black swastikas, and the visitor circumvents two advertising pil-
lars each displaying an enlarged photograph of life-sized German soldiers
marching and saluting (see fig. 10). The sounds of military marches fill the
room. Throughout the room, the exhibition stages the feeling that the public
side of Kraków is becoming increasingly Germanized. This is communicated
though street signs, official cultural events that are symbolized on a third adver-
tising pillar, and a display of the Nazi’s architectural plans for redesigning the
city. Although a period-appropriate wooden advertising board introduces the
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role of Volksdeutsche and contrasts it to that of the superior Germans, neither the
perspectives of the Germans nor the Volksdeutsche are expressed in the exhibi-
tion. Instead, they are presented through photographs and other descriptive ma-
terials, while the German individual remains anonymous. At the beginning of the
room, the museum stages it to seem like visitors are present at Frank’s triumphal
inauguration. As they are forced to walk on swastika tiles and must circumvent
the pillars of soldiers, the exhibition creates feelings of alienation in the visitor
at this foreign intrusion. Whereas museums normally keep a distance from the
enemy, here visitors enter in close proximity with the Nazis staging their political
power. The theatricality of the approach is cognitively clear to the visitor, and be-
cause of this there is no danger of being seduced by the Nazi propaganda. Al-
though the visitor is immersed in the emotional effects of foreign intrusion,
the exhibition also offers plenty of room for interpretation. For example, on
the wall are two signs in German “Für SS und Polizei verboten” (prohibited for
SS and police) and “Für die Wehrmacht verboten” (prohibited for Wehrmacht
members), used by some restaurants in Kraków to deny admittance to members
of the SS, Gestapo, and Wehrmacht. While these clearly indicate that there was
Fig. 10 Section “Generalgouvernement.” Permanent exhibition. Fabryka Emalia Oskara
Schindlera, Kraków (Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Fabryka Emalia Oskara Schindlera).
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public resistance, their meaning beyond this is open. Was it a common form of
resistance? How did the Germans react? Was it sustainable? The signs open up a
space for further interpretation of how one can and should live during a period
of occupation.
This double technique that uses, on the one hand, clear and partial perspec-
tives affecting the visitor’s sympathies and on the other a more open documen-
tary approach, is visible throughout the whole exhibition. As mentioned above,³²
when visitors enter Kraków’s famous Old Market Square in 1944, they walk be-
tween transparent plexiglass panels, which are spread throughout the room and
tell different stories about historical people, representing different types or
groups in Kraków during this era (see fig. 11). This has the potential effect of mak-
ing visitors like they are encountering these people in their roles in Kraków’s
main market square as well as their everyday life. For example, one plexiglass
panel shows four middle-aged women holding hands and smiling. This text de-
scribes how these women’s husbands were soldiers that were imprisoned, leav-
ing the women to find their own means of survival: “The occupation forced them
to alter their behavior. They became self-reliant and resourceful.” Although the
OSF avoids naming these individuals, the visitor can empathize with their situa-
tion and actions. This is in strong contrast to the indoctrination by Swastika flags
and marching anonymous masses seen in the sections “City Square I” and “Gen-
eral Gouvernement.” Another example of this is the first section charting every-
day life during the occupation “1940–41.” Here, the visitor can enter a tram cart
on the Salvator line, which was established exclusively for German use. This
means visitors undergoes a degree of empathetic unsettlement, as sitting
down on a seat and watching German propaganda films through the windows
of the tram places them in the Germans’ position.
My last example of how the exhibition creates a hybrid of primary and sec-
ondary experientiality is its depiction of the Kraków ghetto. Visitors climb the
stairs to the upper floor and the Planty Garden Ring, where they can watch pro-
jected German newsreels. From these bright leisurely scenes, the visitor enters a
dark corridor of the ghetto. At first it seems like the visitor is seeing the ghetto
from the outside before entering it. Integrated in the wall are photographs of
its streets and residents as well as quotations from firsthand accounts about
life in the ghetto. In between two parts of the Ghetto wall, there are two recon-
structed rooms, symbolizing the extremely overpopulated conditions and the
fact that strangers were frequently housed together (Marszałek and Bednarek
2010, 30). The interior diorama shows mannequins made completely of white
 See also chapter 2.2.
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plaster, creating a gap between this representation and the people represented.
In other words, although this model ghetto imitates the primary experience of
the historical one and thereby impacts the visitor emotionally, visitors never
lose the feeling that they are time travelers in space who are unsure of whether
they have the right to see what they are viewing. The act of looking at this inte-
rior scene is more about the feelings of awkwardness created by gazing into
somebody’s private space than about the reconstruction of that space. This dis-
tances visitors and leads them to the meta-reflection about how immersing
themselves in the past is cognitively and ethically possible, leading to effects
of secondary experientiality.
Fig. 11 Meeting historical people in transparent plexiglass panels in Kraków’s Old Market
Square in 1944. Permanent exhibition. Fabryka Emalia Oskara Schindlera, Kraków (Photo: Au-
thor, 2013, courtesy of Fabryka Emalia Oskara Schindlera).
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4.3 The Bastogne War Museum
As seen in the Oskar Schindler Factory, the permanent exhibition in the Bastogne
War Museum: Living Memory of the Ardennes (BWM) is a hybrid between pri-
mary and secondary experientiality. Both museums employ their local subject
matter to create immersive experiences. The BWM, however, establishes consid-
erably more of a historical structure and employs a larger variety of distantiation
to counterbalance its immersive and empathetic techniques. The museum
opened on March 22, 2014 and is located in a new building,³³ next to the Mardas-
son Memorial honoring the American liberators. The mission statement places
emphasis on historical tourism: “The point is to turn the ‘memorial tourism,’
of which the memorial fact is less and less present in the collective memory,
into a ‘history tourism’ with a clear civil and educational calling.”³⁴ The fact
that the museum is more interested in tourism than in historiographical research
is evident. For example, it only uses an English name, even on its French- and
Flemish-language websites. The museum’s website also still clearly defines it
as a memorial museum by attributing the word “memorial center” to the institu-
tion on its entry page.³⁵ For a local museum on the theme of a specific battle lo-
cated far away from larger population centers, it is quite successful at about
150,000 visitors per year, almost half of which are international.³⁶ The museum’s
exhibition relies on numerous audio-visual features, including image collages,
enlarged poster-like photographs, video eyewitness accounts, floor and wall de-
sign, and display panels that constantly change color. The museum uses original
objects, but they are secondary to the exhibition’s visual and experiential ap-
proach. The anchor points of the permanent exhibition are three scenovisions,
three-dimensional theaters where the visitor enters a stage in order to be im-
mersed in the events of the war. The museum was designed and is managed
by the Belgian company Tempora. The new building and exhibition was financed
by local and regional tourism funds and the European Union.³⁷ The architecture
of the bunker-like building is nestled into its surroundings by the Atelier de l’Ar-
bre d’Or to disorient the visitor, similar to Libeskind’s architecture in the Bundes-
 It replaced the Bastogne Historical Center, which was more of a traditional military history
exhibition with weapons and memorabilia commemorating the battle. The Bastogne Historical
Center was closed in 2009.
 Bastogne War Museum 2014, 11.
 https://www.bastognewarmuseum.be/en/home-en/, accessed 13 October 2019.
 At least in first two years after opening, see Bastogne War Museum, “Press Release–May
2016,” http://www.bastognewarmuseum.be/press-kit.html, accessed 9 August 2018.
 Bastogne War Museum 2014, 38.
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wehr Military History Museum and in the Imperial War Museum North: “Creating
spaces outside their axe [sic], lead-free materials, and the unbalance in the plans
constantly create new points of view,which leave the visitor with a feeling of sur-
prise and disorientation.”³⁸
The BWM has one of the most original approaches in terms of museums rep-
resenting the Second World War, with its simulation of war experientiality cen-
tering on fictitious characters.³⁹ The permanent exhibition is situated on two lev-
els.⁴⁰ The ground floor is structured as follows: it starts with “Before the Battle of
Bulge” with the segments “From War to War” (three rooms including the first
scenovision), followed by “Belgium in the War” (one room) and “Towards Liber-
ation” (four rooms with the last focusing on the German preparations for the sur-
prise counter attack). In the basement the visitor encounters the “Battle of the
Bulge” (about five sections, including two scenovisions⁴¹) and the aftermath of
the Battle of Bulge with four sections covering the Allied victory in Bastogne
and in the overall war, Belgium at the end of the war, and an epilogue). The
ways in which the BWM frames the ‘before’ and ‘after’ the Battle of the Bulge al-
lows it to exhibit a close-up display of the battle, while simultaneously narrating
certain national and global layers of the war. Through the audio-guide, visitors
automatically hear the narrative voices of four fictitious characters: Émile, a
13-year-old student, Mathilde, a 25-year-old teacher and casual member of the
Belgian resistance, Hans, a 21-year-old Wehrmacht Lieutenant, and Robert, a
20-year-old American soldier of the 101st Airborne Division (see fig. 12). All
four characters are visualized as figures from a graphic novel; as soon as visitors
approach an illustration of the upper part of the characters’ face highlighting
their eyes on the walls throughout the museum, they can listen to the relevant
part of the character’s audio story.
The characters are constructed as composites from many eyewitness ac-
counts of the battle from American, German, and civilian perspectives. Despite
their cartoon-like construction, the visitor is likely to perceive the characters
 Bastogne War Museum 2014, 15.
 The Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War exhibits a children’s exhibition entitled Time
Travel: the Story of a Family and its Home, which is centered around three rooms of the family’s
home that change over the course of the war. The visitor can, however, only hear the story
through the audio installation in Polish and the exhibition is specifically designated for children
twelve and under, so that the use of fiction is a mere didactic tool that does not influence most
museum visitors (for further context, see Machcewicz 2019 [2017], 83–84).
 For the structure of the exhibition, see also the visitor guide Bastogne War Museum 2016.
 Since the visitor follows a sequence with the option of skipping the second and third sceno-
vision, what exactly makes up a room is arguable, especially concerning the corridor-like sec-
tions.
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as real historical figures.⁴² In the exhibition’s last section depicting the end of the
war, the audio tour ends with the story of all four characters – as if they had lived
through the Battle of Bulge – and describes their fate afterwards. In this way,
each character is given a typical fate that many endured after the war. Robert,
whose brother John died in the Pacific, takes over his parent’s shop, has three
children, but loses his oldest son in Vietnam. “Wars have caused me so much
pain.” He returns to Bastogne and the Mardasson memorial with the veterans
of the 101st Airborne Division. Hans, originally from Frankfurt Oder in the
East, relocates to West Germany in order to get involved in politics alongside
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. “I participated in the reconstruction of my country
and Europe so that a war within its borders would never again be possible.”
The BWM tries to display the characters’ inner tensions, such as the tension
faced by Robert after the death of his brother between mourning and the heroism
Fig. 12 Narrative characters “See the War through our Eyes.” Permanent exhibition. Bastogne
War Museum, Bastogne (Photo: Author, 2016, © Bastogne War Museum).
 The museum catalog – unlike the exhibition itself – clearly marks that they are “fictitious
witnesses” but notes that they are also “very real all the same” (Bastogne War Museum 2016, 81).
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of his own participation in the war. Despite this, the visitor still experiences fair-
ly stereotypical characters. For example, Hans’s story confirms the superiority of
Western freedom over the East without challenging possible problems in the
West, such as the lack of post-war De-Nazification. The emotional attachment
that the exhibition fosters between the visitor and these fictitious individuals,
who function as composite models representing possible types of people in spe-
cific groups, downplays the multiplicity of options and personal reasons behind
different behaviors during and after the war.
The visitor listens to these characters from an up-close perspective, mostly
as people who directly experienced the battle, encirclement, and bombardment
of Bastogne. Sometimes, however, the characters provide larger contexts from a
greater narrative distance. This especially holds true on the upper floor of the ex-
hibition and in the first scenovision, which intersperses an overview of the war
from 1939 to the eve of D-Day with concrete accounts by all four characters,
framed as a fictitious pre-D-Day press conference. Occasionally a separate narra-
tor touches on certain events of the war that the exhibition cannot directly link to
the characters. This corresponds to the exhibition’s technique of constant varia-
tion between proximity and distance. The visitor is often very close to the char-
acters. For example, when Mathilde joins the resistance her disdain for collabo-
rators and enthusiasm for the resistance is evident, as is Émile’s contempt for the
German occupiers. Yet Mathilde also expresses fear for her family members in
the possible case of her arrest, displaying the potential reasoning behind the col-
laboration of others. Mathilde and occasionally Émile are also responsible for
providing a survey of the political situation in Belgium.
An example of a more distant perspective can be found in the second room,
“From War to War,” in which both Hans and Robert tell the visitor about their
parents and the economic challenges they faced in the 1920s and 1930s.⁴³
Hans’s story is particularly interesting; on the one hand, he tells a story that
he has heard secondhand, as he was born in 1923 and therefore too young to ex-
perience it himself. Thus, everything he reports comes from others and mainly
his father, who fits the classical stereotype of a German worker following Hitler.
He blames the Allies and especially the Jews, who he claims had been involved
in financial speculation, for the economic crisis. Hans concludes that, from the
perspective of the ordinary people, Adolf Hitler seemed to be “the only solution”
as well as “the only person to defeat Soviet Bolshevism.” The story shifts in prox-
imity: it relates to the characters’ real experiences and their feelings in concrete
 In June 2018, two out of three audio signals in room two did not work and were marked as
out of order, significantly reducing the effect of the characters’ biographical backgrounds.
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situations; it also features a further distance when the characters almost seem to
be giving a historical overview on the political, military, or economic situation;
as well as a middle distance, where the characters narrate one possible story,
which simultaneously incorporates the stories and stereotypes of millions of
people during this era. Through this narrative style, the BWM is able to display
how immersed a particular character is in his surroundings.
Hans reacts to the historical events and cheers when the German army attacks
and defeats Poland,⁴⁴ and it follows logically that he becomes an officer indoctri-
nated by Nazi propaganda. At first, he is convinced that the Germans will win the
war: “We are going to bomb the English and they will understand our superiori-
ty.”⁴⁵ However, he later becomes disillusioned and merely acts as a responsible of-
ficer in the Battle of the Bulge and, following his imprisonment, simply as a decent
human being.⁴⁶ At the same time, a lot of stereotypes are mentioned in a way that
could potentially allow the visitor to believe the same propaganda that influenced
Hans. The display walls with photos, document facsimiles, texts, and small hori-
zontal vitrines with illustrative objects on the walls counteract this impression by
employing a documentary style. Furthermore, the rise of totalitarian regimes in Eu-
rope (Germany, Italy, Soviet Union) and German racism is clearly documented.⁴⁷
Despite this, the risk remains, as the exhibition does not explicitly call the Nazi
propaganda into question. This can be seen in one of the computer stations,
“What would you have done?,” in which visitors can click through a slideshow
of texts and contextualizing photographs before they have the opportunity to
choose one of four questions. This tool further runs the risk of under-contextual-
izing cause and effect. For example, one slideshow entitled “After the 1914–18
War,” documenting the human, economic, and political legacies of war, reads
on its last screen: “Right after the First World War, the bruised and exhausted vic-
tors are longing for peace.” It then asks the question: “Should Germany be pun-
 In the first scenovision.
 First scenovision.
 It is important to note that Hans’s story is strangely quiet on his personal experiences in the
East, although his first deployment occurs in December 1941 at the gates of Moscow. His char-
acter has sympathies for Nazism and Hitler, yet when it comes to real war crimes, he falls silent.
Of course, one can argue that this is beyond the scope of the museum and would be the task for
a fictitious composite character in a German museum.
 The BWM always connects world events with local events in Belgium, so that visitors obtain
a documentary overview of economic and political developments in Belgium, including the ris-
ing Flemish nationalism.
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ished?” The visitor receives two options:⁴⁸ “Yes, to get compensation, to take re-
venge, or to serve as a warning.” Or: “No, that could lead to the Second World
War.” This runs the risk that the visitor will view the Treaty of Versailles as the sin-
gular, or at least major reason for subsequent historical developments.
The second and third scenovision emotionalize the visitor through a combi-
nation of storytelling and images. They overlap in parts with the audio guide, but
add important details to the story and create a consistent multiperspectival nar-
rative. The second scenovision, entitled “The Offensive: In the Woods near Bas-
togne: At the Dawn of 16 December 1944…,” can serve as primary example for
how the exhibition creates experientiality for the visitor. Visitors sit on tree
benches looking at the stage of the Bastogne Forest, which is covered in tree
stumps. Machine-guns emerge out of foxholes (see fig. 13). A three-dimensional
projection of visual scenes and audio immerses the visitor in the forest. The occa-
sional wafts of fog and the smell of smoke underline this multisensory experi-
ence. The sky projected on the ceiling fills with parachutes at one point. The car-
toon characters are projected as images on the wall, which breaks the visitor’s
illusion of reality. The voices contextualize the fighting and shift between closer
and farther proximity to the battle. Although the title of the scenovision identi-
fies a specific moment in time as its starting point, it narrates the whole German
counterattack and encirclement of Bastogne through the voices of the four char-
acters, up until the United States Third Army of General Patton relieves the 101st
Airborne Division on December 26, 1944 (see also Jaeger 2019, 60–61).
The visitor can empathize with all four roles, although Émile’s and Ma-
thilde’s roles are more prominent in the third scenovision, highlighting the civil-
ian experience. At the beginning of the second scenovision, Hans and Robert’s
perspectives as soldiers quickly change. For example, Hans reports on the differ-
ent villages that the Germans conquer while focusing on Bastogne. At the same
time, the Americans have received reinforcements. Hans provides an idea of the
general situation, describing where the German advance was halted and what
areas are still under American control. He then highlights how his men raze
every forest they come across. The narration then switches to Robert, who says
“We have been digging foxholes all night long; we are ready for them.” Explo-
sions start and the visitor is immersed in a battle narrated from the American
perspective through Robert’s commands. Dramatic music overlaps with the
sounds of fighting, and Hans’s voice sets in, talking about the lack of success
 Normally, the visitor receives four options. In June 2018, slightly more than four years after
opening, only four out of ten of the computer stations with background information and the
“What would you have done?” were still working, considerably reducing the impact of this tool.
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and how exhausted his men are after going for two days without real food. This
back and forth between the two situations continues, highlighting the human
needs of each group while providing an overview of the military situation.
This goes on until Robert’s group captures Hans. Iconic images, scenery, a multi-
media show, and the narrative all work to authenticate each other. The visitor is
emotionalized to empathize with all four characters; they are all represented in a
reconciliatory way, so that no conflict between them arises. The visitor can iden-
tify just as much with Robert as with Hans because of the narrative’s emphasis
on their human character traits. However, this identification is continuously bro-
ken-up (see also Jaeger 2019, 60); first through the constant shift in proximity
and distance to the soldiers’ ‘real’ experiences and summaries of the battle
and secondly through the multiperspectival shifts between the four characters.
The visitor experiences a secondary meta-reality of the whole battle that consis-
tently includes primary forms of identification with the perspectives of specific
characters.
Fig. 13 Scenovision 2: “The Offensive: In the Woods near Bastogne: At the Dawn of 16 December
1944 ….” Permanent exhibition. Bastogne War Museum, Bastogne (Photo: Author, 2016, ©
Bastogne War Museum).
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This form of representation carries a conciliatory and – to an extent – anti-
war message. Consequently, the visitor could potentially lose the ability to crit-
ically engage with war crimes and the soldiers’ ideology. Hans seems too
moral of a character despite being fascinated by Hitler at the age of 16.⁴⁹ At
the same time, he seems to be a prototypical German soldier. For example, he
alludes to the fact that he served on the Eastern Front in Russia, but does not
give any insight into what atrocities were perpetrated during the war of annihi-
lation. However, images, interview footage, and text throughout the exhibition
interweave the stories of the four characters with war crimes in the Ardennes,
Belgium, and across the world as well as with the Holocaust. The museum tran-
scends cheap empathy or simplistic entertainment experiences through a com-
plex structure that combines iconic images, fully-developed narrative perspec-
tives, and an empathetic experience of an authentic, but clearly constructed
scene in the woods near Bastogne. This allows the visitor to develop questions
about war beyond the goal of empathizing with the soldiers in the forest or
with the civilians in bombed-out Bastogne cellars.
In the third scenovision, all four characters, including the prisoner of war
Hans, meet in a café owned by Émile’s uncle during the night of the bombard-
ment of Bastogne by the Luftwaffe on December 23–24, 1944 (see also Jaeger
2019, 62–63). The visitor is placed to watch and listen, first in the café, then
in its basement. On the one hand, this is a very intimate, if slightly unrealistic
setting. The civilians share soup with Hans, who mimics playing the cello,
while Robert plays his harmonica and Émile plays a waltz on his accordion in
the dimly lit basement. The characters start to bond over music and talking.
At the end of the scenovision, Émile hears news of his parents’ death and Ma-
thilde describes how she teaches a lesson in a post-war classroom near Bastogne
by analyzing a German text, which states that the world may never see such a
Christmas again: “To snatch a child from his mother, a husband from his
wife, a father from his children, is this worthy of a human being? […] Universal
 As per his descriptions in the first scenovision and room two. However, in room ten follow-
ing the second scenovision, the visitor receives a partial authentication of Hans’s character
through a personal video narrative. Paul-Émile Englebert, who had been taken prisoner by
the Germans, remembers a two-hour conversation with an unnamed German soldier who was
Catholic and around eighteen-years old from the Rhine region. This soldier told Englebert
how his mother had said that he must obey, but that the war was unfair and the Germans
would lose. She had asked her son to eat enough and dress warmly if needed, but leave the
women and girls alone and not bring any souvenirs home. According to Englebert, the German
was proud to have kept his promise to his mother. The visitor can clearly recognize some of
Hans’s biography and human traits in this unnamed German soldier.
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fraternity will undeniably rise from the ruins, blood, and death.” The scenovi-
sion ends with Émile riding his bicycle, accordion on his back, to the sea. It
had always been Émile’s dream to see the sea and ride there by bicycle with
his father, the owner of a bicycle shop. The cartoon-like character Émile becomes
a real person in the footage, who is seen by the viewer disappearing on a road
into the distance with images of the sea. Even more than in the previous sceno-
vision, the characters are used to reinforce the overarching message of the bru-
tality of war. The BWM brings the everyday experience of war very close to the
visitor, who can empathize with the personalized and stereotypical experiences
of the different characters.
In order to understand how this primary reality does not completely overtake
the visitors’ emotions, it is important to further analyze other exhibition techni-
ques in the museum. The museum highlights eyewitness accounts of civilians
and soldiers who lived in the region during the war throughout the exhibition
on small video screens.⁵⁰ For example, the room following the third scenovision
charts the aftermath of the battle in the Ardennes, two video screens display
the traumas of war through interviews with three survivors who narrowly escaped
the mass executions of civilians in Parfondruy and Bande.⁵¹ The eyewitnesses de-
scribe in detail how the Germans killed one civilian after another and the viewer
sees the witnesses today remembering these war crimes. This whole section is do-
minated by the sound of funeral music. The second part of the section contains a
very bright aisle consisting of seventeen gravestones of people with different na-
tionalities who died during the Battle of the Bulge. Slideshows of photo albums
are integrated into their horizontal parts. Behind both sides of the aisle are
large mirrors mounted on the wall that reflect the visitor and the graves multiple
times over, creating the illusion of a full graveyard landscape and immersing the
visitor deeply in the scene. At the end of the opening to the next section is an en-
larged photo poster of the provisional American Military Cemetery in Foy-Recogne.
This gives the visitor the opportunity to become immersed in the mourning process
while walking through the graveyard. In doing so, the BWM counterbalances the
stories of German perpetration and mass execution in the same room and allows
for a universalized mourning of all victims of war.
Reflecting on the overall strategy of the BWM, the museum avoids the risk of
simply recreating an empty form of reconciliation through its two-way approach
 Often, the interviews were conducted by young people from Bastogne to create “an engaging
and often very moving” intergenerational encounter (http://www.bastognewarmuseum.be/
press-kit.html, accessed 9 August 2018).
 For video testimony in general see de Jong 2018a, especially chapter 4 “Exhibiting: The Wit-
ness to History as a Museum Object,” 110–180.
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of integrating the local and the global. This leads to a constant use of distantia-
tion. The global elements of the first section on the ground floor, including the
first scenovision, are interwoven with local Belgian issues and the roles of Ma-
thilde and Émile. The Belgian section on resistance and collaboration goes
back and forth between these two sides and the occupiers. After this, the run-
through of the later events in the war across the globe, including D-Day, becomes
very personal through the exhibition’s collective perspective on the liberation of
Belgium as well as the punishment of collaborators. Thus, visitors are well pre-
pared for the more local view found in the basement, before they return to the
world events, once more accompanied by the voices of the four characters at
the end. In contrast to the New Orleans WWII Museum, the BWM thereby creates
a balance between personal witness accounts, real and fictitious-composite
characters, and a documentary overview of the war.
It is, however, important to note that the global here is not simply depicted
through documentary panels and screens. The museum works with visualization
techniques such as photo montages and enlarged photographs throughout the
exhibition. It creates vanishing points through its photo posters. The very first
artifact the museum visitor encounters is a wall collage of fourteen images pre-
sented in two rows of seven images, the top row in black and white and the bot-
tom row colored in red. The images are often well-known icons, such as the stag-
ed picture of Germans opening a Polish border post on September 1, 1939, or the
mushroom cloud after the nuclear bombing of Nagasaki, marking the beginning
and the end of the war. Others refer to iconic historical moments, such as the
Allied landing in Normandy, fleeing civilians, children in the Warsaw Ghetto,
swastikas painted on the baldly-shaven heads of women accused of being col-
laborators, and piles of corpses and starved prisoners behind barbed wire in li-
berated concentration camps. All these moments, often with the same images,
re-occur later in the exhibition. Thus, the visitor is prepared for the key emotion-
al moments of the war. There is an emphasis on the Allied perspective, whether
during their military advance, through civilian suffering, or during the discovery
of the camps. This internal commentary effect is similar to the constant repeti-
tion in New Orleans; however, the New Orleans WWII Museum multiplies facts
and core narratives and never leaves these to the open effects of images.⁵²
In the first room, located above a Sherman tank, the visitor finds a slideshow
of about twenty photographs that have been digitized to give the illusion of
being a moving image. These images, surrounded by key words about the war
in French, English, and German, repeat the exhibition’s reference to some of
 See also chapter 4.1.
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the war’s major world events and also include specific images of the Battle of
Bulge. Although visitors have not yet read any text about the war, they are al-
ready immersed in the core images of the war on both a local and global
scale. Thus, the museum does not reconstruct the war through images, but
uses images to create experientiality via iconic memory, various perspectives,
structural contrasts, and narrative lines. For example, the main focus of the
sixth room of the permanent exhibition – before the beginning of the Battle of
the Bulge – depicts the road to liberation after D-Day. It presents the liberation
of French and mostly Belgian cities from the perspective of the Belgian people.
At its very end, the visitor encounters a model of a Willys Jeep that, according to
its description, is as “emblematic of the Second World War and as famous as the
Coca-Cola bottle.” The sidewall of this liberation room ends in a photo of waving
Belgians in Antwerp and the film posters for The Dictator and Casablanca. In the
back to the left of the jeep, an enlarged poster photograph of a Willys Jeep from
the arrival of American soldiers in Branchon is displayed. Six children with
happy, somewhat shy, and excited expressions are riding the jeep; a young
girl on the lap of an African-American soldier is holding the wheel. To the
right, the smiling boy in the back of the jeep is even further enlarged. The fact
that Émile tells the exact same story in the audio guide, about how he is allowed
to ride a jeep and receives chewing gum for the first time in his life, intensifies
the emotional effect on the visitor. Émile becomes even more real. The exhibition
visualizes war here with an emphasis on civilians’ happiness surrounding the
liberation. The iconic vehicle of the liberator merges with American consumer
culture and Belgian youth, displaying the idea of a new beginning accompanied
by jazz music. War is not primarily visualized through authentic reconstruction
but through capturing and simulating an atmospheric moment. The transfer to
the next room, which focuses on the German preparations for their surprise
counter attack and the devastation it inflicted on civilians in the Ardennes,
who had to once more flee or endure fighting, also begins with a symbolic vis-
ualization. If visitors turn around, they will see three posters: the still-smiling
boy in the jeep, an enlarged portrait of Hitler, and a large poster of a swastika.
The affective contrast could not be larger; it simulates the emotional letdown of
the people in Bastogne and the surrounding region when the war starts up again.
The BWM employs an authenticating networking technique by interweaving
numerous stories, images, eyewitness accounts, staged constellations, and ob-
jects. The reality effect is not simply created through the four fictitious composite
characters. Instead, they interact closely with all other parts, sources, and media
in the museum. All of these elements authenticate each other, while also diver-
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sifying and sometimes counterbalancing the narrative.⁵³ The museum’s factual
techniques, however, risk immersing visitors in a way that prevents them from
realizing that these characters are constructed, composite perspectives of the
war. This is the standard challenge and also potential objective for the museums
analyzed in this section, which mainly create primary experientiality. Despite the
distantiation techniques that the BWM uses, visitors are immersed in a historical
simulation and can lose their reflexive and analytical skills for interpreting his-
tory and the many different perspectives it can offer.
 Several professionals I talked to after their first visit to the museum felt that the four char-
acters were real historical figures.
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Chapter 5:
Secondary Experientiality
Experientiality occurs on a sliding scale between its primary and secondary
forms. The main purpose of the three forms of experientiality discussed in the
previous chapter is the mimetic imitation of past perspectives and experiences.
The New Orleans WWII Museum stages experiences in order to bring the visitor
close to the collective experience of the American soldier and the American pub-
lic during the war. It does so while constructing a strong master narrative that is
kept partially dynamic through its reliance on a large number of individual voi-
ces. The Oskar Schindler Factory allows the visitor to time travel through the
space of occupied Kraków and stages numerous collective perspectives – mainly
those of the city’s Polish and Jewish citizens – in order to simulate past experi-
ences for the visitor. Finally, the Bastogne War Museum imitates actual compo-
site voices, allowing the visitor to empathize with specific perspectives that serve
as individual examples for different group perspectives. Due to the fact that the
museum counterbalances its staging of primary experientiality with numerous
other distantiation techniques, the visitor is able to perceive a past on the
verge of secondary experientiality. This means that no equivalent to the staged
world and its structures actually exists in the past.
The three museums discussed in this chapter all create simulated potential
realities for the visitor that have no potential equivalent in the past. The Bundes-
wehr Military History Museum in Dresden is the closest to creating secondary ex-
perientiality. It creates structural and thematic constellations and networks
throughout the permanent exhibition, while maintaining a high degree of histor-
ical specificity. The visitor experiences structures in the present and is not tempt-
ed to believe that they are re-experiencing past perspectives. The Imperial War
Museum North in Manchester also uses an overlap between historical events
and thematic structures. However, it comes much closer to imitating perspectives
of the past since it primarily relies on individual historical voices and stories in
order to develop its structures. Unlike the three museums discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, visitors are not steered by the illusion that they can take on the
past perspective of individuals or groups; nor do they act as time travelers
through (scenographically staged) space. Instead, the visitor can have structural
experiences of the past. Even in cases where the museum stages a historical per-
spective, such as that of the British collective on the home front, it is clear that
the visitor does not re-experience a singular possible perspective of an ordinary
British civilian. Rather, the visitor experiences a structural and thematic compo-
site, a hetereoglossia of historical voices, which allows them to participate in a
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
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concrete memory community in the present.¹ Finally, the Topography of Terror in
Berlin, similarly to the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, creates historical
clusters and scenes that did not exist in the past, but instead provide structural
possibilities with which to experience historical spaces, themes, and perspec-
tives. It also employs visualization via photographs, which creates an aesthetic
effect of emotionalizing the visitor through repetition and montage. Whereas
the Manchester museum creates more of a closed form of secondary experiential-
ity, the ones in Dresden and Berlin are very open, allowing visitors to create their
own interpretations.
5.1 The Bundeswehr Military History Museum in Dresden
The Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM) is a model museum for the cre-
ation of historical structures, allowing for the active visitor to potentially explore
and experience the possibilities stemming from secondary experientiality. The
museum reopened with a new permanent exhibition, designed by H.G. Merz
and Holzer Kobler, in a redesigned building on October 15, 2011.² A wedge by ar-
chitect Daniel Libeskind cuts into the 1897 classicist arsenal building construct-
ed in the Albertstadt military quarter³ and disrupts its complex history in order to
 On the sliding scale of experientiality, one could argue that the Oskar Schindler Factory and
the Imperial War Museum North use similar distantiation techniques to express a multitude of
heterogeneous collective perspectives; but whereas the museum in Kraków lures the visitor into
feeling present in a space of the past, the museum in Manchester ensures that the visitor feels
like they are having a structural memory experience in the present.
 The museum had about half a million visitors in the year following the re-opening.
 See Pieken 2013, 63–64; Rogg 2012a (2011). See for a more detailed description of the history
of the arsenal building and the status of the collection around 2000 Scheerer 2003a, 4–27
(Scheerer 2003b; Kunz 2003; Beßer 2003a; Fleischer 2003). First, the main building housed
the Royal Arsenal Collection (Königliche Arsenal-Sammlung) and Royal Saxon Army Museum
(Königlich-Sächsische Armee-Museum). From 1923 to 1924, it became the Saxon Army Museum
(Sächsische Armeemuseum), before becoming the Army Museum of the Wehrmacht (Heeresmu-
seum; after 1942 Armeemuseum) under National Socialism from 1938 to 1945. In 1972, the mu-
seum reopened as the Army Museum of the GDR, which continued to shape the collection
and permanent exhibition until the closure of the permanent exhibition in 2010. Shortly before
German reunification in 1990, it was renamed Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr. I am
grateful to Gorch Pieken, former Project Lead (2006–2011) and Research Director (2011–2017) of
the MHM for explaining the original concept of the MHM to me, in several meetings and guided
tours between 2012 and 2014.
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fragment and complicate the memory of the past (see fig. 14).⁴ On June 14, 1994,
the MHM was officially designated the leading museum in the Bundeswehr net-
work, making it Germany’s de facto principal army and military history muse-
um.⁵ By interweaving military history with political, social, and cultural history
Fig. 14 Front façade of main museum building with Libeskind wedge. Militärhistorisches Mu-
seum der Bundeswehr (Bundeswehr Military History Museum), Dresden (Photo: Author, 2012).
 Matthias Rogg 2012b (2011), 15– 19. See also chapter 8 below for the discussion of the top floor
and the wedge regarding the MHM’s representation of the Air War. For the detailed planning
process, the architectural competition, the architectural concept of Studio Daniel Libeskind,
and the interior design concept by HG Merz / Barbara Holzer, see also Beßer 2003b, Studio Dan-
iel Libeskind 2003; HG Merz and Holzer 2003. Cercel has noted that “Libeskind’s penetrative ar-
chitectural reinvention of the museum is an authoritative gesture in itself” (2018, 28) that risks
over-symbolizing the deconstructive temple characteristic of the museum and consequently, los-
ing its potential for agonism or critical debate (2018, 16). See also Weiser 2017, 52–55, who in-
terprets Libeskind’s architecture as “interrupted chronology,” while at best scratching the sur-
face of the rhetoric and representational style of the permanent exhibition.
 The MHM is publicly funded through the budget of the German Ministry of Defense.Within the
hierarchy of the Bundeswehr, the MHM is supervised by the Center for Military History and So-
cial Sciences of the Bundeswehr in Potsdam (formerly the Military History Research Office, in
German: Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt, MGFA). For a detailed description of its institu-
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as well as with the history of what the French Annales historians have termed
mentalités, the museum claims to approach military exhibitions in a new way.⁶
This method, according to the museum makers, allows for the expression of
two distinct models of time: first, evolutionary time, in which violence and
force are inherent to human behavior (here they display anthropological consis-
tency across the human species); second, the time of cultural change, in which
violence depends on its cultural, historical, and social surroundings (see Pieken
2012 [2011], 22). Hans-Ulrich Thamer notes in his conceptual review of the MHM
that it surpasses the concepts of traditional military history museums, which pri-
marily exhibit military artifacts and weapons, by radically exploring how the vi-
olence of war can be depicted and reflected in a museum (2012). To fulfill its goal
of representing the history and anthropology of violence, the MHM takes a two-
fold approach: first, it presents the traditional story of German warfare from 1300
to the present as a chronological exhibition in the original arsenal building of
about 5,000 square meters. Second, a thematic exhibition in Libeskind’s
wedge – in German, Themenparcours, literally a ‘tour’ of different themes over
about 3,000 square meters of exhibition space – confronts the visitor with the
violent effects of war as ideas and themes.⁷ To visit the different sections of
the chronological exhibition, the visitor must walk through the thematic exhibi-
tion in the wedge; the architectural design ensures that the chronological and
thematic exhibitions are necessarily intertwined. As the chief museum of the
Bundeswehr, the MHM’s perspective is clearly German, although this perspective
is interspersed throughout the museum with that of a more universal anthropol-
ogy of violence.⁸
tional and organizational structure, see Kraus 2011. See also Rauchensteiner 2011 for the advi-
sory process that took place during the planning of the new building.
 See the exhibition guide, Pieken and Rogg 2012 (2011), especially Pieken 2012 (2011) and Rogg
2012b (2011). See also the summary of the early development of the museum concept by its first
research director in 2004–2005, Siegfried Müller (2006).
 See also the detailed concept of the expert commission, Konzeptgruppe/Expertenkommission
2003 (“Das Militärhistorische Museum Dresden 2006 [Konzeption]).” Cercel et al. argue the an-
thropological approach of the museum almost equates war with nature (2019, 208), but this
seems to underestimate the fact that ‘violence’ is a much more encompassing concept than
war and that the open style of the museum only documents war and violence, but allows the
visitor to decide whether there are ways to overcome it. Consequently, the close relationship be-
tween nature and war is present in many museums discussed in this study. However, for exam-
ple, the teleological dimension of the Canadian War Museum (see also chapter 3.1), is nowhere
to be found in the MHM.
 In 2017–2018, with the departure of both director Matthias Rogg (2010–2017) and research
director / main curator Gorch Pieken (2006–2017), a debate about the mission of a Bundeswehr
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The five floors of Libeskind’s wedge house a thematic tour of war and vio-
lence spread across twelve sections, starting at the top with the “Dresden
View,” with “War and Memory” directly below.⁹ Level 2 addresses the relation-
ship between society and violence/war in five sections: “Politics and the Use
of Force,” “Language and the Military,” “Fashion and the Military,” “Music
and the Military,” and “War and Play.” Visitors – unless they take the elevator –
use the original stairwell of the arsenal building to enter the first and ground
floors of the wedge. Level 1 focuses on the mentality of war in the section enti-
tled “The Formation of the Bodies,” and on the effects of war in the sections
“War and Suffering” and “Animals and the Military.” Finally, the ground floor
is divided into the sections “Protection and Destruction” and “Technology and
the Military”; the latter again emphasizes the links between civil society and
war. The wedge also creates six “vertical showcases,”¹⁰ shafts or voids at the in-
tersection of the old arsenal building and the wedge, which are used to display
large objects and a number of thematically overlapping installations, such as the
shell of a V2 rocket.¹¹
In the wings of the old arsenal building, the MHM houses its chronological
exhibition, a history of the German military divided into three temporally distinct
sections: “1300– 1914” (ground floor west), “1914– 1945” (first floor west), and
“1945–Present” (first floor east). All three sections of the chronological exhibi-
museum emerged. On the one hand, this debate originated in struggles relating to internal quar-
rels and organizational structures within the institution. On the other, it related to the cost and
contents of the MHM’s 2018 special exhibition Gender and Violence:War is for Men – Peace is for
Women? (originally planned for 2017) and the cancelled exhibition Clash of Future: Myths of the
Nations 1914– 1945. Even if the MHM denied any change in its mission, the press debated wheth-
er the museum still aimed to be a cultural history museum that should compete with large mili-
tary history museums and general history museums world-wide, or whether it was aiming for the
softer educational mission of its military personnel as seen in more traditional military history
museums (see also Richter 2017 and Locke 2017). It remains to be seen how the MHM will devel-
op without Rogg and Pieken. With the exception of the Gender and Violence exhibition , which
was still curated by Pieken, the museum has only presented a minor exhibition The Führer Adolf
Hitler is Dead: Attempted Assassination and Coup d’Ètat on 20 July 1944 since Pieken left (fall of
2017). This seems meagre for a museum that describes itself as a leading history museum in Eu-
rope (https://www.mhmbw.de/dauerausstellung, accessed 13 October 2019). The search for a
new research director was ongoing in the fall of 2019. Albeit on a smaller scale than the Second
World War Museum in Gdańsk, this debate demonstrates that political and institutional pres-
sures can threaten or possibly change the missions and orientations of war museums.
 For a detailed description of the thematic tour, see also Pieken 2013, 66–74, and Pieken and
Rogg 2012 (2011), 52–113.
 This is Libeskind’s terminology; see also Pieken 2013, 66.
 See also chapter 8 for further discussion of the V2 installation.
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tion are sub-divided into three informational layers: introductory symbolic dis-
play cases;¹² display cases for the main chronological exhibition; and in-depth
sections or “knowledge chambers,” in which structures or topics specific to a his-
torical period are represented (Pieken 2013, 74–81; Pieken and Rogg 2012 [2011],
117– 192). Generally, the chronological exhibition uses traditional curatorial tech-
niques, wherein most objects are installed in glass display cases and medium-
sized military equipment is set on stages between cases. Survey panels, educa-
tional experience stations, media stations, and short tabular biographies com-
plement this approach.¹³
The context of twentieth-century German history, particularly the history of
the Third Reich, has led to a museum that is explicitly anti-heroic and extremely
wary about creating master narratives or immersing the visitor in pre-conceived
experiences of the past. The Second World War is represented throughout the
museum; it is relevant to all of the thematic tour’s sections as well as of the chro-
nological tour in the “1914– 1945” gallery and at the beginning of the “1945–Pre-
sent” section in particular. The MHM’s exhibition is carried by three theoretical
anchors, which challenge the visitor, open up interpretative gaps for visitors to
fill, and create secondary experientiality: networking, its open documentary
style that avoids explicit interpretation, and temporality. Arnold-de Simine
reads this as putting visitors outside of their comfort zones (2013, 50). Similarly,
Cristian Cercel emphasizes the open-endedness of the MHM (2018, 26–28),
which allows it to be read as an “agonistic forum museum” with certain limita-
tions: “Pluriperspectivism and openness to contestation are not fully unfolded”
(Cercel 2018, 28). The MHM creates a temporal museum space in which the vis-
itor’s present merges with the represented historical past. Visitors are constantly
challenged to find their own links between artifacts and make their own interpre-
tive choices regarding how to think about the impact of war. Instead of simulat-
ing individual or collective experiences, the MHM generates experientiality by
simulating abstract effects of war, whereby “[t]he combination of thematic/ab-
stract concepts and historicity in a temporalized setting offers a way of represent-
ing ideas with implications for the future while maintaining their historical spe-
cificity” (Jaeger 2015b, 242).
One of the MHM’s signature installations can be found in the section “Pro-
tection and Destruction,” and further illustrates the explicit use of structurally
staging violence. The MHM utilizes one of the Libeskind voids to install a
 For example the fragments of a German Panzer I tank symbolizing the beginnings of mobile
warfare in the Second World War.
 See also chapters 7 and 8 for further details on the contrasting pairs of tabular biographies,
spread through the chronological exhibition.
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‘bomb hail’ of fifteen aerial bombs, missiles, and shells of various sizes, posi-
tioned as if they are raining down directly on the visitor from the upper floors
(see Pieken and Rogg 2012 [2011], 111; see also the book cover). Next to the visitor
on the bottom floor, there are seven large protection artifacts, which are arranged
in two circles. The ‘bomb hail’ seems to point at the first circle, which is made
from three air raid shelters made for one to three people, simulating the destruc-
tion of aerial warfare and the desire for sufficient protection. There is no specific
war, event, personal memory, or collective memory simulated through this instal-
lation. Instead, the visitor is led to understand and possibly experience the vio-
lence and emotions of warfare.¹⁴
The permanent exhibition of the MHM is a prime example of secondary ex-
perientiality. Nowhere does the museum simulate historical perspectives of indi-
viduals or collectives or pretend to immerse the visitor in an unmediated past.¹⁵
Neither does it recreate historical scenes or sets. Consequently, if emotional em-
pathy, understood as a prerogative to empathize with victim groups, and pre-de-
signed ideological expectations from the museum become normative, one can
easily miss the dynamic potential of the exhibition to create critical reflection.¹⁶
The MHM uses the arrangement of objects, the cross-referencing of sections
throughout the museum, art, and architecture to create a complex network of
inter-woven objects and data to which the visitor must react, so that they do
not become detached from the exhibition. In both the chronological exhibition
and the thematic tour, the MHM highlights historical artifacts over narrative.¹⁷
To understand how the MHM creates secondary experientiality, I will first
analyze level two of the Libeskind wedge. Its main message is that war, force,
and violence are closely linked to society and civil life. War influences civil life
through language, fashion, music, and games, and vice versa. The centerpiece
of this floor is the section “Politics and the Use of Force.” It reflects upon the
use of legitimate and illegitimate force in nineteen double-sided panels with thir-
ty-three display walls, which spread in three directions and in doing so undercut
any potential chronological aspect. At first glance the headers of the panels seem
 For the MHM’s representation of aerial warfare, see also chapter 8.
 Barring a couple of the educational stations in the chronological exhibition.
 This happens in the reading by Heckner 2016, 365–368. Elke Heckner is so intent on arguing
that the MHM cannot prevent contemporary right wing developments in the city of Dresden that
she misses the political and critical potential of the exhibition and the fact that empathetic un-
derstanding and emotional engagement can be produced structurally, not only mimetically.
Heckner’s methodology would criticize any open documentary museum approach (without a
cosmopolitan master narrative) that leaves an active visitor space for ethical interpretation.
 See Jaeger 2015b, 231–240, for further details. See also Jaeger 2017a, 33–37.
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to imply a clear linear progression. The first prong leads the visitor from a display
case with a historical publication on the use of force to historical paintings re-
flecting government rule by military force, the role of rulers and states, and
the emergence of the nation-state. The second prong focuses on the degeneration
of violence in the two world wars, and the third one is entitled “From Utopia to
Reason: Peace as a Goal of Politics.” Thus, the structure seems to indicate a pro-
gressive development from the law of force, to state control of military force, to
degeneration of state power, to peace. To read the exhibition as a linear progres-
sion toward peace, however, misses its fairly balanced approach regarding the
traditions of war and the military, the advancement of technology, and the prag-
matic functions of war – aside from its relative pessimism about the ability of
any utopian vision of peace to eliminate violence as such.
For example, the portrait of West German Defense minister Kai Uwe von Has-
sel, who abandoned the use of military insignia in contrast to former politicians,
seems to indicate such a development. At the same time, since every panel is ei-
ther a painting or an object in a display case, the visitor is invited to perceive the
obvious contrasts and use the constellations to find new similarities and differen-
ces. For example, the third prong branches off again in two further prongs; in one
of these, a panel displays two eighteenth-century allegorical paintings on the sub-
ject of good government and on a peace agreement; in the other prong, there is a
panel showing the infamous advertising poster of the security firm Blackwater, en-
titled “The Mission Continues,” expressing old and new forms of military life.
Thus, the historical development, a narration moving from no rules over state con-
trol and state abuse of power and toward reason and peace collapses in two ways.
First, the allegories point back to the earlier phase of the Enlightenment, destabi-
lizing the idea of progress: despite Enlightenment ideals of reason and peace, the
degeneration of the use of force in the first half of the twentieth century neverthe-
less occurred. Second, the exhibition maintains some ambiguity regarding forms
of military force in relation to who controls them. The visitor is able to perceive
that the allegories might express hope more than reality. The question of whether
the relationship between politics and force truly evolves on a cultural level, or re-
appears in similar constellations (albeit in new forms) as an anthropological uni-
versal, thus remains unresolved.
The museum’s website describes this section as follows: “The visitor moves
in a kind of stage setting. Images of power and powerlessness are not simply ex-
hibited but performed as in a play. The stage covers the whole floor and gazes
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upon the other large theme on this level: the military and society.”¹⁸ The MHM
chooses a symbolic stage that is – unlike the stage settings in New Orleans
and Kraków¹⁹ – abstracted from real history through paintings and objects
that require interpretation. The section introduces each new theme with a long
paragraph explaining the principle behind it. In the first prong of the section,
the visitor finds two very similar, colorful oil paintings indicating destruction,
chaos, death, and the effect of state force. The first one, Self-Destruction²⁰ by Gus-
tav Alfred Mueller (1928– 1929), points to political self-destruction through vio-
lence during the Weimar Republic. The second one, The Duty of a Citizen –
Use of Military Force against Civilians during the Berlin Uprisings in March 1848
by GDR artist Bernard Heisig (1977), indicates how, according to the MHM, de-
mands for freedom and justice are often violently suppressed by state powers.
Whereas the museum clearly expresses possible functions of the two artifacts,
their implications are left open. Does the GDR painting criticize the GDR regime
and its suppression of freedom or does it endorse the GDR’s positive interpreta-
tion of the 1848 revolution? What should one do when there is violence from all
factions, as in the case of the Weimar Republic? The museum provides no moral-
istic answers. The reflective visitor may become lost in the chaos of a painting in
which everyone endorses violence.
The Second World War appears as a topic in the section’s second prong. Five
of the six panels belong to the section “Dictatorships – The Abuse of Power.” The
introductory text reads as follows: “Dictatorships abolish the division between
the legislative, judicial and executive powers in a state. They use physical vio-
lence and mass surveillance to maintain power and achieve political and ideo-
logical goals. Dictators arbitrarily decide by whom, against whom and how vio-
lence will be used.” The text then connects this definition to the role of the
military in the First World War and to the rise and consequences of the National
Socialist movement. The first panel shows a portrait on each side, with a double
portrait on the front of the First World War generals Paul von Hindenburg and
Erich Ludendorff who were instrumental in militarizing all of German society
and who aimed for a totalization of war. On the back hangs a portrait of the
Chief of the Army Command of the Reichswehr from 1930 to 1934, General
Kurt G. A. P. Hammerstein-Equord, praised in the accompanying text panel as
“the ideal of a conscientious officer” for placing his conscience and faith in de-
mocracy above his oath to Hitler. The MHM presents both images with a clear
 https://mhmbw.de/dauerausstellung/themenparcours/politik-und-gewalt, accessed 13 Octo-
ber 2019, translation S.J.
 See also chapters 4.1 and 4.2.
 In the original German: Selbstzerfleischung.
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didactic message, making explicit the moral and symbolic contrast. Simulta-
neously, this symbolic contrast also requires the visitor to contemplate how it
fits in with the broader events represented in the section.
The next panel in the “Abuse of Power” section shows a poster announcing
the referendum on the annexation of Austria by the German Reich in 1938, with
an image of a large, stern-looking Hitler in the foreground and masses of people
giving the Hitler salute in background. On the top right, next to Hitler’s head,
“Ja!” (Yes) is written in Gothic (Fraktura script), while the bottom reads “Führer
wir folgen dir!” (Führer, we follow you!) in slightly smaller script. On the back-
side is a pair of high boots worn by SA members. Here, the museum conveys sev-
eral things to the visitor: military power can be abused and partially or totally
take over civil society; there are organizations such as the SA, which symbolize
such a blurring of the military/violence and the state; and there are also people
who believe in democracy and law and who work against the abuse of power.²¹
The historically educated visitor might remember that Hitler was elected demo-
cratically in Germany and recognize the complexity of how democratic systems
are used or abused. If the visitor walks through the panels from the other side, it
almost appears as if Hammerstein and Hitler are looking at each other (see
fig. 15). Because the symbolic message creates constellations rather than imitat-
ing the past, the MHM allows the visitor to engage in questions of when and how
democracies should be defended against the abuse of power.
The next double panel shows two paintings: on the front is Franz Eichhorst’s
painting German Soldiers and Russian Prisoners in Front of the Ruins of a Church
(1942); and on the back,Wilfried Nagel’s painting Night-Air Raid on a City (1942).
The museum’s text argues that Eichhorst, a German war artist supporting the
Nazi regime, provides “an idea of the brutality of a war in which people were
expelled, deported or killed in order to seize territories as part of a ‘conquest
to seize new living space in the east.’”²² The museum contextualizes Nagel’s
painting simply by highlighting that the Nazis referred to the Allied air raids
as “terrorist attacks,” after they had threatened to “erase” London earlier in
the war. Both pictures clearly indicate the impact of war on civilians and the
 The description accompanying the panel marks the poster as propaganda, yet does not ex-
plain the historical context of the staged referendum after the ‘Anschluss.’ In other words, the
MHM – like many war museums – bases its facts on historical research. However, the visitor pri-
marily learns and develops memory patterns, rather than knowledge for critical historical anal-
ysis.
 For deeper historical context, the visitor needs to visit the chronology section “War of Anni-
hilation.” There, they would also find a computer station (in German only) with in-depth infor-
mation on all German campaigns and atrocities during the Second World War.
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causal structure between German bombings of civilians and the Allied Air War
against Germany. However, the visitor could still ask why a German war artist
such as Eichhorst drew this scene. Does it really show the brutality of war or
is this simply the museum’s interpretation, originating in the twenty-first centu-
ry? Paintings immediately create space for interpretation if they are presented as
openly as in the MHM. Nagel’s painting depicts an old central town square;
flashes come from the sky; one church and an adjacent house are on fire; and
shadowy people are running over the square. Did Nagel want to express the suf-
fering of German people and the destruction of civil space? Is this a political
painting or a realistic one that simply captures an atmosphere? The viewer is
given the option to interpret the flashes from the sky as Godly punishment or
as sublime spectacle. The painting seems to meld human destruction with na-
ture. Due to the metaphorical scene that this section creates, each station pro-
vides considerably more experiential potential than the information panel and
the individual captions accompanying the respective images and objects.
Fig. 15 General Kurt G. A. P. Hammerstein-Equord and Adolf Hitler ‘looking at each other.’
Permanent exhibition. Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr (Bundeswehr Military Hi-
story Museum), Dresden (Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Militärhistorisches Museum der
Bundeswehr).
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The final two panels of the second prong display two paintings and one ob-
ject.²³ A charred Ideal typewriter from an office in the Führerbunker in the Reich
Chancellery is paired with Felix Nussbaum’s 1943 painting Jew at the Window.²⁴
Nussbaum was killed in Auschwitz in 1944; between 1940 and 1944, he was in
hiding in Brussels. The painting shows the upper body of a man with a sad
and contemplative facial expression in a patched-up shirt or coat marked by a
yellow star. He seems to be in a barren interior room, next to the window. He
gazes at the floor, as if the window was not there, which could also be read
as defiance toward the situation since the border between interior and exterior
is ambiguous. Opposite to Nussbaum’s work hangs a painting of a Saxon general
from the nineteenth century. Soviet soldiers punctured the canvas with their bay-
onets, which, according to the museum, was a sign of their victory over the dic-
tatorship and German militarism. The combination of the typewriter and the two
paintings is truly haunting. Both the typewriter and the nineteenth-century
painting were destroyed through military violence. What did the destruction of
the canvas mean for the post-Nazi world? What were war and violence used
for at that time? The only non-mutilated object is Nussbaum’s painting, yet its
creator was murdered. At the same time, based on the quality of artwork and
the artist’s victimhood, do these objects allow the visitor to empathize with suf-
fering rather than with perpetration? The MHM points out how many orders to
deport and kill were probably written on this particular typewriter. Can the type-
writer then symbolize justifiable destruction? What does the visitor do with the
constellation of typewriter and Nussbaum’s painting? One almost feels as if the
painter’s death sentence was written here, even if there is no evidence of this.
From one viewpoint, the typewriter, the damaged canvas, and the painting of
the church ruins in the East form one visible, intense ensemble of perpetration.
On the other hand, the SA boots and the painting of the bombed-out German city
can be viewed in consequent succession, as if the SA boots directly led to the
destruction of German cities. Since these are dynamic constellations, the MHM
creates considerable potential for interpretation and varied visual and emotional
effects.²⁵
 The back wall of the second painting remains empty.
 The painting has been on loan from the Felix Nussbaum Haus in Osnabrück and has been
displayed on and off in the MHM. Since 2018 it has been displayed again in Osnabrück, leaving
an empty panel side in the MHM, although the explanation continued to be present in the
MHM’s audio tour.
 Because the back-side of the damaged canvas painting is blank, one could only see Nuss-
baum’s Jew at the Window in combination with the portrait of Hammerstein-Equord, which dem-
onstrates how carefully the MHM has composed the arrangement and its views. The ultimate suf-
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On all sides of the “Politics and the Use of Force” section, the visitor finds
thematic display cases on the walls that connect war and society: “Language
and the Military,” “Fashion and the Military,” “Music and the Military,” and
“War and Play.” In “War and Play,” the objects presented elucidate how quickly
a military society can influence the attitude of younger generations toward war
and violence. Toys constantly signify either military role models or the enemy, as
highlighted by a Hitler tile game contrasted with the antisemitic picture book Der
Giftpilz (“the poisonous mushroom”).²⁶ The display also includes toy figurines of
Göring and Hitler, a clockwork Mercedes toy car (“the Führer’s car,”), and a
school timetable reading “German Youths flying in the National Socialist Flyers
Corp.” An American game of skill required players to ‘drop’ two ‘nuclear bombs’
in holes on a map of Japan, i.e. on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The visitor sees how
war and its justifications become socially engrained throughout history.
In “Music and the Military,” the visitor finds eleven postcards with lyrics of
German military songs from the years 1935 to 1945. One postcard, for example,
contains the text and an illustration of Wilhelm Stöppler’s song “Bombs on Eng-
land.”²⁷ The postcard’s accompanying caption highlights the importance of war
songs as part of military life. Several other songs connect the music directly to
the Führer and the soldiers’ oath to him. What does this tell the visitor about
war in general and about Nazi Germany in particular? Are these songs regular
war songs about defeating the enemy (as one finds in all nations), or do they
symbolize a dehumanizing system capable of killing innocent civilians? If the
visitor has previously looked at the “Abuse of Power” section in “Politics and
the Use of Force,” they have further material on bombings to connect with
“War and Music.”²⁸ Does the guilt for total war lie solely with the Nazi leadership
or also with the crews of the Luftwaffe? The museum does not provide easy an-
swers, but this example indicates the beginning of its open networking strategy
that creates a secondary experientiality for the visitor. Sections are spread
throughout the whole museum that connect the questions of what constitutes le-
gitimate warfare and how the war impacts civilians, using an open documentary
style without explicit interpretation. Active visitors are thus constantly chal-
lenged to make sense out of the objects and constellations on display.
fering through the abuse of power stands for itself or can only be paired with a painting symbol-
izing democratic principles.
 A typical artifact in museums illustrating racism in Nazi Germany, also displayed in, among
others, the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War and the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights.
 In German “Bomben auf Engeland.”
 The representation of the Air War in the MHM is further discussed in chapter 8.
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Although there is some temporal development, and the section indicates
that the use of violence and warfare in politics has changed over time, the im-
pression remains that violence never fully disappears: the courage of individuals
as well as (often misused) power and violence remain closely interwoven
throughout human history. At the same time, the museum does not provide a
clear analytic or ideological answer; visitors must decide on their own whether
the structural changes in the relationship between state, power, and war indicate
a cultural-historical development or an endless cycle without substantial
change. The German history of warfare, though it is the topic of the majority
of the pictures, seems to be less specific. The challenge of the thematic tour is
that the visitor can get lost easily between the different objects. In other
words, it requires an active visitor to engage with its objects and with the
many constellations created by the museum’s networking technique.
To further understand how these networking processes function, I will take a
brief look at the section “War and Suffering” on level 1, and more extensively at the
“Memory” section on level 3 of the thematic tour. “War and Suffering” is located
between the “1914–1945” and “1945–Present” chronological exhibitions, indicat-
ing that suffering and war did not disappear after 1945. The majority of “War
and Suffering” is sequestered in a structure, which is a few feet thick and covered
in what appears to be textured dark green, grey, and black felt.²⁹ It is not readily
visible while either ascending or descending the main stairs from other floors of
the museum, and must be actively sought out.³⁰ At first glance, the section feels
like a mishmash of suffering, pain, and mourning, with little structure to make
sense of these elements.³¹ Gravestones, identification tags, the skull of a soldier
who committed suicide, letters from mourning mothers and from soldiers to
their families, diary entries and photo albums about war and genocide, and pho-
tographs of genocides, particularly the Holocaust, are all displayed next to each
other. The objects range from the Wars of Liberation (the Napoleonic Wars, be-
tween 1813 and 1815) to the twenty-first century and the war in Afghanistan. How-
ever, no actual chronology is provided. The objects show the rituals of perpetrators
and confront the visitor with real human remains in order to express the horror of
 See Johnston-Weiss 2016, 102– 112, for a detailed analysis; see also Jaeger, 2015b, 234–235,
and Jaeger 2017c, 155–156, for brief discussions of the depiction of artifacts in this section.
 The visitor must enter the showcase to visit its three subsections: “Death,” “Injury,” and “Re-
membrance.”
 The museum catalog, like the text panels in the showcase, give some idea of changes to the
concept of death during the history of warfare, for example the increasing casualties among ci-
vilians, the discovery of trauma, or advances in medical treatment (Pieken and Rogg 2012 [2011],
94–99).
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war. They intermingle representational layers of suffering and death, individual,
collective, and state remembrance and mourning, death of and caused by soldiers,
standard warfare, and war crimes. It is clear that this section cannot create a story
or even a structure by itself. It seems to eliminate all traces of historical specificity
and juxtaposes themes that are not easily compatible.
To understand why this leads to a form of structural secondary experiential-
ity, this analysis focuses on objects from the Second World War. Here, it is impor-
tant to understand that the museum is object-based. This is particularly impor-
tant in the “War and Suffering” section, which highlights individual objects
and differs from the larger display cases in the chronological exhibition and
other sections of the thematic tour. Within the narrow showcase, the visitor
can open sliding windows of parts of the display cases; the cases were built in
this manner out of reverence for the dead and victims, so that visitors must de-
cide for themselves whether they want to see these objects of death and suffer-
ing. Thus, visitors encounter only one or two objects at the same time. The first
artifact that visitors come across if they enter the cabinet clockwise is a concrete
grave marker in the shape of a crucifix, with the inscription “A German Soldier.”
The MHM’s description of the gravestone notes “German Reich, no date.” The
caption then provides a quotation by the German historian Reinhart Koselleck:
“Commemorating the dead is part of human culture. Commemorating the fallen
… is part of political culture.” Visitors are drawn into a complex situation, since
they do not even know which conflict the object refers to. Should they see com-
memoration of the war dead as a political act in the same vein as Koselleck? Or
honor all soldiers as a universal cultural act? Does the artifact relate to the Sec-
ond World War, to the First, or to a different conflict? Should one honor German
soldiers? Is this particular soldier connected to war crimes? Does the object stand
for the infinite number of unknown soldiers in war graves? How important is it
that this is a German gravestone?
Moving to the next object, a sandstone gravestone with the double inscrip-
tion of Alois Gebert and an unknown soldier does not answer these questions.
The MHM tells the visitor that private Alois Gebert “was fatally wounded on
the first day of the German assault on Crete.” If the visitor has already visited
the chronological exhibition, they will remember the photographs and artifacts
relating to explicit war crimes in Greece and in Crete in particular.³² Does this
make it more likely that the person commemorated here might be a war crimi-
nal? Or does the fact that he died on the first day of the assault likely make
him an innocent victim? Two other nearby objects are a wooden cross for an un-
 The complexity of depicting German perpetration is further discussed in chapter 7.
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known soldier who died in Narvik, Norway in 1940 and a wooden cross for Cor-
poral Hans Schell from 1945, with a swastika and runes that were used as Nazi
symbols for life and death and are still used by right-wing groups today. Visitors
can be constantly torn between anthropologically honoring the dead and the his-
torically specific circumstances of these deaths, forcing them to make complex
decisions about what death and its commemoration means in this setting.
Following this section, the visitor finds numerous artifacts related to the Sec-
ond World War. These include a letter from a mother to her son, a Wehrmacht lieu-
tenant, in which she expresses her wish that he will survive the war. However, the
son fell before his mother’s last letter was actually written, which is clarified by an
envelope with the handwritten note “Return to sender: Died for Greater Germany.”
Other artifacts include a birthday letter from the soldier Hans Stock (who later de-
serted) to his father, describing the atrocities of the war; a letter from a mourning
mother whose son just fell in Sicily, to Hans Stock, her son’s best friend; a diary
entry by a Wehrmacht soldier describing atrocities in Ukraine; a page from a
photo album that shows murdered civilians; two photographs of the pogroms in
Lviv; and the destroyed skull of an unknown German soldier in the Second
World War who committed suicide by filling his mouth with water and then shoot-
ing himself in the mouth (see also Jaeger 2017c, 156). There are no black-and-white
answers here about what death and the representation of personal tragedy mean;
who would want to argue with the mother who writes to her dead son’s friend, “I
took out an atlas [to find Palermo where her son, whose remains could not be
identified, fell] and shook my head because I have no way of bringing him
here”? There is also an unsettling video clip of a disturbed woman seemingly
lost in the German countryside, recorded by American forces³³ and a photo of
Chancellor Willy Brandt kneeling in front of the Ghetto Heroes Monument in
1970, commemorating the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. The exact constellations will
be different for every visitor, but a deep contemplation of the “War and Suffering”
section could create the urge to (re)visit the chronological section about the Sec-
ondWorld War in order to gain more historical context. There are tensions between
mourning and guilt, fighting as both duty and the perpetration of war crimes,
death as a soldier and death as a civilian (specifically targeted victims of atrocities
in particular), and the question of whether one can live with committing war atroc-
ities or experiencing war as such. These tensions create experiential structures that
only come into being through the museum’s staging of constellations and the vis-
itor’s reflection on them.
 For the MHM’s use of videography, through which the museum expresses traumatic experi-
ence through varying types of distantiation, see Johnston-Weiss 2016, 110– 112.
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One could argue that the many different retellings of war’s impact, and par-
ticularly those of the Second World War, reflect a constant working through of
the war, its losses, and its criminal nature. This is most evident in my third ex-
ample from the thematic tour, the section “War and Memory,” which covers the
whole third level of the wedge. Here, the visitor encounters thirty-six library-like
display panels that make up more than 1,000 objects that are typical of how,
who, and what is present in war remembrance. The section is – with minor ex-
ceptions – centered on German wartime experiences. The exhibition avoids tell-
ing the visitor how Germans have remembered the Second World War as a whole.
Instead, the visitor encounters stories and other forms of remembrance that to-
gether show the complexity of collective German war memory. Whether that
memory is a sufficient and satisfying way of remembering the Second World
War and of working through the past is left to the visitor to decide. The Second
World War appears in numerous display cases: for example, the war library of
General Hans Oster, who was killed because of his involvement in the attempted
assassination of Hitler on July 20, 1944, and of his son General Achim of Oster;
pictures from the set and costumes used in the Hollywood production of Valkyrie
directed by Bryan Singer (2008); posters of sentimental West German Heimat
films; a model of the courtroom where parts of the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial
were conducted in 1964 and 1965; a display case on myths of flight and expul-
sion; dollhouses that reflect the playful reenactment of the home front and the
Air War; a poster collage of post-war West German soldier films up to the
1960s, entitled “Good Private, Bad Party Member”; and record covers commem-
orating the war.
Historical museums often ignore the history of memory, despite the fact that
their exhibitions more likely influence the collective and public memory of the
war (rather than providing or demonstrating a critical historiographical under-
standing).³⁴ However, the richness of different stories seen in the MHM allows
it to further intensify secondary experientiality of the war. The visitor is confront-
ed with many questions about appropriate forms of Second World War remem-
brance and representation. Most the time, a story is only alluded to, meaning
that visitors still must draw their own conclusions beyond the general idea pro-
vided by the museum. They are challenged to ask whether the interpretations of
 A good example is the German Historical Museum in Berlin. Memory appears in the appro-
priate sections as historical facts in a specific period. For example, the title of Der Spiegel from
1965 illustrates the debate on the issue of the statute of limitation on Nazi crimes in West Ger-
many. Most museums analyzed in this study represent the past from the perspective of current
memory paradigms, but unlike the MHM they do not give the visitor the reflective tools to under-
stand how memory functions.
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the war they are viewing are accurate, which creates a wide network of connect-
ed traces that potentially allow one to deal with remembering the Second World
War.
For example, one cabinet entitled “Mass Deaths – the Glorification of Dying”
assembles so-called ‘hero letters’ about fallen Wehrmacht soldiers from the town
of Rheda that were sent to their mourning families (see also Jaeger 2019, 66–68).
The visitor is led to almost empathize with the mothers and other family mem-
bers receiving these letters and to an extent relives their trauma. The visitor is
also steered to ask, for example, whether these families believed the Nazi prop-
aganda or became truly cynical about the Third Reich. The only answer provided
is that the local committee reduced its publication of such hero letters in 1944
and stopped completely in 1945. As part of a secondary experience, the visitor
can stitch together the meaning of these facts from the artifacts and stories on
which they choose to focus. Visitors who think about suffering, mourning, and
trauma will immediately remember the letter from the mother to her son in
the section “War and Suffering.”³⁵ They might also draw a connection to the ed-
ucational station “An Honour for Mom – the Mother’s Cross in National Social-
ism.” This section holds an advent calendar in which the visitor can open twen-
ty-four drawers providing information on the role of mothers under National
Socialism and which also links together racial ideology, social ostracization,
and the National Socialist ‘euthanasia’ program.
Another cabinet displays 308 propaganda portraits on photo cards of ‘flying
aces’ and other idols (mainly pilots and U-boat captains), showing how the war
propaganda in both world wars (but particularly in the Second World War) at-
tempted to single out individual stories and heroes from the modern, anonymous
mass army. Standing opposite to this is a cabinet on the myth of the ‘Red Baron,’
the First World War flying ace Manfred von Richthofen, highlighting how the
Richthofen myth was used in Nazi propaganda films to aid in the development
of the German Luftwaffe during the early days of the Third Reich.³⁶ Active visitors
can use their imagination to understand what the notification of death, lying be-
tween propaganda and personal grief, might have been like. The section “The
Formation of Bodies” on level 1 also allows for reflection upon the role of the
individual in mass armies. The photographs of ‘heroic’ U-boat captains corre-
spond to the “Submarine Warfare” cabinet in the Second World War chronolog-
ical exhibition. There, the visitor encounters everyday snapshots of submarine
 See above.
 Similarly, two cabinets later, the visitor encounters the myth of Frederick the Great and sees
that the creation of myth and heroization also occurred during the First World War and the Wei-
mar Republic.
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crew members and is left to wonder how these relate to heroes in propaganda.
The topic of propaganda appears throughout the museum, for example in the
section “War on Film” in another part of the “Memory” gallery, which shows
film clips that range from promoting war to being anti-war, or the contrastive
section on First and Second World War propaganda in the chronological exhibi-
tion.
The MHM also challenges the definition of heroes in another display case on
the opposite side of the hero letters cabinet, entitled “Silent Heroes – Suppressed
Memories.” This highlights artifacts belonging to Lieutenant Colonel Josef Ritter
von Gadolla. Gadolla was the military governor of Gotha who was ordered to de-
fend the town at all costs. Instead, he arranged the city’s unconditional surren-
der to American troops and saved many lives. However, he was first intercepted
by SS-men before being imprisoned by the Wehrmacht, court-martialed and ul-
timately executed one day after the liberation of Gotha.³⁷ There is a group photo-
graph from April 1945, showing Gadolla together with the officers from the Gotha
recruiting office, giving the impression of Gadolla as a responsible officer that
cares for his men. There is also a newspaper announcement by Thuringia Gau-
leiter Erich Sauckel with the header “Everything for the National Socialist
Reich,” which demonstrates the Nazi leadership’s efforts to ensure continued
military engagement and loyalty. The visitor sees a photograph of the undes-
troyed Gotha; an excerpt of the military penal code that was used against Gadol-
la; a reproduction of the official notice of surrender by the city of Gotha on April
4, 1945; all four pages from the transcript of the court-martial trial in which Ga-
dolla was sentenced to death; and a letter by Weimar vicar Leo Schramm to Alma
von Gadolla informing her of her husband’s death. If visitors decide to read this
letter, they will find Gadolla’s last words: “I must die, so that Gotha can live.”³⁸
The letter gives an extremely vivid account of Gadolla’s last hours. The secondary
experientiality, which connects to the section on the last days of the war depict-
ing the Volkssturm in the chronological exhibition, is evident. The display is not
only about Gadolla as such, but structurally about the actions of Germans during
the last days of the Third Reich and the question of why they are either remem-
bered or forgotten.³⁹ These exhibits create a structural network linking together
institutions, laws, an undestroyed city, the heroic act of one man, his execution,
 This is a good example of the fact that although the MHM does not have a display case or
section that exclusively presents the crimes of the Wehrmacht; its complex role is nevertheless
present throughout the museum. See also the discussion of perpetration in chapter 7.
 These detailed documents are not always translated, making this experiential effect much
stronger if the visitor can read German.
 Gadolla was mainly remembered locally in Gotha.
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and the ideology and insanity during the last days of war.⁴⁰ They connect the
theme of heroization to the question of who is considered a hero and by whom.⁴¹
Finally, the following analysis of the chronological exhibition demonstrates
how intertwined all of the museum’s different sections and artifacts are.⁴² The
“Barbarossa” cabinet⁴³ in the subsection on the war of annihilation against
the Soviet Union serves as an excellent example of how the exhibition estab-
lishes a specific historicity (the sense of actual history) for the visitor that con-
nects to other sections of the museum. In front of the display case is a computer
terminal that plays the 1943 film clip Fahnenjunker (officer candidate) on loop,
showing a Wehrmacht lesson in which future officers learn that they will fight
a weltanschaulicher Krieg (a war based on worldview and ideology). This film
clip sets the overall tone for the Soviet Union display cabinets in particular
and for the Second World War exhibition more generally. It lasts for one minute
and nineteen seconds and runs continuously; when the audio is not muted, the
scene dominates the soundscape of most of the Second World War section. Sev-
eral anti-Bolshevist propaganda posters supplement its effect and the reproduc-
tion of the decree of the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht on May 13, 1941. The
decree states that civilians “in the East” who committed crimes against the Wehr-
macht were not to receive a proper trial, whereas Wehrmacht members were ex-
empted from any crimes.⁴⁴ Typical of the open style of the exhibition, the decree
regarding the killing of civilians is not judged; visitors are instead forced to make
their own judgments. The cabinet indicates a weak temporality, developing from
the planning and the beginning of Operation Barbarossa, to its military affairs
and the mass killings it engendered, mostly through sets of photographs and
two pages from a photo album.⁴⁵ The first set of photographs reflects the German
 Because the display cases reflect just as much upon techniques of memory as on their con-
tents, the international visitor can easily apply these mostly German memory questions to an
international context where the phenomena of heroization, mourning, war trials, consolation,
memory economy, reenactment, cinematic representation, etc. are just as important.
 See also the section “Military Resistance” in the World War chronological exhibition.
 The chronological exhibition also employs the technique of contrasting biographical tables
of different actors in the war and structural displays that contrast the two world wars. These will
be explored further in chapters 7 and 8 below.
 An initial, less detailed analysis of this section can be found in Jaeger 2015a, 235–237.
 The display case also shows a zf1 periscopic sight for the gunner of a tank to help explain the
early German superiority in tank battles. Throughout the chronological exhibition, the MHM dis-
plays the development of military technology, never for its own sake, but rather as interwoven
with the cultural developments of warfare.
 See also Hawig 2019, 80–83, for an analysis of the depiction of historical images in the MHM
and in the “Barbarossa” cabinet in particular.
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viewpoint by showcasing destroyed Russian equipment, the seemingly quick
German advancement, and distant views of Leningrad. The photographs aim
to present the layers of the campaign as seen from a German, partly propagand-
istic, perspective. Eventually, the images draw viewers closer to the actual events
and effects of the war.
Photographs of exhausted, injured, dead, and mutilated Soviet prisoners of
war are displayed, accompanied by a text contextualizing the German murder of
Soviet prisoners of war. The cabinet’s narrative closes with another set of photo-
graphs showing images of genocide from Kiev and Babi Yar. The involvement of
the Wehrmacht soldiers and Ukrainian auxiliary police in the massacre is evi-
dent in the photographs. Finally, a two-sided page of a photo album showing
the hanging of Jews in Zhytomyr by an SS mobile killing unit (Einsatzgruppe)
is highly contrastive in its selection of pictures: it juxtaposes hanging corpses
with beautiful amateur landscape photographs of the surrounding area. The vis-
itor is confronted with different constructed perspectives (the photographs seem
to be taken by German soldiers or SS men throughout). The exact relationship
between the photos is left open, but the cabinet narrates war scenes from the
perspective of ‘the eye of the beholder,’ varying between proximity and distance
and thereby creating the idea of war as all-encompassing.
The visitor gets a historical impression of the Wehrmacht’s progress and suc-
cesses, shifting from destroyed armor at the beginning of the campaign to
slaughtered human beings and human catastrophe as a result of the German ad-
vance. This arrangement leaves the visitor with no doubt that war and genocide/
the Holocaust were inseparable during the Second World War, and that it had
been planned by the Nazis from the beginning as a war of worldviews. To an ex-
tent, the visitor perceives a narrative – in a spatial rather than strictly chronolog-
ical sense – of the collective experience of the war for German soldiers, with the
photographic gaze making the effects and complexities of the war more imme-
diate and present. At the same time, the “Barbarossa” cabinet is not simply a tra-
ditional two-dimensional cabinet that represents one historical episode from a
distance, giving the visitor a structural overview of a historical phase and the op-
portunity to zoom in on specific artifacts or images. Instead, the cabinet interacts
with the concepts of ideology, suffering, and atrocities throughout the museum,
allowing, for example, the visitor to assign the pieces from the thematic “War
and Suffering” section their required historical specificity. Rather than providing
an in-depth analysis or even an evaluation of historical events, the MHM pres-
ents the events to the visitor so that they can be affected by the representation.
This approach enables the visitor to have a structural experience of the museum
space. Although this approach runs the risk of not providing enough interpreta-
tive guidance, it allows for ideas and history to be represented in close conjunc-
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tion without implying that history merely exemplifies general statements about
different concepts prevalent in war.⁴⁶
To summarize, the MHM creates a museum space that places the visitor into
a temporalized situation; the past must still be understood, and it becomes pre-
sent in light of the museum’s representation of its cultural impact on society.
This ensures that visitors are forced to reflect on the relationship between vio-
lence/war and their own personal attitudes and actions as well as the broader
future goals of human society. The museum poietically creates experientiality
through the acts of reception, connecting themes, imagination, and interpreta-
tion. It does not imitate past reality, but rather the exhibition – in dialogue
with the visitor – performs a space of data, stories, and links that characterize
the Second World War in a manifold form that integrates all parts of society.
The museum plants traces hinting at which themes might be linked with each
other. In the end, however, empirical visitors will have to find their own individ-
ual paths through the museum. The museum’s exhibition is not historical reality
to be simulated and experienced, but rather structural aspects of war and vio-
lence that maintain historical depth and specificity. Therefore, the MHM, while
remaining very artifact-based, transcends the predominantly illustrative charac-
ter of many object-based museums in producing the potential for secondary ex-
perientiality. At the same time, the MHM is constantly on the verge of demanding
too much from the visitor who could potentially become lost in its mass of ob-
jects. The exhibition clearly works to allow an intense encounter with specific
objects that goes beyond their serving as functional examples for a historical ar-
gument. It allows to an even greater extent for the use of networking effects from
which the active visitor can draw an endless number of connections that create
questions and insights about the secondary reality of war.
 Not all display cases in the chronological exhibition have the same effect as a cabinet in and
of itself. However, all allow for constant connections to be made to other parts of the museum.
The “Barbarossa” cabinet is particularly dense. Another very dense one is the display case on
the Polish campaign, as analyzed in Jaeger 2017a, 36–39. Here, the visitor can discern phases
and perspectives of a historical event, which leads to experiencing the attack on Poland as a
spatial narrative, a kind of ‘living scene.’ Documenting historical knowledge and providing argu-
ments transfer to the experientiality of narrative, since the visitor encounters an ensemble of
perspectives in the text, images, and objects without being provided with one clear interpreta-
tion or linear narrative leading toward an argumentative goal.War destroys Jewish and Catholic
life, and technological advancement cannot be seen without invoking the humiliation and mur-
der of Jews. In this display case the museum does not provide answers to questions such as why
German soldiers so easily participated in humiliations and killings. Additionally, the visitor is
drawn again into a number of other connections throughout the museum.
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5.2 The Imperial War Museum North in Manchester
The Imperial War Museum North (IWMN) in Manchester, which opened its cur-
rent permanent exhibition in 2002, serves as the second example of secondary
experientiality in this book.⁴⁷ At first glance, there appear to be many similarities
between the IWMN and the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM),
though most of these similarities originate with Daniel Libeskind’s architecture
(see fig. 16), which creates an effect of asymmetry in both museums.⁴⁸ As with
 The IWMN sees approximate 250,000 visitors a year, which is the lowest number of the five
branches of the Imperial War Museum. In 2016–2017, 251,416 people visited the museum (Impe-
rial War Museum 2016–2017, 14). Regarding fostering visitor engagement in the IWMN, see Po-
well and Kokkranikal 2014.
 Bagnall and Rowland offer a critical perspective about the limitations of Libeskind’s design
as a participatory museum (2010, 54–59). Similarly, Greenberg notes that Libeskind’s architec-
ture has made the exhibition more cinematic than theatrical: Libeskind’s “object-making vision
has overwhelmed the experience and has taken precedence over the story and the characters in
Fig. 16 Outside view of Imperial War Museum North, Manchester (Photo: Author, 2018).
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the MHM, the IWMN combines a chronological approach with numerous themat-
ic displays: six thematic silos, two TimeStacks with rotating trays and thematic
objects, the Big Picture multimedia shows, and large display objects on the cen-
tral axis of the main exhibition space. However, a closer analysis will demon-
strate that the IWMN creates considerably less historical specificity in its second-
ary narrative than the MHM while using more individual historical voices, which
suggests a primary form of experience despite its staging as secondary experien-
tiality. In other words, the IWMN functions as a hybrid that constructs new struc-
tural, i.e. secondary experiences, while relying on primary voices and experien-
ces.
Entering the main exhibition space of about 3,500 square meters, two panels
introduce the visitor to the museum’s mission. One instructs the visitor as fol-
lows: “Explore and discover how war shapes and changes people’s lives.” The
other points out that the Imperial War Museum has been assembling “a national
collection” since 1917: “Since then, it has collected thousands of stories about
people’s experiences during war and conflict.” This indicates that any individual
might find an object in the collection to which they can relate. The museum fo-
cuses on memory and personal experience, rather than an analysis of historical
fact (Bagnall and Rowland 2010, 62). It clearly balances a global mandate with
one based on national experiences, which at times strongly shifts toward the
British war experience. To understand how secondary experientiality works,
when it is based on collective primary experiences, this analysis will first com-
pare the exhibition techniques of the IWMN to those of the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum.⁴⁹ Therefore, it makes sense to start with the six thematic silos
in the permanent exhibition. These consist of interior rooms with two entrances
with open ceilings: “Experience of War,” “Women and War,” “Impressions of
War,” “Empire, Commonwealth and War,” “Science, Technology, and War,”
and “Legacy of War.”
The “Experience of War” silo is introduced with the following text: “In this
exhibition a small selection of personal stories have been chosen from the Mu-
that story” (2005, 232). Angela Loxham argues after analyzing the concepts of architecture,
space, and objects in the museum that the museum is not haptic enough: “At IWM North, the
architecture and exhibition space envisioned by Libeskind show promise but staff and object
mediation instead allow for the familiar to be powerfully reaffirmed. The affect created is dimin-
ished and the reinsertion of familiarity and comfort prevent the need for mental reflection be-
cause the habitus of the body is not challenged” (2015, 533). For further details on the
IWMN’s architecture, see its discussion in chapter 8 on the Air War.
 Both museums extensively use artwork to open up the museum experience to the visitor (see
chapter 9).
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seum’s collection to show some of the many ways in which people have experi-
enced war since 1914.” The silo focuses particularly on the experiences of prison-
ers of war, the evacuation of children from British cities, the Kindertransport
from Germany to Britain, and recruitment. The stories told here are predominant-
ly British. Except for audio stories under the headers “A Sense of Loss,” relating
to children’s experiences in the Second World War and “Pride,” relating to the
experience of homosexual experiences in the military, the exhibition uses both
large and small display cases arranged around a single story or theme. It briefly
contextualizes these stories with factual texts without interpretation; its open
style is similar to that of the MHM. For example, the exhibition includes a cluster
of exhibits on internment in the Far East from 1941 to 1945; the European theater
of war is represented through POWs – Germans in the United Kingdom – and
British soldiers in Germany. The visitor sees a coffee pot, letters, postcards,
and an apron, among other objects. The visitor is invited to pick an object and
think about its implications, such as what it would mean to parents to receive
a letter from their son explaining that he had become a POW. A wooden food
box, a copy of the Japanese Penal code, and instructions for decoding POW post-
cards make the visitor consider the reality faced by POWs in the Far East. Unlike
in the MHM, handwritten texts are not easy to read and are not transcribed. The
museum uses far fewer photographs in the silos than the MHM, running the risk
that the objects will merely become illustrative if they are not accompanied by a
clear story.⁵⁰ Such stories are narrated from an audio station. For example, Ruth
Watts was a 15-year-old schoolgirl in Berlin who one morning saw the remains of
a British airman, who had been killed the previous night. Such a vivid story can
allow visitors to empathize with the storyteller and consider what the impact of
such an experience on them would have been.
Despite IWMN’s story-rich, open approach that allows for structural constel-
lations, there are two major differences here to the secondary experientiality
seen in the MHM. First, the IWMN’s focus is on primary experiences that are
merged through different museum techniques to create structural experiences
and secondary experientiality, whereas the MHM presents a combination of sym-
bolic and structural objects, primary experiences, and photographs (among oth-
ers), requiring an active visitor to connect possible themes. Secondly, the IWMN’s
networking effect is significantly diminished. With the exception of the Big Pic-
ture Shows, the prisoner of war experience and the children evacuees are barely
present in the rest of the museum. In contrast to the MHM, the “Experience of
War” section simply seems to add further historical aspects and perspectives
 For the IWMN’s use of illustrative images see also Hawig 2019, 85.
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of the war, sorted into themes that are not part of the historic timeline on the
outer walls of the interior exhibition space. Here, it makes sense to compare
the MHM’s “War and Memory” section as discussed above to the IWMN’s third
silo, “Impressions of War,” and the sixth one, “Legacy of War,” in order to under-
stand the differences in how these museums create secondary experientiality.
The silo “Impressions of War” asks what shapes our impressions. It also
highlights the means of war propaganda and the post-war reception of conflicts,
particularly in relation to the two world wars and the Falkland War from an ex-
clusively British perspective. It is set up to look like a living room scene with
couches, a TV playing wartime news footage, bookcase-like display cases,
framed war posters that seem like paintings, and other decorative items. The Sec-
ond World War is represented on a shelf with war propaganda and in a display
case full of games including the title pages of books, comics, a spitfire bottle,
and toy soldiers. The panel description explains the fascination that many chil-
dren have with ‘refighting’ the war. Since the IWMN does not give the visitor any
information about the objects, most visitors will accept the idea of reenacting
historical war through play.Visitors are neither asked to envision concrete stories
about specific objects, nor will they understand the anthropological impact of
war. The question of what playing war means for society and whether it differs
from war to war is not asked. There is no reason for the visitor to actively engage
with or challenge the display; they merely consume these impressions. This lack
of contextualization is also evident in a wall calendar installation about war
myths. On the front side, the visitor reads a myth, e.g. “The ‘Little Ships’
saved the British Army at Dunkirk.” On the flipside, the visitor can read the ‘re-
ality,’ in which 95% of the British and French troops saved were rescued by larg-
er ships and “The ‘Little Ships’ with their civilian volunteer crews brought back
19,000 Allied troops to Britain in very dangerous conditions.” Alongside this fact,
the visitor also learns that there is mythmaking in war remembrance, which can
be resolved factually without addressing complex memory patterns. Occasional-
ly, there are objects that can trigger the visitor’s active imagination. On the coffee
table in front of the TV, the visitor was previously able to see an Argentinian mag-
azine with a title page relating to the Falklands War, which indisputably repre-
sents then-Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher as a Nazi; she is wearing a German
steel helmet with a Swastika, which created some openness about what this pic-
ture signaled – historically and today – with regard to the moral implications of
different conflicts from various perspectives.⁵¹
 This observation is based on a visit in August 2013. At my last visit in May 2018, the Thatcher
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In the last silo “Legacies of War,” the IWMN highlights the injuries occurring
in war, the effect of landmines in war zones, forced migration due to and during
the war, the re-building of Manchester after the Blitz in the Second World War,
remembrance, and the readjustment to civilian life. Stories either have positive
or negative outcomes, allowing the visitor to reflect upon the impact of war in
general. The silo covers all conflicts in which the United Kingdom has been in-
volved since the First World War. Although the IWMN’s presentation is more il-
lustrative and didactic than that of the MHM, the visitor can still develop a wide
range of thoughts about the transformation from war to civilian life. The exhibi-
tion moves chronologically from war to peacetime. Though visitors obtain a
structural experience of the effects of war, they remain directly linked to the per-
spectives of actual soldiers and wartime collectives.
The museum interweaves a number of interdependent representational strat-
egies to create an experiential space.⁵² Besides the silos, the timeline, and the
Big Picture Shows discussed below, these include large objects spread through-
out the exhibition hall, the architecture including the voids, the uneven floor,
light and temperature changes, and two TimeStacks with six rotating trays
each.⁵³ Visitors can call up object clusters from specific historical areas such
as the Holocaust or the Blitz, or themes such as “Children’s War.” The TimeStack
trays are mainly illustrative and fairly didactic; they are particularly useful for
guides who employ everyday objects in “object-handling sessions,” although
they also help connect the exhibition to different sections of the museum.⁵⁴
Whereas the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM) creates a complex
balance of historical and structural displays, the IWMN interweaves historical
themes. Its displays rely far more on the stories of individuals than those of col-
lectives and on the thematic topics are arranged in a more chronological se-
quence. This still creates structural experiences; however, it also highlights indi-
vidual memory, stories, and the overall idea of the war’s cost, rather than
anthropological elements of violence.
title and two other titles from Argentinian magazines had been removed, leaving exclusively
British sources and consequently reducing the openness of the display.
 The museum points visitors to other areas where they can learn more about certain subject
areas found in the silos and TimeStacks.
 As in other museums, especially seen in the newer exhibitions in the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum and the Bastogne War Museum, certain technologies are extremely prone to
mechanical failure. In May 2018, neither TimeStack was working, reducing their effect to repre-
senting only one topic each.
 The exception is the Holocaust tray, which connects the displayed objects to four Holocaust
survivors, see chapter 7 for further details.
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To further understand this difference, it is important to analyze the muse-
um’s timeline cabinets and displays as well as its core, the Big Picture Shows.
The museum’s chronologically ordered timeline includes one introductory and
five main sections, starting with the First World War and the section on the in-
terwar years, “Between the Wars,” and ending with the section “1990–Present:
Into a New Century.” At first glance, the exhibition’s technique here seems sim-
ilar to that of the MHM. However, a closer analysis by way of an example from
the section “1939– 1945: Second World War” reveals significant differences. The
visitor is confronted with large info panels, six glass display cases full of objects
and photographs, smaller object captions, larger posters, and some film footage.
The perspective here is documentary from above, fairly neutral, and purely illus-
trative; even ego-documents as artifacts depicting the voices or stories of individ-
uals merely serve as illustrative placeholders. The motto of the timeline is “Total
War,” written in large letters on the wall above the exhibits. The introductory text
confirms the section’s global approach, using a language full of pathos: “Global
war brings mass death and destruction. 55 million die on battlefields, in death
camps, in their homes. Millions more become refugees. Cities, towns and coun-
tryside are devastated. Societies are smattered and nations smashed. The impact
of this war is total.” The chronological panels consist of one photo, a header,
and a brief paragraph; they are also global and written in a factual style. The
six display cabinets are structured according to theater of war, with the exception
of the concluding genocide display case⁵⁵: “War at Sea,” “Land War in Europe,”
“War Effort” (i.e. home front), “Air Attack,” “War in the Desert and Jungle,” and
“Genocide” (i.e. Holocaust). For example, the cabinet “Land War in Europe,” un-
like the chronological panels, is exclusively British, as the survey panel reveals.
It vaguely mentions losses in 1940, and the D-Day landing is the only concrete
event named here. The actual cabinet displays objects such as a leather jerkin,
two steel helmets, items of personal equipment (a knife, food powder etc.), a
gas mask, a battledress blouse, a letter about D-Day,⁵⁶ a Christmas card, a
rifle, a light machine gun, a first aid kit, hand grenades, a breakfast kit, and
two smaller clusters of items.
Except for the final displays of the cabinet “Land War in Europe,” which tell
two brief stories, none of the items produce experientiality and no object seems
to automatically link to something presented elsewhere in the exhibition. The
historical specificity that allows the chronological display cabinets in the
 See also its detailed analysis in chapter 8.
 As is the case throughout the exhibition, there is no transcription of ego documents such as
letters or diaries. Therefore, whether the visitor can relate to it depends on whether the caption
provides more than an identifier and tells a short story of the document’s context.
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MHM to stage living spaces of the past does not exist in the IWMN. The items
could be from any British land operation in Europe. The ego documents can cre-
ate a certain experientiality, yet they still fulfill a primarily illustrative function.
For example, the “War at Sea” cabinet contains a letter and diary by the First Boy
First Class William Crawford who was killed on the battleship HMS Hood during
its battle with the Bismarck. Even if museum visitors are very unlikely to deci-
pher the letter or the diary, they might take away the message of the cruelty of
war when looking at the telegram informing his mother about the boy’s death.
This connects to other sections about the cost of war in the exhibition. The mu-
seum’s “Timeline” only constitutes a small part of the museum, which indicates
that the museum universalizes historically specific events to a greater degree
than the MHM.
The IWMN’s signature piece is the audio-visual Big Picture Show,which runs
approximately every hour for six to twenty-two minutes. The interior of the IWMN
becomes a 360-degree cinema, with the gallery walls and floors turned into
screens with thirty-two audio channels for a multi-sensorial experience (Ar-
nold-de Simine 2013, 114– 118). The core shows of the museum are “Children
and War,” “Weapons of War,”⁵⁷ and “War at Home” (see fig. 17). The first two
focus on a variety of conflicts between 1914 and the present, whereas the third
focuses on the Second World War and the collective British experience. The mu-
seum highlighted in an earlier edition of its museum brochure as follows: “De-
liberately thought-provoking, the shows encourage debate and discussion about
strong and often controversial subjects. The experience envelops the Main Exhi-
bition Space, surrounding visitors in a constantly changing environment of im-
ages and sound.”⁵⁸ The multiple projections of images are reflected and frag-
mented on the inner walls, especially on the void-like walls of the thematic
silos. The museum’s description continues on to note that “[t]he award-winning
Big Picture is a dramatic and engaging way to see and hear IWM’s outstanding
collection of photographs, art and sound.” The effect of the Big Picture Show on
the visitor is integral to understanding secondary experientiality in the museum.
The observation of the show is not particularly voluntary; if one is standing in
the main exhibition, one is automatically immersed in the show and it becomes
 Not shown in May 2018, when “Remembrance,” “Build the Truce,” and “Al-Mutanabbi
Street,” completed the line-up. In 2019, the IWMN presented two new shows: “Mightier Than
War,” a show, “exploring the triumph of the human spirit in times of conflict,” and “Life on
the Line: with footage from Peter Jackson’s They Shall Not Grow Old,” see https://www.iwm.
org.uk/events/big-picture-show, accessed 13 October 2019.
 Imperial War Museum 2012, 6. The latest guidebook (Imperial War Museum 2017b, 14) uses a
more measured description and spends less time on introducing specific Big Picture Shows.
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impossible to see any other parts of the exhibition.⁵⁹ The IWMN is certainly the
museum building by Daniel Libeskind in which architecture and interior exhibi-
tion are the most interwoven,⁶⁰ in contrast to the MHM or the Jewish Museum in
Berlin, where curators and design companies can use the architectural space
more freely to develop their exhibitions.
The original idea was that all visitors would continue to move around the
museum to experience many different angles of the show, although visitor re-
search shows that they tend mostly to sit on one of the interior wall benches
and watch the show passively (MacLeod et al. 2015, 319–320). For an observer
Fig. 17 Scene from the Big Picture Show “Children and War.” Permanent exhibition. Imperial
War Museum North, Manchester (Photo and © Imperial War Museum).
 The integrative design of the exhibition space and Big Picture Shows makes it hard to imag-
ine a redesigned permanent exhibition in the same museum space and building. Even more than
in other Libeskind museum buildings, such as the MHM or the Jewish Museum Berlin, the ex-
hibition space prescribes the concept. An exhibition from 2002 is becoming increasingly
dated and creates problems for curators considering exhibition and design changes. The
IWMN has reacted with minor adjustments to displays, changes to art displays (the latest addi-
tion is from 2013), and a variation of the Big Picture Shows.
 See also the design and visitor analysis by MacLeod et al. 2015, who use the IWMN to show
the values of visitor-oriented design-thinking. See also Weiser 2017, 54–55.
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who follows the effects through the whole exhibition space, new temporal con-
stellations arise when Big Picture Show images overlap with large objects, such
as a steel window section from the ruins of the World Trade Center (after 9/11), a
tank, or the large painting of a First World War soldier. The experience is struc-
tural since visitors are put in an artificial memory set-up that allows them to per-
ceive sensations and voices from the past, instead of mimetically reproducing
one collective perspective. The museum description highlights two forms of ex-
perience. On the one hand, the visitor is immersed in “a constantly changing en-
vironment of images and sound.” On the other, the museum emphasizes that it
draws on the extensive archives of the Imperial War Museum to “reveal how war
has shaped people’s lives” (Imperial War Museum 2012, 4). In other words, cor-
responding to the other elements the museum employs in its permanent exhibi-
tion, the IWMN focuses on the primary experience of individuals. As Arnold-de
Simine has analyzed in greater detail (2013, 115– 116), the visitor has difficulty
dissecting individual voices or even identifying the conflict to which images, voi-
ces, and sounds refer. Furthermore, the museum’s focus on individual experien-
ces seems at odds with the engaging and dramatic multisensory experience the
museum promotes, which produces a secondary experience.
This is even more apparent in the Big Picture Show “Children and War.”Mul-
tiple war-related noises and a collage of eyewitness voices remembering wartime
experiences from their childhood create a distinct impression of what it was like
to experience the war. The focus of the first half of the show is on the British
home front during the Second World War, supplemented by the accounts of Jew-
ish children who were evacuated from Germany to England through the Kinder-
transport and had who to endure being perceived as German enemies during the
war. A wide variety of material is mostly reenacted in children’s voices, inter-
spersed with older people remembering their childhood. The fifteen-minute
show is full of different experiences and stories described by these outsiders
in Nazi Germany, including them seeing the appeal of the League of German
Girls (Bund der Mädel), the children’s their early fascination in the first days
of the Blitz with hiding in a bunker, the loss of parents in the war, their fear
of not being picked by any family during the child evacuation as well as the dif-
ferent forms of military and ideological recruitment and becoming a child sol-
dier. Alternating male and female narrators state at the beginning and end of
the show that “Every image, every document, every voice is part of someone’s
story.” This highlights that the authenticity of the material as such counts as
an overall secondary multimedia montage. The visitor only retains impressions
of particularly striking mini narratives or images.
In the second half of the show, the IWMN switches to the experiences of im-
migrant children who escaped the conflicts in Bosnia and Rwanda to Great Brit-
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ain. Since there is no explanation of the historical context in the show itself and
memory clearly dominates history, the visitor experiences a choir of voices and
images that make up a past reality. This can be very effective in emotionalizing
topics that link up to other parts of the exhibition in creating secondary experi-
entiality, whether the Kindertransport or the Blitz. It also generates a certain
amount of contrasts, for example, between the use of child soldiers in Africa
and British experiences during the Second World War, which often sound com-
paratively adventurous and exciting. The focus, however, is on emotions related
to experiences of war, which are universalized as the experiences of all children
during wartime. This is emphasized in the statement made by a child in the
show; she says that generals should meet to talk about the future, suggesting
the idea of universal peace. The show cannot inform the visitor as to why chil-
dren are particular targets in war. After all, the children are all innocent, as
one child’s voice expresses: “All we wanted to is play games and see our
friends.” The visitor is led to empathize with the idea of a child placed into a
war caused by adults through endless close-ups of children’s enlarged and multi-
plied faces that demand eye contact with the visitor.
Unlike the introductory mission statement, which points out that each visitor
can find an object or a story to relate to, the IWMN here shifts its focus from ob-
jects to a total multisensory immersion to which authentic stories contribute. As
Arnold-de Simine concludes, “[t]he museum space is converted into a spectacle
and individual visitors, who are usually isolated from each other in their muse-
um experience, are turned into a collective audience and into secondary witness-
es” (Arnold-de Simine 2013, 116; see also Greenberg 2005, 231–233). Making the
visitor part of a concrete memory community changes the form of secondary ex-
perientiality, in comparison to the MHM. The IWMN’s distantiation techniques
lead the visitor to experience direct empathy with all of the children featured
in the show. A cognitive analysis is possible if one examines the sensual input
from a distance, but is unlikely that one will immediately be able to perform
such an analysis while being immersed in the show. Unlike in the New Orleans
WWII Museum, the IWMN does not simulate a direct collective primary experi-
ence that references historical reality, but rather a constructed one that simulates
all children’s experiences of war, all experiences at the home front, or the impact
of weapons and their aesthetics as such. Visitors have no possibility to dissect
and contextualize the sources of the Big Picture Shows, as there are often no
concrete sources for photographs and other visual sources in the exhibition.
Therefore, historical sources and objects serve an overall aesthetic purpose
that immerses and manipulates the visitor.Whereas in the MHM, visitors are sup-
posed to actively engage with the large amount of material from the different an-
gles presented to them, the IWMN uses its networking strategies in part to unify
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its material into one passive experience: contradictory to the claims in the mu-
seum guidebook (Imperial War Museum 2017b, 14), the museum creates a
form of prescribed empathy.⁶¹ Although one can argue that the museum at
times sugarcoats the costs of war and follows the British tradition of viewing
war as a necessary means toward freedom and democracy, the IWMN also cre-
ates an experiential space to understand the impact of war, a hetereoglossia
of historical voices that connects war and society in a more abstract and struc-
tural sense.
5.3 The Topography of Terror in Berlin
The Topography of Terror Documentation Centre (Topographie des Terrors, ToT)
in Berlin opened its third and current permanent exhibition on May 6, 2010, on
the ground of the former headquarters of the Secret State Police (Gestapo), the
SS, and the Reich Security Main Office on the former Prinz-Albrecht-Straße
and Wilhelmstraße. In contemporary Berlin, it stands as a reminder of the Na-
tional Socialist government quarter, while located only a few minutes away
from the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe. It is also located between
the tourist attractions Checkpoint Charlie and Potsdamer Platz and features
the longest existing segment of the outer Berlin Wall along Niederkirchnerstraße
(formerly Prinz-Albrecht-Straße). The documentation center receives an estimat-
ed 1.3 million visitors per year, of which approximately 70 percent are interna-
tional visitors.⁶² The institution was established with a temporary exhibition in
a provisional pavilion, as part of (West) Berlin’s 750th anniversary celebration
in 1987.⁶³ The Foundation of the Topography of Terror was established in 1992,
and in 1997, the second exhibition moved into the moat under the remaining
piece of the Berlin Wall. It endured two failed architectural competitions and
 The Big Picture Show “Truce” requires the most active visitors, since they are confronted
with five identifiable voices from the conflicts/wars in Sierra Leone, Kosovo, Iraq, Northern Ire-
land, and El Salvador. The five individuals have very diverse experiences of how truce-building
processes worked for them personally, which creates an openness and tension to which the vis-
itor can actively react.
 For visitors in 2018 see the ToT’s website https://www.topographie.de/en/topography-of-
terror/, accessed 13 October 2019. For the international visitors in 2017 see Schulz 2018. Since the
ToT does not charge an admission fee and many visitors only visit the outdoor exhibition in the
moat, these numbers are estimates.
 See for its history, Haß 2012 and Till 2005, especially 63– 152. See also the catalog of the first
exhibition Rürup 2002 (1987) and Seiter 2017.
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has a strong history of activist interventions,⁶⁴ marking it as a site of political
contention.⁶⁵ After the construction of the building by the second competition’s
winner, the Swiss architect Peter Zumthor, was stopped in 2004,⁶⁶ a third archi-
tectural competition was won by architect Ursula Wilms and landscape architect
Heinz W. Hallmann. The buildings and grounds were then finally completed in
2010 with a far less emotionalizing and more pragmatic building. Its metallic fa-
cade is intentionally understated so that visitors can focus on the contents of the
exhibitions and the traces of the landscape.⁶⁷
At first glance, the ToT seems to be out place in the list of permanent exhi-
bitions analyzed in this book. It is a documentation center rather than a histor-
ical or memorial museum, as discussed above, and its mission seems to avoid
strong narratives and immersion at all costs. It almost exclusively uses photo-
graphs to visualize war, with minimal audio and video footage. The 800-square
meter permanent exhibition displays a soft temporal structure by describing the
Nazi’s rise to power in section 1, institution of terror in section 2, the terror in the
German Reich in section 3, the terror in the occupied countries during the war in
section 4, and the aftermath of the war and the post-war trials in section 5. The
exhibition is organized structurally into perpetrator groups, victim groups, and
victim countries. Because of its mandate to represent the perpetrators that oper-
ated from the center of Berlin,⁶⁸ it avoids the possibility of empathy with any his-
torical people. There can clearly be no primary experientiality to re-experience,
for example through scenes, historical atmospheres, and individual or collective
perspectives. However – as will be shown – there are effects of structural empa-
 See in particular Haß 2012; see also Young 1993, 81–90. James E. Young emphasizes the im-
portance of ‘contested memory’ here, inviting “visitors into a dialogue between themselves and
their past” (1993, 190).
 See also Till 2005, 63– 105.
 See Leoni 2014. Claudio Leoni strongly argues – with reference to psychoanalytic poststruc-
turalist theory – in favor of Zumthor’s aesthetics, which he reads as a necessary aesthetic solu-
tion to deal with the unrepresentability of the Holocaust: “As a positive negation of the site and
its history, Zumthor’s building would have created a gap within our realities, a gap where the
real could have been conjectured” (2014, 117). This reading demonstrates the differences between
an emotional, non-representative architectural approach and a documentary and educational
one (which was ultimately chosen) – even if in the latter the ToT reflects on the unrepresenta-
bility of the Holocaust through its photographic montages as well.
 For the development and concept of the final building and the landscape architecture, see
Stiftung Topographie des Terrors 2011, 10–16.
 The executive director of the Foundation Topography of Terror (Stiftung Topographie des Ter-
rors), Andreas Nachama, notes that this focus on perpetrators is possible because of the many
other documentation and memorial institutions in Germany and abroad that tell the stories of
the victims (2010, 7).
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thy that confront the visitor with the collective gazes of this era through photo-
graphic montage techniques.⁶⁹
The mission of the ToT is to provide a documentary overview of the perpe-
trators and their acts of perpetration (Nachama 2010, 7). It conveys “in a concise
presentation with carefully chosen examples, fundamental information on the
headquarters of the SS and the Gestapo located on this site between 1933 and
1945 and on the crimes initiated by these institutions, their leaders, and person-
nel, which they perpetrated not just in Germany, but above all in many countries
of Europe” (Nachama 2010, 7). The exhibition highlights facts to provide evi-
dence of these historical crimes and elaborates on historical structures, deep-
ened through the use of computer stations and printed document folders con-
taining detailed background information. The photographs⁷⁰ displayed on the
vertical panels suspended from the ceiling serve an illustrative function, render-
ing subjects such as different branches of the German police and security oper-
ations, different victim groups on German territory, and crimes committed in dif-
ferent occupied countries representable.
However, the ToT employs two primary techniques to create secondary expe-
rientiality. First, similarly to the chronological exhibition in the MHM,⁷¹ but ex-
clusively based on photographs and official documents, they create mini clusters
of material, living scenes of the ‘Volk community,’ the Secret State Police (Gesta-
po), the Security Service (SD), Jews in Reich territory, Forced Laborers and Soviet
prisoners of war, and Occupied Poland, among others. These scenes only exist as
a secondary experiential museum montage; they poietically produce a visitor ex-
perience that only exists within the museum space. The ToT generally separates
its pictorial and textual documents (Nachama 2010, 6). The former are float-
mounted on panels, whereas textual historical source material is presented
through facsimiles on lecterns in front of the panels for easier reading. Inter-
spersed with the photographs on the float panels, contemporary quotations by
leaders of the regime are printed in black, and contextualizing quotations by re-
nowned academic historians are printed in orange. The clusters connect with
each other through historical and structural themes throughout the permanent
exhibition, as also seen in the MHM. The ToT uses an open style that enables vis-
itors to distance themselves from any immediate immersion or empathy with ei-
 For the empathy created by the ToT see also Johnston-Weiss 2019, 96–98.
 All photographs are enlarged facsimiles printed on the exhibition floats and arranged in
clusters of different size. They have extensive descriptive and contextualizing captions as well
as a bibliographical reference to the source of the photograph.
 As seen above in the analysis of the “Barbarossa” cabinet in chapter 5.1.
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ther the perpetrators or the victims. The visitor can further intensify the exhibi-
tion’s networking effect by actively connecting these themes to the ToT’s other
exhibitions: the 200-square meter open-air exhibition Berlin 1933– 1945: Between
Propaganda and Terror, the fifteen-station tour on the grounds of the ToT,⁷² spe-
cial exhibitions, and a specialist archive. Second, the documentation center cre-
ates secondary experientiality through its extreme focus on visualization via
photographs, which results in an aesthetic effect that emotionalizes the visitor
through repetition and montage (Jaeger 2017b, 175– 177).⁷³ The second network-
ing strategy depends on the visitor consciously or subconsciously making con-
nections that establish an emotional cluster that surpasses documented facts
and structures.
The themes that are networked throughout the museum are both structural
and historical. As in the MHM, they allow the visitor to go beyond individual
events or people, in order to understand systemic structures and provoke ques-
tions about the emergent subject matter. The ToT creates systemic networking ef-
fects through the clustering and visualization of themes such as the spectator-
ship of crimes, scenes of humiliation and discrimination – antisemitism in
particular – scenes of denunciation and deportation, crowd scenes, crime scenes
including shootings and mass atrocities, laughter, and portraits of individuals.
The latter themes include group photographs of perpetrators and/or institutions
as well as the forced assembly of different victim groups. Furthermore, these
themes are historical, with some reaching experientiality within one section in
particular, such as the persecution of Jews and the Holocaust, or the events in
specific occupied territories such as Poland or the Soviet Union.
To better understand the ToT’s networking techniques, I will first analyze the
theme of humiliation and spectatorship, followed by the theme of laughter. Af-
terwards, I will examine the clustering of concrete historical spaces by focusing
on the particular example of occupied Poland. In the section “The ‘Volk Commu-
nity,’” the visitor sees two photographs displaying a 19-year-old woman having
her head publicly shaved in the market square in Ulm, as a punishment for her
relationship with a French prisoner of war (see fig. 18). There is a small image
showing the shaving on a podium in the center of the market square, with thou-
sands of spectators surrounding the woman, and a larger close-up photograph of
 Here, the documentation center also serves as a memorial site that commemorates the vic-
tims in the prison cells of the cellar of the Gestapo headquarters, where many political prisoners
were tortured and executed. See also Stiftung Topographie des Terrors 2010b.
 See Hesse 2002 for the photographs’ tension between authenticity and ideological construc-
tion. I thank curator researcher Klaus Hesse for his detailed introduction in the curatorial tech-
niques and use of imagery in the Topography of Terror in a meeting on July 6, 2012.
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some of the spectators. The second picture depicts eager spectators, mostly smil-
ing and happily watching the scene.⁷⁴ Whether the audience was staged to pro-
duce photographs for propaganda purposes or not, the visitor comes away with
an impression of how the Nazis created their community and that the spectators
appeared to attending these events voluntarily. Visitors encounter this type of
forced public humiliation throughout the exhibition. In a photo in the very
first section, “Terror and ‘Coordination,’”⁷⁵ a Social Democrat and local counci-
lor is led through the city of Hofgeismar on an ox in May 1933. A large number of
spectators, especially young people, flank the procession. Right next to this, the
visitor encounters an image of anti-Jewish terror in Duisburg, in which SS force
three Jewish men to carry a black-red-gold flag through the city. Many spectators
are present and the exhibition ensures that visitors are able to recognize that
Fig. 18 Part of section “The ‘Volk Community.’” Interior permanent exhibition. Topographie des
Terrors (Topography of Terror), Berlin (Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of Topographie des Terrors).
 The caption explains that the photo appeared in the newspaper the Ulmer Sturm/Ulmer Ta-
geblatt, with the caption “Thousands of faces expressed mockery and disgust.”
 “Terror und Gleichschaltung” in German.
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these images are representative of everyday life in Nazi Germany, rather than ex-
ceptional. The “Forced Laborers” section shows the public shaming of a German
woman and Polish man who had a relationship with each other in 1940 and the
head shaving of a German woman from Altenburg in 1941; visitors also see a Ge-
stapo man shearing the beard of an arrested Jew in Warsaw in 1939 in the Poland
section. In this way, visitors become attuned to how violent spectacles were en-
grained in the historical reality of Nazi Germany. Aside from these examples of
public shaming, spectators are present in images watching the destruction of
synagogues, the auctioning off of Jewish property, and mass executions. Here,
the visualization of war is performed as an implicit aesthetic montage effect, al-
lowing visitors to realize how public and overt both discrimination and daily ter-
ror were. They experience a constructed gaze that exemplifies what could be seen
through the eyes of the public and the perpetrators.
For example, a montage depicts various phases and angles of the execution
of eleven foreign forced laborers by Gestapo officials in Cologne Ehrenfeld in Oc-
tober 1944. The five photographs first depict a large crowd watching the scene.
The largest central picture of the cluster captures the moment directly after
the execution. In the forefront of the photograph, visitors see the back or side
views of the Gestapo officials. Behind the corpses, spectators leave the scene.
Two documents in front of this photomontage allow visitors to dive further
into the event’s factual context. One document is the testimony of an eyewitness
in an investigation by the Cologne public prosecutor’s office in 1967, the other an
interview protocol with a Gestapo member on his participation in the hanging in
1969. The case against him was dropped since it could not be disproved that he
believed that the men had been lawfully sentenced at the time, but it is clear that
the legality of the hanging was in doubt. The documents also complicate the per-
petrator gaze, which visitors replicate by looking at the photographs. On the one
hand, this adds the perspective of West Germany’s legal system, and on the
other, visitors are directly confronted with both the voice of a possible perpetra-
tor and that of a spectator-bystander. The spectator says that he cannot comment
on what the crowd was thinking, since everybody was too afraid to state their
opinion openly. There is also no indication of whether people were forced to
watch the execution as deterrence or watched voluntarily out of curiosity.⁷⁶
 Visitors can find the full set of sixteen photographs of the execution in Ehrenfeld of the cor-
responding computer station “Persecution and Extermination in the German Reich” to the side
of section 3. Visitors looking for in-depth material can read a photo story that provides consid-
erable evidence of how ordinary Germans witnessed crimes in Germany, allowing the visitors to
feel challenged to reflect on their own observer positions. Similarly the computer station pro-
vides picture stories of numerous deportations of Jews, particularly the one in Lörrach in Octo-
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The ToT restricts itself to an informational, factual description with the effect
that the visitor experiences the reality of spectatorship and of terror in the last
days of the regime. Further reflection depends on the visitors’ background. Inter-
national visitors might assume all Gestapo or policemen shown are automatical-
ly guilty and simply could not be prosecuted. The brutality and public nature of
these examples constructs a public gaze. It challenges the visitor to emotionally
react to the picture and to self-reflexively take a stand against the humiliations
and atrocities on display. One could react similarly to the German public witness-
ing of different kinds of discrimination throughout the war and the National So-
cialist regime.⁷⁷ Whereas the museum avoids any opportunity for the visitor to
identify or sympathize with perpetrators, the aesthetic effect of the Ehrenfeld
cluster and the repetition of numerous scenes of humiliation and spectatorship
throughout the exhibition forces visitors to reflect on how they may have be-
haved in a similar situation.Visitors also become bystanders to these events, em-
ulating the historical spectators. Michaela Dixon has described the tension be-
tween experiencing the gaze and reflecting on its subjectivity as textual or
explicit focalization. She argues that perpetrator sites such as the ToT use “ex-
plicit focalisation, […] in the sense that the identity of the perpetrator focaliser
is openly acknowledged and clearly marked, which exposes his/her subjectivity
and potentially undermines his/her reliability, thereby mitigating the influence
of the perpetrator focaliser on the visitor” (Dixon 2017, 246–247). This does
not explain why high profile perpetrators did what they did, but visitors can
come close to an experiential feeling of the ‘Volk community’ and the structures
and actions emerging from it. Their contexts differ; however, through repetition
visitors can understand how intense this climate of humiliating ‘otherness’ was.
This clearly cannot be attributed to individual perpetrators, but can be experi-
enced instead as a systematic structure. This also demonstrates that those read-
ings of the ToT that argue that its exhibition exclusively assembles facts and
documents and lacks a master narrative structure or clear thesis⁷⁸ overlook the
secondary experientiality the exhibition produces.
ber 1940, depicting victims, perpetrators, and observers/spectators. See for further context Na-
chama and Hesse 2015 (2011).
 See Springer 2002 for the complex relationship between propaganda and private photogra-
phy under National Socialism.
 See for example the otherwise very intelligent reading by Jens Bisky (2010). Bisky argues –
correctly – that the ToT at best provides “traces” of the debates in historiography and society
about German perpetrators and National Socialism and does not engage with the historiography
and remembrance culture of the GDR.
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Another networking motif that is predominant throughout the exhibitions is
laughter. Bystanders or perpetrators constantly – partly staged for portrait pur-
poses – seem to either enjoy the pain and humiliation of others or seem to
love and enjoy life despite the horrors around them. The most iconic photograph
in this vein, displayed in almost every Holocaust exhibition opened in the last
decade, is a group portrait of laughing SS female auxiliaries and SS men from
the Auschwitz concentration camp at the SS retreat Sola-Hütte. It is clustered
with three other images of smiling and relaxing SS men in the idyllic mountain
retreat, including Auschwitz camp doctor Josef Mengele and Auschwitz comman-
dant Rudolf Höß; all taken in late summer 1944. These images all stem from the
so-called ‘Höcker album’ that was given to the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum in 2007 (Busch et al. 2016). In the section on the Reich SS Leader and
Himmler’s SS State, there is an undated private group photo of a dozen celebrat-
ing Waffen-SS members holding beer bottles. Regarding the large number of
group photographs in the exhibition, it is important for visitors to understand
that, on the one hand, they see staged pictures of smiling Germans working
for the Nationalist Socialist system and committing crimes; and on the other
hand, they see anonymous victim groups being deported and punished from
the perpetrators’ perspective.War and atrocities manifest themselves as aesthetic
impressions on the visitor and as a cognitive challenge: why do we see photo-
graphs of laughter? Is it sadistic enjoyment of violence or a coping mechanism?
Or both?
This eerie effect is further intensified in the section on terror in the occupied
Soviet Union. One large panel displays a group portrait of nine members of Ein-
satzgruppe B (mobile killing squad B) with three local women working for the
Gestapo in its center, presumably taken in late summer 1941. Above the picture,
a quotation from an activity report reads “On 7.28.: large scale operation in Rus-
sian ghetto in Minsk. 6,000 Jews are taken to the pit. On 7.29.: 3,000 German Jews
are taken to the pit. The days that followed were again filled with weapon clean-
ing and equipment repairs.” The ToT stages the contrast between mass killing
and everyday routines. The motif of ‘laughter’ in the middle of one genocidal
photo of war crimes after another provokes visitors to reflect upon the possibility
of laughing in the face of committing or observing atrocities. A final related pic-
ture in the section on occupied France, displays an energetically looking and
smiling Reinhard Heydrich at the airport Le Bourget in Paris in May 1942. The
string of smiles extends from that of the ordinary citizen and bystander, to
those of the groups of men involved in the killings, to that of one of the main
perpetrators.
As already indicated above, the ToT also creates clusters similar to the dis-
play cases in the chronological exhibition of the Bundeswehr Military History
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Museum. For example, the cluster about terror against the German Jews displays
the process of creating and distributing antisemitic propaganda; to the passive
observation of burning synagogues and public spectacles such as the burning
of furnishings at the marketplace; to a carnival float with a dragon swallowing
Jews (as “Judenfresser”); to public deportations. The effect of the increasing vio-
lence and exclusion of Jews from German society is again supplemented by nu-
merous document facsimiles, several quotations, an introductory text, and a
timeline. The section on German Jews connects to all the other sections of the
ToT. This allows the visitor to have an abstract experience of how a group be-
comes socially ostracized and then annihilated, and how this was – at least pas-
sively – accepted by many Germans in the case of the Jews.
The two sections on Poland and the Soviet Union in the fourth chapter of the
exhibition on terror in the occupied territories seem to be the culmination of the
ToT’s experientiality of terror and violence. The Poland section (see fig. 19) dem-
onstrates how the documentation center visualizes the period of terror and occu-
pation through photographs supplemented by contextualizing text elements. In
Fig. 19 Right half of section “Poland: 1939–1945.” Interior permanent exhibition. Topographie
des Terrors (Topography of Terror), Berlin (Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of Topographie des
Terrors).
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doing so, it creates a secondary experientiality of how terror functioned in Po-
land. The section consists of two side-panels, a long panel between them, and
two lecterns holding supporting documents. The left panel contains an approx-
imately 250-word text about Hitler’s policies to create an Eastern Imperium, the
measures taken by Germans to reorganize Polish territory, the persecution and
murder of the Polish elite and the Polish Jews, and the Warsaw Uprising. The
other two panels contain four historical quotations, three by SS leaders and
staff, and a comment by a Wehrmacht General critical of a bestialization of
the German police forces. The middle panel begins at the top left with a quota-
tion by the head of the Staff Office of the SS Security Main Office,Walter Rauff:⁷⁹
“Of the political leadership in the occupied territories at most 3% remain. These
3% must also be rendered harmless and sent to the concentration camps.” An
excerpt from Rauff ’s notes, which factually contextualizes the quotation, is avail-
able on the lectern in front of the panel. Here, visitors can understand how Ger-
man planning of occupying Poland differentiated between the intelligentsia and
the “primitive Poles.” They also can see the measures to be taken to carry out the
stated objective. Next to the quotation, the ToT displays a sequence of three pho-
tographs showing the shooting of Polish civilians by a unit of the German Order
Police (Ordnungspolizei) in Bochnia near Kraków in December 1939. Right below
this, there is a shot of Friedrich Wilhelm-Krüger, the Superior SS and Police Lead-
er ‘East’ in the ‘Generalgouvernement,’ in conversation with Heinrich Himmler,
complemented by a chart of the organizational structure of SS, SD, Security Po-
lice, and Order Police in the ‘Generalgouvernement.’ The exhibition thereby
maintains a balance between the individuals who organized and ordered the ter-
ror and the men who executed it in practice.
After the depictions of the early killings, particularly of the Polish elite, the
next quotation is at the bottom in the very center of the large panel that targets
the destruction of the Polish Jews by Governor-General Hans Frank in 1941: “The
Führer has promised me that the Generalgouvernement will be completely free of
Jews in the foreseeable future. It has also been clearly determined that in future,
the Generalgouvernement will be a German region.” The panel moves through
images of a Gestapo raid; to the public humiliation of Jews by Gestapo men
and members of the order police; to aggressive retaliations against partisan kill-
ings by Wehrmacht soldiers. On the right hand side, this culminates in the ex-
treme contrast of a bar photo showing a “sociable evening” for Gestapo officials
and SS men accompanied by a quotation from the General of the Infantry Wil-
 The large quotation attributes the origin of the sentences to Heydrich, the caption and the
full document available on the lectern to Rauff.
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helm Ulex in 1940: “The acts of violence by the police forces, which have in-
creased particularly of late, reveal a quite incomprehensible lack of human
and ethical feeling, so that one can speak quite literally of bestialization.”
Both of these views, the occasional intervention of Wehrmacht officers and the
orders that confirm such a brutalization of measures, are supported by docu-
ments on the two lecterns.⁸⁰ The panel continues with a series of photographs
depicting the public execution of Poles for alleged black market activities; an
image of the expulsion of Polish people; a quotation by Himmler on the task
of “purging all persons of alien race” as “the cardinal ethnic policy” that he
faces as Reich SS Leader; and images showing deportations of Jews to the ghet-
tos and their total annihilation in ‘Operation Reinhardt.’ It ends with two iconic
pictures of the Warsaw Ghetto and its destruction after the Uprising, highlighting
the perpetrators pictured in the photographs, such as commander-in-chief of
both the SS and the police units deployed to destroy the ghetto, Jürgen Stroop.
The Polish section creates a kind of living image of all the terror and its
agents through images and original documents. As in the “Operation Barbaros-
sa” display case in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, it has weak tem-
porality, yet the visualization of war is effective in emotionalizing the visitor.
Photography suggests authenticity, even if it is an illusion (e.g. Williams 2007,
73–75). The visitor has no way of escaping terror or its public display and no
way to avoid acknowledging the paradoxes of the terror politics in the German
Reich and in the occupied territories. This allows for an emotional experience
of a constructed past to emerge. There is no real danger of visitors replicating
the gaze of perpetrators, since their worldview will be in all likelihood too differ-
ent to do so. Since there is neither an explicit, overarching message nor a strong
narrative, the exhibition relies on an open-documentary approach – the docu-
ments and image captions guarantee that the context of the images is clear
and authenticated. The political trajectory remains open, although one can as-
sume that through the Topography’s montages of constructed-gazes, most visi-
tors are steered toward emotions such as abhorrence and shame as well as to
a potential cognitive and moral questioning of the terror. Therefore, the ToT’s
low narrativity, which clearly highlights image over text, is intriguing. On the
 There are quite a few images that show Wehrmacht soldiers participating in or watching war
crimes. However, the focus of the ToT is not on the Wehrmacht, with the effect that at times the
distanced and open style of the documentation center can lead to the experiential impression
that Wehrmacht soldiers and their leadership were less involved in genocide and war crimes
than other Nazi organizations such as the SS and the Gestapo. See also the discussion below
of the German-Russian Museum in chapter 6.1 and of Holocaust and Perpetration in chapter 7.
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one hand, it avoids the obvious direct emotional manipulations in the structural
experiences of the other examples discussed above; on the other, it almost repro-
duces the alluring and emotionally manipulative ability of photography to sug-
gest an impossible authenticity.⁸¹ Visitors are challenged to align themselves
with the gaze of the perpetrators and the ethical challenges of being confronted
with this gaze. The ToT’s visualization techniques let the visitors experience ter-
ror and war crimes structurally as secondary experience.
The fifth and final chapter of the exhibition deals with the end of the war
and the post-war era, the trials, and the fact that many perpetrators continued
their careers unhindered. It counter-balances and frames the experiential effects
of the first four chapters. At the end of the war section, the visitor encounters a
photograph of a US army truck full of arrested, suspected National Socialists to
be taken to an internment camp in May 1945. An attentive visitor could immedi-
ately connect this image, among others, to two photographs with truckloads of
people in the first chapter of the exhibition. Section 1.1 contains an image of hu-
miliated prominent Social Democrats under arrest in May 1933; in section 1.3 on
the “The ‘Volk community’,” visitors will have seen a photo of a truckload of SA
people proudly displaying the slogan “Volk Community is our Strength.” The
irony of the repetition of the truck motif highlights the manipulative aspects
of photographs and propaganda and allows visitors to interpret such secondary
experiential moments regarding the beginning and the end of Nazi Germany.
Such repetition can also encourage visitors to reflect upon the use of propaganda
in other historical eras and political systems.
 Here, one understands why McLuhan sees photography as an example of hot media (1965
[1964], 22–23; see also chapter 2.1), although museum photography can construct an intricate
tension between hot and cool media in emotionalizing its visitors.
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Chapter 6:
The Transnational
All the museums analyzed so far operate with a clear national perspective on the
Second World War. The museums in New Orleans, Ottawa, London,¹ Berlin (Top-
ography of Terror), Kraków, and Warsaw focus either on a national perspective,
or – as in Kraków – on a national space. The museums in Manchester and Bas-
togne connect the local and national to the global; the museum in Dresden con-
nects the national (and sometimes local) to the anthropological and universal. In
contrast, the three transnational exhibitions analyzed in this chapter – the Ger-
man-Russian Museum, the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, and the
House of European History – both surpass and partially maintain the national.
As seen in the discussion of the previous museums, transnational museums are
situated between strong master narratives that restrict experientiality; closed
forms of experientiality that steer visitors into cognitively and emotionally ac-
cepting pre-conceived historical interpretations, collective perspectives, and
structures; and open forms of experientiality that allow for an active visitor to
engage in the interpretation of the past. Transnational memory museums high-
light collective perspectives: if and when they employ individual accounts, it
is to illustrate collective stories and perspectives.
6.1 The German-Russian Museum in Berlin-Karlshorst
The transnational Deutsch-Russische Museum (German-Russian Museum, DRM)
in Berlin-Karlshorst features perspectives from Germany and the Soviet Union.
The DRM continues to be a unique bi-national institution supported by the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany and the Russian Federation. Its joint German-Russian
advisory board was established in 1994. The DRM also cooperates closely with
other military history and history museums in Germany, Russia, Ukraine, and Be-
larus.² The museum is located in a historical villa where, on May 8, 1945, the Ger-
 The gallery “Turning Points: 1934– 1945” in the Imperial War Museum in London (from 2014)
adds one section on the war in the East to its primarily British perspectives. The “First World War
Galleries” from 2014 have a British focus, but feature considerable global segments as well.
 For a more detailed description of the DRM’s institutional history and set-up see Clarke and
Wóycicka 2019, 81–82. Clarke and Wóycicka argue that the DRM cannot fully realize its “cultural
diplomacy potential (…) as a tool of reconciliation,” because of “the continuing salience of the
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110664416-010
man forces signed their official ‘Eastern Front’ surrender at the end of the Sec-
ond World War.³ The first permanent exhibition of the DRM opened in May
1995 (Jahn 2003). On April 24, 2013, it reopened with a redesigned and updated
exhibition of about 1,000 square meters.⁴ The current permanent exhibition is
presented in ten chapters, most of which are located on the first floor.⁵
As seen in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM) and in the Top-
ography of Terror, the exhibition uses an open documentary style that leaves
considerable room for the visitor to interpret facts, images, and objects. This
leads to a secondary experientiality operating more historically toward the sim-
ulation of collective perspectives and historical spaces, rather than the simula-
tion of abstract concepts and structures, as seen for example in the MHM. In
the case of the DRM, this includes the perspectives of Germany and the Soviet
Union. The museum’s historical focus leads to the abstract simulation of the im-
pacts of war. Like the exhibitions discussed in the previous chapter, the DRM
does not attempt to create the illusion that the past can be ‘experienced’ as
such. Instead, it simulates structural experiences that rely on the constructed
collective perspectives of specific groups. These include those of Soviet prisoners
of war, those found in the interactions between Germans and civilians in the oc-
cupied Soviet Union, or those on the Soviet and German home fronts. Herein lies
the DRM’s difference to the other museums under discussion, which either ex-
press the perspective of a nation and subgroups within a nation, or create a gen-
eral collective perspective, e.g. the victim or the soldier. In contrast, the DRM es-
tablishes a transnational effect, which allows the visitor to reflect on the
collective memories of nations and national subgroups. This also provides the
visitor with room to interpret and understand the similarities, differences, and
memory of war in the national context” (2019, 82). Germany’s prototypical cosmopolitan memory
regime clashes with the Russian nationalistic one (Clarke and Wóycicka 2019, 88–89).
 The first museum in the villa was inaugurated in November 1967 for the fiftieth anniversary of
the October Revolution as the Museum of Fascist Germany in the Great Patriotic War 1941–1945
(Museum der bedingungslosen Kapitulation des faschistischen Deutschlands im Großen Vater-
ländischen Krieg 1941– 1945).
 On the ground floor, the DRM displays historic rooms from the surrender including the office
used by Marshal Zhukkov, the surrender room, and a diorama depicting the storming of the
Reichstag from the Museum of Fascist Germany in the Great Patriotic War 1941– 1945. The
grounds outside the building remain as they were designed in 1967, with a “Victory Park” includ-
ing a memorial of a T34 tank on a pedestal and a selection of Red Army tanks and artillery.
 An installation about the memory of the war can be found on the ground floor. The final room
“Conclusion, and the Consequences of War” is located in the basement. It is evident that the
exhibition works with limited space. For the structure of the exhibition see also director Jörg
Morré’s introduction to the museum catalog (2014).
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universalities between varied national experiences. This creates the interpreta-
tive effect of experientiality that allows the visitor to compare the collective war-
time experiences of both nations, whether it be the treatment of enemy soldiers
or civilians, the will to survive, forms of resistance, atrocities, political move-
ments, societal advancement, journalism, or forms of remembrance. The DRM
uses three major techniques in employing the transnational: tangencies and in-
teractions, parallel themes and structures, and parallel collective perspectives or
spaces. The transnational allows for the expression of constellations. In this way,
the national – or other elements of collectivity comprising the national – is not
diminished or eradicated for the sake of a higher collective, i.e. the transnation-
al. Instead, the comparative approach of the DRM brings out certain qualities of
national and group identities and in doing so, expresses the transnational as
secondary experientiality. Namely, it enables the visitor to interpret the simulta-
neity of constellations, perspectives, and spaces.
The first dimension of the transnational approach is to demonstrate the tan-
gencies of and interactions between both sides. These are visible, for example, in
the first room on the upper floor of the museum’s permanent exhibition. This
room is entitled “Germany and the Soviet Union 1914– 1941,” and creates a tem-
poral structure that adheres to the Soviet perception of the war’s duration in-
stead of presenting the beginning of the war as the attack on Poland, as is the
norm in German museums. This allows the museum to highlight the Soviet-Ger-
man relationship. Specific tangencies are represented through text, images, and
objects and include the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty in early 1918, the covert coop-
eration between Germany and the Soviet military in the 1920s and early 30s, pro-
Soviet communists in Germany, and the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and its effects.
Other tangencies emerge through the ways in which one side perceives the other;
for example, the museum presents documents providing evidence of the early
roots of anti-Bolshevist ideology in Nazism, but also within Christian circles.
As a second dimension, the museum employs structural parallels between
the two countries in single exhibits or thematic sections. In the second, fairly tra-
ditional exhibition room providing a chronology of the war, for example, the vis-
itor finds not only uniforms and weapons from both sides – common in most war
and army museums – but also sections with Soviet and German objects. These
include sections such as “Injury and Death,” “Leisure Time,” and “Communicat-
ing Home.” Unlike in most war museums, this contrastive approach allows the
visitor to reflect on the simultaneities expressed by these objects – such as
field post letters from soldiers to their mothers in both countries – or differences
such in the identification case and tag from both countries. Consequently, visi-
tors have the opportunity to judge for themselves whether individual objects ex-
press a national, transnational, or universal concept.
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The most significant transnational exhibit in this room is the section on war
photography. Here, the DRM emphasizes the importance of contextualizing war
photography in three sub-sections: Soviet photojournalist correspondents, Ger-
man photojournalist correspondents, and German amateur photography.⁶ The
visitor learns that official Soviet photo correspondents had more freedom in
the actual selection of photographs chosen for publication than their German
counterparts. The museum clusters its three sections around historical objects,
partly belonging to the photographers, and the published photographs of
three photographers: Timofey Melnik, Benno Wundshammer, and Wilhelm
Meyer. A digital photo album station at the end of the display presents and cap-
tions twenty war photographs from each photographer. The museum’s transna-
tional approach allows the visitor to understand different dimensions of war
photography as well as whether it operated differently according to function
(public-private) or nation (Soviet-German). This is, of course, strongly guided
by the DRM’s selection. The private, amateurs soldier’s shots are mainly close-
ups as well as scenes from behind the front and post-battle scenes. On the
other hand, both official photojournalist correspondents have produced aerial
panoramic shots, close distance shots, and scenes shot during the battle. The
dead, prisoners, and refugees from the other side are mainly presented during
winning advances; similarly, the cost of war among one’s own soldiers and pop-
ulation is more likely to be depicted from the perspective of the aftermath of a
battle in occupied or liberated territory. Symbols of victory play a major role
in the photography from the Soviet side. Images taken from the air by Wunds-
hammer could be read as expression of German technological superiority, as
demonstrated by the cover of the military magazine Signal entitled “Stukas div-
ing on Stalingrad.”⁷ Visitors see images of German POWs from the Soviet point of
view and vice-versa and must wonder whether they had different or similar fates.
The visitor learns about how photography can be used and can thereby reflect
upon its functions, possible truths, and distortions. In this way, a structural ex-
perience is encouraged in the photography section as well as in the reading of
photographs assembled throughout the permanent exhibition.
The contrasting of collective perspectives is the third and most important
technique used in the creation of a transnational museum. In rooms 3 and 7,
the exhibition addresses the theme of Soviet and German prisoners of war;
 This sub-section also notes that an equivalent of private photography did not exist on the So-
viet side because of stricter regulations and a lack of cameras.
 The DRM also presented a special exhibition on Wundshammer as a propaganda photogra-
pher from November 2014 to February 2015, allowing visitors to further understand how photo-
graphs were produced and functioned as a medium during the Second World War (Kindler 2014).
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room 4 features Soviet territory under German occupation, while room 9 features
the Russian occupation of Germany and Berlin and the final days of the war. Ad-
ditionally, room 5, entitled “The Soviet Union in War,” and room 8, entitled “The
War in the East and German Society,” both place their focus on the two coun-
tries’ respective home fronts and civilian populations. The effect of the museum’s
contrastive technique can be demonstrated through a comparison of the two
rooms thematizing prisoners of war. The small darkened room on Soviet prison-
ers of war features an installation displaying a coat and cap of an unknown So-
viet POW with “60%,” written in large font – referring to the number of Soviet
POWs who died in German captivity (in contrast to 3.6% of West European
POWs, see fig. 20).⁸ Visitors are prepared for this topic in the section at the
end of room 1, where they enter a black cube with dimmed lights, which focuses
Fig. 20 Room “Soviet Prisoners of War.” Permanent Exhibition. Deutsch-Russisches Museum
(German-Russian Museum) Berlin-Karlshorst (Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Deutsch-Russi-
sches Museum).
 An earlier, considerably briefer version of analyzing this room was published in Jaeger 2019,
64–65.
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on German war planning (see also Jaeger 2017a, 34–35, 2019, 64). The cube com-
bines quotations from Nazi and SS leaders as well as leading Wehrmacht offi-
cers. Included here is commentary on the politics they planned to implement
in the East and eleven résumés of German leaders, including Hitler, Rosenberg,
and Jodl, who were involved in the planning of the invasion of the East. It also
contains facsimiles of German policies and directives, propaganda flyers, and a
map of grain and livestock supplies to be used to feed the advancing German
army. The cube leaves no doubt about German extermination policies and the in-
volvement of the Wehrmacht in their execution. It creates a structural experience
by simulating the visitor’s entry into the collective mind of the planning of a
campaign to destroy the Soviet people.
This secondary experientiality corresponds to the Soviet prisoners of war
room, which displays the suffering and fate of Soviet POWs through a variety of
themes: planned murders, death marches, camps, forced labor, human experimen-
tation, and collaboration. The museum presents these themes in white font, con-
trasted against the black walls of the rooms. At the top of each thematic section,
the museum provides a section header; at the bottom – as in most rooms in the
museum – a narrow strip of captioned black-and-white photographs is located un-
derneath the different display cases. The main space in-between the section head-
ers and photographs contains large quotations from German organizers, occasion-
al small display cases with artifacts and documents, some film footage, and
digitally projected photographs. The room is supplemented by the first two
audio-visual stations (out of a total of fifteen in the museum) featuring the biog-
raphies of certain wartime actors and victims, told in the voice of a third-person
narrator. This is supported by a slideshow of images and photographs: in this
case, of two Russian prisoners of war. From the German perspective, the visitor
learns about the atrocities and crimes perpetrated against Soviet POWs, structur-
ally simulating the different dimensions of these crimes. The introductory panel
is located following an introductory survey text supplying facts and numbers; it
is entitled “Murder, Countless Deaths, Forced Labor.” This panel provides details
on the commissar order instructing the Wehrmacht that any Soviet political com-
missar in the Red Army had to be executed, the killing of other military officers, of
soldiers on racial grounds, and of soldiers who were separated from their units. It
also informs about the deaths of thousands of prisoners during marches and in
camps due to hard labor and malnutrition.
The photo strip at the bottom of this panel leads the visitor from the arrest of
Soviet soldiers, to the interview of a political officer, and finally to a photo that
was originally entitled “A Jewish Commissar digging his own grave.” This se-
quence of photographs slowly establishes factual evidence of the murders. The
subsequent section is called “Deliberate Murders.” A quotation by Security Po-
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lice and SD chief Reinhard Heydrich is the focal point of the panel, supplement-
ed by numerous facsimiles of German killing policies and orders: “In particular,
the following groups must be identified: all leading officials of the state and the
party, … all former political commissars in the Red Army, … the leading people of
Soviet business, the Soviet-Russian intelligentsia, all Jews, all people who prove
to be revolutionaries or fanatic communists.”⁹ The supplementary documents
add depth and authenticity to the killing policies on display. An example of
this is a letter from Ralf Lattmann, Chief of the Army High Command legal de-
partment, to the Armed Forces Supreme Command, asking whether political of-
ficers at the company level were also to be killed; the museum also includes their
affirmative response. The photo strip depicts the arrests of people belonging to
different target groups, such as an ‘Asian looking’ Soviet POW or one with a Jew-
ish star. This allows the visitor to visualize the groups targeted for murder as laid
out in the Heydrich quotation. Another photograph shows a captured Soviet fe-
male soldier, highlighting how German soldiers loathed and often killed women
soldiers on sight. The section then shifts to partisans, death marches and mass
deaths in the camps, and forced labor. To counterbalance the perpetrator gaze,
two audio-visual stories focus on the survival of a woman and a man in the
camps and their life trajectories after the war. In summary, the museum creates
a structural reality concerning the fate of Soviet prisoners of war from the per-
spective of the perpetrators. Structurally, the visitor starts to understand the hor-
rible fate and evidentiality of the crimes committed against these POWs in differ-
ent phases. Although the DRM presents historical facts and evidence, this room
creates a structural impression of today’s cultural memory of the war. This leads
to the experientiality of German atrocities through all kinds of historical actions
and agents.
In contrast, the small room on German prisoners of war – technically the
wall of a hallway between two larger rooms – is fashioned around an enlarged
poster of German POWs and a large map showing the different internment camps
where they were held. These items are supplemented by a photo strip exempli-
fying activities and living conditions in the camps as well as numerous display
cases holding small objects such as maps, documents, and everyday items used
by the POWs. The exhibition text underscores the lack of legality concerning the
ways in which many prisoners were declared war criminals in rushed trials in
1949, in order to keep their labor in the Soviet Union. However, this text also
highlights that most of the POWs were treated in accordance with international
 Translation S.J. The text in the DRM is in German and Russian, whereas the English text con-
tains a shorter abbreviated version, so that for example the quotations are not translated.
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law. The exhibition employs a documentary representational style, and the DRM
forgoes the possibility of adding audio-visual documents on German prisoners of
war. Although this section is made up of only one display wall with two display
cases, it is significant for understanding the effect of the museum’s consequent
transnational approach: it allows the DRM to present historical differences and
universalities of POW’s suffering on both sides so that the visitor can approach
the theme from different angles. The museum renders the point at which the
treatment of POWs crosses over in war crimes undeniably clear. On the one
hand, visitors can see the hardships faced by German POWs in the Soviet
Union, but on the other, realize this treatment is not comparable to the killing
and exploitation perpetrated against Soviet POWs by Germany. One could also
argue that a transnational approach can also be too narrow, since it does not re-
flect upon the fate of other POWs and forced laborers in the Soviet Union.
This structural approach of simulating the impact of war is generally cau-
tious in creating empathy. Whereas the DRM tells stories illustrating the fate of
Soviet POWs, their voices are not focalized and instead merely reported. Why
does the museum avoid giving the victims more of a voice? Furthermore, why
does it not create a parallel room from the perspective of Soviet POWs? Clearly,
the DRM has limited space in its historical rooms. The museum could have un-
derlined the difficulties found in representing the suffering and stories of these
POWs; and it could have related to the fact that these victims had a hard time
being recognized in the Soviet Union. The DRM is even more cautious in creating
empathy with perpetrators. Their institutional and systemic involvement is clear:
the visitor observes events through their collective gaze as in the ToT, however,
no discussion about individual responsibility, guilt, and motivations beyond the
criminal campaign takes place.
The key question is whether the museum creates a transnational perspective
that merges different national perspectives, or whether it simply narrates the per-
spectives of two different states and their sub-groups. Mostly, the DRM succeeds
in doing both. While visitors learn about nation-specific narratives, the muse-
um’s transnational approach allows them to develop an understanding that
goes beyond traditional national perspectives. This is demonstrated, for exam-
ple, through the juxtaposition of the two POW rooms. Similarly, room 5 in the ex-
hibition, entitled “The Soviet Union in War,” stages the enormous collective will
possessed by Soviet citizens in withstanding the Germans, signified by their in-
dustrial effort, patriotic propaganda, partisan fighting, and the fight for survival
in besieged Leningrad. The visitor is made to understand this further both
through the radio address of Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov on June 22,
1941 that greets them in Russian upon entering the room, and through the
sound of the metronome beating in Leningrad, which can be heard in the section
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detailing the siege of Leningrad (see fig. 21). At this point in the museum, visitors
will have just emerged from the two perpetration rooms concerning Soviet POWs
and German atrocities during the occupation of Soviet territory (see also Jaeger
2017a, 35, 2017c, 154– 155). They have therefore already been experientially im-
mersed in questions of survival.Whereas a straightforward section on the Lenin-
grad siege might exclusively capture the suffering of the Russian people and
their will to survive, the transnational approach of the DRM contextualizes
this historical episode in a way that surpasses its portrayal as an isolated
event. Therefore, visitors are steered away from simply lamenting the death,
atrocities, and costs of war stemming from the siege: instead, the exhibition cre-
ates a secondary experientiality surrounding collective behavior. This transna-
tional approach prevents the simple repetition of Soviet or German wartime
propaganda and at the same time allows for genuine simulations of collective
perspectives.
In room 8, visitors are greeted by a quotation from Joseph Goebbels and an
enlarged poster depicting a woman being instructed on how to use a Panzerfaust.
This ironically expresses the desperation of the Nazi regime in the final days of the
war. It is supported by a scene from the last edition of the Wochenschau (German
Fig. 21 Section “Leningrad.” Permanent Exhibition. Deutsch-Russisches Museum (German-
Russian Museum) Berlin-Karlshorst (Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of Deutsch-Russisches Mu-
seum).
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weekly), showing Hitler honoring members of the Hitler Youth and Volkssturm in
the garden of the Reich Chancellery. More importantly however, it creates a struc-
ture running parallel to that depicting the Soviet will to survive, which the visitor
will have already experienced. At the end of the room, the visitor is exposed to the
collective fanaticism among the German people continuing to fight, despite Stalin-
grad, the Air War, and the flight from East Prussia. The visitor is also shown the
ways in which the Nazi regime manipulated these feelings among the German
populace; the mobilization of the Volkssturm is its last propagandistic step. The
first display case highlights how the Nazi regime established the belief that Russi-
ans were subhuman, and that additionally there was the need for a war against
Stalin. In order to do so, this display employs titles of publications and posters.
This helps visitors experience to a point – with reflective distance through contex-
tualizing captions and text panels – how the war of ideology developed and how it
led to the fanaticism of at least a portion of the German population at the end of
the war. The DRM counter-balances this propaganda effect with two audio stations
featuring the voices of resistance fighter Herbert Baum and his group and Meta Kli-
bansky and her family, who were deported and died in Maly Trostinets. A display
case, showing a montage of quotations by German citizens who knew about the
atrocities in the East, also acts as a counterbalance: it is evident that there was
no teleological German fanaticism. As in the room on Russian civil society, the vis-
itor can decide on how different forms of collective will and identity are formed,
how propaganda works in creating causes to defend one’s country, and how the
image of the enemy is constructed.
The last room on the upper floor depicts the liberation of Germany by the
Red Army, following a brief interlude on the discovery of Nazi crimes and
death camps. It also charts the early months of the Soviet occupation,with a par-
ticular focus on Berlin. It is almost completely designed from the Soviet perspec-
tive. The rape of German women is represented on a panel entitled “Abuses,” do-
minated by a quotation from the military prosecutors of the 1st Belorussian Army
Group reporting the arrest and conviction of a Red Army soldier for the rape of a
15-year-old girl on April 22, 1945. The museum provides an additional explana-
tion, which contextualizes both the rapes and the explicit change in policy
that occurred on April 20, 1945, asking for the ceasing of crimes against the Ger-
man civilian population and their better treatment in order to create a better cli-
mate during the occupation. In a small display case that is part of the panel, the
visitor finds four handwritten notes about the consequences of the mass rape
from the medical records of the Charité in Berlin in 1945, accompanied by a fac-
tual contextualization of the evidence detailing what data about the rapes is
known and what remains unknown. The visitor can immediately draw a compar-
ison between these displays and those found in room 4 concerning German
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crimes against Russian civilians during the occupation of Soviet territory. The ex-
tent of the parallels between these two rooms is left open to the visitor, although
the considerable difference between the German and Soviet perpetration and
suffering is evident.¹⁰ In other words, the DRM transnationally creates constella-
tions of crimes, facts, and motives without explicitly judging them. This allows
visitors to comprehend national experiences and collective national perspectives
structurally, so that a competitive memory framework can potentially be over-
come. The visitor can understand the circumstances particular to the national
memories presented; however, the poietic staging of transnational constellations
also allows for an experientiality that surpasses competition. Indeed, this expe-
rientiality adds insight that a national representation, whether commemorative
or documentary, could not achieve. Although the DRM represents a historically
specific world, it moves beyond this specificity by creating a universal experi-
ence through different collective gazes focusing on experiences, structures,
and moods. Within the limitations of its political framework (see also Clarke
and Wóycicka 2019), the museum simulates total war and supersedes national
interests in displaying the repercussions of war, despite being based on the war-
time experiences of two opposing states. In other words, it operates transnation-
ally, surpassing the nation state while displaying its continued relevance.
6.2 The Museum of the Second World War in Gdańsk
Whereas the German-Russian Museum is a bi-national museum, whose transna-
tional memory methods allow for the expression of secondary experientiality,
the Museum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ) in Gdańsk operates as a hybrid
of national and transnational museum that combines a strong master narrative
of Polish victimhood and German-Soviet perpetratorship with a secondary expe-
rientiality simulating the effects of total war. To understand the MIIWŚ’s inherent
tension between master narrative, experientiality, and transnational memory,
one needs to understand its genesis and the intense and highly politicized mem-
ory battles it has generated.¹¹ The museum was established by the state of Po-
land in 2008 and opened on March 23, 2017, after an impassioned memory de-
bate. In April 2016, the Polish Ministry of Culture and National Heritage
 Following the thesis of cultural diplomacy’s restrictions in the exhibition (Clarke and Wóy-
cicka 2019) one can certainly argue that the DRM is very cautious in presenting Soviet crimes
and perpetration, which reduces the comparative potential of the exhibition considerably.
 See also Clarke and Duber (2018, 8) for the intended balance between nationalistic and
transnational / comparative narratives.
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announced a new administrative structure, in which the museum would be
merged with another new museum. This other museum has yet to be construct-
ed, will be located on Gdańsk’s Westerplatte peninsula where the Second World
War began, and will focus solely on the events in Poland during 1939. Only two
weeks after the opening and after a year of court battles, the Polish Ministry of
Culture and National Heritage replaced founding director Paweł Machcewicz
with government protégé Karol Nawrocki. This was done with the intent of cre-
ating a more Polish, heroic, battle-oriented museum and a less civilian-based,
transnational museum – and in spite of the protests from Polish and internation-
al historians as well as the city of Gdańsk, against the Polish Federal Govern-
ment’s interference.¹² These memory battles center on whether Polish public his-
tory should follow a nationalistic-heroic trend of establishing a post-Soviet
Polish identity, or whether it should create a transnational pro-European dis-
course.¹³ At the time of writing, the majority of the exhibition remains the one
that was designed by the previous director’s team.¹⁴ However, this political de-
bate has shown how easily the narrative message of a museum and the ideology
behind it can shift according to a change in political leadership, especially if that
leadership values memory politics. The original museum can be categorized as a
 For an overview in English see e.g. Donadio and Berendt 2017; Ciobanu 2017; Clarke and
Duber 2018, 9– 12. For an English discussion of the museum’s transnational or global concept
see Snyder 2016. Former director Paweł Machcewicz (2019 [2017]) provides the most detailed his-
tory of the development of the museum, with focus, of course, on the change of directors, espe-
cially 117–227 regarding the ‘battle’ between the former director and the Polish Ministry of Cul-
ture and National Heritage and the governing Law and Justice Party (PiS). For a shorter summary
in English see the interview by Etges and Zündorf 2018 and the article by former museum re-
searchers Anna Muller and Daniel Logemann (2017); in German see Logemann and Tomann
2019. For a non-Polish source on the rhetoric of the new museum leadership, see the interview
by the German radio station MDR with the new director: “Interview mit dem neuen Chef des
Danziger Weltkriegsmuseums, Karol Nawrocki” (MDR 2017).
 Jörg Hackmann (2018, 595–596) notes that the museum was, from its beginning, a political
project; see also Clarke and Duber 2018 and Siddi and Gaweda 2019. The latter argue that “the
predominantly national (Polish) agents driving the creation of the museum in fact constrained
the transnational focus of the project from its beginnings” (258). They point out that Machce-
wicz’s appointment also contributed to the politicization of the debate around the museum
(Siddi and Gaweda 2019, 261).
 The dozen or so changes that were recognizable during a museum visit in April 2018 are an-
alyzed throughout this chapter and in chapters seven and eight below. Unless specifically noted,
this book discusses the original exhibition. See also for the new director’s description of these
changes Łupak 2017. Because of interference with the copyright of the original museum, its cre-
ators are suing the current museum management (Newsweek Polska 2018; Logemann and Tom-
ann 2019; Siddi and Gaweda 2019, 267).
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transnational narrative history museum, with elements of experiential and ideas
museums.¹⁵ The museum planners have pointed out that despite the museum’s
scenographic design and its considerable use of multimedia technology, authen-
tic artifacts – all from 1939 to 1945 – remain the backbone of the exhibition.¹⁶
The exhibition is divided into three main narrative blocks “The Road to War,”
“Terror of War,” and “The Long Shadow of War,” which are then divided into
eighteen sections varying between one and eight rooms per section.¹⁷
Comparing the transnational approaches between the MIIWŚ and the Ger-
man Russian Museum reveals a similarity in their general chronological presen-
tation.¹⁸ However, the MIIWŚ exhibition works simultaneously as a national and
as a transnational museum. It uses two angles that shape the exhibition. On the
one hand, it creates constellations about human violence and suffering, partic-
ularly of civilians in the Second World War, while also including sections on
the everyday-life of soldiers. Military campaigns remain an afterthought for the
 The museum building is located in the district of former Wiadrownia (Eimermacherhof) that
was completely destroyed at the end of war. It was designed by the architectural studio Kwadrat.
“The main building is located underground while only a leaning tower, half red brick and half
glass, extends above ground. (…) Its glass structure symbolizes the life that won over death, the
light of peace that won over the darkness of war, and finally the modern present and future that
dominates over the difficult past” (Muller and Logemann 2017, 88; see also fig. 22). The perma-
nent exhibition is presented in about 6,000 square meters on level -3, around 14 meters under-
ground (Machcewicz 2019 [2017], 75). The museum varies the size, height, and light of rooms,
which allows for numerous experiential effects that can affect the visitor emotionally: for exam-
ple, there are chapel-like effects in certain rooms on civilian suffering and the feeling of walking
through the underground of an occupied city, whose life is happening above the visitor. The de-
sign of the exhibition was developed by Tempora, the same Belgian firm that designed and man-
ages the Bastogne War Museum.
 Machcewicz (2019 [2017]), 62; Muller and Logemann 2017, 85–86. Machcewicz describes in
detail how the museum’s collection of 40,000 artifacts, of which 2,000 are displayed in the per-
manent exhibition, was established (2019 [2017] 62–75). See also the summary of the permanent
exhibition in Heinemann 2017, 458–481.
 See Machcewicz, (2019 [2017]), 37–91, for the genesis of the actual exhibition, its objects,
and design strategies. See RafałWnuk et al. 2016; Machcewicz 2011, 165– 171 for the original nar-
rative concept of the exhibition. See also Muller and Logemann 2017, 88–94 for the concept of
the exhibition. Joachim von Puttkamer (2017) wrote one of the most extensive reviews describing
the actual permanent exhibition from a historian’s point of view. He emphasizes the museum’s
ability to access the past of the war through themes instead of historical events (12). See also the
historian’s debate between Marcin Kula and Piotr Majewski (2017), who argue about the possi-
bilities and limitations of academic reflection and analysis in a narrative and experiential mu-
seum.
 See also the reflections on adjusting the exhibition concept from a thematic to a chronolog-
ical concept so that visitors can more easily orientate themselves (Machcewicz 2019 [2017], 84).
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museum. These constellations work on the European level, sometimes placing
strong emphasis on Central and Eastern Europe, and to a considerably lesser ex-
tent, a global level. On the other hand, the museum is clearly nation-based: its
dominating perspective is of a Poland caught between the two totalitarian ag-
gressors of Germany and the slightly less extreme Soviet Union.¹⁹ The majority
Fig. 22 Outside view of Muzeum II Wojny Światowej (Museum of the Second World War), Gdańsk
(Photo: Author, 2017).
 See also Siddi and Gaweda 2019, 264. The first section of the permanent exhibitions also fea-
tures rooms on fascist Italy and Imperial Japan, however since these totalitarian systems do not
affect the Polish story, they remain a by-product of the exhibition concept.
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of its museum objects and sources are Polish, which is especially notable in gen-
eral galleries such as that on Forced Labor.²⁰ It is important to note that the na-
tional perspective – in the original exhibition – is anti-heroic and based mostly
on collective suffering, particularly that of civilians. This combination leads to an
exhibition that simultaneously relies on master narratives; creates a secondary
experientiality that simulates structures of resistance, suffering and violence;
and expresses transnational constellations that create questions of whether
and how experiences are nation- and group-based, or universal. At the same
time, the MIIWŚ is able to employ new angles on the story level that have not
yet been displayed or highlighted in Polish or other European museums. The mu-
seum’s master narrative substructure prevents the exhibition from being as
open-ended in meaning as, for example, the MHM. There is a clear message con-
cerning the origins of violence: who caused it, who suffered from it (including
German and Soviet civilians), and the fact that war and violence create universal
suffering.
The visitor enters the permanent exhibition located 3 floors underground
and first reads an approximately 1000-word introductory text entitled “The
Greatest Catastrophe in History.” Its text contains all the elements that make
up the museum. It highlights the human cost and locates the cause for the cat-
astrophe in “the totalitarian regimes of Germany and the Soviet Union.” The text
goes back and forth between a universal approach outlining how “people paid
the highest price for defiance,” and highlighting the story of Poland “who
found itself in the eye of the storm.” Without attribution to any one group, the
text concludes by reinforcing the values of freedom, dignity, life, and sacrifice,²¹
which together with violence, total war,²² and suffering form the abstract con-
cepts reinforced throughout the museum. This creates a kind of secondary expe-
 The transnational parts of the Forced Labor section are exclusively expressed through photo-
graphs in slide shows. The MIIWŚ has a complex way of acknowledging the Shoah and the suf-
fering of Jews. For example, aside from the survey panel, Jews or Polish Jews are not explicitly
mentioned in section 8.5 on concentration camps. The complex balance of exhibiting the suffer-
ing of Jews and of Poles in the museum will further be discussed in chapter 7 below.
 “Now, just as then, freedom, dignity and life, for which millions of people made sacrifices in
1939– 1945, are universal values.”
 Former director Machcewicz points out that the museum uses the term ‘war of annihilation’
instead ‘total war,’ because the latter is shaped too much by Nazi ideology (2019 [2017], 79–80).
Yet this choice demonstrates a clear agency of the aggressor countries, whereas ‘total war’ as it is
used in Mémorial de Caen or in the House of European History for instance allows for a more
open forum for comparing suffering in an anthropological form. The MIIWŚ never allows the vis-
itor to forget about historically established agency and consequently, in most sections, it cannot
diversify its framework of agency.
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rientiality. The visitor then enters section A, “The Road to War,” which is com-
prised of a semicircular, darkened film theater. The introductory film exemplifies
the ways in which visitors are drawn into a two-fold narrative, which focuses, on
the one hand, on the Polish perspective and, on the other, on a transnational hu-
manist perspective. The film starts with the fragility of the order established
through the Treaty of Versailles, the threats placed on democracy, and the
drive for expansion as Italian Fascism, Soviet Communism, German Nazism,
and Japanese Imperialism threaten newly sovereign countries such as Poland.
Whereas the traditional storyline in most European museums views the Treaty
of Versailles as the first, or at least an important, step in the development of an-
other world war, the film in this theater provides the prologue to the exhibition’s
two main arguments. On the one hand, the film shows the world collapsing
under the impact of new war technology on soldiers and civilians. On the
other hand, the Treaty of Versailles is viewed as a positive force. First, the muse-
um notes that US President Woodrow Wilson adopted the idea of giving people
the right to self-determination, which fostered independent nation states. After
the end of the First World War, the formation of the Second Polish Republic
(and other new states in Central and Eastern Europe) is foregrounded and con-
sequently the treaty is represented largely in a positive light, as a creator of in-
dependent nation states: “Poland regained her freedom after over a century of
Partitions.” The MIIWŚ clearly recognizes frictions between neighboring states.
Thus, national independence is not narrated with pathos, but described in a fac-
tual way by providing a sequence of historical events.
However, the exhibition also emotionalizes its message. This can be seen in
its representation of the Russian threat, in which images are used to emotionally
support the narrative message and emotionally supplement the text’s factual
tone, reinforcing a specific master narrative and Polish national cultural memory
(see also Logemann and Tomann 2019). The visitor first sees an agitated Lenin
preaching revolution after Russia did not participate in the Versailles Peace
talks. The narrator then notes that the Soviets wanted to spread the Revolution
to the West, accompanied by images depicting a large group of fighters charging
forward with their spears out. The narrator continues: “This plan failed when
their Red Army was defeated by the Poles outside Warsaw in 1920. The young
Polish state defended its independence.” The Polish victory is shown through
footage of machine gun fire and airplanes, highlighting Polish technological ad-
vancement and civilization versus the archaic Russian troops. The film ends with
the looming threat faced by the newly independent Poland from its two largest
neighbors, Germany and Soviet Russia, who “dreamed of revenge and the de-
struction of the Versailles order.” The end of the film highlights the dangers of
totalitarianism as they unfold in the following sections of the museum,with sep-
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arate rooms on Italy, the Soviet Union, Germany, and Imperial Japan: “Over Eu-
rope loomed the spectre of the next conflict.” In summary, the opening film is
indicative of the overall museum; it creates perspectives that express the values
of Polish resistance, the Polish fight for freedom and survival against two ene-
mies who are fully responsible for the war. It does so while highlighting a system
of universal human values.
The MIIWŚ conceptualizes totalitarian societies by employing a predomi-
nantly documentary, descriptive style.²³ The visitor learns how totalitarian sys-
tems emerged in different societies, especially by example of the Soviet Union
and Germany. Emotional displays mainly use the propaganda techniques that
the totalitarian systems themselves employed. This is found, for example, in a
display in the subsection of the room “Nazism in Germany: Dispensing with Mor-
ality for the Sake of Race” entitled “The Master Race and Subhumans,” in which
numerous pages of a coffee-table book displaying images of ‘ideal’ beauty are
contrasted with propaganda photographs of the mentally ill.²⁴ Nearby, an elec-
tronic book that automatically cycles through its pages also emotionalizes the
visitor to the effects of book burnings, when a photograph of a book burning
in Berlin turns into pages from books by Erich Kästner and Kurt Tucholsky dis-
played in burning flames. Tucholsky’s Das Lächeln der Mona Lisa (“Mona Lisa’s
Smile”) appears in burning red and orange: the visitor can almost empathize
with the material object whose destruction is being simulated here.
Similar to the German museums analyzed in this study, the Bastogne War
Museum, and the Imperial War Museum North, the MIIWŚ uses documentary
techniques that establish historical facts for the visitor. However, these facts
are always placed within the narrative framework of totalitarianism creating
human suffering in total war, which furthermore identifies Poles as victims
with minor exceptions. In one way or another, Poland (and to a lesser extent
other nations in Central Eastern Europe) sits in-between totalitarian powers.
This is also evident in the experiential installation depicting a main street in Po-
land in the 1920s after the rooms about Soviet, Italian, and German totalitarian-
ism, and before the one about Japanese totalitarianism. The emotional message
of the street locates peaceful, regular life between all the oppressive develop-
ments around it: the Polish people seem to dream of traveling as one shop win-
dow demonstrates, rather than of war and dominating other groups and nations.
 Puttkamer (2017, 5) notes that the concept of the totalitarian is not problematized, but intro-
duced as a set value.
 See Heinemann 2017, 477–479, for a criticism of the lack of contextualization of graphic im-
ages in the MIIWŚ.
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Consequently, open documentation without interpretative message is – with
some exceptions²⁵ – a less important method for the museum.
The exhibition always represents texts, images, and objects within the dou-
ble narrative framework identified above. This master narrative structure be-
comes symbolically evident in two installation rooms early in the exhibition.²⁶
The last room of the section “Peace at any Price? Ideological Questions and
the Collapse of the Versailles Order in Europe” features one of the most promi-
nent symbolic displays in the museum. As the visitor leaves the area on pre-war
Gdańsk, they first see an enlarged portrait of Polish Foreign Minister Józef Beck
giving a speech to the Sejm, the lower chamber of the Polish parliament. Audio
plays continuously, featuring parts of the speech in which Beck proclaims that
Poland will not allow anyone to cut it off from the Baltic Sea against German de-
mands. The text panel accompanying this display ends on the motif of Polish re-
sistance: “This was the first time that the Third Reich’s drive to expand encoun-
tered resistance […].” Following this, the visitor sees facsimiles of the secret
protocol of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact from August 23, 1939 and then walks
through a narrow hallway, in which three large swastika banners are displayed
to the left and nine large rectangular Soviet flags to the right (see fig. 23). On
the one hand, this establishes an emotional bond between Poland in its double
role as both victim of two totalitarian powers and as first resister fighting for free-
dom. Like threatened and resisting Poland, the visitor must also walk between
the menacing symbols of the two totalitarian regimes. The visitor is dwarfed
by the two large installations and placed in the position to empathize with the
Polish role of being caught in the middle.²⁷ On the other hand, however, it is im-
portant to understand that the MIIWŚ – unlike the House of Terror in Budapest
or the Warsaw Rising Museum – also allows the visitor considerably room for
distantiation and reflection in its other rooms. Or, to put it differently, and as
will be seen below, it does not fabricate a claim of factuality as seen in Warsaw
– at least not in the original exhibition.
 For example, the original film in the final exhibition rooms and the stories of post-war ex-
pulsion and migration are fairly open, see below.
 When Machcewicz (2019 [2017], 90–91) argues that his museum follows a forum strategy,
whereas the new leadership aims for a temple museum, one should consider that the original
exhibition also closes off certain interpretive possibilities. In other sections, especially the trans-
national ones, it can clearly generate debate and more open-ended interpretations.
 The new film in the last room of the permanent exhibition plays on this metaphor by show-
ing two walls apparently crushing the Polish resister in the middle, before the Polish under-
ground state miraculously appears to demonstrate continued Polish resistance (see below for
further details).
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Wartime atrocities originate in the war’s first phase, particularly during the
Polish campaign and occupation. For example, in the museum’s third section,
“War after All,” the visitor is confronted with the immediate crimes of the Ger-
man Einsatzgruppen, early in the war, following actions of the Wehrmacht
against Polish civilians and the Polish elite: this is done through a scenic instal-
lation of suitcases, large poster-photographs, and filmic evidence displayed on a
small screen. It speaks to the museum’s reflectedness that it also reflects on pos-
sible Polish atrocities when it displays a film on the so-called ‘Bloody Sunday,’ in
which German civilians were killed in Bydgoszcz, reflecting on the construction
of propaganda and history from both sides. The next room symbolizes the begin-
Fig. 23 Corridor between Nazi Swastikas and Soviet Hammer and Sickle Flags. Permanent
Exhibition. Muzeum II Wojny Światowej (Museum of the Second World War), Gdańsk (Photo:
Author, 2018).
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ning of ‘total’ warfare in Poland.²⁸ Two rooms later, the visitor encounters the
siege of Warsaw in a small cinema, playing an original film by Julien Bryan as
it was broadcasted to the USA in 1940. Outside of the cinema, the enlarged pho-
tographs of two children are shown, among them the iconic picture of the 10-
year-old Kazimiera Mika crying over the dead body of her older sister Anna.²⁹
The short sequence of photographs underneath also depicts, among other
things, a photograph of the filmmaker consoling the girl. As exemplified in
the Julien Bryan room, the museum establishes a reality of war crimes by creat-
ing a strong affective impact on the visitor. This feeds both the museum’s master
narrative of the totalitarian onslaught against Polish freedom, and its message of
universal suffering borne by civilians in total war. The exhibition never loses
sight of its master narrative and the historical structure that total warfare was
caused by the German and Soviet totalitarian regimes. This holds true for events
such as the Air War, German and Soviet massacres of civilians, forced deporta-
tions of Polish and other people, flight and expulsion, and post-war deporta-
tions.
The museum’s master narrative also counterbalances the Western narrative
and its focus on specific events and turning points during the war in numerous
ways. The museum makers have highlighted this as major justification of the mu-
seum’s existence: many museums downplay the early phases of the war, so that
the core of the Western narrative either focuses on the German war against the
Soviet Union or on allied efforts (see also Heinemann 2017, 467). The campaign
against Poland and its subsequent occupation is more often than not a mere
footnote. The original exhibition of MIIWŚ mentions well-known heroic stories
– from the defenses of Westerplatte, the Gdańsk post office and the Hel peninsu-
la, to intelligence efforts in informing the Allies about the crimes in Auschwitz
and the development of V1 and V2 rockets, to the success of Polish soldiers at
Monte Casino and other Allied campaigns. In doing so, however, it avoids taking
a heroic or emphatic tone. Instead, its master narrative works toward underscor-
ing universal values such as freedom, dignity, and life, while allowing for a
transnational comparative framework. It is significant that Polish perpetration
can be mentioned at all: examples of which include the ‘Bloody Sunday’ display
(mentioned above); the Polish state profiting from the Munich agreement by de-
manding and receiving the region of Zaolzie from Czechoslovakia; the pogrom in
Jedwabne; and minor instances of collaboration with the Germans under occu-
 For details see chapter 8 and the “Prologue.”
 The same image without contextualization is displayed in the Canadian War Museum and as
part of a film in the New Orleans WWII Museum.
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pation. However, all cases of Polish perpetration are clearly marked as being
caused by German or Soviet totalitarianism, so that they do not affect the overall
master narrative.³⁰ Themes such as antisemitism in Poland and Polish perpetra-
tion hardly appear in the museum.³¹ Even the few examples of Polish perpetra-
tion depicted strengthen the museum’s clearly assigned concepts of right and
wrong.
In addition to the Polish narrative, the concept of total war is the second the-
matic anchor of the exhibition. The MIIWŚ highlights the suffering of civilians,
the destruction of public space, genocide, ethnic cleansing, pogroms, and effects
of occupation, resistance, and collaboration throughout the museum. It provides
clear arguments that fit its totalitarian master narrative to explain later atrocities.
For example, the museum underscores that pogroms against Jews or the ethnic
cleansings perpetrated by Ukrainians and Croatians were inspired by the geno-
cides of the Nazi regime. What distinguishes the MIIWŚ is its explicit transna-
tional sections; for instance, the air-war section highlights raids on Spanish,
Polish, Dutch, British, Finnish, Yugoslavian, Philippine, and Japanese popula-
tions.³² Former museum researchers and curators Anna Muller and Daniel Loge-
mann highlight the potential the museum offers the visitor to draw conclusions
about the mechanisms of violence and racism:
The museum invites visitors to view and ponder various moments and aspects of war; its
intent is not to commemorate the death of the innocent and heroic but to understand the
scope and consequences of rabid nationalism, racism, and intolerance. The goal should be
to settle or challenge established meanings through dialogue at the intersections of many
other discussions: about human nature, national histories, and mechanisms of violence
and exclusion. (2017, 92)
The main technique of the museum is to achieve such a dialogue through paral-
lel constellations. Indeed, it creates a unique global memory through the integra-
tion of global themes. For this global memory effect, it is relevant that – even if it
is only evident in three fairly brief sections – it also mentions Imperial Japan’s
acts of perpetration and the suffering it has caused. The exhibition also features
multimedia computer stations with simulations of maps, and brief chronological
 The memory debates and the success of the PiS (the governing Law and Justice Party) also
indicate that the majority of Polish people would not accept a stronger focus on perpetration, so
that – as seen from the memory debates in the USA and Canada – too daring of an approach
would challenge the overall structure of the exhibition.
 For the tension between perpetration and victimhood in the Polish memory discourse see
also Kurkowska-Budzan 2006, 135.
 See also chapter 8.
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captions depicting all of the war’s global theaters. The global structure of the
museum allows for rooms on civilian suffering in the Soviet Union, such as in
those on prisoners of war, which strongly emphasize the experiences of
POWs,³³ and in the room featuring the Siege of Leningrad in the section “Merci-
less War: Criminal Methods of Conducting War.”
On the one hand, the museum’s transnational approach means that the vis-
itor can compare similar themes across different nation-states, such as totalitari-
anism, the suffering during air wars, hunger, collaboration, resistance, terror,
ethnic cleansing, and the suffering caused by expulsions and resettlements
from numerous countries. The analytical question emerging from this approach
is whether it challenges visitors to find differences and variations in violence, or
whether the simultaneities between different countries simply flatten different
historical experiences toward an overarching and universal message. On the
other hand, the exhibition creates simultaneities between different topics of per-
petration and suffering. This allows the visitor to reflect on how cultures of vio-
lence emerge and what effects they have on numerous victim groups within the
framework of total war, with a particular emphasis on the suffering of civilians
(see also Muller and Logemann 2017, 92–93).
The most prominent transnational section in the exhibition is section B, en-
titled “Everyday Life during the War and Occupation: The Biggest Front of the
Second World War.” This section is arranged in two aisles, with its major part
located in the museum’s main hallway, which the visitor constantly traverses
when going back and forth between the first seven sections. The visitor encoun-
ters the final section upon leaving section 9 on the Holocaust and crossing into
section 10, “Ethnic Cleansing” and 11 “Resistance.” Section B is exclusively
based on objects in display cases and tables located in the middle of the hallway,
along with integrated monitors displaying historical photographs and brief intro-
ductory texts explaining subsections such as food rationing, travel, dress and
fashion, love, information, music, work, play, and children. It is also clear that
in one way or another, these fields affect all of the occupied nation-states. The
visitor is given no opportunity to understand the historical specificities regarding
the similarities or differences between conditions in different occupied countries.
This section also does not allow the visitor to empathize with concrete individual
perspectives. Instead, the strength of the section is to trigger the visitor’s imag-
ination and empathy for the universal human condition during wartime occupa-
tion.
 Heinemann 2017, 464, points out how depicting new victim groups in the war that were be-
fore almost unknown in Poland and in many other countries, breaks new ground.
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Unlike the “Everyday Life during the War and Occupation” section, the first
room of the seventh section on the German occupation of Europe, “Occupation
and Collaboration: German, Soviet and Japanese Systems of Occupation,” is very
dynamic, in allowing the visitor to compare the situations in different occupied
nation-states.Visitors can identify both universal and nation-specific elements in
human behavior under occupation. This section discusses the German policies in
the occupied territories and the forms and causes of collaboration. In order to do
so, it uses a blend of survey texts, display cases, computer stations with slide-
shows combining texts and photographs; quotations in large letters; enlarged
photographs and announcements; and propaganda posters.³⁴ The slideshows
help the visitor understand different dimensions of occupation. Though this sec-
tion does not challenge the general assumption that there is good victimhood
and bad totalitarian regimes, the visitor receives a varied picture of conditions
under occupation and of distinct National Socialist policies. In this way, visitors
are enabled to draw their own conclusions about how specific actions and atti-
tudes during occupation should be assessed. This is most evident in the section
on collaboration. The exhibition gives a differentiated picture of various types of
collaboration and explains possible motivations behind the decision to collabo-
rate. The visitor can decide how to evaluate the different examples and forms of
collaboration. Is it different if an existing police force collaborates with the oc-
cupier? How important is it that collaboration is voluntary? Can one demand
that everybody support the resistance? Because the MIIWŚ foregoes a moral as-
sessment, the visitor can develop questions from these exhibits. Since visitors
first learn about the various occupation policies in different countries, they
can judge whether informing on and denouncing other people is the same in
all occupied countries, or whether there are explicit differences on a case-by-
case basis.
Because the set-up of the room is fairly open, it creates interpretational op-
portunities for the visitor. For example, in the section on Polish occupation, the
visitor finds a quotation, written in large letters, on the Polish population from
Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg: “This population is an unbelievable rabble;
there are so many Jews and mixed-bloods. It’s a population that only feels
well under the whip.” The quotation serves as an illustration of German attitudes
toward Poland during occupation. Furthermore, an informed visitor can contrast
this with any lionization of Stauffenberg regarding the July 1944 assassination
attempt on Hitler. Another quotation, this time from French Prime Minister Pierre
 This section creates dynamic constellations with the resistance section later in the exhibi-
tion.
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Laval in 1942 reads: “I wish for a German victory because, without it, Bolshevism
will establish iteself [sic] everywhere. France must not remain passive or indiffer-
ent to the enormous sacrifices the Germans are prepared to make to create a Eu-
rope in which we must occupy the place we deserve.” Whereas visitors know, in
light of all the Germans crimes presented throughout the museum, that such an
opinion is factually wrong, they can consider whether such a conviction could
justify collaboration. The visitor also learns that France had very different occu-
pation conditions to those of Poland, which could explain or at least rationalize
the quotation. The transnational approach in the “Occupation and Collabora-
tion” section allows the museum to express elements of universal memory with-
in a historically specific context, while maintaining some historical specificity on
the national level. The MIIWŚ exhibits a relatively clear historical framework,
Polish cultural memory, and master narrative; however, it also succeeds in diver-
sifying historical arguments without flattening historical specificity, similar to
the MHM.
Section 11 is introduced by the sculpture-like presentation of the word
“OPÓR” (resistance), which creates an immediate connection to the word “TER-
ROR” that welcomes the visitor to sections 9 and 10 on German and Soviet terror
and on the Holocaust. Terror and resistance are thus the conceptual dichotomy
anchoring the whole museum. The resistance section is divided into five sub-sec-
tions. The first sub-section documents the roles of individual resisters from dif-
ferent countries and commemorates their actions; the second informs the visitor
about the Polish Underground state in an experiential setting; the third – mim-
icking an interior room of a house – is a transnational display of civilian resis-
tance in Europe; the fourth documents the struggles of partisans and other un-
derground operations across multiple nations; the fifth is divided into two parts
and charts various uprisings against the Nazi state. Above the entire section,
large screens with historical footage and photographs depict life under German
occupation above ground. The extremely high ceilings make this installation
quite effective. Visitors are put into a situation where they empathize with one
specific side, the underground and resistance. This works in particular for the
Polish underground state, civilian resistance, and uprisings. A more detailed
look at the civilian resistance room demonstrates a new effect created by the mu-
seum’s transnational approach. The visitor steps onto a floor littered with resis-
tance flyers, caricatures, and symbols. Different sections of the room highlight
civil resistance as the power of community, of the individual, and of laughter
as well as listening to the BBC as act of resistance. Resistance in seven countries
is represented, all of which, except for Czechoslovakia, are located in Western
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Europe.³⁵ Unlike in the occupation-collaboration section, the visitor does not ob-
tain a picture of the varying conditions surrounding resistance. Additionally, the
objective of the display does not seem to be the simple expression of universal
conditions of war. Here, the transnational approach makes an emphatic state-
ment about the possibility and effectiveness of resistance in conditions of war-
time occupation. The focus is not on German punishment, which can be found
in other sections about terror, war crimes, and the Holocaust. However, visitors
might ask themselves how they would have acted in similar situations and
whether they would have dared to defy the oppressor. While the room also rep-
resents facts on civilian resistance in many countries, the overriding transnation-
al message professes overarching support for such resistance. This has the power
to shape and confirm the cultural memory of the nations represented. An affec-
tive representational mode dominates over a cognitive one, and consequently,
the floor made up of resistance posters and the sound of BBC broadcast experi-
entially unify visitors.³⁶
The part of the museum on uprisings is even more effective regarding the
emotional staging of transnational memory. However, this exhibit seems to be
bypassed or hardly noticed by many visitors, since it takes considerable time
to immerse oneself in the presentation and there is limited space for visitors
to linger (see also also Heinemann 2017, 468). The transnational display integra-
tes the uprisings in the Warsaw Ghetto, Warsaw, Paris, Slovakia, and Prague.
Only the one in Paris was successful; the Prague Uprising is represented as suc-
cessful, but ending in disappointment, as the Red Army freed the city and not
the Americans. The introductory text highlights the motives behind these insur-
gencies – national freedom, patriotism, and vengeance.³⁷ Visitors can easily miss
the lengthy slideshow display to the right of the entrance, which includes data,
photographs, captions, factual events, and statistics concerning all five upris-
ings.³⁸ The presentation remains, for the most part, neutral and factual. Indeed,
the most interesting element is that data from the various uprisings is summar-
 The “London Calling” display also integrates illegally listening to the BBC in Germany and
Poland.
 Machcewicz highlights the intention to create transnational constellations of simultaneously
depicted countries, (2019 [2017], 85) without reflecting upon the emotional strategies and effects
deployed by the museum.
 The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising does not seem to be part of the general description. Neverthe-
less, it serves as a contrast to the other four uprisings, fulfilling an important function in high-
lighting their conceptual differences.
 The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising and the Warsaw Uprising are represented with considerably
more slides than the other three uprisings.
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ized on-screen, allowing the visitor to draw comparisons between them; this in-
corporates data regarding opposing forces, the length of the different uprisings,
their end results, and the losses sustained on both sides, including insurgents,
soldiers, and civilians. Theoretically, this allows for fascinating comparisons to
be drawn between the different uprisings. It shows, for example, that the Paris
Uprising had greater numbers and support due to Allied pressure, in contrast
to the Warsaw Uprising, which is factually demonstrated to have lacked support
from Stalin and the Russians. These numbers also elucidate the staggering losses
suffered during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising and the differences in civilian cas-
ualties between all five uprisings. It takes about twenty-four minutes for all five
slideshows to run: most visitors I observed over eight days of analysis did not
take the time to watch even one slideshow all the way through, if they noticed
the screen at all. However, this remains an excellent example of how a documen-
tary and open transnational presentation can trigger comparative thought. It is
left to the visitors to draw conclusions from this factual representation as to
the need for the uprisings.
Following the slideshow, the visitor walks through a narrow corridor into a
fairly dark space surrounded by fragmented brick walls. Eight wooden boxes,
with five functioning as seats and three as display cases, further the impression
that one has entered a provisional space. On the right-hand brick wall, film foot-
age and historical photographs (presented in slow-motion) of the five uprisings
are shown on a circular loop on two screens, with a running time of approxi-
mately thirteen minutes, supplemented by audio recordings of the voices of in-
surgents and other witnesses. Both screens are modeled to look like small garage
doors and reflect back onto the floor in the dark scenery, further disorienting the
visitor. The film reduces any documentary distance and instead further creates
an empathetic setting for the visitor. The Warsaw Uprising film moves from a jus-
tification of the Uprising and the early onset of euphoria stemming from freedom
and a new cultural life, to unease when the Soviets abandon their artillery shel-
ling.³⁹ Afterwards, the film shifts to German crimes, the recital of a prayer, and a
reflection upon the Uprising’s civilian cost: even for those who do not fight,
death appears to be everywhere. Clearly, the idea here is to allow the visitor to
empathize with the thoughts of insurgents, for example through the use of
phrases such as: “I felt that since I was alive I had a right to fight”; or, when
one sees the stern face of a Soviet soldier and Stalin in a split screen with the
 Heinemann (2017, 470) has pointed out that the Warsaw Rising Museum and the MIIWŚ dis-
play similar contents, but use very different narrative trajectories. The former depicts the abso-
lute necessity of the Uprising, the latter highlights the total destruction and devastation that it
wrought.
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text: “They stayed there and watched us die.” The final part of the film expresses
total agony and despair: “This is hope dying. The Uprising at the agonal stage.”
The right screen depicts mothers holding their children and then ruins with
wooden crosses appear on the left screen with the caption “Behind us Warsaw,
all our past and all are [sic] hopes buried in the ruins.” The camera then pans to
a destroyed Warsaw, and the text states the core sentence also seen in the War-
saw Rising Museum: “We wanted to be free and owe this freedom to ourselves.”
On the left, footage shows one man hobbling through a total wasteland.
The message is clearly mournful and depicts a feeling of tragedy; neither the
idea of the rising nor its failure is represented as heroic. However, the visitor is
led to empathize with the perspective of the insurgents and their perception of
the Uprising. Somewhere on the border between primary and secondary experi-
entiality, the MIIWŚ simulates a collective perspective of how insurgents could
have felt in different situations, in a similar fashion to the Imperial War Museum
North. The distance between the visitor and the historic perspectives is so strong-
ly reduced that an analysis of the necessity of specific uprisings is impossible:
the visitor relies on the hopes and motives of the insurgents. The montage of
the five uprisings in the film presentation and its scenic setting allows for sec-
ondary experientiality, since the visitor can understand the possible motives,
hopes, and desires of various uprisings, and whether or not they had a chance
to succeed. Here, universal concepts such as freedom, dignity, life, and sacrifice,
emphasized in the opening panel of the exhibition, emerge as structural con-
cepts staged in the museum. At the same time, the visitor receives no tools to
conduct a historiographical analysis about whether a given uprising made
sense from a strategic or political perspective. The museum stages national
and transnational cultural memories, which the visitor could interpret as histor-
ical truth. This section presents the emotional message that under totalitarian oc-
cupation, resistance and uprisings always make sense from an emotional and
moral point of view. The representations are based on individual memories
that have become collective, which is reinforced throughout the exhibition.
To understand this further, it is useful to take a closer look at the brick wall
representation of the Warsaw Ghetto Rising. Here, the MIIWŚ mixes a number of
voices: some are named as Jewish insurgents and ghetto inhabitants, while oth-
ers are Polish voices outside the Ghetto walls (see also Heinemann 2017, 469). On
the one hand, the visitor is led to understand why resistance and uprisings make
sense, even if there is no chance for an uprising to succeed: Icchak Cukierman is
quoted as follows: “For our time has come, without hope and with no chance of
rescue”; Mordechaj Anielewicz notes that Jewish self-defense “has become a
fact” and speaks of the “magnificent heroic struggle of the Jewish fighters”;
Marek Edelman reports that it was satisfying to see the Germans show fear. It
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is then made clear to the visitor how the Germans thrashed the Uprising with gas
grenades. The utter destruction they wrought is consistently counterbalanced
with the Polish will to resist. The final voice in the recording belongs to Adina
Blady Szwajger, who worked in the children’s hospital in the Warsaw Ghetto,
and highlights the total loss of life and witnesses: “But there is not a single frag-
ment of the wall that separated one third of the city from the rest. There is not a
single burnt-out house from the windows of which mothers had thrown their
children before jumping out themselves.” While this audio plays, the viewer
sees images of the completely destroyed ghetto, void of life. The transition to voi-
ces outside of the ghetto also highlights the isolation faced by ghetto inhabitants
during the Uprising.
The visitor can empathize collectively with both the Jewish people inside the
ghetto and the Polish people outside of its walls. The film simulates the devas-
tating loss of hope as well as the symbolic significance behind the Warsaw Ghet-
to Uprising. Naturally, the visitor cannot empathize directly with somebody expe-
riencing certain death in the hopeless situation within the ghetto, but these
installations simulate collective gazes that allow for a structural experience of
these uprisings and their motives, hopes, successes, and failures. The transna-
tional memory approach taken here allows the museum to bring the concrete
and constructed collective perspectives of each historical event to a meta-level.
This, in turn, lets the visitor emotionally experience the different motives behind
the uprisings that are shown. This is only possible on a secondary level: in other
words, the transnational approach of the MIIWŚ prevents the museum from fall-
ing into the trap of suggesting that the primary feelings of insurgents can be re-
experienced. But visitors are put into a position to emotionally understand the
drive behind the uprisings and why they might be emotionally and symbolically
relevant beyond any pragmatic, functional, or strategic reason.
My final example of transnational constellations in this museum relates to
flight and expulsion (Mikuska-Tinman and Jaeger 2020). The second room in
the sixteenth section “The War is Over” is entitled “Fall of the ‘Thousand-Year
Reich’: German Crimes and Population Flights.” Here, death marches from con-
centration camps, the flight from East Prussia and the sinking of the Wilhelm
Gustloff, and rapes perpetrated by the Red Army work as one cluster. The
room displays the bell of the Wilhelm Gustloff and provides encyclopedic infor-
mation on the flight of Germans from East Prussia, using a slideshow to depict
the fate of German passenger ships and Russian massacres in the region. Death
marches and the plight of Polish or Polish-Jewish women dominate the room’s
displays. For example, an artistically animated, intentionally blurry narrative
video is used to tell the story of a woman who escapes from SS guards, while
they shoot at her and her sister as they flee over a frozen lake. A similar comput-
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er animation, paired with the voice of a German woman living in Gdańsk who
was raped by the Russians, underscores the fact that Germans suffered too.
The visitor has, at this point, been exposed to German atrocities and terror in oc-
cupied Poland and the Soviet Union in previous parts of the exhibition. Here, the
MIIWŚ introduces a very original transnational frame, which both includes the
suffering of groups from perpetrator nations and gives individual suffering a
voice. One can ask oneself the unanswered question of what German or Soviet
suffering means in relation to the suffering of others: from a human point of
view, is the suffering of people from perpetrator nations comparable to the
one of victim groups? Or, given that the museum maintains a narrative frame-
work that depicts all violence as originating from the policies of totalitarian re-
gimes, is there a difference? The MIIWŚ provides a twofold answer to these ques-
tions; on the one hand, the answer lies in the master narrative as discussed:
namely, that this German suffering is self-inflicted. On the other hand, the mu-
seum expresses a perception of universal suffering that allows for a more
open comparison.
This interpretation becomes even clearer in the following section “After the
War,” with the sub-section “Great Transformation: Migrations and Borders – the
Great Powers Assigned Many New Borders.” Here, the museum integrates the
post-war expulsion of Germans with a wider framework of Central and Eastern
European expulsions and population movements. The combination of object-
based and experiential narratives through photographs, objects, video inter-
views, and atmospheric settings, allows some room for interpretation. This sec-
tion creates a secondary abstract reality in the way in which the collective impact
of expulsion on the human being, independent of group identity, can be ex-
pressed. This room’s design is identical to an earlier room in the section “Terror,”
entitled “Resettlements, Deportations, Expulsions: Hitler’s and Stalin’s Social
Engineering,” with a floor map charting migratory movements and thematic
huts symbolizing the homes that people left behind. Therefore, it is once
again situated in a clear historical-causal context, which also supports the mu-
seum’s master narrative structure that assigns concepts of right and wrong.
Nevertheless, this transnational approach allows the visitor to leave the na-
tional framework behind and to consider different conditions of hardship. The
room itself showcases this transnational technique, displaying three victim
groups and their stories in separate huts: Poles who were repatriated from for-
merly Polish, now Soviet territories in the East, to formerly German, now Polish
territories in the West; German post-war expellees from Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Hungary; and Baltic and Ukrainian expellees who had to leave their home
and resettle in other parts of the Soviet Union.Visitors are led to simultaneously
experience the loss of home and hardship during moments of departure and
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travel, without losing sight of the historical contexts that led to these population
movements (Mikuska-Tinman and Jaeger 2020). Objects allow visitors to reflect
upon the comparability between different acts of social ostracization on ethnic
grounds and different contexts for the emergence of violence. For example, a
badge and armband that Germans were forced to wear during the expulsion mir-
rors the German treatment of the Jews and other concentration camp inmates
(Mikuska-Tinman and Jaeger 2020).
The MIIWŚ is clearly able to maintain its historical specificity, while also cre-
ating and simulating structures that overcome historical patterns and precon-
ceived narratives: this allows for various forms of experientiality. The dynamic
and provoking challenge for visitors is to reflect upon whether, for example,
the aforementioned story of the death marches is comparable to that depicting
the rape of German women. This provides the opportunity for a dynamic reflec-
tion of memory. The historical framework pertaining to how Germans brought
suffering on themselves is presented, as is an examination of the human impact
of suffering and atrocities. Although the historical framework of the MIIWŚ is
closed,⁴⁰ its transnational techniques create continuous openness and challeng-
es for the visitor. Indeed, these techniques act as a form of multidirectional mem-
ory, which allow the visitor to consider and compare different agents and victims
within a certain thematic framework. This especially occurs in the installations
that avoid the universalization of national experiences and instead place histor-
ically and nationally specific perspectives in tension with transnational and sec-
ondary anthropological insights. In this way, one can see the productive effect of
this transnational approach.
The largest case of intrusion by the new museum leadership in the original
exhibition can also be seen as a warning of how easily the dynamics of the
MIIWŚ can be overwritten. In its original version, the viewer had already walked
through a Polish street in ruins directly at war’s end, indexing the destruction to
the reconstructed street they had seen in the second section. They then encoun-
tered a film installation as the final part of the museum, where two screens were
split by an iron curtain, showing iconic photographs of historical events that oc-
curred post-1945.⁴¹ Here, the museum connected past and present.⁴² When the
 With the exception of the original final film, discussed in the next paragraph.
 David Clarke and Paweł Duber (2018, 7) also discuss how the film implements a version of
Polish memory “that attempts to acknowledge both heroism and less admirable episodes in the
nation’s past.” They point to the example that the film “shows the anti-Zionist campaign
launched by the communist government of Poland in 1968, which led to 13,000 Polish Jews
(around half of the remaining population) applying to emigrate to Israel.”
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events depicted in the film reached the twenty-first century, the two screens
merged⁴³ and showed the destruction of today’s Syria, indirectly asking the vis-
itor the question: Why is this destruction, this human suffering reoccurring?
Whether this contemporary conflict has similar origins to the totalitarian ambi-
tions and policies of the Second World War remained open. However, this was
one of the first changes made by the new government-endorsed museum admin-
istration in October 2017. The new film The Unconquered is a fast-moving film,
rhetorically efficient and highly manipulative in steering the visitor toward a sin-
gular emotional response. In order to do so, the film uses the style of a video-
game to tell the story of a Poland that, attacked from two sides, resisted and sur-
vived two dictatorships. It displays two identical screens, the one on the left
providing English subtitles. A narrator full of pathos, accompanied by a dramat-
ic musical score, tells the story in such a way that nobody can miss the symbolic
meaning of the film’s images. Its heroic tone, with particular emphasis on mili-
tary success, does not fit to the rest of the exhibition. Instead, it indicates the
lack of interest from the new museum leadership in maintaining the transnation-
al theme or tension that allows the museum to create secondary experientiality.
There seems to be no open-ended questions or space for critical analysis for vis-
itors or researchers. The only task would be to find further evidence to support
the master narrative of an unconquered Poland full of valor.⁴⁴ History is seen ex-
clusively in black-and-white. All Polish people have become a single collective
and experientiality is reduced to an emphatic ideological framework.⁴⁵
 See also Machcewicz (2019 [2017], 81–82), who describes how the museum planners
changed from an optimistic European end to an ending that integrated images of the conflicts
in Ukraine and Syria and of the European migrant crisis.
 A previous scene shows two identical screens of Steve Jobs presenting the Apple iPhone 3G
to the global public in 2008, combining East and West in modern technology and capitalism.
 It seems only logical that the new still-to-be-built branch of the MIIWŚ at the Westerplatte
peninsula seems to be planned as an archeological dig for traces of a heroic and matyrological
battle of the Polish soldier. This is at least clearly the message of the special exhibition in the
MIIWŚ Seven Looks at Westerplatte, as it was presented in a special exhibition in the museum
from September 1, 2017 to September 30, 2018.Westerplatte can serve as the historical justifica-
tion and material evidence of the neo Polish master narrative of a heroic struggle won by an ‘un-
conquered’ Poland, since it survived two dictatorships. On September 1, 2019, the MIIWŚ held an
official foundation stone laying ceremony for the Museum of Westerplatte and the War of 1939 at
the Westerplatte Power Plant building. On site, the museum also (re‐)opened an archaeological
special exhibition on the same day (https://muzeum1939.pl/en/laying-foundation-stone-mu
seum-westerplatte-and-war-1939/2673.html, accessed 13 October 2019).
 For further analysis of the new movie, see the Holocaust section 7 below.
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6.3 The House of European History in Brussels
Up to a certain point, both the German Russian Museum (DRM) and Gdańsk Mu-
seum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ) create transnational memories. Both
transnational projects are have been restricted through political interests. Both
museums create gazes that examine themes and concepts from the perpetrators
perspective, including from civilian suffering, flight and expulsion, pogroms, re-
sistance, freedom, and terror. A concrete sense of national reality is mostly main-
tained in both museums: the DRM reflects contemporary historical knowledge
and national cultural memory, while the MIIWŚ comes close to reenacting the
political memory battles of today’s Poland. Both museums construct collective
perspectives, whether they relate to nations, humanity, or specific groups such
as prisoners of war or insurgents fighting occupying powers. Transnational con-
cepts, as seen above, are not automatically linked to a closed or open exhibition
format. The DRM and the MIIWŚ both use their transnational set-up to open pos-
sibilities for interpretation. Constellations emerge and visitors must decide the
degree to which these constellations point to comparability or even universality,
and whether or to what degree they indicate historically or structurally distinct
situations for different national groups and subgroups. Both the DRM and the
MIIWŚ have a strong historical basis that is connected to historical events and
also – in the case of the MIIWŚ – a master narrative. This historical basis dom-
inates the abstract and structural secondary experientiality that can be seen in
the Topography of Terror and in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum in par-
ticular.
How does this transnationalism – which allows for the comparison of multi-
ple group experiences despite a strong historical framework – compare to the
presumably ultimate ‘transnational’ museum that opened in Brussels on May
6, 2017: the House of European History (HEH)? It is located in the completely ren-
ovated Eastman Building in Parc Léopold in the ‘European district’ of Brussels.⁴⁶
The institution, funded by the European Parliament, is governed by a Board of
Trustees and an Academic Committee made up of university professors and mu-
seum experts.⁴⁷ The museum’s mission underlines that the HEH strives to be a
 The renovation and contemporary extension of the building was done by Atelier d’architec-
ture Chaix & Morel et associés (France) JSWD Architekten (Germany) and TPF Engineering (Bel-
gium). See also House of European History 2017b; Blandini 2017.
 The Board of Trustees is chaired by former President of the European Parliament Hans-Gert
Pöttering who initiated the project in his inaugural speech in the European Parliament in 2007.
For further data see the info brochure Facts and Figures (House of European History 2017b); see
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dynamic and open transnational museum. Its permanent exhibition covers ap-
proximately 4,000 square meters. Though it is not centered on the Second
World War as such, the museum makes “the tragedies of the 20th century”
(House of European History 2017b)⁴⁸ – the two world wars, the rise of totalitari-
anisms, and the Holocaust – the core foundations of the European integration
process after 1945. Its mission statement points out the fragility of peace and
prosperity: “In times of crisis, it is particularly important to develop and sharpen
consciousness of cultural heritage and to remember that peaceful cooperation
cannot be taken for granted” (House of European History 2017b). This statement
clearly connects an understanding of historical processes to their relevance for
the present and future. It also seemingly advocates for debate and openness in-
stead of closure⁴⁹ and for a diversity of memories in Europe.⁵⁰ The HEH asks the
crucial question: “Will the House of European History replace national histor-
ies?” and emphatically answers that “[t]he House of European History will not
be a simple sum of national histories, nor does it seek to replace them. The
House of European History will be a reservoir of European memory, containing
experiences and interpretations in all their diversity, contrasts and contradic-
tions. Its presentation of history will be complex rather than uniform, more dif-
ferentiated than homogeneous, critical rather than affirmative, but it will focus
on the emergence of the European Community” (House of European History
2017b). In other words, national histories and collective memories are supposed
to remain valid, but the HEH seeks to express something ‘European’ that sur-
passes any national memory. It is important to note that the concept of collec-
tive/cultural memory is extremely prominent in this explanation; at times it
seems to completely overshadow history, which is also explicitly expressed by
head curator Andrea Mork (2016, 220–221). The question that the HEH’s mission
statement circumvents is: Does the exhibition express a linear and progressive
master narrative, which automatically leads to European integration? Or is it
open enough to display tensions between a European narrative, different nation-
also Vovk van Gaal and Dupont 2012; Kaiser 2017; Mork and Christodoulou 2018. Taja Vovk van
Gaal (2018) gives a detailed summary about the genesis of the museum project.
 See also the website of the museum, https://historia-europa.ep.eu/en/mission-vision, ac-
cessed 13 October 2019.
 “History, which will give citizens an opportunity to reflect on this historical process and on
what it means for the present. Parliament believes that the museum can be a place of debate and
understanding about contemporary situations from the perspective of their historical roots and
in the light of historical experiences” (House of European History 2017b).
 “From the outset, the project has been driven by a desire to promote knowledge of Europe’s
history and to raise awareness of the diversity of memories within Europe in an open and inspir-
ing fashion” (House of European History 2017b).
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al narratives, and other narratives, so that visitors can draw their own conclu-
sions?⁵¹ Mork uses the metaphor of a “reservoir of European memory” that con-
tains “experiences and interpretations in all their diversity, contrasts and contra-
dictions” (2016, 221). The former academic project leader and current creative
director of the HEH, Taja Vovk van Gaal, and historian-curator Christine Dupont
noted in 2012: “The museum is always a ‘negotiated reality’ […] and the visitor
should be aware of the relativity of the choices. Confrontation with different in-
terpretations of history is also one of the tools that will be used to convey this
multifaceted view of European history” (46). However, the promise that the
HEH’s “presentation of history will be ambivalent rather than homogeneous,
critical rather than affirmative” (Mork 2016, 221) can be challenged with a precise
analysis of the actual exhibition, which demonstrates how political compromis-
es⁵² risk the implementation of an ambitious and dynamic museum project.⁵³
 The question of how European memory and identity can be represented in a museum led to
a flood of publications discussing the museum and its political and conceptual genesis before its
actual opening (Settele 2015; Hilmar 2016, Kaiser et al. 2014, 114– 125, 144– 152; Kaiser 2017;
Remes 2017), weighing in on the balance between national and European narrative.Weiser – be-
fore the opening of the museum – celebrates its potential for “transnational unity” (183) and for
entangled memories in a “consciously chosen unity as well as rightful diversity” (2017, 185). Dan-
iel Rosenberg, also without referencing the actual exhibition design, summarizes the project as
“a political programme that is more compatible with contemporary challenges facing the conti-
nent.” He continues that “European integration is thus seen at once as an almost determinist
process due to the unified nature of Europe, as well as a complex process due to the diverse
and multifaceted nature of Europe” (2018, 33).
 Wolfram Kaiser (2017) has provided a precise analysis of the political pressures on the mu-
seum and an analysis of “the changing constellation of actors and networks who have sought to
influence” the process of the HEH’s creation and the narratives of the history of Europe and Eu-
ropean integration. See also Huistra et al. 2014. Anastasia Remes (2017, 114– 115) also highlights
– shortly before the opening of the HEH – the inherent tension between the multiperspectivity
and openness that the curatorial team wanted to implement and the actual implementation of
narratives in the exhibition that might be close to traditional national history museums. For the
political complexities of the museum’s genesis see Borodziej 2018.Włodzimierz Borodziej high-
lights two particular points of contention: the differences between East and West and that Ger-
many’s approach to its national past that is far more self-critical than those of most other coun-
tries (37).
 The early reviews of the permanent exhibitions have been mixed. Krankenhagen (2017) and
Kesteloot (2018) have been very positive. The latter even seems to imply that all critical views of
the transnational, cosmopolitan approach of the HEH are supporters of a “renationalisation of
history” (157). For extremely critical reviews see Lutz 2019, who problematizes the universaliza-
tion of terror, and Fickers 2018, who emphasizes the HEH’s approach to Europe as a problematic
history of compromises.
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The permanent exhibition of the HEH is strongly object-based, with large vit-
rines, a number of multimedia installations, large-screen films, and some expe-
riential settings.⁵⁴ Its core feature is its lack of text or audio throughout the entire
exhibition. Instead, the visitor receives a tablet containing all twenty-four official
languages of the European Union, giving introductory descriptions of each
panel, providing object credits/brief descriptions and audio for the films as
well as deciphering the quotations coming from Boris Micka’s art installation
Vortex of History, which covers five floors in a 25-meter high metal installation.⁵⁵
Individual voices hardly appear in the museum.⁵⁶
The Second World War, the Holocaust, the totalitarian systems that led to the
war and their atrocities are central to European memory. Consequently, the war
is present throughout the exhibition: first in the introductory section on the sec-
ond floor entitled “Memory and European Heritage” where the museum introdu-
ces fourteen principles that could bind the continent together, such as “State Ter-
ror” and “Genocide.”⁵⁷ Afterwards, on the third floor (see fig. 24), the museum
begins European history with the political revolutions of the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. It then develops through the Industrial Revolution
and colonialism (see also Mork 2016, 227). Europe’s cultural memory, clearly par-
amount to ‘history’ in the HEH, is shaped by optimism about the progress of civ-
ilization in the nineteenth century; yet it comes after the abolition of slavery with
“new forms of intolerance and racism,” which are particularly evident in the ex-
ploitation and ‘advancement’ of civilization in the colonies.⁵⁸ The museum’s nar-
rative uses the idea of the degeneration of humanism to explain the catastrophe
of the First World War. This catastrophe allowed for the development of demo-
cratic forms of state in Europe following the war. The sub-narrative here is
that after the First World War a battle between young democracies and nation-
 See also the guidebook House of European History 2017a and the edited collection / catalog
on the creation of the museum by its staff (Mork and Christodoulou 2018).
 This results in the strange effect that visitors either are in danger of forgetting about the ac-
tual museum space, since reading the tablet becomes paramount, or they perceive the exhibi-
tion as strongly object-based and open, since they react sensually to the objects and displays
without constantly reading the explanations and captions on the tablet (see also Lutz 2019,
49). In contrast, Krankenhagen (2017, 67) follows the HEH design explanations when praising
the tablet, but fails to consider the senses and perceptions of visitors in its space.
 Exceptions only occur in the later parts of the exhibition, such as in the film on the fall of the
Berlin Wall or multicultural experiences in today’s Europe.
 The fourteen principles are in order of presentation: philosophy; democracy; rule of law, om-
nipresence of Christianity; state terror; the slave trade; colonialism; humanism; the Enlighten-
ment; revolutions; capitalism; Marxism, communism & socialism; the nation state; genocide.
 In the section “Notions of Progress and Superiority.”
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alism / totalitarianism evolved. This is highlighted in an installation simulta-
neously playing films on Soviet and German totalitarianisms in the section “To-
talitarianism versus Democracy,” supplemented by two large object vitrines each
(see also Mork 2018, 159– 162). This exhibition creates a differentiated compari-
son between the National Socialist and the Soviet totalitarian systems by, on the
one hand, emphasizing their structural similarities such as leadership, methods
of terror, inclusion and exclusion, and mass rallies. It also highlights the su-
premacy of the collective and the creation of the need to belong. On the other,
it examines differences between the systems, such as the different economic sys-
tems, the importance of race for the Nazi and class for the Soviet ideology as well
as the varieties of terror, e.g. in the Holocaust and Gulag experiences. Unlike in
the MIIWŚ, there is no immediate agent – such as Poland – situated between the
two totalitarian systems. The last set of images cuts between concentration camp
prisoners behind barbed wire and famine victims in the Soviet Union. This has
the effect of symbolically connecting the victims of terror under both regimes.
If there is a guiding principle to these totalitarianisms, it is the destruction of hu-
Fig. 24 Floor plan of floor 3 “Europe in Ruins.” Permanent Exhibition. House of European
History, Brussels (Photo and © House of European History).
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manity and the European values named at the beginning of the museum’s exhi-
bition.⁵⁹
A small display case on the Spanish Civil War, located directly before the
Second World War section, demonstrates the consequences of the two totalitar-
ian systems assessing each other’s strengths in a limited arena. The visitor en-
counters the bronze sculpture Guernica by René Iché from 1937, based on his
daughter: it depicts a single skeletal young girl expressing terror after the Ger-
man bombing of her town, symbolizing the most innocent victims of this attack
on civilians (Christodoulou 2018, 232). The artwork can affect the visitor as a
form of autonomous art, expressing horror (from the perspective of the figure
as well as for the observer). The girl’s eyes are seemingly empty, her nose is
cut off, and her teeth are sticking out. Two distorted shadows of the figure are
created on the wall behind it, increasing the statue’s horrifying effect. At the
same time, the artwork is functionalized in the context of the museum’s narra-
tive, as it allows for a transition into the Second World War section, which focus-
es on the fact that this conflict was a catastrophe for civilian victims on all
sides.⁶⁰
The HEH creates a fairly universal Second World War section, which consists
of three sections (see also Mork 2018, 162– 168). Similarly to the MIIWŚ, its guid-
ing principle – as seen in the survey text on the tablet – is total war that aban-
doned the distinction between soldiers and civilians. It highlights universal
phenomena such as mass execution, deportation, starvation, forced labor, con-
centration camps, and bombings. The parallels between the brutal effects of Na-
tional Socialism and Stalinism are mentioned, as is the status of the Holocaust
as “an unparalleled event in history” in both “its scale and bureaucratic form.”
In the first part of this section, the HEH provides factual documentation of main
events of the war, from the annexation of Austria, up until May 8/9, 1945. This is
done through a timeline of newspaper headlines from different countries in their
original languages and layouts, supplemented by historical photographs and
maps, displayed on a table. The tablet adds factual information about each
event and translates the newspaper headers. This contextualizes the featured
events, while giving the visitor a sense of how different national stories were re-
ported. The value of the latter is limited, of course, since the visitor has no fur-
ther information on whether these newspapers were allowed to report independ-
 For a complete deconstruction of the HEH’s totalitarianism, see Lutz 2019.
 See also the discussion of Iché’s sculpture in chapter 9 in comparison to other art work in
military history museums.
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ently and where they stood politically at the time. Instead they remain a snap-
shot, in order to provide the visitor with a factual frame.
The second main section covers two walls of a corridor.⁶¹ On the left hand
side, the exhibition displays a fairly general film on the Air War across six
screens, which shows images of planes, bombs, material destruction, and
ruins. Goebbels’ declaration of total war can be heard once and the film ends
with a flash, following footage of the Enola Gay, indicating that the explosion
of the first nuclear bomb on Hiroshima ended the war’s destruction. There are
almost no humans recognizable in the film; one sees German and Allied planes,
though details on what exactly is being shown are impossible to discern. This
means that viewers receive a very generalized, de-historicized, exclusively atmos-
pheric and emotionalized message concerning the total destruction wrought dur-
ing the Air War.⁶² Does it indicate that both sides were responsible for the effects
of total warfare? Is there guilt in total warfare? The visitor does not receive any
data to help them in answering such questions because the HEH uses a transna-
tional technique that often negates the historical specificity of national agency.
The core part of the Second World War section is a large display covering the
whole right wall of a corridor, featuring more than 200 artifacts sorted into ten
thematic categories: territorial ambitions, mass shootings and massacres, mass
expulsions and deportations, starvation, forced labor, concentration camps,
the Holocaust, the Air War, collaboration, and resistance (see fig. 25). The objects
and photographs mainly function illustratively, but they also create questions
about the ways in which they can function together. Every theme is a transna-
tional representation, combining objects from a variety of countries. Some high-
light the policies of totalitarian states, i.e. Germany and to a lesser extent the So-
viet Union, while the majority of the themes emphasize the civilian victims of
total war.
What on the surface seems to hold similarities with the transnational strat-
egy of the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ) in highlighting the
human cost of war, it quickly proves to be quite different. With the exception of
the minimal contextualization provided on the tablet, the object tableaus lack
historical specificity.Whereas the master narrative in the MIIWŚ, the historically
specific chronological exhibition in the Bundeswehr Military Museum, the evi-
dentiary structure in the Topography of Terror, and the historical focus in the
 The walls of this section are designed like a shed with a patched-up wood and brick wall,
somehow indicating the fragmentary and fragile nature of life during the war.
 The tablet only lists the copyright holders for all of the footage in the film montage; thus, it
does not provide any information on which cities, air-attacks, etc. are represented. Occasionally,
visitors might be able to identify specific types of planes or their emblems.
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German Russian Museum and the Imperial War Museum North all use specific
historical examples, tell stories, and allow individual voices to be heard, the
HEH completely lacks such story-telling. For example, the starvation section
works in a very similar way to the every-day life section in Gdańsk. Objects
and photographs serve as almost arbitrary token representations of every coun-
try: The difference that this exhibition holds to the MIIWŚ, is that this arbitrari-
ness of objects is present across all sections, whether it be the Air War,⁶³ forced
labor, or relocation and deportation sections.
In the latter, for example, the tablet’s survey text highlights Soviet and Ger-
man relocation policies as well as those of German “puppet states.” The last sen-
tence also mentions the deportation of Jews. To illustrate this theme, the display
case contains seven photographs, eleven documents, and one material object.
The photographs show German settlers in the East, Polish people expelled by
Germany, Slovenian people presumably expelled from Austria, Jews moving
Fig. 25 “World War II” gallery. Permanent Exhibition. House of European History, Brussels
(Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of House of European History).
 See also chapter 8 below.
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into the Kaunas ghetto, Serbs expelled from Croatia, civilians expelled from War-
saw after the Uprising and destruction of the city, and Estonians deported to Nar-
gorsk in Russia. Numerous letters from deportees, a list of deportees from Latvia,
the identity card from a German ‘Volksdeutscher,’ a book cover on new German
peasantry, and the self-made boots of a Polish deportee to Siberia complete the
display. The people and their expressions in the photographs seem to resemble
each other, and the letters are simply objects – they are not displayed to be read;
the tablet only list captions that identify each object. No image or object is relat-
ed to a story; one does not seem to distinguish itself from the next. The visitor
learns that ethnic expulsions during the war were widespread among totalitarian
states and their allies. However, the question of whether they were all of the
same value remains (see also also Lutz 2019, 47).
The visitor can return to the two examples of the totalitarian states, Nazi Ger-
many and the Soviet Union, in order to understand some background but overall
these transnational objects remain unconnected – unlike in the MIIWŚ – and
leave room for interpretation. Nevertheless, the museum does not allow for
any networking effects to create secondary experientiality.⁶⁴ Instead, the displays
express a cultural memory that highlights that many relocations and deporta-
tions took place and many people suffered from them. The transnational ap-
proach seems to merely confirm that all of Europe was impacted and that all
states require a material representation in this display case. At times, the exhi-
bition more clearly differentiates who the perpetrators were; however, the
main message of the transnational displays remains that there were many
forms of perpetration, suffering, and resistance and that they are all part of
the narrative that moves toward a shared European cultural memory. In contrast
to the HEH’s mission statement, individual national stories are not displayed.
There is no real alternative narrative allowing for historical specificity. The visitor
is left with a very general emotional effect of total war, particularly as civilian
suffering (and to a lesser extent resistance and perpetration) dominates any at-
tempt at intellectual understanding.⁶⁵
The final part of the Second World War section is entitled “The Harvest of
Destruction.” The visitor enters the darkened end of a corridor and views a
space with numbers and stars floating along the walls and ceiling. Eleven dis-
play cabinets – like shrines – with dimmed light are visible in the dark. The in-
troductory text on the tablet notes that an estimated 60 million people died in
 With minimal exceptions in the resistance section.
 One crucial difference from the MIIWŚ is the small number of photographs of casualties. The
HEH displays very few corpses, and these only in specific sections like the one on mass killings.
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the Second World War, about two thirds of them civilians. It then declares that
numbers alone “fail to convey the full extent of the personal tragedies involved
or the catastrophic impact of these events on various group of people.” Instead,
the eleven objects assembled shall “tell the human story behind these events
and challenge us all to consider how people come to terms with trauma and
loss on such a scale.” The goal of creating empathy is overly ambitious, but
here the HEH clearly intends to counterbalance the universalizing effects of
the previous display. To achieve this, the exhibition displays many forms of suf-
fering through a singular object with an enlarged photograph as background of
each display case. One object, for example, is a clothes hanger placed in front of
a photograph of mothers, children, and elderly people standing at a set of train
tracks, identified as German expellees in Poland. The text references the fate of
all civilian migrants during and after the war. The coat hanger belonged to a for-
mer inhabitant of the German city of Stettin before it became the Polish city of
Szczecin after the war. The visitor is asked to empathize with the fate of the ex-
pellee, as with every suffering civilian in this section. This can raise a lot imag-
inative questions: what can an expellee take – the background photo does not
show any luggage – and what part of one’s identity is left behind? The clothes
hanger seems fairly general, serving as an example for millions of other refugees.
Other exhibits in the “The Harvest of Destruction” section are more personal,
such as that of the teddy bear (“Tedis”). The caption of the artifact reads: “This
teddy bear – a childhood reminder of happier times before the war – was owned
by a young Latvian girl who passed through many of these camps until she even-
tually arrived in the USA, as one of the 460,000 refugees accepted into the coun-
try.” The visitor can assume that the teddy bear accompanied the unnamed Lat-
vian girl through the camps and to the United States. It signifies her safer, earlier
childhood – life before the camps – and simultaneously the hope for a better fu-
ture. The teddy bear works to emotionally affect the visitor, prompting them to
empathize with the plight of children in war. This iconography of trauma (Arnold
de-Simine 2013, 80–86; Mikuska-Tinman 2018) allows the visitor to ask existen-
tial questions as well as questions connecting past and present. In contrast to
the display case previously analyzed, the focus on material objects is here linked
to the imagination of the possible worlds of individuals. The photograph behind
the teddy bear shows displaced Polish nationals leaving a camp, adding a col-
lective and universalizing dimension to the individual dimension of the stuffed
animal. Does the teddy bear therefore symbolically stand for all war refugees?⁶⁶
 A similar universalization of concrete artifacts is achieved in the section’s display case on the
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Of course, the focus of this section is on empathy and emotion concerning civil-
ian suffering; the materiality of the object and – at times – a concrete story make
it possible for the human imagination to grasp this suffering. In this way, it sur-
passes the general abstraction that dominates the previous section.
Finally, the visitor reads two quotations on the wall at the end of the “Har-
vest of Destruction” section. The first is by Elie Wiesel from 1986: “… if anything
can, it is memory that will save humanity. For me, hope without memory is like
memory without hope.” The second quotation stems from Winston Churchill in
1946: “There must be … a blessed act of oblivion. We must all turn our backs
upon the horrors of the past. We must look to the future.” On the one hand,
the visitor can note a tension: should one forget the horrible past or remember
it? On the other hand, both quotations demonstrate the idea of temporality that
the HEH wants to display. Hope indicates a future. If one reads Churchill’s sen-
tence as the oblivion of all atrocities, the HEH’s great focus on memory proves
him wrong; if it means to leave ideas of revenge, the perception of the enemy,
and the different sides of the war behind, it connects to the emerging European
memory narrative. One of the building blocks of the new Europe is the human
catastrophe of the Second World War.
If one defines the transnational as placing national memories and histories
into constellations, as the major definition of the second type of transnationality
used in this study does, one could argue that the Second World War section in
the HEH does not function transnationally. Although it assembles objects and ex-
periences from many European nations, none of these national narratives and
artifacts maintains an autonomous cultural memory. Consequently, there is a
clear distinction from the expression of Polish cultural memory seen in the
Gdańsk Second World War Museum or the German and Soviet ones found in
the German Russian Museum. This second type of transnationality, as discussed
above, can overcome the challenge of memory competitions and make transna-
tional memory more than a zero-sum game (Rothberg 2009, 3).Where, then, does
the transnational set-up of the HEH lead to instead? To understand its narrative
frame, it is important to go back to the fourteen principles of European heritage
expressed in its introductory section. In the tablet’s survey text, the museum
asks: “What binds this continent together?” The three introductory sections de-
fining Europe on the second floor (the entry floor to the permanent exhibition),
are the most open parts of the museum. This is because the idea of Europe is
mainly presented through artworks and constellations of objects and facts that
Air War, where a photograph of people seeking shelter in the London Underground supplements
the material object of a portable air-raid siren from Germany.
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require the visitor’s active interpretation. The fourteen principles or “basic ele-
ments” are presented more as something offered to the visitor than as answers
to what defines Europe: “Can these be considered distinct hallmarks of Europe-
an culture? If so, what parts of this European heritage should we preserve, what
do we want to change, what should we contest?” Two quotations emphasize the
value of memory and the dynamics of defining Europe in this section. First, the
Spanish-American philosopher, poet, and humanist George Santayana is quoted:
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it” (1905). Sec-
ond, the French philosopher and theorist Julia Kristeva highlights that the proc-
ess of constantly defining Europe is an integral part of its existence: “Europe is
the only place in the world where identity is not a cult, but a process of question-
ing” (2013).
The only principle that is directly related to the Second World War and the
Holocaust is “Genocide.” As with all of the principles, the museum connects two
exhibits from the past and present. The topic “Genocide” is marked by a German
passport from 1939 marked “Jew,” alongside a photograph of a woman wearing a
headscarf with a non-Caucasian, i.e., ethnically ‘different’ woman looking at
anti-immigrant graffiti with a swastika in Denmark. Here, the HEH uses the dy-
namics of transnational and temporal constellations in a very dynamic way. The
tablet only gives a minimalistic factual introduction and captions for the exhib-
its. Aside from this, every one of the fourteen principles receives an approximate-
ly one-and-a-half minute audio text, in which the narrator connects the principle
to its history and to Europe. These texts always end with an open-ended question
for the visitor to further reflect on what the principle truly means for the Euro-
pean past and present. In the case of genocide, the narrator asks: “Could
such inhumanity ever take place in Europe again?”⁶⁷ Visitors can decide for
themselves whether anti-immigrant attitudes in European countries could lead
to similar inhumanities or at least represent problematic value systems. Visitors
must decide whether the Holocaust is a unique form of genocide or whether they
have encountered other comparable ‘inhumanities’ throughout the exhibition.
Here, visitors are challenged to think in comparative and transnational terms
from a European or humanist perspective. For the principle of democracy, the
narrator asks whether democracy is a fixed part of European heritage.
 Other questions in this section, even if the objects displayed do not directly refer to the Sec-
ond World War, ask under the header “state terror”: “Can an act of terror ever be justified as a
means to an end or is violence of any kind unacceptable?” The “abolition of slavery” principle
challenges the visitor on whether slavery is truly abolished or could be still present, while relat-
ing its formal abolition to “peaceful activism and self-criticism.”
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These principles of European heritage occur throughout the exhibition, usu-
ally without explicit reflections. However, the HEH misses the opportunity to re-
flect on its open-ended questions again at the end of the exhibition. Unlike the
European heritage section, the actual exhibition is far less open. This becomes
clear in the memory sections, where the Holocaust and the Second World War
re-appear on the fourth and fifth floors of the museum, particularly in the sec-
tion “Memory of the Shoah” (see fig. 26).⁶⁸ This section is comprised of six hor-
izontal vitrines holding objects, each paired with a quotation on the challenges
of post-war memories, the silence surrounding complicity, and the emphasis
placed on individual national suffering in West Germany, East Germany, Austria,
Poland, France, and Ukraine. All of these object arrangements are created to
prove the last sentence of the section’s introduction: “Today, however, the ac-
knowledgement of this unparalleled crime against humanity is at the core of dis-
Fig. 26 Section “Memory of the Shoah.” Permanent Exhibition. House of European History,
Brussels (Photo: Author, 2017, courtesy of House of European History).
 Chantal Kesteloot argues “the room on the memory of the Shoah is set apart from the main
tour, symbolizing its longstanding marginal status” (2018, 156).
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cussions about a European memory.” In other words, although the HEH tells six
varying stories of national Holocaust remembrance, the moment they have
reached the present, they are all universalized.
To further understand this process of universalization, the different object
display cases need to be juxtaposed with one another. The West German one
reads like a slow process of coming to terms with the past, taking place between
the 1950s to late 1970s; the East German one reflects upon the fact that Jewish
suffering was secondary to that of the communist resistance in the GDR. The
Austrian display case highlights the narrative of Austrian victimhood, and that
only since the 1980s and the Waldheim affair have the Austrians started to ques-
tion this narrative of their exclusive victimhood. The Polish and Ukrainian sec-
tions emphasize that only after 1990 open memory was possible, contemplating
Polish perpetration especially through the display of a copy of Jan T. Gross’s
Neighbors (2001 [2000]), about Polish guilt in the massacre of the Jews in Jed-
wabne in July 1941. The Polish display case also examines the transformations
in post-Soviet memory strategies in the Concentration Camp Museum in Ausch-
witz and the challenges of recognizing Jews as a specific victim group. The
French display expresses how long it took the French to also reflect upon the
widespread collaboration and complicity in Vichy France during the Holocaust.
The Ukrainian display case is truly puzzling.⁶⁹ The majority of objects refer to the
Babi-Yar Massacre, whose memory was erased during the Soviet period and then
rediscovered after 1990. Yet there is no reflection on the Ukrainian support of
German crimes, the memory of the Holodomor, or on possible new memory chal-
lenges for an independent Ukraine. No display truly reflects upon the present; it
seems that all nations have come together in commemorating the Holocaust
today and have all worked through their more problematic pasts. This section
is indicative of how political the set-up of HEH really is, even if the curators
wanted to prevent this (House of European History 2017b, 4–5). There is no
word on memory tensions in Poland today. Nowhere do visitors see how fragile
memory actually is (see also Lutz 2019, 46).
Even the artwork that completes the display serves the need to never forget
the Holocaust. Ritula Fränkel and her husband Nicholas Morris created the art-
work Jozef’s Coat in 2001. The coat belonged to Rita’s father Josef Fränkel, a
Holocaust survivor. The artists have incorporated images and written memories
into the coat “creating a testament or biographical journey of the father’s har-
rowing wartime experiences.” The coat is an impressive artifact; it displays fam-
 Hilmar describes how the museums planners struggled to integrate Eastern European mem-
ories and narratives into the museum’s context (2016, 308).
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ily and vacation photographs, the Star of David, among other things. Since vis-
itors have no exact way to interpret the photographs and other traces of Josef
Fränkel’s biography, they feel the mystery of the artwork and its powerful but un-
decipherable relation to a life between ordinary childhood, family memories,
and the horrors of the Holocaust. Yet the section’s master narrative makes the
presence of this artwork secondary to its pragmatic purpose.⁷⁰ Instead of under-
standing how dynamic Europe and its memory is, with all of its different influ-
ences and possible values and principles as the beginning of the exhibition and
the quotation by Kristeva suggest, the leading quotation of the section by the his-
torian Tony Judt from 2005 that is paired with the art installation is static: “The
recovered memory of Europe’s dead Jews has become the very definition and
guarantee of the continents [sic] restored humanity.” Contextualization over-
shadows the artwork’s individuality. Transnational memory – looking into six
national case-studies of Holocaust memory – does not lead to productive con-
stellations and interpretive openness. Instead, all countries finally come together
in a universal memory that allows the idea of a humanist Europe to take shape.
This clarifies the implicit master narrative of the HEH in regard to the Second
World War: total war, the loss of democracy, and the emergence of inhumanity
led to civilian suffering. The Holocaust holds a specific status in this memory
of suffering. After the war and even more so after the Cold War⁷¹, a European vi-
sion comes together. The catastrophes of the Second World War and the Holo-
caust are stepping-stones to a strong vision of Europe in the present. For a strong
Europeanist, this might sound right, yet it shows the risks of representing the
Second World War when a transnational, European master narrative simply re-
places national master narratives. This museum does not build a European dis-
play that encapsulates a multiplicity of voices that also have the ability to con-
tradict each other; it does not show how the European idea can act as an
umbrella to negotiate tensions between different nation states; nor does it
elude to how easily memories of the Second World War can still become matters
of contention in contemporary memory politics. The exhibition’s initial approach
of holding openly controversial ideas that have shaped a European cultural com-
munity in tandem with one another as well as the object-based nature of this ex-
hibition should have invited the visitor to react aesthetically to objects and inter-
pret them in different ways. Instead, the exhibition is clearly disciplined by a
linear master narrative toward contemporary European identity.
 See also chapter 9.
 The European Union appears as mediator in the Cold War at several stages.
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On the fifth floor, the visitor discovers the small display “Shared and Divided
Memory” that should allow for a dynamic dialogue on European memory. The
cube contains four display cases on each side. The survey text highlights the
fact that twenty-five years after the collapse of Communism, new memories
have emerged and the question “What is Europe?” has received new relevance.
One piece of artwork by Yuri Leiderman (Berlin 2005/2015), entitled The Victims
from Khatyn and the Victims from Katyń … brings together two massacres: one by
the Soviets near Katyń in 1940 and the one by the Nazis when they massacred
the population of the Belarusian village of Khatyn/Chatyń in 1943. The artwork
is supplemented by a 2005 quotation by writer Jorge Semprúm: “One of the most
effective ways of moving towards a united Europe … is … to pool our hitherto
separate memories.” One case displays photographs of memorials against the
Soviet dictatorship. Some memorials are new; other old Soviet memorials are re-
interpreted as counter-memorials. In the end, the whole display, however, only
indicates one direction for new memories: the end of Communism leading to a
reinterpretation of communist memory politics. The visitor gets the feeling that
this is a one-way street; now, all memories can come together.⁷² The HEH misses
the opportunity to truly show the dynamics of memory battles, particularly in re-
gard to the Second World War and where these can be located in a European
context. Instead, there seems to be a linear road to a better, more ethical mem-
ory. As in all master narrative-based exhibitions, whether they are national,
transnational, or based on other values systems, the visitor is assigned the pas-
sive role of observing developments that are represented as true. The HEH runs
the risk of being read as a progressive narrative toward freedom and humanity
via the medium of the European Union. This master narrative is part of the mu-
seum’s architecture, which develops from the bottom (second floor) to the top of
the building. The reinvention of Europe after the total destruction of the Second
World War seems to highlight a constant progress to European unity and free-
dom, which runs parallel to the development of the European Union.
From the fourth floor onward, the visitor encounters square milestone col-
umns displaying objects and explaining developments in the European integra-
tion process after 1945.When a column in the Cold War section explains how the
Rome Treaties in 1957 established the European Atomic Energy Community “for
the peaceful development of nuclear energy,” it remains open as to whether this
is simply a fact or specifically selected wording that establishes a master narra-
 The only area of real memory contention is the display case of symbols of communism,
which explicitly reflects on negative and positive memories employed in contemporary Europe
in relation to communism.
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tive toward a human rights-based and democratic Europe. More clearly, a copy of
the European convention of Human Rights in Strasbourg from 1950 fulfills this
narrative. The museum notes: “For the first time, individuals could now take a
state to court if they felt that their human rights had been violated, an important
development to arise out of the experience of state-led terror in the preceding
decade.” The page on display, citing article 3, supports this: “No one shall be
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”
The Second World War is the gateway for this European development of
human rights. The master narrative that views Europe and the EU as a guarantor
of human rights is made even more clear, as the exhibition highlights the EU’s
mediating role between the United States and the Soviet Union in the Helsinki
Treaty negotiations from 1975: “The European Union succeeded in introducing
guarantees on human rights, which became a tool used by dissidents against
Communist rule.” Whether or not there is an inherent master narrative, the ex-
hibition’s objects are often on the verge of being fully functionalized to exemplify
a specific historical master narrative. They could also trigger more open visitor
reflections on how they fit – or not – into a European narrative, or whether or
not they display the diversity of different European nations. The large collection
of artwork (in comparison to other history museums)⁷³ and the large number of
quotations speak to a more open transnational approach.Whereas the Tony Judt
and Jorge Semprúm quotations discussed above point to a restrictive universal
memory, on the sixth and final floor, the exhibition presents several highly dia-
lectic quotations that are seemingly more open. The Swiss writer Adolf Muschg,
for example, is quoted: “What holds Europe together and what divides it is … a
common memory” (2003). Clearly, the universality of memory is not seen as a
one-way road to a unifying memory here. Similarly, the American historian Jay
Winter, an expert of memory and the First World War, is quoted in the final in-
stallation “Facing the Future” indicating the dynamics and possible tensions of
the European integration process: “to understand the integration of Europe, …
you had to understand the disintegration of Europe” (2012). Here, the HEH
again highlights the importance of memory without foreclosing its future, as
in the quotation by the Ukrainian writer Yuri Andruchovych: “The formula of
being human is memory plus hope” (2004). A quotation on the critical spirit
“as one of essential tools of Europeans” (1994) by Jacques Le Goff is displayed
in the previous section “History, Today and Tomorrow.”
However, despite these tendencies toward a more open memory, a negotia-
tion of European identities (see also Mork 2016, 232), and critical memory work,
 See also chapter 9.
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the Second World War and the Holocaust serve as ultimate disasters and become
founding myths of contemporary Europe in the permanent exhibition of the HEH
(see Leggewie and Lang, 2011; Kaiser et al. 2014, 114, for the concept). Here, dif-
ferent memories of numerous nations become universal through a transnational
presentation. Controversies that would complicate the narrative of the Second
World War and create inter-European tensions – whether one looks, for example
at Hungary and Poland today, or the reception of the German miniseries Gener-
ation War (Unsere Mütter, unsere Väter) in Eastern European countries (Cohen-
Pfister 2014) – do not exist, again showing how museums operate within the re-
straints of political discourses. Although the HEH’s permanent exhibition is
more dynamic in some parts, this is not the case for its representation of the Sec-
ond World War. In the end, the visitors have received no means to understand
why Second World War memory is still so contentious and why a transnational
European discourse allows for varying national memory discourses, while at the
same time generating a European universality. Consequently, the museum devel-
ops – at least regarding the representation of the Second World War – consider-
ably less secondary experientiality than the German Russian Museum and the
Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War. Despite its transnational approach,
the HEH seems to return to the concept of restricted experientiality as seen
above.
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Chapter 7:
The Holocaust and Perpetration in War Museums
The representation of the Holocaust is one of the most significant topics in the
analysis of how Second World War museums, and those military and cultural
history museums that strongly emphasize the Second World War, combine nar-
rative, memory, and experience to produce restricted, primary, and secondary ex-
perientiality. The term ‘Holocaust’ here will be referred to using the most widely
accepted scholarly definition: “The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic,
state-sponsored persecution and murder of six million Jews by the Nazi regime
and its collaborators.”¹ However, this chapter will also show that in war and
military history museums, the Holocaust as the systematic murder of Europe’s
Jews quickly becomes interwoven with other atrocities and genocidal activities
carried out by the Nazi regime against various Slavic populations, the Romani
people of Europe, the mentally and physically handicapped, Jehovah’s Witness-
es, black and mixed-race Germans, and homosexuals (see Stone 2010, 2–3). Two
decades ago, Holocaust museums and war museums were seemingly different
entities with marginal overlap. This has changed in the twenty-first century, al-
lowing Holocaust representations to be used in war museums as a lens for un-
derstanding how these museums make the Second World War comprehensible
or even experienceable for their visitors. There are two main reasons for this
shift: first, the Holocaust, atrocities and genocidal activities – perpetrated by
Germany, the Soviet Union, and other totalitarian regimes – and the Second
World War are seen as closely interwoven; and second, the merging of history
and memory that has been increasingly spearheaded by Holocaust memorial
museums has been transferred to representations of the Second World War
more generally.
On the whole, there are a number of obvious historical connections that
make the Holocaust an important topic in Second World War museums.² The per-
spective of the Western Allies liberating the camps and the subsequent trials
have shaped the perception of the ‘good’ war in the West and established a
clear frame of good and evil. In this way, the Holocaust has become an integral
part of assessing the war effort. All occupied countries took part, in one way or
another, in deportations and in the Holocaust. In the occupied countries of Cen-
 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 2019, https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/
en/article/introduction-to-the-holocaust. Accessed 13 October 2019.
 See also Celinscak 2018, 16 for a survey summary of the Holocaust in Allied war museums.
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tral and Eastern Europe, other victim groups sometimes take priority in narra-
tives of the war, which this study further analyzes through examples taken
from recent Polish exhibitions. The Allied countries that remained unoccupied
had to react to streams of refugees and reconcile their own values and, in
part, their own antisemitism, with their objective of ending the war.
The first significant argument as to why the Holocaust clearly belongs in a
contemporary Second World War museum is the concept of the space of violence
(Baberowski 2015) or “bloodlands” (Snyder 2010), which connects the war in the
East with the events of the Holocaust. As seen particularly in the permanent ex-
hibition of the Bundeswehr Military History Museum in Dresden (MHM), the
Holocaust, other atrocities, genocidal objectives, and the war effort are so
inter-twined that it is impossible to narrate one story without referencing others.
Although the permanent exhibitions opened in the last decade have a clear ten-
dency toward integrating the Holocaust, recent developments in the MHM³ and
in the Second World War Museum in Gdańsk (MIIWŚ)⁴ also indicate that such
integration might change, whether this is due to a possibly stronger concentra-
tion on military forces than on cultural and societal history (MHM), or because
the Holocaust has become a sub-theme used to set up other, often national, nar-
ratives (MIIWŚ). Holocaust museums mainly represent the persecution and ex-
termination of European Jewry by Nazi Germany and possibly also cover the ex-
periences of other victim groups such as the Sinti and Roma, or the victims of
other systematic Nazi killing programs such as the ‘euthanasia’ program that tar-
geted patients with mental and physical disabilities. In war museums, other Nazi
crimes against civilians, the killing of Poles, the deaths of Soviet prisoners of
war, Slavs, and political opponents such as Communists and Social Democrats,
overlap with the events of the Holocaust. Further exhibitions also represent war
crimes and atrocities perpetrated by other powers such as Japan and by the So-
viet Union from the Central and Eastern European perspective.
The second compelling justification for interweaving the Holocaust and the
Second World War within museum representations is connected to the observa-
tion that historical representations of the Second World War in museums today
cannot be separated from cultural memory. This can be traced back to the “rap-
prochement between history and memory in the shadow of the Holocaust” (Ass-
mann 2016 [2006], 32). This shift, in which the clear distinction between history
and memory becomes blurry, leads to changes in historical representations. Alei-
da Assmann identifies three developments that have enhanced history writing
 See also chapter 5.1.
 See also chapter 6.2.
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from the perspective of memory: “the emphasis placed by memory on the as-
pects of emotion and individual experience; its emphasis on the memorial func-
tion of history as a form of remembrance; and the emphasis it places on an eth-
ical orientation” (2016 [2006], 34). All of these developments have been first
employed in Holocaust museums’ historical representations, particularly in the
prototypical United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) (Linenthal
2001 [1995); Luke 2002, 37–64; Hansen-Glucklich 2014; Bernhard-Donals
2016). These developments have since been transferred over to war museums
in recent years.
While the representation of the Holocaust has clearly influenced the repre-
sentation of war, and the Second World War in particular, in museums, there
are clear differences between Holocaust and Second World War museums. Fur-
thermore, the Holocaust has become a different global phenomenon than the
Second World War (Rothberg 2009). Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider follow the-
orists like Max Horkheimer, Theodor W. Adorno, and Hannah Arendt in identify-
ing the Holocaust as a “tragedy of reason or of modernity itself” (2002, 88) that
leads – aided by new technology and media in a globalized world – to “a shared
consciousness and cosmopolitan memories that span territorial and linguistic
borders” (2002, 91). Such a de-territorialization (Levy and Sznaider 2006
[2001], 46–49) is considerably less present in war museums in which national
perspectives remain relevant, even when the museum highlights transnational
(House of European History) or anthropological (Bundeswehr Military History
Museum) themes and perspectives.
Another difference between Holocaust and Second World War museums lies
in the discussion about sayability versus unsayability – the challenge in break-
ing the silence about the Holocaust and the simultaneous need to do so (Lentin
2004b, 2–3). This has channelled into the discussion about the representability
and/or unrepresentability of the Holocaust (e.g. Friedländer 1992; Agamben
1999; Reiter 2000; Krankenhagen 2001; Lentin 2004a, Didi-Huberman 2008
[2003]; Frei and Kansteiner 2013). Ronit Lentin argues: “a further crisis in repre-
sentation is the tension between historical ‘facts’ and interpretation, or the di-
lemma of historical relativism versus aesthetic experimentation in the face of
the need for ‘truth,’ on the one hand, and the problems raised by the opaque-
ness of the events and the opaqueness of language, on the other” (2004b, 3).
The question of whether there are immersive representational techniques that
allow empathy for victims’ suffering, or the mind of a perpetrator to be created
is particularly challenging. Any such immersion immediately runs into the criti-
cism that only survivors should be (ethically) entitled to speak about the Holo-
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caust (Lentin 2004b, 2),⁵ which leads to the question of generational remem-
brance (Felman and Laub 1992; Hirsch 1997; LaCapra 2001, 2004). Museums
that intend to represent the Holocaust, despite its enormity and incommensura-
bility, which defy materialization, undergo representational and ethical challeng-
es. They need to be aware of “the potential dangers of aesthetic spectacle, pre-
venting victims’ voices from being heard” (Carden-Coyne 2011, 168).
Consequently, museums are challenged to apply different techniques of distant-
iation to avoid simplistic immersive techniques. In contrast to Holocaust muse-
ums, the explicit representation of trauma in war museums is usually relatively
minor (see also Jaeger 2017c). Museums depict the hardship, suffering, and valor
of fighting; there is no discussion of secondary trauma. This only shifts when
war, atrocities, genocide, the Holocaust, and the suffering of civilians begin to
overlap, demonstrating again why this book features chapters on the Holocaust
and on the Air War in Europe in order to further understand these connections.
In museum research, the challenges of Holocaust representation have led to
a large body of museum scholarship regarding Holocaust commemoration and
representation (e.g., Tyndall 2004; Landsberg 2004, 2015; Williams 2007; Lutz
2009; Carden-Coyne 2011; Holtschneider 2011; Hansen-Glucklich 2014; Schoder
2014; Alba 2015; Bernard-Donals 2016; Kleinmann 2017; Bielby and Stevenson
Murer 2018; de Jong 2018a; Paver 2018; Reynolds 2018; Sodaro 2018). With
minor exceptions (Arnold de Simine 2013; Paver 2018), this scholarship only re-
lates to memorial museums, documentation centers, and exhibitions at memori-
al sites, sometimes reflecting on the representation and memorialization of other
genocides as well (especially Williams 1997; Sodaro 2018). Are the ethical and
representational standards for the museums representing the Second World
War similar to the ones that have been discussed for Holocaust museums? The
institutions in this category that have most often been placed under scholarly
analysis include the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Yad Vashem
– The World Holocaust Remembrance Center with its Holocaust History Museum,
 Museums have recently started to experiment with hologram technology, which incorporates
large sets of data from extensive survivor interviews, allowing the hologram to ‘interact’ with the
visitor, developed in a collaboration between the University of Southern California Institute for
Creative Technologies and the University of Southern California Shoah Foundation. The technol-
ogy aims to replace survivor witnessing beyond the end of living memory. The technology is par-
ticularly used and refined in an installation in the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education
Center in Skoke. One of the challenging questions – discussed particularly by Wulf Kansteiner
(2017, 320–321) – is whether the hologram is supposed to make the visitor forget about its tech-
nology and mediated status, or whether it can also use gaps between it and a real survivor inter-
view to meta-reflect on the mediacy of Holocaust memory and hologram technology.
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the Jewish Museum Berlin (Jüdisches Museum Berlin), and The Holocaust Exhi-
bition of the Imperial War Museum in London (see Pieper 2006; Williams 2007;
Holtschneider 2011; Hansen-Glucklich 2014; Schoder 2014; Alba 2015; Bernard-
Donals 2016; Sodaro 2018, 30–57; Donnelly 2019).⁶ Additionally, Second World
War and military history museums differ strongly from original sites, particularly
concentration camp memorial museums, such as those at Auschwitz (see Rey-
nolds 2018, 29–71) and Dachau, sites of deportations like the Kazerne Dossin:
Memorial, Museum and Documentation Centre on the Holocaust and Human
Rights in Mechelen (2012), and many other historical sites commemorating the
victims of the Holocaust, such as the Memorial and Educational Site House of
the Wannsee Conference (Gedenk- und Bildungsstätte Haus der Wannseekonfer-
enz) in Berlin. The Information Centre to the Memorial of Murdered Jews in Ber-
lin and the Topography of Terror (ToT) have also been widely discussed (Haß
2002; Till 2005; Pieper 2006). However, these discussions have placed a strong
emphasis on the political and institutional history of these sites, and have had
less of a focus on the representational techniques used in their actual exhibi-
tions.
The concept of the Holocaust museum is mainly used in reference to com-
memorative, i.e. memorial museums (Williams 2007), though its relation to
documentary and historical museums is variable. All Holocaust museums have
a strong emphasis on educational purposes. In her exploration of Holocaust me-
morial museums, Jennifer Hansen-Glucklich examines different representational
techniques in Holocaust memorial museums varying from the illusion of a coher-
ent narrative (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, USHMM) and ruptures
of representation pointing to the unrepresentability of the Holocaust (Jewish Mu-
seum Berlin, Yad Vashem). Nevertheless, “all three museums display a similar
purpose in their efforts to commemorate unspeakable trauma and to do so in
a language that resonates with what is sacred within each of their national
 Especially the Jewish Museum in Berlin is usually discussed almost exclusively for the archi-
tectural concept by Daniel Libeskind and hardly for its exhibition (see e.g. the study by Ionescu
2017).
Another recent example of finding a language for the Holocaust in the museum can be
found in the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews (Muzeum Historii Żydów Polskich)
in Warsaw, which opened fully in 2014. The museum places visitors into dramatic scenes,
through which they experience Jewish history and the Holocaust in particular, in its historical
moment of insecurities and historical perceptions (not memories post-1945). For a full explana-
tion of this scenographic and chronothematic concept as a way to represent the Holocaust in the
museum, see Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 2015; for a conceptual overview of the permanent exhibition
see also Polonsky et al. 2018; for an analysis of the museum’s creation of ‘social space’ see Bo-
gunia-Borowska 2016, 243–252.
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and cultural contexts” (Hansen-Glucklich 2014, 217).⁷ In contrast to Hansen-
Glucklich’s orientation toward the past, Michael Bernard-Donals demonstrates
in his analysis of USHMM as a memorial space the temporality of museums
that integrate the visitor in the interwoven processes of past, present, and future:
“the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum does not preserve memory so
much as cast memory into the future: at its best, it forces museum visitors to
bear witness not to the past but to their involvement in the present, a present
both haunted by traces of the past and racing into the future” (2016, 19).
Here, history becomes memory.
Understanding the different types and functions of museum exhibitions can
help in explaining differences and links between Second World War and military
history museums on the one hand, and Holocaust museums, documentation
centers, and memorial sites on the other. First is the commemorative function,
which commemorates the victims and acts as a reminder of the atrocities that
are possible in human society; second is the historical function, serving to un-
derstand historical events and processes; third is the educational function –
learning from the past for the present and future, including a reflection on
how human action and society as a whole can prevent similar genocidal actions.
The educational function is closely connected to the comparative function (4)
that allows a museum to compare numerous atrocities, which can be performed
either through a strong didactic or moral message by the museum makers or in
an open style that leaves more interpretative room to the visitor. The authenticity
function (5) relates to sites,witness accounts, and artifacts; and the documentary
function (6) that reduces the immersive effect because of the unrepresentability
of the Holocaust from a victim and a perpetrator perspective. Consequently, the
experiential function (7) as a mimetic endeavor must always be subdued: one
can neither re-experience the Holocaust, nor does a museum want to allow em-
pathy toward acts of perpetration. At the same time, Holocaust representation in
museums can produce empathy (Landsberg 2004, Arnold-de Simine 2013, John-
ston-Weiss 2019) and empathetic unsettlement (LaCapra 2001, 2004).⁸ Exhibi-
tions can pursue a meta-representational function (8) by reflecting on their
own methods of representation and by highlighting the processes of memory
 Avril Alba argues that analyzing the sacred narratives (of the ‘secular museum’) in the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum,Yad Vashem, and the Sydney Jewish Museum that the Holo-
caust “has now also been eternalized (…). [T]he mythic scope of the sacred symbols, rituals, ar-
chetypes and narratives underscoring the institutions’ display and commemoration of the Holo-
caust ‘lifts’ the Holocaust from the plane of history and imbues it with the enduring qualities of
myth” (2015, 193).
 See also chapters 1.3 and 2.2.
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that constitute the narratives of the past.With the exception of the historical and
documentary functions, the aforementioned functions are more pronounced or
differ considerably from those used in most war museums. To further understand
the similarities and differences of these representational functions, a precise
analysis of how the core museums in this study integrate the Holocaust and
other genocides and atrocities in their exhibition is needed.
However, a brief look at the opposite question of how Holocaust museums
integrate the Second World War is useful as well. When analyzing the different
comprehensive exhibitions,⁹ such as the United States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum (USHMM) or the Imperial War Museum in London (IWML), it is obvious
that the Second World War as such plays only a minor role in representing the
history of the Holocaust. On the second floor of the USHMM, the war is depicted
as a springboard for the start of deportations from the various occupied coun-
tries; also, in the final part of the first floor, the museum provides an overview
of the downfall of Nazi Germany. Although the Imperial War Museum (IWM) has
a mandate for representing wars fought by Britain, its former Empire, and the
Commonwealth since the First World War,¹⁰ its Holocaust Exhibition (2000) is
a stand-alone exhibition. Most visitors will thus perceive the lead-up into fascism
as causal explanation for the Holocaust. The redevelopment of the permanent
Second World War exhibition and the permanent Holocaust exhibition in the
IWML, however, strongly emphasizes the link between the Second World War
and the Holocaust. In its 2018–2019 Annual Report, the IWM makes a surprising
statement – ignoring all the efforts of war museums across the world analyzed in
this chapter – that “the IWM will be the first museum in the world to present the
Holocaust within the context of the war” (2018–2019, 11n3). The current IWM Di-
rector-General, Diane Lees, notes on the IWM’s website: “At the centre of the bru-
tal and barbaric conflict was the state sponsored mass murder of 6 million Jew-
ish men, women and children. This is why we are placing IWM’s new Holocaust
Galleries at the central chronological fulcrum of our iconic London museum and
linking them, architecturally and conceptually, to our new Second World War
Galleries.”¹¹ It remains to be seen whether this new strategy will lead to network-
 That do not develop their narrative from a specific site.
 “IWMwas founded in the midst of the First World War with a mission to preserve and tell the
stories of all kinds of people, not only from Britain but from the countries of its empire. And we
continue to do this work right up to present day conflict, covering 100 years of experience
throughout the Commonwealth” (https://www.iwm.org.uk/about, accessed 13 October 2019).
 https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/new-second-world-war-and-holocaust-gallery-plans-un
veiled, accessed 13 October 2019. Lees’s quotation could be read with the understanding that the
war leads to the Holocaust, providing a linear causal connection rather than networking. Rachel
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ing effects between the Second World War and the Holocaust, or whether the
idea of a stand-alone gallery dedicated to the Holocaust will prevail and the
link between the two galleries will remain mostly rhetorical.¹²
Questions such as the involvement of German soldiers in the crimes of the
Holocaust mostly remain a question for German museums. This allows most
non-German¹³ to present the perpetrators of the Holocaust as a generalized
evil collective engendered by evil leaders. Fascism and antisemitism, as well
as the events of the Holocaust¹⁴ dominate Holocaust museums and autonomous
exhibitions. The only direct connection made to a narrative on the war comes
from the liberation perspective.
If we consider all twelve museums analyzed in this study, it is possible to
identify five different representational strategies for integrating the Holocaust
into war and history museums, which are closely related to the eight functions
identified above. First, as mentioned above, there are stand-alone exhibitions
such as the one found in the Imperial War Museum in London (see Cooke
2001; Hoskins 2003; Lawson 2003; Bardgett 2004; Holtschneider 2011, 31–44;
Schoder 2014, 78– 140). While this exhibition can certainly produce different
forms of experientiality, it falls outside the scope of this study. Stand-alone sec-
Donnelly (2019, 117– 120) provides a critical discussion of Holocaust-specific questions and chal-
lenges that could influence practical, museological dimensions of the new 2021 exhibition. For
example, the IWM is expected to emphasize new perpetrator research and create more space to
reflect on second-generation testimony: “Spaces of testimony in the new Galleries will clearly
move beyond a largely contemporaneous approach to include multiple narratives and potential-
ly, through co-production with members of the second generation and beyond in Britain, it is
hoped visitors will begin to engage with the complexity and legacy of the Holocaust in an inno-
vative way” (Donnelly 2019, 119). Donnelly highlights that new representations need to challenge
the idea that the historical knowledge of the Holocaust is “somehow ‘fixed’ and demonstrate
through innovative use of research that multiple interpretations of history can enhance, but
also complicate (…) our collective memory and understanding of the Holocaust in the twenty-
first century” (2019, 120).
 The IWM’s website notes that a V1 flying bomb will be suspended between the two new gal-
leries, “presenting a striking symbol of how the Holocaust and the Second World War are inter-
connected.” It specifically mentions the British victims killed through the V1 and those who died
making these weapons in Nazi Germany, the “thousands of concentration camp prisoners, la-
bouring in the most appalling conditions” (https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/new-second-
world-war-and-holocaust-gallery-plans-unveiled, accessed 19 September, 2019). See chapter 8
for a discussion of V2 rocket (and V1 flying bomb) installations in London and Dresden.
 Or to a lesser extent, non-Austrian museums.
 Discrimination; failed emigration; destruction of civil structures; deportations; ghettos; Ein-
satzgruppen killings, presented with focus on genocidal action and not in relation to the war;
concentration camps; extermination camps; death marches, liberation of camps; trials, emigra-
tion; and remembrance.
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tions in which the Holocaust is part of the permanent exhibition can be consid-
ered as an alternative within this representational strategy – although they are
usually found in a relatively isolated section, as seen, for example, in the Impe-
rial War Museum North.¹⁵ In both cases, the connections these stand-alone sec-
tions have to other parts of the museum are fairly minimal. In other words, there
are not any forms of experientiality regarding the Second World War, although a
different study could easily use this strategy to demonstrate the relevance of the
concept of experientiality for networking the perspectives and structures of the
Holocaust.¹⁶ In the second and third representational strategies, experientiality
is strongly restricted by one-sided perspectives and ideologies. The second rep-
resentational strategy, the restricted collective perspective, is more typical of
classical military history museums. This can be seen in the New Orleans WWII
Museum and the Canadian War Museum. Since the Holocaust was neither the
focus of the Allied war effort nor part of the soldiers’ collective gaze, it only
comes into perspective when respective military groups discover and liberate
concentration camps. A third representational strategy emerges in the Warsaw
Rising Museum. The Holocaust disappears behind the suffering of another
group: Polish civilians rebelling against the Germans. The fourth strategy
stems from local or thematic restrictions placed on a museum such as in the
Oskar Schindler Factory, the Bastogne War Museum, or the German-Russian Mu-
seum.¹⁷ All of these institutions find ways to integrate the Holocaust into the fab-
ric of the museum experience. In doing so, the Holocaust takes a minor but sig-
nificant role in producing different forms of experientiality.
The fifth representational strategy is the most relevant to this study and en-
tails structural networking of the Holocaust. This means the Holocaust – as past
events and in terms of its memory – is present in different ways throughout the
exhibition, creating secondary experientiality. The war and the Holocaust as well
as other atrocities and genocides are so deeply intertwined that they cannot be
separated.Versions of this networking strategy can be found in the House of Eu-
ropean History, the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, the Bundeswehr
 The German Historical Museum (Deutsches Historisches Museum) also presents the Holo-
caust in a corner section of its 2005 permanent exhibition so that the visitor can easily miss
it. It references the destruction of Jews in other parts of the war and post-war period, but remains
documentary throughout. This also means that the visitor will not, in all likelihood, experience
many networking effects.
 See also – with a focus on perpetration – the analysis of secondary experientiality in the
Topography of Terror in chapter 5.3.
 Similar to the Warsaw Rising Museum though without its ideological restrictions.
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Military History Museum, parts of the Imperial War Museum North, and in the
earliest predecessor of these exhibitions, the Mémorial de Caen.¹⁸ After analyzing
these five representational strategies, this chapter will contextualize the experi-
ential potential of Holocaust representations in war museums with regard to im-
mersive and emotional exhibition strategies including empathy and consider the
use of visual media in the depiction of violence. Finally, this chapter will con-
clude by discussing perpetrators and acts of perpetration in Second World
War and military history museums. Whereas the Holocaust is a significant part
of this discussion, to understand how war, the Holocaust, and genocide are in-
terwoven, it is important to consider all kinds of representations concerning per-
petrators.¹⁹ These include their depiction as the enemy and as those responsible
for the atrocities and crimes committed within their own groups.
An analysis of the stand-alone Holocaust Exhibition in London goes beyond
the scope of this study. However, the concept of stand-alone sections is relevant
in understanding the different options and effects that war and military history
museums can produce when representing the Holocaust. With this in mind, the
Holocaust section in the permanent exhibition of the Imperial War Museum
North (IWMN) serves as a good example. Bagnall and Rowland examine the
Holocaust section in the IWMN, as opposed to the ones in the United States Hol-
ocaust Memorial Museum and the exhibition on a separate floor of the Imperial
War Museum in London: “Representations of the Holocaust in war museums will
increasingly figure as scaled-down versions of the exhibitions in spaces that
focus more specifically on the event” (2010, 67). Therefore, one cannot compare
comprehensive Holocaust exhibitions or autonomous Holocaust museums to
representations of the Holocaust in war museums and even less so in cases
where museums do not exclusively focus on the Second World War. Bagnall
and Rowland describe the Holocaust section in the IWMN as follows: “a sober
exhibition rejects the multimedia approach prevalent in the rest of the museum,
and deploys minimalist techniques – which are still, of course, a particular form
of aesthetics – in a short, but effective, exhibition; one that is for some, ‘graphic
and almost too personal to look at’” (2010, 64). Nevertheless, the IWMN chooses
an approach that differs from most of the other museums analyzed in this book.
The Holocaust is hardly present in other parts of the exhibition, with the ex-
ception of the aforementioned theme Kindertransport, represented in the silo
 The Topography of Terror could also be mentioned here, but since it is a Holocaust perpe-
tration documentation center, its networking of the Holocaust and war works on a different
level (see chapter 5.3).
 These include the depiction of the perpetrators as the enemy as well as the atrocities and
crimes committed within the same national, cultural, or ethnic group as the perpetrators.
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“Experience of War” and the Big Picture Show “Children of War,” and a Time-
Stack tray entitled “Holocaust,” in which clusters of objects are represented in
relation to the stories of four survivors.²⁰ In highlighting four stories and objects
related to them, it is the least didactic TimeStack tray in the museum, although
some items remain merely illustrative. The visitor is presented, for example, with
three items related to Vernon Fischer who escaped Germany through the Kinder-
transport with his mother. Classified as ‘enemy aliens,’ they were interned for six
months in a camp on the Isle of Man, and later Vernon worked in Manchester
and survived the Manchester Blitz. The visitor is challenged to interpret the con-
nections between Fischer’s Kindertransport suitcase, currency used in an intern-
ment camp, and a piece of shrapnel from the Manchester Blitz. How would a
child have experienced these different phases? What would it mean to be an
enemy of the Germans, persecuted because one was Jewish, and experiencing
the Air War, while simultaneously being viewed as a temporary enemy in
one’s new home? Though the items have an illustrative function, the connections
they hold to individuals and their stories have the potential to trigger the visitor’s
imagination and sense of empathy.
The actual “Genocide” cabinet is located at the lowest point of the museum
– the floor slopes down from the permanent exhibition’s entrance area (Bagnall
and Rowland 2010, 67). In a way, it seems to act as the final continuation of the
Second World War timeline before the fourth section, “1945– 1990: Cold War,”
begins, while also being situated in a special spot in the museum. The section
contains a 2013 artwork A Star Shall Stride from Jacob and a Sceptre Bearer
Shall Rise by Chava Rosenzweig and a large display cabinet entitled “Genocide,”
identical in style to the five previous cabinets in the Second World War section.
On the opposite wall, the visitor finds two other artworks relating to the Holo-
caust: the painting The Death Cart by Edith Birkin (1980– 1982) and facsimiles
of ten 1946-sketches from a thirty-six-sketch series of life in Ravensbrück concen-
tration camp by Violette Rougier Lecoq.²¹ The cabinet title “Genocide” provok-
ingly implies that the Holocaust is comparable to other genocidal actions in
 Because of mechanical failure, it was not accessible in May 2018.
 This analysis is based on visits in the IWMN in August 2013 and May 2018. The museum occa-
sionally switches artworks to create different aesthetic effects (however, not since 2013). For ex-
ample, Bagnall and Rowland (2010, 70–73) base their analysis on stills by Darren Almond’s
8 mm film Oswiecim March 1997. The spot where Rosenzweig’s artwork was presented has
also served to present figures from the Second World War, explicitly leaving out figures of
those killed in the Holocaust or genocidal actions in the Second World War (Bagnall and Row-
land 2010, 66–67).
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the Second World War.²² The cabinet itself is very object-oriented, holding the
potential to stir the imagination and allowing the visitor think about absences.
Unlike the relatively flat Second World War cabinets with almost exclusively il-
lustrative objects, the “Genocide” cabinet works like a spatial arrangement.
items displayed are from the Holocaust, depicting the different victim fates
that comprised the genocidal action: the visitor sees, among other things, a clus-
ter of sixteen photographs of Jewish people from the Polish village of Frysztak
(see Bagnall and Rowland 2010, 75–76, note 32),²³ thirty identity cards for Jewish
people living in the Kraków Ghetto from Kraków, currency and other items from
the Lodz Ghetto,²⁴ an insulator from an electric barbed wire fence in Auschwitz,
and a piece of timber from the destroyed gas chambers and crematoria in Ausch-
witz-Birkenau. Many items are individualized and attributed to their owners, so
that they lead into a story. Upon seeing a photograph and letter of Walter Horwitz
to his ex-wife Gretl, the visitor learns that he was a German-Jewish veteran from
the First World War who was deported from Hamburg to Minsk in 1941 where he
was murdered. This opens up a large array of possible questions. The IWMN does
not try to answer them but the visitor emotionally connects to the absurdities
and tragedies as well as to moments of resistance that the material items convey.
All are contextualized to explain their story or illustrative function. The dis-
played objects do not fit together, nor are they connected in any narrative
sense, but together the spatial arrangement can give the visitor – similar to
the Poland cabinet in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, analyzed
above (see also Jaeger 2017a, 36–39) – a structural picture of different pieces
of the Holocaust, while surpassing any illustrative or didactic function. Many
things remain untold; there is no narrative or interpretation, so that this cabinet
is the most open installation in the IWMN, challenging visitors to interpret its
meanings for themselves. Its explicit refusal to create a comprehensive overview
about the Holocaust strengthens the emotional and imaginative effect of the sec-
tion.
 Since the museum relates to other genocides in its exhibition, the title seems a bit confusing,
since it only relates to the Second World War and the display cabinet restricts itself to the Holo-
caust.
 Bagnall and Rowland (2010, 67) read this as “basically a miniature version of the Holocaust
Tower of faces [sic]” in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (for an analysis of the
Tower of Faces, see also Hansen-Glucklich 2014, 91–98). Unlike the Washington museum, the
photographs are in a glass cabinet, providing the visitor far more distance to think about the
fact that these people were photographed in their regular lives before they became victims of
the Holocaust.
 To understand the full nature of a ghetto or its chronological place in the Holocaust, the vis-
itor needs to possess prior knowledge or educational guidance during their visit.
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The artwork further intensifies this effect. For example, Chava Rosenzweig’s
installation A Star Shall Stride from Jacob and a Sceptre Bearer Shall Rise can also
challenge visitors to reflect upon their own personal connections to the Holo-
caust. The rectangular upright-positioned ceramic artwork is held in a glass
case and contains a large number of stars of David, “a symbol of pride for Jewish
people that was turned into a symbol of humiliation by the Nazis.” Each star has
been fired in a gas kiln, so that the process affected it “in its own unique way.”
Thus “[t]he stars invite the viewer to consider how their own families have been
uniquely shaped by twentieth century conflict.” Separated from the artwork in a
small, flat triangular display case that is fitted into the corner, the lowest point of
the exhibition space, broken dolls and their body parts represent the impact of
the war on children. The artwork first – as the text indicates – speaks to Jewish
survivors of the second and third generation. Its deeply religious connotations
might lead some visitors to see it as an artwork exclusively for Jewish families.
But visitors are also encouraged to go beyond that and feel invited to reflect
on their own status as well as the one of their family in the Holocaust, even if
one were not Jewish, as bystander, perpetrator, or member of a specific group
or nation. The stars fired in a gas kiln turned out very individually. They have
a strong material presence of an element or even a symbol of a human who
has survived the gas chamber. Thus, Rosenzweig’s artwork is a perfect example
of how a history museum can include installations that function in a commem-
orative or in a reflexive way to put the visitor in a mediator position in order to
create a structural experiential space. In combination with other forms of com-
memoration and mourning, the artwork allows for secondary experientiality and
for the possibility for self-reflection.
The second strategy of Holocaust representation in a war museum is the re-
stricted collective perspective. In the Canadian War Museum (CWM), the visitor
only hears about the Holocaust in the penultimate section of the Second
World War gallery. As the visitor approaches the gallery’s exit, they pass through
a small section of a corridor with display cases on both sides. The cabinet on the
left focuses on the Holocaust; the right, on Canadian prisoners of war in Japan
(Jaeger 2017c, 149). The Holocaust cabinet is shaped through a quotation by a
Flight Lieutenant from the Royal Canadian Air Force saying “Why we fought
World War II” pointing to photographs of horror in Bergen-Belsen. By focusing
on the spontaneous present reaction of Canadian soldiers at the moment of lib-
erating Bergen-Belsen, the visitor receives the (false) impression that Canada had
fought the war to end the Holocaust. Consequently, the Holocaust becomes an
argument in a historically progressive narrative that represents Canada’s growing
self-confidence and national identity and independence originating in war,
pointing directly to its subsequent self-understanding as a nation of peace-keep-
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ers. The Holocaust functions as a narrative event of the progression of Canadian
identity. However, the narrative effect is slightly reduced by two camp uniforms
belonging to Hélene Garrigues,who survived the Ravensbrück camp, and to Szla-
ma Zajderman, who survived Auschwitz and the Holocaust, the only member of
his family to live.²⁵ Both objects also partially conceal the photographs of mass
corpses in Bergen-Belsen.
It is important to consider here that the Canadian War Museum underwent a
large public controversy in relation to the idea of its hosting a separate Holocaust
gallery in the second half of the 1990s (Chatterley 2015, 190– 192; Moses 2012,
218; Hillmer 2010, 21–23; Celinscak 2018, 18–26). In 1997, the originally planned
Jewish war veterans’ gallery, was largely transformed into a Holocaust gallery of
6,000 square feet, making it the largest in the entire museum (Chatterley 2015,
191; Celinscak 2018, 21–22). This created an outcry amongst war veterans. The
National Council of Veteran Associations in Canada withdrew its support since
it did not see any connection between the Holocaust and Canada’s military his-
tory. Similarly, Jewish groups advocated for a separate Holocaust venue in Can-
ada. Eventually the public debate led to the decision that the CWM would not
include a separate Holocaust gallery and the Holocaust story would be told in
a separate venue as a stand-alone Holocaust museum. This public debate dem-
onstrates that in a country that sees itself on the right side of a ‘good war,’ the
connection between war and the Holocaust is far less automatic than in Europe-
an countries. If a museum such as the CWM takes its mandate to inform Cana-
dians of the nation’s role in the Second World War literally, it is not surprising
that it focalizes the collective view of its soldiers and the general public at the
time. The Holocaust did not play a major role in the general public’s perception
of the war as it was being conducted, and consequently the collective shock of
the soldiers liberating concentration camps created the feeling that the horror
they saw justified the war effort. However, if a museum represents this collective
gaze without further contextualization it inadvertently finds itself complicit with
the revisionist narrative that the Holocaust was the reason for Canadian and Al-
lied troops to fight the war. This restricts possibilities for experientiality and dif-
fers greatly from most European museums that have opened or revised their Sec-
ond World War exhibitions within the last two decades.²⁶
 The Canadian War Museum added the Zajderman jacket in recent years (post 2012). It is com-
plemented by a small table panel in front of the cabinet telling the story of the family, supported
by facsimile photographs and documents. This counterbalances the collective soldier perspec-
tive to a certain extent.
 It is, however, important to point out that the Canadian War Museum has started to change
the impression of its 2005 permanent exhibition in recent years. In 2018 alone it featured two
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The New Orleans WWII Museum operates in a similar fashion to the Cana-
dian War Museum, with the key difference that the Holocaust is so deeply en-
grained in the fabric of American collective memory that it seems part of the
war whenever it is presented as a fight for freedom and human rights. However,
the three virtual maps and tables where the visitor can learn about war events do
not mention the Holocaust at all. The large map charting the war’s major events
in the entry hall of the Louisiana Pavilion above the train station and the virtual
map introducing the war in the first room of the “Road to Berlin” exhibition do
not allude to the Holocaust or to genocide in general. The interactive Command
Central table on the first floor of the Boeing Pavilion is organized by battles and
missions. In all three of these installations, the New Orleans WWII Museum
proves itself to be a typical, traditional war museum. The museum makes it
clear that the Holocaust does not belong in a war museum. Consequently, the
visitor hardly hears anything about events on the war’s Eastern front, whether
in Poland or in the Soviet Union – with the exception of brief references to atroc-
ities and the Holocaust in the chronological timeline.
The museum is restricted to an American collective perspective, similar to
the way that the Canadian War Museum restricts its perspective to that of the
Canadian collective. The chronological “Road to Berlin” first mentions the Holo-
caust in the context of the liberation of Auschwitz, located at the beginning of
the penultimate room on the Battle of the Bulge. The final room, though much
more complex than the one in Ottawa, presents the discovery of the camps by
focusing on the Ohrdruf concentration camp²⁷ through the collective gaze of
American soldiers and commanders. What is particularly important, is that it
is a total surprise: shades of what was previously known about the Holocaust
play no role, making it so that the gaze of American and Allied forces become
a universal gaze: “After six years of war, Allied soldiers are certain they have
seen the worst of Nazism, but nothing prepares them for what they are about
to discover. They stumble upon one concentration camp, then another, and an-
other. These war-weary soldiers and soon the entire world cannot fathom the
massive scale of this heinous crime.” After providing some data on the atrocities
in Nazi Germany, the narrator provides an anecdote: “When a German soldier
asks an American GI, why are you fighting, the GI replies, we are fighting to
special exhibitions dealing with the Holocaust: St. Louis – Ship of Fate and Canadian Jewish Ex-
perience. Even if both exhibitions were produced by other institutions, their presence demon-
strates a change in the museum’s objectives and stance on whether the Holocaust should be
part of the museum’s mission. This change also seems to be related to the adjacent National Ho-
locaust Monument that was unveiled in September 2017.
 A subcamp of the Buchenwald concentration camp in Thuringia near Gera.
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free you from this idea that you are a master race.” The museum streamlines the
soldier’s spontaneous reaction at the horrors they discovered and in doing so
points toward Nazi exceptionalism and racism as the reasons for the war.
In six interactive Dog Tag Experience stations,²⁸ Charlotte Weiss tells her
story in the civilian category of the “Road to Berlin.” This is comprised of an ap-
proximately six-minute narrative, supported by the voice of a male narrator. The
very personal, highly emotional story is the only one in the museum that reflects
on details of the Holocaust.Weiss charts her “early life,” the discrimination and
racism she faced, early reports on German atrocities, and her move to the Mates-
zelka Ghetto in Hungary. She then describes how her family – minus her father –
was deported and how Dr. Mengele performed the selection in which her young-
er brother and her mother were sent to their immediate deaths,while she and her
five sisters survived. They were sent to a subcamp of the Natzweiler-Struthof con-
centration camp in Geislingen. Her story alludes to the fears they faced in the
camp and mentions the kindness of two Germans who helped them survive.
When they are put on a train they believe they are going to their death, but in-
stead see American soldiers when the train carts open. After the war they find
out that their father is still alive – he survived Buchenwald and emigrated to
the United States in 1949. The narrator notes that despite all the atrocities that
Charlotte Weiss suffered, she still has faith and hope for humanity.
On the one hand, Charlotte Weiss’s story seems out of place in the Dog Tag
Experience station. All other stories and accounts by oral witnesses employed by
the museum are those of soldiers or civilians that accompanied or supported the
American forces. Thus, Charlotte Weiss is used as a token witness of the Holo-
caust. The museum does not contextualize Charlotte Weiss’s oral memory fur-
ther: like in all dog tag stories and all oral witness accounts found on the com-
puter stations in the museum, memory is presented as historical truth. Since
most visitors only choose a single Dog Tag Experience, only a fraction of them
end up listening to Weiss’s story. While this story corresponds to the liberation
story and the museum’s master narrative, it also clearly goes beyond it in
terms of representation depth with regard to the Holocaust. However, if the mu-
seum genuinely wanted to integrate the Holocaust as a part of its representation
of the war, it should have at least developed a station or section in the “Road to
Berlin” exhibition that would allow multiple oral witnesses to speak. The Dog
Tag Experiences give an illustrative insight into the different backgrounds,
deeds, and experiences of American soldiers. While doing so, the museum
 See chapter 4.1 for an explanation of this immersive oral history technique in the New Or-
leans WWII Museum,
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also embeds a few Holocaust experience stories within them. For example, Felix
Sparks, who led the 3rd Battalion of the 157th Infantry Regiment of the 45th In-
fantry Division of the US Army, describes entering and liberating Dachau concen-
tration camp. His voice can create a connection for the visitor to the final film in
“Road to Berlin”²⁹ by describing “the ultimate evil of the Nazis” and the emotion-
al reaction to seeing the corpses and people who were barely alive at the moment
of liberation and who did not know whether they would be liberated or killed.
Sparks’ story also creates one of the few experiential tensions in the museum:
he mentions how, upon capturing a few remaining SS guards, some US soldiers
lost control and shot them before he was able to stop them.
The New Orleans WWII Museum plans to open its final building, the Liber-
ation Pavilion, in 2021. In it, the museum will explore “the closing months of the
war and immediate post-war years, concluding with an explanation of links to
our lives today.”³⁰ These immersive galleries will seemingly continue the devel-
opment of the American collective gaze and explore how “the world – and Amer-
ica’s place in it – changed after World War II.” They will relate to the internation-
al tribunals “seeking justice for war crimes” and feature an immersive Anne
Frank room (National WWII Museum 2016, 60). The plans for these elements in-
dicate that the construction of a master narrative centering on the American gaze
will continue. Furthermore, they also indicate that the message of the war to de-
feat evil and free the world will include the Holocaust in the post-war construc-
tion, despite its lack of presence in the museum’s exhibitions before 1945.³¹
In the Beyond All Boundaries multimedia show, the Holocaust is introduced
when American troops enter Germany. The show then retroactively immerses the
audience in giving them the feeling of being in a camp. One hears guards shout-
ing in German as flashlights from the watchtower blind the audience. Narrator
Tom Hanks explains the Holocaust with reference to the long outdated and ex-
aggerated number that six million Jews and eleven million people died in the
 See chapter 4.1.
 https://www.nationalww2museum.org/visit/museum-campus/liberation-pavilion, accessed
13 October 2019 (this source references all quotations in this paragraph).
 Another way the New Orleans WWII Museum integrates the Holocaust in the museum is
through its special exhibitions. Here, the New Orleans WWII Museum clearly identifies the Ho-
locaust as part of its mandate and can represent it in separate venues in the Joe W. and Dorothy
D. Brown Foundation Special Exhibit Gallery in Louisiana Pavilion. For example, in 2017, the
New Orleans WWII Museum showed the special exhibition State of Deception: The Power of
Nazi Propaganda and in 2007 it showed Anne Frank: A History for Today, both in cooperation
with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
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camps alone,³² and calls it a “systematic program of organized murder,” based
on “Hitler’s twisted idea of a master race.” The voice then switches to a female
voice narrating an eyewitness account: she describes how the American troops
liberated the camp in Dachau, supplemented by extremely slow, emotionalizing
music. In comparison to Spark’s voice and personal story in the dog tag section,
the individuality of the eyewitness here seems to be subsumed into a pinpointed
didactic, moral master narrative. It highlights Dachau as the “first and largest of
the Nazi concentration camps.”³³ “The minute the two of us entered a […] bar-
rage of ‘Are you Americans?’ in about sixteen languages came from the barracks.
An affirmative nod caused pandemonium; tattered, emaciated men weeping and
yelling ‘Long live America’ swept through the gate in a mob; those who could not
walk limped or crawled.” The case may be that this narrative reflects the person-
al memory or experiences of a single soldier; however, it demonstrates how the
museum includes the liberation of the camps as more of a celebration of Amer-
ica than an attempt to understand how this happened and what ordeals prison-
ers and survivors went through. Since the audience is placed into the perspective
of being imprisoned in the camp, it almost seems to be a logical consequence
that the show would ask the audience to join in weeping, crawling, and yelling
“long live America.” That most survivors needed a long time to fully understand
that their ordeal was over and to come to terms with the atrocities they experi-
enced is not significant in Beyond All Boundaries. The few visitors who have the
chance to listen to the voice of Felix Sparks will get a different and considerably
more realistic description of the liberation of Dachau. In contrast, Beyond All
Boundaries shows the core idea behind the museum’s retroactive integration
of the Holocaust as part of the war without historical or cultural contextualiza-
tion. Instead, it is enough that the Holocaust is the symbol of ultimate evil, fit-
ting perfectly into the master narrative of the ‘good’ war guaranteeing freedom in
the world. By emotionally overwhelming the visitor, this show restricts any po-
tential for experientiality.
The third strategy for representing the Holocaust in a war museum can be
found in the Warsaw Rising Museum (WRM), in which the Holocaust and the
identity of the (Polish) Jew almost completely disappear. The victim status of Pol-
ish Jews is transferred to all Polish people and particularly to the insurgents of
 For more accurate and methodically reflected estimates, see United States Holocaust Memo-
rial Museum 2019, https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/documenting-numbers-
of-victims-of-the-holocaust-and-nazi-persecution, accessed 13 October 2019.
 The imprecise claim that Dachau was the largest concentration camp is typical for a film that
is so focused on emotionalizing visitors with superlatives and immersing them in a story of good
defeating evil that historical accuracy falls by the wayside.
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the Warsaw Uprising. This move is particularly important since the WRM has
taken major curatorial cues from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
and from the House of Terror in Budapest (Kurkowska-Budzan 2006, 138). The
victim and target of all German atrocities is directly transferred to the insurgents
who symbolize all Poles (with the exception of the Communists Poles, who sided
with the Soviet Union).³⁴ The diagram of main events in the museum’s entrance
vestibule does not mention the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising or any other event relat-
ed to the Holocaust. In the section dedicated to the German occupation, it is writ-
ten that: “The Germans established concentration camps where they imprisoned
thousands of Poles.” In the text’s last paragraph, it mentions that Jews were as-
sembled in ghettos and that from December 1941 onwards, Germans carried out
the mass murder of Jews. One display wall depicts the ghetto and notes its cata-
strophic conditions. The text panel ends as follows: “Nonetheless [despite the
threat of the death penalty if Poles helped Jews], many brave Poles try to save
Jews by offering them food and shelter. Unfortunately, there are others that
blackmail Jews or hand them over to the Germans.”³⁵ The exhibition then enters
the beginning of the 1944 Warsaw Uprising and any reference to Jewish identity
disappears from the exhibition. Since the exhibition highlights religious life, rit-
uals, and values, the visitor obtains the strong impression that all Poles are Cath-
olic. It is only in the later part of the exhibition, in the section “Foreigners with
the Insurgent Armband,” that the visitor hears about Jewish people again:
“Many people of different nationalities decide to fight in the Warsaw Rising
alongside the Poles. Jews are the most numerous.” The exhibition does not
take the idea of Jews fighting in resistance to the Nazis any further. However,
it is telling that the WRM follows the tradition of Eastern European historiogra-
phy regarding the representation of Jews and gentiles in the Holocaust: it differ-
entiates between Poles and Jews when it is important to underscore the collective
aid given to the ‘real’ Polish insurgents, whereas at other opportune points in the
exhibition, the Jewish Poles become Polish heroes and martyrs. This is evident in
the section “The Death of the City,” which features the pianist Władysław Szpil-
man, who survived in the destruction of Warsaw, as a “Warsaw Robinson.” The
visitor only incidentally finds out that Szpilman was Jewish because the exhibi-
tion mentions that he escaped the Ghetto. The wording remains ambiguous:
“After the fall of the Rising, he [Szpilman] shares the fate of the ‘Robinsons.’”
In other words, it implies that Szpilman was not a Warsaw Robinson himself.
 See also chapter 3.2.
 See Chu 2019, 133– 135, for a more differentiated picture. The MIIWŚ under its new director-
ship shows similar tendencies as discussed below in this chapter.
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In order to hear about the Ghetto Uprising, the visitor must go into the base-
ment to see the stand-alone exhibition “Germans in Warsaw” (see also figure 3).
A visitor who reads every line will find a few traces of the Holocaust: one sign
indicates that Jews were forbidden in the new German government district; sev-
eral panels on the biographies of German perpetrators mention their crimes
against Jewish people; the Warsaw Ghetto is represented in one photo montage
with a map of the ghetto and numerous historical photographs that show the
rounding-up of Jews, but in comparison to the museum’s representation of the
Warsaw Uprising, no atrocities are depicted. The only text is a biographical
sketch of the crimes of SS Brigadeführer Jürgen Stroop: “From April till [sic] Oc-
tober 1943 he commanded the Warsaw District SS and police; is responsible for
the deportation of Jews to the concentration camp in Treblinka and the bloody
suppression of the ghetto uprising.” In other words, the Ghetto Uprising is an af-
terthought – one cannot leave it out in its entirety, but here it clearly seems to
serve as a springboard for the ‘more horrific’ atrocities to come. This becomes
clear in the second half of the “Germans in Warsaw” exhibition.When the visitor
reaches the panel “The Crime of Genocide,” there is no doubt that the genocide
exclusively relates to German massacres during the Warsaw Uprising in 1944. The
Holocaust has been – notwithstanding a few token mentions – written out of his-
tory in order to tell the story of the German genocide against the Poles.
The fourth strategy relates to war museums with a more local perspective,
which use different networking techniques to integrate the Holocaust into
their exhibitions. These include the Bastogne War Museum, the German-Russian
Museum, and the Oskar Schindler Factory. In his analysis of Saul Friedländer’s
The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939– 1945 (2007), Wulf
Kansteiner (2013, 23) has demonstrated how historical writing on the Holocaust
can deal with its representational challenges by juggling numerous historical
places, peoples, and strands of events to create a chronosophic net that does
not operate in a chronologically linear way, but rather multidimensionally.
This indicates that networking techniques toward a structural secondary experi-
entiality in the museum are well suited to and necessary for the challenges of
representing the Holocaust in the twenty-first century.
My first example of a local museum employing networking techniques, the
Bastogne War Museum (BWM), does not represent the Holocaust as an individual
theme, with the exception of a systematic summary in a computer station in the
penultimate room of the exhibition after the discovery and liberation of the
camps. This means that the visitor cannot understand the full historical context
of the Holocaust, though it is present in the global and local parts of the muse-
um. The exhibition begins with an image montage featuring iconic photographs
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and an introductory image slideshow.³⁶ In the second room, the visitor sees a
couple of historical photographs depicting the exclusion of Jews in Fascist Ger-
man society and the Reichspogromnacht. Furthermore, in the first scenovision
Mathilde only mentions the round-ups of the Jews in passing. The core room fea-
turing the Holocaust is the fourth devoted to Belgium under German occupation.
Photographs show how the discrimination of Jews transferred from Germany to
occupied Belgium. One cabinet and a computer station display the topic “Prison-
ers and Deportees,” with a focus on the camp in Breendonk and the Deportations
from the Dossin barracks. These deportations included Jews, prisoners of war,
and political prisoners. It is clear that the Holocaust was part of Belgian histor-
ical reality and that some Belgians were participating as collaborators at the
same time that others were resisting the Germans.
In the penultimate room the visitor can see one panel featuring a montage of
images entitled “The Jewish Question.”³⁷ This panel provides a survey text that
explains some of the Holocaust’s historical context, accompanied by supporting
images on a computer station. It relies on iconic images of freed inmates from
the Buchenwald and Mauthausen camps and masses of corpses from Bergen-Bel-
sen and Ohrdruf. The final room shows a wall panel with photographs of memo-
rials and monuments, among them the Holocaust memorials in Charleroi, Dora,
Buchenwald, and Terezin. Clearly, the memories of the Holocaust and the war
are intertwined. The BWM functions as an example of a war museum in which
there is a no doubt that the war cannot be represented without reference to
the Holocaust. To understand the interweaving of the local and global theaters
of war and of Holocaust, war, and occupation, the Holocaust must be present
throughout. Visitors can decide for themselves, how the suffering of civilians
and war atrocities committed by the Germans in the Battle of the Bulge relate
to the Holocaust or whether they constitute separate themes.
The German-Russian Museum also connects its focus on the German-Soviet
war with the Holocaust throughout the exhibition,³⁸ without isolating the Holo-
caust or representing it as a separate theme. From the beginning, the visitor un-
 The conceptual words framing the wall of the image slideshow include ‘Night and Fog,’ the
Final Solution, Genocide, Night of the Broken Glass, and War Crimes relating to the Holocaust
and genocide. See chapter 4.3 above.
 The Bastogne War Museum avoids the term ‘Holocaust’ in its text panels.
 The exception is the room “Consequences of War and War Memories” in which the German-
Russian Museum seems to run out of space. It has brief display cases on the Nuremberg Trials
and on the “Suppression and Reappraisal” of war crimes, but neither the Holocaust nor the con-
centration camps are mentioned explicitly. The local question of the German-Soviet war seems to
become narrower and more traditional here.
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derstands the connection between the policies of the war of annihilation and the
Nazi’s racial policies. The conspiracy theories of ‘Jewish Bolshevism’ and the
consequent genocidal policies are clearly documented: there is no doubt
about how they impact wartime policies, first briefly in Poland and then in
the Soviet Union. The different victim groups are clearly visible throughout the
museum, including Sinti and Roma and psychiatric patients. In the prisoner of
war room, the transnational focus highlights camps in the Soviet Union and Ger-
many and places a strong emphasis on forced laborers. The impact of the Holo-
caust is particularly present in many graphic perpetrator photographs in the
room featuring the German occupation of Soviet Territory following the onset
of Operation Barbarossa. The visitor is presented with images from the pogroms
in Lviv, the humiliation of Jews, numerous mass shootings, scenes from the mas-
sacre in Babi Yar, and images and items from the Maly Trostinets extermination
camp, among others. The extermination camps on Polish territory are not high-
lighted due to the museum’s Soviet-German focus. The strategy seen here varies
from other museums insofar as graphic photographs of victims and corpses are
not enlarged; the photographs seem to steer the visitor’s gaze more toward the
systemic nature of the depicted acts, rather than highlighting iconic images
and artifacts of the Holocaust. For a German museum, and even more so, one
with transnational German-Russian focus, it is crucial that the war crimes in
the East, including the Holocaust, are represented as one overall event that cre-
ated ‘a space of violence.’ Similar to other museums that highlight a local theater
of war or specific perspectives and weave the Holocaust into their overall repre-
sentations, the genesis of the Holocaust is only partially or briefly reflected upon.
The Oskar Schindler Factory (OSF)³⁹ serves as a final example of a museum
in which the Holocaust is present throughout the museum while being placed
into a local setting. Since the museum is less concentrated on the events of
the war than on the events of an occupied city, the decisive choice to represent
the Holocaust comes from the decision to present Jewish victims as one clearly
identifiable, major collective perspective that experiences the occupation (Heine-
mann 2015, 267–271). The museum’s location in the authentic space of the Oskar-
Schindler factory adds another commemorative layer in which the Holocaust is
represented. Due to the fact that the OSF stages an experiential space, making
the visitor a time traveler who experiences the events of occupied Kraków, the
museum must rely on narrative proximity to the historical spaces and events.
The exhibition’s goal is to see, experience, and understand how the Holocaust
unfolded in this specific situation, spanning from pre-war life in Kraków to
 See chapter 4.2 for further details.
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the early stages of German occupation. This includes the discrimination and ex-
clusion of Jews from public life, the terror experienced in Gestapo cells, the es-
tablishment of the ghetto, and the plundering of Jewish property. The visitor then
experiences life in the ghetto, the role played by the Schindler factory and the
saving of the Schindler Jews, the ghetto’s liquidation, and the Plaszów concen-
tration camp. It is here that the story of Kraków’s Jews stops and is mainly
taken up in the final room, the “Hall of Choices,” and in the studio portraits
of former workers in the Oskar Schindler’s Enamel Factory. The OSF walks a
fine line between ensuring visitors do not believe they can experience the atroc-
ities of the Holocaust as a true primary event and integrating the Holocaust into
the overlap between primary and secondary experientiality produced by the mu-
seum. However, as seen in Bastogne and in Berlin-Karlshorst, the Holocaust re-
ceives its own voice within the local context of the museum. The Polish story of
the war cannot be told without the Holocaust, nor can the Holocaust be separat-
ed from the war and the Polish story of occupation.
The fifth and most important representational strategy relevant to this study
is that of structurally networking the Holocaust. This means that the Holocaust,
in its larger historical context, is present in different ways throughout a museum
exhibition and complements the experientiality of the Second World War. Since
war museums mostly avoid generating direct empathy with the individual or col-
lective perspectives of Holocaust victims and perpetrators, the majority of the
networking efforts are toward secondary experientiality and structural experien-
ces. This means that the Second World War and the Holocaust, along with other
atrocities and genocides, are so deeply intertwined that they cannot be separat-
ed. The Topography of Terror (ToT), House of European History (HEH), the
Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ), the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum (MHM), and the Mémorial de Caen indicate different forms of
networking. The Holocaust is present throughout each of these exhibitions. How-
ever, a close analysis demonstrates differences in how this networking inter-
weaves the war and the Holocaust and helps to determine whether the persecu-
tion and extermination of European Jewry maintains its own status or disappears
in the face of other atrocities and civilian suffering.
Though themes like racism, antisemitism, and the Holocaust appear at sev-
eral spots in the museum, at first glance the Mémorial de Caen seems similar to
the Imperial War Museum in London due to its decision to isolate the Holocaust.
However, a closer analysis of the current exhibition indicates how closely the
genocidal strategies employed in the war and the concept of total warfare are in-
terconnected with the Holocaust. The Holocaust is depicted as a historical event
that is closely intertwined with total warfare and other wartime atrocities. The
Holocaust and genocide section, entitled “Genocide and Mass Violence – the Ex-
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termination of the Jews in Europe,” is part of the “World War, Total War” section
that charts the development of a European war into a world war. The Holocaust
and genocide section is followed by a section discussing the idea of a total war.⁴⁰
The former presents important aspects and phases of the Holocaust and the ex-
periences of various victim groups. In doing so, this section employs graphic im-
ages of crimes and victims and creates a separate commemorative space entitled
“‘Face-to-Face’ Extermination” in the middle of the gallery in which the voices of
survivors can be heard.⁴¹ The difference between this museum and the two
branches of the Imperial War Museum is that its focus lies less with the evil
of Nazism and its antisemitism / racism (IWML). Neither does it uniquely sepa-
rate the Holocaust from the war (IWMN). Instead, the Mémorial de Caen’s con-
cept of violence shapes its representation of the Holocaust and allows it to be
presented as an event that needs to be understood on its own terms on the
one hand, but also in close relation to the development of violence during the
war on the other. This is evident at the end of the room where two displays
are located: “Violence on Part of the Japanese Army” and “Violence and Nazism”
explain how violence was at the heart of Nazism and how it affected the German
campaigns in Poland and the Soviet Union in particular. These displays also
highlight the bombing of cities and civilians as parts of such violence, building
a bridge between the atrocities represented in the Holocaust room and the fol-
lowing room reflecting upon the concept and impacts of total war.⁴²
Placing the Holocaust in a constellation with total warfare always runs the
risk of bringing up questions of comparability. There is also the danger that
the Holocaust could be universalized to the point where it becomes part of a gen-
eralized scheme of illustrating total war and in which it might lose its individual
status – resulting in an exhibition that only generates restricted experientiality.⁴³
 The “World War, Total War” section will be extensively analyzed in the following chapter on
the Air War.
 The enlarged faces of the survivors who remember the atrocities are combined with large
poster walls depicting the overgrown sites of former extermination camps. The pyramid-like
glass ceiling of the room opens up to the ground floor above and offers hope for the future.
 See also chapter 8.
 See Alexander 2009 for the social construction of moral universals explaining how the his-
torical event ‘Holocaust’ was redefined as a traumatic event for all of humankind with Nazism as
the representation of absolute evil: “As the sense that the Holocaust was a unique event in
human history crystallized and its moral implications became paradoxically generalized, the
tragic trauma-drama became increasingly subject to memorialization” (Alexander 2009, 60).
Whereas this memorialization is evident in many Western museums with either a national or
a cosmopolitan memory focus, the complication of the Holocaust’s reception through recent de-
velopments of populisms, antisemitism, and new nationalistic identity policies, casts some
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That is not the case in the Mémorial de Caen. However, it is obvious that in the
museum’s networking of the Holocaust and total war, it walks a fine line in order
to maintain the specificity of the Holocaust as a historical event and the individ-
ual voices of its victims. As seen above,⁴⁴ in the House of European History
(HEH), the Holocaust is in danger of being subsumed by an absolute total war
concept and as a generalized founding myth of contemporary Europe in the mu-
seum’s memory sections. The HEH is able to interweave the Holocaust into a long
history of violence in Europe, the emergence of totalitarian systems, the atroci-
ties and suffering in a total war context and in totalitarian systems. Yet in
doing so, it increasingly runs the risk of eliminating the historical specificity
of the Holocaust and other events of the Second World War to establish a new
master narrative that centers on extreme suffering in total war as the decisive
component leading to European unity.⁴⁵
The Topography of Terror is an obvious exception, due to its status as a doc-
umentation center of German perpetration.⁴⁶ All phases of the Holocaust are
documented throughout: while all victim groups are systematically represented
in the third section “Terror, Persecution and Extermination on Reich Territory,”
in which different sub-sections represent each victim group of German persecu-
tion. In the other sections, various victim groups are recognizable. Although the
exhibition’s perspective is that of German perpetrators, with a strong focus on
institution and the ‘Volksgemeinschaft,’ the visitor is led to understand the Holo-
caust through the secondary experientiality discussed above.⁴⁷ Expressions of
antisemitism are present throughout the museum, as has been already men-
tioned in regard to public shaming. Bystanders watch the destruction of synago-
gues, the auctioning off of Jewish property, and mass executions. Structural net-
working creates a strong experientiality concerning the structures of the
Holocaust and the different gazes of the perpetrator. Historical specificity is evi-
doubt on the exclusivity of Alexander’s idea of moral universalism based on “social processes
that construct and channel cultural trauma” (2009, 70) at the end of the second decade of the
twenty-first century.
 See chapter 6.3.
 Occasionally, the House of European History is also historically specific about the special
status of the persecution against Jews in Nazi racial ideology, such as in the section on German
totalitarianism. Among other items, it displays a copy of the special no. 1 (“Sondernummer 1”)
entitled “Jewish plans to murder non-Jews revealed (“Jüdischer Mordplan gegen die nichtjüdi-
sche Menschheit aufgedeckt”), published in May 1934.
 For other German and Austrian sites of perpetration see Kleinmann 2017, 2019; for a Euro-
pean comparison between Austria, Hungary, and Italy, see Meyer 2018.
 See chapter 5.3.
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dent in the museum’s representation of the events of the Holocaust and how it
networks the Holocaust, German perpetration, atrocities, and war.
In the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM), the Holocaust and
other genocidal activities during the Second World War are spread around the
museum. At first glance, there is only one core display cabinet representing
the Holocaust, entitled “The Shoah,” in the museum’s section on the war of ex-
termination in the East. It displays single shoes from Majdanek concentration
camp, arranged on shelves like in a shoe store and mixed between children,
women, and men. This can potentially trigger visitor reflections on the back-
ground of each shoe, while presenting iconic Holocaust objects re-individualized
by their arrangement (Arnold-de Simine 2013, 80–86; Paver 2018, 111– 112).⁴⁸
The cabinet also displays the text of the poem Shoes of the Dead, a survey
text, and a map of the camps and population movements during the Holocaust.
This is supplemented by a German-language computer station that holds further
encyclopedic information on antisemitism and the Holocaust, including photo-
graphs and film material.⁴⁹
At second glance, however, the Holocaust is present throughout the muse-
um.⁵⁰ This includes the “Economy of War in World War II” cabinet on the arma-
ment industry (Jaeger 2015b, 238), the mass murders in Greece in the “Homeland
and Hinterland” cabinet; the perpetrator, bystander, and victim biographies
throughout the chronological exhibition, and the experience station “Exclusion,
Forced Immigration, Murder: Stripping German Jews of their Civil Rights,” con-
taining snow-globes depicting scenes of newly enacted racial laws. There are
also the in-depth cabinets about “Jewish Fates in the 1930s” (see also John-
ston-Weiss 2016, 97–99) and “Resistance in the Arts” during National Social-
ism.⁵¹ In the sections of the thematic tour, the visitor finds themes related to
the Holocaust as well, for example under “Silent Heroes” in the “Memory” sec-
 Chloe Paver criticizes that the degradation of the shoes which “evokes a powerful sense of
physical damage, neglect and dishonouring decay” is not explicitly reflected in the MHM’s dis-
play (2018, 112).
 Here, the visitor has the opportunity to enter an almost encyclopedic archive supplemented
with images, footage, and interactive maps. There is, however, only one computer station, exclu-
sively in German. This means the computer station has little to no effect on most visitors. In more
than twenty extensive visits to the museum, I have never observed a visitor spending time at the
computer station, which would work more effectively as an online museum archive on the mu-
seum website.
 The cabinet does not merely document the links between the economy, war, and Holocaust,
but performs them.
 Furthermore, there are several several other historical cabinets such as those about the Po-
land campaign and the Barbarossa cabinet, as discussed in chapter 5.1.
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tion or the pogroms in Lviv in the “War and Suffering” section.⁵² The Holocaust is
networked throughout the museum; the MHM takes a documentary approach
without explicitly interpreting the networks it creates. This allows for an open-
ness that forces the visitor to interpret the objects, images, and constellations
on display for themselves. The Holocaust is clearly not represented in a memo-
rializing mode, nor is it presented as an autonomous topic. Instead, the MHM
demonstrates, for example in the “Economy of War in World War II” cabinet,
that the Holocaust is closely connected to the war effort and its actors. Eventu-
ally the visitor will be led back into the continuities in German history, into chal-
lenges of remembering the Holocaust today, and into the human history of vio-
lence more generally.
Finally, the networking found in the Museum of the Second World War
(MIIWŚ) is complex. At first glance, it is easy to assume that because the muse-
um focuses on civilian suffering, the Holocaust would be overly present through-
out. A closer analysis indicates a more subtle dynamic at work. On the one hand,
the Holocaust is deeply ingrained in the museum’s representation. On the other,
there are some places where it seems to either disappear behind Polish suffering,
or be held up as a general human form of suffering. This fits with the original
mission of the museum. The Holocaust receives a separate large gallery and con-
siderable recognition as a historical event, and additionally is also networked
throughout the museum. One can argue whether this networking effect makes
the Holocaust more or less prominent as a central theme for the museum.
Aside from the dedicated Holocaust section,⁵³ the discrimination of Jews is pre-
sent in the room on German Nazism; the room on pre-war Danzig/Gdańsk; the
room on Hitler’s and Stalin’s social engineering and the subsequent resettle-
ments and expulsions presented in the terror section; in the section on concen-
tration camps; in the brief section on the liberation of the camps; the “Justice
Triumphs” section relating to the post-war trials; and through a Matzevah, a
tombstone from a Jewish cemetery in the destroyed road installation near the ex-
hibition’s end. The fate of the mentally and physically handicapped under Naz-
ism is present in the room on German Nazism and at the end of the concentra-
tion camp room. Sinti and Roma are represented in one computer station at the
end of the Auschwitz section. Homosexuals are only mentioned in the introduc-
 See also the Felix Nussbaum painting in the “Politics and the Use of Force” section (see
chapter 5.1) or the marking of the parallel between the KZ Mittelbau-Dora, the V2 rocket, and
its devastation in London in the “Technology and the Military” and “War and Play” sections
(see chapter 8 for a more detailed discussion). The Holocaust is also alluded to in various com-
missioned artworks (see chapter 9).
 Here, the visitor, also finds a separate section on the persecution of Sinti and Roma.
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tory panel of the concentration camp room. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of
the displays indicates that the Holocaust – whether in relation to Jews or to
the other main victim groups of Nazi atrocities – and the identities of Jewish vic-
tims play a relatively minor role outside of the Holocaust section. The concentra-
tion camp rooms in the “Terror” section mainly use the word prisoners or iden-
tify victims by name and occasionally as Poles or Jews from other countries.
Monika Heinemann reads this as inclusion of Jews and other Polish minorities
into the Polish collective (2017, 472).
However, it seems clear that the word ‘Poles’ is shorthand for non-Jewish
Poles and most individualized names refer to non-Jewish Poles.⁵⁴ The first
room of the “Terror” section is entitled “Terror of the German Occupation: Plan-
ned Extermination and Blind Revenge.” Its introductory survey text ends with
the words: “Polish Jews condemned to total elimination, formed a separate cat-
egory.” This seems to indicate that the section displaying massacres by Germans
in villages across Central and Eastern Europe is only concerned with Polish and
other gentile victims. More importantly, it seems to signify that the Holocaust can
be mainly compartmentalized into a single separate section. In that section, the
museum discusses death and extermination camps,which allows the museum to
arrange the preceding concentration camp section without highlighting the
group identities of most victims unless they are Polish.⁵⁵
In the opening version of the exhibition, the estimates of the number of peo-
ple killed in the war were listed in millions and categorized by country and sol-
diers versus civilians. It noted that 0.3 million Polish soldiers and 5.3 million Pol-
ish civilians died in the war. Below the table, it read: “The civilian victims
included about six million murdered European Jews, of whom three million
were Polish citizens.” In other words, the original exhibition was careful in dif-
ferentiating between Polish gentiles and Polish Jews, although it also incorporat-
ed all of them as Polish citizens in its numbers. In the new exhibition, a large
panel entitled “Casualties Sustained by a Given Country during the Second
World War” has replaced the statistical table on a smaller display box. Poland
 This trend has been strongly intensified through the recent additions to the permanent ex-
hibition, such as a cabinet on Maksymilian Maria Kolbe, a Catholic priest, killed in Auschwitz
after offering his life for another prisoner. The careful avoidance of most group identifiers in the
original exhibition here turns into a celebration of a specific group and Kolbe’s Catholic faith.
 Former museum director Machcewicz reflects exclusively on all victim groups as a “shared
fate” (2019 [2017], 87); the partial compartmentalization of the Holocaust seems more of an un-
intentional side effect of a universalization of civilian victims.
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clearly ranks at the top.⁵⁶ Jewish casualties have been merged with Polish casu-
alties so that the number appears higher; there is no way for the visitor to tell
how many of the 5.7 million Polish civilian casualties were Jews. In the smaller
display box neither the word ‘Jewish’ nor specific Jewish artifacts appear any
longer. Instead, the visitor sees a drawing of Mary holding Jesus made by a Pol-
ish concentration camp survivor while receiving treatment for his trauma, among
other objects.
The changes made by the new museum team clearly reduce the role of Jew-
ish suffering and replace it in the well-known matyrological narrative of Polish
(Catholic) suffering. This consequently reduces any structural experiences of ci-
vilian suffering down to mere ideological arguments. For example, at the end of
the “Road to Auschwitz” section there is a new display entitled “Poles in the Face
of the Holocaust” with a large poster board and a computer. Unlike in other texts
and displays in the same section, which acknowledges a degree of complicity on
the part of Poles regarding the Holocaust, this new display presents a clear
black-and-white narrative. The poster and single story found on the computer
station is about the Ulma family, who recently received their own museum.⁵⁷
The text begins “Saving their neighbors cost them their life [sic].” The enlarged
poster is a photograph taken by father Józef Ulma, depicting the mother Wiktoria
Ulma with her six children and several sheep. In the overall narrative trajectory
of the slideshow, it is increasingly made to seem like all Poles formed a single
group that had a fully positive attitude toward the country’s Jews and were
eager to help them – all in the face of Germans implementing the death penalty
for everybody aiding or hiding Jews. In regard to the Ulma family the slideshow
notes: “Unfortunately, most likely as result of a denunciation, the Germans
learned about it [the hiding].” Possible reasons for why good Poles would de-
nounce their fellow Poles are nowhere to be found in this addition to the section.
The mostly multifaceted approach of the museum’s original exhibition, which
differentiated within groups and performed a more complex analysis beyond as-
 The new table is particularly manipulative since the visitor first sees a graph that is more
than twice the length of the next one (civilian casualties in the Soviet Union); only upon a closer
examination it is revealed that the Soviet percentage was almost as high as the Polish one; if one
adds up civilian and military casualties and that the overall number of victims was much higher.
 https://muzeumulmow.pl/en/, accessed 13 October 2019. The Museum was opened in Marko-
wa on March 17, 2016. Its webpage describes its mission as follows: “The primary goal of the Mu-
seum is to show heroic stance of the Poles who helped the Jews during German occupation, risk-
ing their own lives and the lives of their families.” https://muzeumulmow.pl/en/museum/about-
museum/ Accessed 13 October 2019. For a discussion of the museum and its exhibition see Hack-
mann 2018, 597–600.
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signing individuals and events to black-and-white categories has disappeared.
Instead, Poles are held up as a collective group with good values. After stating
that Polish people are the nationality that has received the most – specifically
6,800 – titles of Righteous among Nations, the slideshow’s text continues: “How-
ever, it should be remembered that many people who helped Jews during the
German occupation remain anonymous.” That this holds even truer for Polish
people who profited from the plight of the Jews or collaborated with the Germans
– whether out of fear of German persecution, out of antisemitism, or for other
reasons – is not mentioned. Polish people appear as a collective moral entity.
It is particularly telling that the visitor has to go very deep into the slide-
show, specifically to the caption of the third image accompanying the text on
the Ulma family, to receive any information about the Jewish family that was kil-
led. The caption accompanying a photo of four men simply states: “The Gold-
mans, a Jewish family hidden by the Ulma family.”⁵⁸ Looking at these separate
images requires more time than most visitors can invest in the museum. Instead
they will in all likelihood stick to the main poster and possibly the survey slides
of the computer slideshow. Thus, the impression remains that in contrast to the
Jewish family they were hiding, the death of the Polish family was more impor-
tant – or perhaps even of sole importance. The Jewish victims become anony-
mous sidekicks to the suffering of the courageous Poles.⁵⁹ These kinds of repre-
sentations lend a feeling of factuality to the ethnic/racial split between gentile
 For the historical record of the known circumstances surrounding the murder of the Ulma
family and the Jewish people they were hiding, see Rozett 2019, 25.
 This impression is further reinforced by the fact that the MIIWŚ, at least in April 2018, rep-
resents the story of Polish gentile people helping Jews as the core mission of the museum, as
stated in the welcoming words of director Karol Nawrocki (2018) in the museum flyer: the visitor
will meet “people of the highest standing, such as the first partisan in occupied Europe Major
Henryk Dobrzańki ‘Hubal,’ Cavalry Captain Witold Pilecki who volunteered to the Auschwitz
German concentration camp, or Irena Sendlerowa who personifies the phenomenon of nearly
seven thousand Polish Righteous among the nations.” The first display that the visitor saw in
April 2018,when entering the museum on level -1 was a display case with several objects entitled
“Polish people helping the Jews in the times of German occupation.” Next to the cashier desk
and entry to the permanent exhibition on level -3, the visitor encountered a poster exhibition
with twelve portrait posters with brief captions (ten individuals and two couples/families) detail-
ing Poles helping Jews, among them the Ulma family. Throughout the revised museum, a lop-
sided narrative is developed, with some specific stories, like the one of the Ulma family, receiv-
ing an almost mythic character in their matyrological quality. The 2019–2021 special exhibition
of the MIIWŚ, entitled Fighting and Suffering: Polish Citizens during World War II, further enhan-
ces this matyrological narrative. The MIIWŚ, also unveiled a heroic statue of Witold Pilecki in
front of the museum building on September 17, 2019, on the eightieth anniversary of the Soviet
invasion of Poland (https://muzeum1939.pl/en, accessed 13 October 2019).
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Poles and Polish Jews. Even though the display did not receive much attention
from visitors during my two-day visit in April 2018, it is situated at a crucial
point between a large iconic poster-sized photograph of the unloading ramps
– with remains of the victims in the front and the Birkenau gate in the back –
and the “People like us” installation that allows for the commemoration of vic-
tims (see fig. 27). Here, visitors walk through rectangular columns displaying por-
traits of Jewish Holocaust victims.⁶⁰ If the visitor stands between the columns
Fig. 27 Section “Poles in the Face of the Holocaust” between “Road to Auschwitz” section
(background) and “People like us” installation (foreground). Permanent Exhibition. Muzeum II
Wojny Światowej (Museum of the Second World War), Gdańsk (Photo: Author, 2018).
 The visitor can stop and react to an individual face or take in the overall impression,which –
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and turns around to look at the back wall of the portrait room, they can see the
Auschwitz gate in the distance and the Ulma family on the side. The Holocaust
and German crimes against Polish people seem to have merged, providing the
visitor with the possibility of wondering whether all of those portraits truly rep-
resent Holocaust victims.
The most extreme transfer of attention from Jewish victimhood during the
Holocaust to Polish victimhood can be found in the aforementioned new final
film. Early in the film, the narrator says “The Soviets deport Poles in cattle
cars to gulags in the East,” while a flashing red picture with a train running
to the right side, i.e. into the endless East, is shown. This remains the only
train metaphor in the film, clearly transferring the image of deportation to
Nazi death camps to Soviet perpetration. The Holocaust then appears four
times in quick succession, always dependent on Polish heroism and good
deeds: Poles help Jews despite the threat of the death penalty, Poles (“we”) cre-
ate resistance movements, “even within the German concentration camps,”⁶¹
and Poles (“we”) who are “the first” to alert a dismissive and disbelieving
world to the Holocaust. Finally, “Polish Jews fight the Germans in the Warsaw
ghetto without even a chance for success,” right before the rebirth of the Polish
army who, following the image of the underground state rising, fights a success-
ful battle in the Warsaw Uprising. All of the changes that the museum has under-
gone under the new directorship have employed the same narrative-rhetorical
technique: historical facts, such as that there were gentile Poles involved in
the resistance in the concentration camps, become universal and all encompass-
ing. Any room for ambiguities or the consideration of other groups with similar
achievements disappears into the collective ‘we.’ Polish Jews seem to be sub-
sumed by Polish gentiles when it comes to overall suffering and the unbroken
will of the ‘unconquered’ Polish people.
In other words, the tendency in the original exhibition toward collectivizing
Jewish suffering with Polish suffering – partially to make the museum accepta-
ble to a wider Polish audience – becomes the singular choice for the new muse-
if connected to the section’s title – seems to indicate that anybody could be persecuted in a spe-
cific historical situation. Unlike the installations in the United States Holocaust Memorial Muse-
um or the Imperial War Museum North, the faces are unnamed and from all over the world,
which opens up the empathetic possibilities, but also de-contextualizes any historical specific-
ity.
 Here, the film shows a map entitled “Großdeutschland” (Greater Germany), including all of
Poland, with all the larger concentration camps and death camps as part of its territory. This re-
lates to the public discussion around the new Holocaust law in Poland and the law itself that
dictates that one can be sued for using the expression ‘Polish concentration camps.’
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um leadership. In particular, antisemitism outside of Germany and within Po-
land does not exist in this story; furthermore, the development of Poland into
an apparently homogeneous Catholic nation seems logical. Since the war in
the museum’s interpretation continues until the fall of the iron curtain, it does
not seem to matter that the conclusive sentence “We prevail” does not apply
to the millions of Polish Jews that did not. Jews are opportunely integrated
into a narrative of Polish suffering, neatly separated from the rest of the Poles,
or forgotten. Following these changes, any possible experientiality is reduced
to a master narrative and ideological argument.
In contrast, the angle of civilian suffering and resistance as well as the trans-
national constellations found within and beyond sections allows the MIIWŚ to
produce a networking effect and secondary experientiality. The Holocaust re-
ceives particular attention in its large autonomous section. When considering
the museum on the whole, the Holocaust melts into an anthropology of violence
perpetrated by totalitarian regimes, in particular Nazi Germany. This does not
mean that the original creators of the MIIWŚ argued that the Holocaust was com-
parable to any other event; it simply means that the understanding of the spaces
of violence or bloodlands in the East go beyond depictions of the Holocaust. The
MIIWŚ – at least in its original version – includes and concretely depicts the Holo-
caust as an integral part of the Second World War, while incorporating a univer-
sal anthropology of violence and a historical trajectory that represents the suffer-
ing of the Polish people and other occupied countries under totalitarian regimes.
Closely connected to the discussion of representability and ethics regarding
the depiction of the Holocaust in museums is the use of Holocaust photographs
and images of atrocities (see Baer 2002; Prager 2008).⁶² Carden-Coyne argues:
“Repetition without historical context was seen as producing a Holocaust ‘aes-
thetic’ and embroiling historical truth in a ‘spectacle of horror.’ Voyeurism and
dehumanization were seen as the result of such photographs becoming signifiers
of reduced meaning and mere depictions that stood in for – rather than ex-
plained – the Holocaust” (2011, 172). Photographs of the Holocaust were often
taken for propaganda purposes – by perpetrators and by the Allies; any use of
perpetrator images in exhibitions runs the risk of directly reproducing the
gaze of the perpetrators, so that museums must think of how to contextualize
 Rachel E. Perry demonstrates the “bifocal” pattern of Holocaust photographs curated in mu-
seums, depicting life and death. Whereas documentary photographs are used to provide objec-
tive truth, give evidence and allow for the visitor to witness the atrocities (death), “personal pho-
tographs act as empathic triggers: to elicit identification and provoke an affective, emotional
reaction,” pointing to life (2017, 223). See also Holtschneider (2011, 45–78) for a detailed descrip-
tion of the different functions of Holocaust photography in museums.
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or rearrange the photographs to avoid the “fragility of empathy” (Dean 2004)
and allow for reflections by the museum visitor. To avoid any desensitization
via shock value, the visitor must be put in a situation where they can read im-
ages and their historical context critically (Carden-Coyne 2011, 172). It is problem-
atic to use photographs of atrocities as historical sources or as simple illustra-
tions of historical facts. The techniques museums employ to deal with this
challenge vary. Some provide barriers to watching, such the United States Holo-
caust Memorial Museum,wherein the viewers only see the footage / the images if
they specifically decide to forego the museum’s warning and look at the evidence
in the container. The “War and Suffering” section in the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum gives a warning to the visitor and particularly to children that
the section contains human remains, which the museum tries to exhibit in a dig-
nified manner. Museums must be particularly cautious when displaying histori-
cal photographs, so that they do not re-objectify victims (Dean 2004, 36–38;
Johnston-Weiss 2016, 96–97). In the museums analyzed in this study, one can
identify three main functions for displaying images of victims of the Holocaust
and other mass atrocities: using iconic images, establishing historical evidence
for the audience, and simulating structures of perpetration. These three func-
tions can overlap, and their exact use differs from museum to museum. They
can be used in illustrative, emotional, and symbolic ways, and they can reflect
the mediality of the image. Distantiation, on a scale between proximity and dis-
tance, is an important tool to understand the possible effects of the use of Holo-
caust and atrocity imagery.
Photographs of atrocities are mostly used sparingly. Their first function is
their iconic effect. This is employed throughout museums that represent the
Holocaust, but it is particularly common in museums that focus on the discovery
and liberation of the concentration camps, such as the Canadian War Museum or
the New Orleans WWII Museum. The Bastogne War Museum uses a similar set of
iconic images. The well-known liberation images illustrate horror; they emotion-
ally express the historical stage in the war where the Allies felt that the cause of
the war was totally justified, while establishing a framework for humanity to
overcome such horrors. Especially in newer exhibitions, this use of images relies
on the well-known iconography of traumatic events (Arnold de-Simine 2013,
80–86; Mikuska-Tinman 2018). This reduces the shock factor and allows the vis-
itor to reflect in the name of humanity and ‘the good war’; in a positive sense it
allows for the transfer of the expression ‘never again’ to the visitor’s own pre-
sent.
The second common function sees graphic images used as evidence. The
museum that most aggressively displays images of perpetration, along with
those depicting dead and suffering victims is the Museum of the Second
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World War in Gdańsk (MIIWŚ). In comparison to the United States Holocaust Me-
morial Museum – the model for many emotional-mimetic Holocaust and atrocity
exhibitions – the MIIWŚ uses a similar amount of pictures showing atrocities
and, in general, employs comparable representational techniques in its Holo-
caust section. The MIIWŚ primarily shows many images of corpses and war
crimes for evidence. It is the (original) museum’s objective to tell the story of ci-
vilian suffering in the Second World War, and in Central and Eastern Europe in
particular, within a strong narrative frame (Machcewicz 2016, 7–8). In doing so,
it attempts to prove that the responsibility for these atrocities lies with the total-
itarian powers and establishes an iconography of death and suffering that relies
on visual images that emotionally impact the visitor.⁶³ In this strategy, the Holo-
caust becomes part of the evidence of human destruction caused by the war. It
clearly receives its own space as an event, yet it is also part of the much wider
network of violence stemming from a vast array of German, Soviet, and other
crimes committed during the Second World War. The imagery of the sections
on German terror in Poland, the section on the killing and death of Soviet pris-
oners of war, and of the terror section, which includes liquidated villages, is
iconographically continued in the Holocaust section.
Whereas different victim groups receive individual attention, including Jew-
ish people in the Holocaust, and their experiences can be understood as sepa-
rate historical events, the MIIWŚ clearly uses an over-abundance of corpses in
the exhibition to bring home an emotional point, while taking the risk of numb-
ing the viewer’s experience of seeing so many unnamed corpses: The emotional
message of the MIIWŚ highlights the disaster of the war in general human terms
and the clearly divided frame concerning the origins of this violence in particu-
lar. In comparison, the photographs serving as evidence in the three German mu-
seums and the Mémorial de Caen inform the visitor about who committed the
crime and about its horror and inhumanity. However, these museums – in con-
trast to the MIIWŚ – attempt to deepen visitors’ understanding of how war and
violence – and war and the Holocaust – are interconnected, without emotionally
overwhelming them or narrowing their interpretative possibilities through a nar-
rative frame.
 War and military museums in general, and the ones in North America and Britain in partic-
ular, have a tendency to sanitize their exhibitions from depicting too many dead bodies or too
much physical mutilation. This goes back to the British and Commonwealth war art tradition,
which hardly depicts corpses (Shah 2017, 550, by example of the Canadian War Museum).
Shah argues that regarding the display of weapons and data on advanced military technology,
“far from removing the element of death and injury technical criteria [can] say a lot about the
bloodshed inherent in war” (2017, 563).
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If we examine the German museums in this study, the third main function of
images of atrocities and violence including the Holocaust becomes clear. Here,
the structure of perpetration is particularly emphasized. As seen in the Topogra-
phy of Terror,⁶⁴ visitors are challenged to take on the gaze of the perpetrators and
the ethical challenges of doing this, which produces a secondary experientiality
of terror and war crimes through visualization.Visual components interact much
more strongly with museum objects in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum
(MHM). However, when images of atrocities are used, such in the cabinet on “Op-
eration Barbarossa,” there is a clear indication that they are part of the perpetra-
tor’s perspective on the atrocities. Therefore, Arnold-de Simine’s argument that
the MHM “clearly wants to shock by showing the horrific psychological and
physical wounds inflicted by war” (2013, 77) seems to only capture part of the
effects created by the museum’s representation of atrocities. The MHM often dis-
plays photo albums belonging to German soldiers and emphasizes the presence
of German observers and spectators. Similar techniques can be found in the Mé-
morial de Caen, which shows photographs of the mass killing in Babi Yar as film
negatives on an Agfacolor paper. This both highlights that photography is a con-
structed medium and allows the visitor to follow the gaze of the photographer.
As seen in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum or the German-Russian Mu-
seum, the Mémorial de Caen also often contextualizes images by (briefly) reflect-
ing on the photographer and on the story behind the photograph. This, at least,
provides a starting point for visitors “to learn to read images – not just recover
their context or believe in them as documents” (Carden-Coyne 2011, 173).
In summary, the analysis of Second World War museums representing the
Holocaust leads⁶⁵ on the one hand, to restricted experientiality in which the
Holocaust is reduced to confirm an ideological statement or master narrative.
On the other, it leads to secondary experientiality, wherein the events and struc-
tures of the Holocaust become part of structural networking throughout the mu-
seum: the visitor can activate these networks to understand the different dimen-
sions of genocide, violence, and the Holocaust, and historical representation and
memory. Primary experientiality hardly plays a role, with the exception of sol-
diers whose collective emotional reactions are depicted during the discovery
and liberation of the concentration camps. Bonnell and Simon warn that muse-
ums representing difficult knowledge aiming to engage visitors emotionally and
elicit empathy have unrealistic expectations of their visitors’ attention, depth of
 See chapter 5.3.
 With the exception of the representational strategy of the completely autonomous exhibi-
tion, as exemplified in the Imperial War Museum in London.
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involvement, and faculties (2007, 67). In Second World War exhibitions, this chal-
lenge in representing the Holocaust seems to be even more evident, since most
museums do not have the space to either develop the historical context of anti-
semitism and the racial ideology in Nazi Germany, or the consequences of the
discrimination and persecution of the Jews.
None of the museums under study pretend to be able to immerse the visitor
in the victims’ perspective on the Holocaust. Immersion only seems possible in a
very limited way, as we have seen in the experiential scenes of the Ghetto in Kra-
ków or the Plaszów concentration camp. Yet there is always a strong element of
distantiation. The visitor, as a kind of space- and time traveler in the Oskar
Schindler Factory, is steered toward distantiation and prevented from merely
identifying with somebody else’s perspective. Museums, such as the New Or-
leans WWII Museum or the Canadian War Museum, create immersive collective
perspectives from the point of view of the soldiers discovering the concentration
camps. The Holocaust cannot become an autonomous event in these institutions,
since war museums in the USA and Canada are shaped by the reiteration of the
narrative of ‘the good war’ freeing the world of evil, of which the Holocaust is the
ultimate example. In the Warsaw Rising Museum, any Jewish perspective is fil-
tered through those of non-Jewish Poles who observed the crime. In the Bastogne
War Museum, the Holocaust becomes part of the museum’s fabric, which com-
bines local, national, and global events, while concrete perspectives are restrict-
ed to the local level. However, even if there is no immersion with Holocaust vic-
tims, museums can create empathy with victims at times – such as in the
Topography of Terror (Johnston-Weiss 2019, 97–98). Here, it is particularly impor-
tant to consider how the object or photograph on display works with techniques
of distantiation. Is the visitor put in a generalized situation, such as perceiving a
public humiliation through the eyes of a victim? Some museums copy techniques
from Holocaust memorial museums, particularly the United States Holocaust Me-
morial Museum, on a smaller scale. This is done to allow for empathy in the
sense that the visitor considers what they might do or would have done in a sim-
ilar situation. The Holocaust Tower of Faces in Washington is, for example, re-
produced in miniature form in Manchester⁶⁶ and in the “People like us” instal-
lation in Gdańsk.
Immersion can usually only take place in a structural sense, such as in Dres-
den, where – as seen above⁶⁷ – the Holocaust is performed through the mecha-
nisms and connections between industry, the war effort, racist policies, commu-
 See also chapter 5.2 (Bagnall and Rowland 2001, 67).
 See also chapter 5.1.
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nity perception, different forms of memory, and the Holocaust’s actual historical
events. This kind of structural immersion can also be seen in Berlin-Karlshorst.
Alternatively, museums such as the Imperial War Museum North (IWMN), or the
Bundeswehr Military History Museum in its display cabinet “Resistance in the
Arts,” use artwork that allows the visitor to reflect upon how experiences of dis-
crimination, persecution, or imprisonment can be expressed. Artwork can also
be used to produce different modes of commemoration, such as in the Rosen-
zweig artwork in Manchester, while always maintaining or emphasizing a mo-
ment of distance between the visitor and the immersive perspective. Ritula
Fränkel’s and Nicholas Morris’s Jozef’s Coat in Brussels also creates distance be-
tween the visitor and Fränkel’s father’s historical experience in the Holocaust,
while fostering an act of commemoration. As seen above,⁶⁸ the teleological nar-
rative in the House of European History, namely that Holocaust remembrance is
required in order to birth common European values, is primary to the artwork’s
presence.
If one looks at the representation of perpetration and the perpetrators of the
Holocaust in war museums, it quickly becomes clear that these representations
can only be discussed by analyzing the ways in which all kinds of atrocities,
crimes, and injustices are presented. The last systematic question in this chapter
extends the previous discussion about representing perpetration toward the
question of how perpetrators and their causes and motivations are displayed
in the museums under study.⁶⁹ Perpetrators are represented in three different
ways in these institutions: first, through the depiction of high-ranked leaders
such as Hitler, Himmler, Heydrich, or criminal commanders and officers such
as Höß, Mengele, and Stroop. Second, perpetration is depicted through the doc-
umentation of criminal acts. Scenes of individual or mass shootings in which the
perpetrators and victims are visible point to the perpetrators’ participation in
crimes. A softer approach is highlighting the role of the bystanders and profi-
teers of discrimination and crimes to reflect upon the role of society, a technique
 See chapter 6.3.
 See Linienthal 2001 (1995), 199–210, for the discussion of the boundaries used for represent-
ing perpetrators in the development of the concept for the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum (USHMM). Timothy W. Luke notes that the USHMM lacks the ability to depict “[r]eal
human complexities” such as “individual acts of resistance as well as personal decisions to ac-
cept fascism” (2002, 60). Susanne Luhmann analyzes the “affective economies” of the female
guard exhibition at concentration camp memorial site Ravensbrück (Mahn- und Gedenkstätte
Ravensbrück), particularly the “ethicality of representing perpetrators” and “anxieties over
the kinds of interpretations and identifications” such representations will produce among visi-
tors (2018, 248).
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that is particularly prevalent in the Topography of Terror. Third, perpetrators are
represented through the focus on criminal collectives, usually the nation-state or
the Nazis explicitly – this runs the risk of indicating a difference between the
perpetrators and all other Germans.
If one discusses the representation of perpetration and the Holocaust, the
question arises of whether war museums – the Topography of Terror as a perpe-
tration museum notwithstanding – are truly interested in the perpetrators or just
in the evidence of crimes. The American, Canadian, and British museums mini-
mally discuss the perpetrators of the Holocaust, other atrocities, and war crimes.
They name the Nazis or Hitler and possibly some other individual Nazi leaders as
the ultimate expression of evil. The Japanese side is similarly represented; once
this claim is established, one can focus on the good mission and on commemo-
rating one’s own heroes. The evil of the other side appears mostly as a general-
ized abstraction. In the last room of “Road to Berlin” in the New Orleans WWII
Museum, it is Hitler who “flings children and grandfathers into battle.” The mu-
seum is not interested in understanding the German situation in the war’s final
days in detail; it is particularly important that ordinary German soldiers surren-
dered in large numbers to the Allies, implying that they accepted the good cause
and the superior American value system and that they saw the Americans as lib-
erators.When the final film discusses the discovery of the concentration camps,
it names Nazism, the Germans, and the Nazis as an anonymous collective of per-
petrators. The New Orleans WWII Museum displays one info panel with a photo-
graph of murdered American prisoners of war at the Malmedy Massacre in the
Battle of the Bulge. It names the 1st SS Panzer Division as a collective perpetra-
tor, but does not go into further details aside from noting that the German bru-
tality often provoked retaliation by outraged Americans. A serious discussion of
one’s own troops’ perpetration of war crimes and atrocities cannot be found in
American, Canadian, or British museums. Instances of perpetration in Allied
countries, such as the forced relocation and internship during WWII of Japanese
Canadians depicted in the Canadian War Museum, name the state, government,
or the collective population as the agents of injustice. In the New Orleans WWII
Museum, the perpetrator always remains anonymous (e.g. a generic recruitment
officer, denying Japanese-Americans or African-Americans a place in the overall
community). The British museums similarly abstract German perpetration so
that we find the Imperial War Museum North, for example, speaking about
the “brutal occupation” by the Germans without going into specifics.
The perpetration of the Holocaust receives the most attention in cases where
museums focus on post-war trials, such as the Museum of the Second World War
in Gdańsk (MIIWŚ), the Topography of Terror, and to lesser extent the Bundes-
wehr Military History Museum at the beginning of its “1945–Today” section,
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and the still-to-be-built Liberation Pavilion in the New Orleans WWII Museum
that (presumably) emphasizes on the Nuremberg Trials. The MIIWŚ provides
the most detailed exhibition room out of all of the analyzed museums: it distin-
guishes between trials (justice) and perpetrators who escaped and were never
charged by the Allies. Aside from these details, however, the main perpetrators
in the MIIWŚ are Hitler, Stalin, other national leaders, and collectives such the
Germans or Soviets.
In the museums that specifically examine countries under occupation, there
is a stronger focus on crimes against the local population and on collaboration.
In this study, this can be seen in the Bastogne War Museum and in all three Pol-
ish museums under analysis. In Bastogne, the museum reflects on collaboration
and the excesses taken in punishing collaborators after the war. The House of
European History represents collaboration with Nazi Germany as a phenomenon
that occurred during the war throughout the whole of occupied Europe. Similar
to the Bastogne War Museum, it emphasizes the existential reasons behind col-
laboration, giving visitors room to make their own moral assessments of this
phenomenon. In the same vein, although within a stricter framework, that
makes it impossible to identify motives sufficient to justify collaboration, the
MIIWŚ dedicates a whole transnational section to the issue.⁷⁰ This provides
the visitor with the opportunity to use the tool of comparison to make more com-
plex judgments on collaboration.
In almost all of these museums – apart from the Topography of Terror and,
to a certain extent, the Bundeswehr Military History Museum – all of the agents
of atrocities and war crimes remain anonymous, with the exception of references
to certain political leaders and military commanders. On the video screens in the
Bastogne War Museum that display the traumas of war in interviews with local
survivors of German war crimes during the Battle of the Bulge, the visitor can
listen to narratives of these crimes. The actual perpetrators stay anonymous in
these narratives, however sometimes the humanity of individual Germans is
stressed.⁷¹ Indeed, these agents are always referred to as “a soldier” or “a Ger-
man officer.” The visitor cannot possibly contextualize these crimes in regard
to the agency of the perpetrator; nor can they decide whether these atrocities oc-
curred through the individual initiatives of ordinary German soldiers or whether
they were acting on orders from superior officers. This is very similar to what
happens in the Warsaw Rising Museum: the exhibition “Germans in Warsaw” fo-
cuses on crimes against Poles and presents the institutions and leaders of the
 See chapter 6.2.
 See also chapter 4.3.
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German command structure in considerable detail. The visitor is not encouraged
to understand how ordinary soldiers participated in these crimes – instead, they
receive numerous detailed biographies of criminal commanders and officers.
These biographies always first note that the German officer is a war criminal,
and then continue to run through his career in the 1930s, his crimes during
the Second World War (mainly in the Warsaw Uprising), and end with the
post-war war crimes trials. The focus of the section lies more with underscoring
the crimes that these people orchestrated than with understanding the spiral of
violence. The Oskar Schindler Factory operates in a similar fashion, except that it
also explicitly reflects upon the perpetrators of the Holocaust, especially Amon
Leopold Göth, the SS-Hauptsturmführer (captain) and commandant of the Kra-
ków-Płaszów concentration camp. The viewer sees photographs of Göth’s deca-
dence as he rides a white horse and sunbathes shirtless, while the museum text
and eyewitness quotations inform the visitors about the atrocities in the camp.
Most Second World War museums and Second World War sections or galler-
ies in war museums do not focus on perpetrators of the Holocaust or other atroc-
ities beyond well-known political and military leaders, or national and ideolog-
ical collectives. They present acts of perpetration first and foremost to prove that
there were these acts of perpetration and atrocities. The complex German process
of working-through the past is not particularly relevant to any museum outside
of Germany, with the exception of the House of European History (HEH). In the
HEH, the understanding of total war and the Holocaust as universal phenomena
of a shared European past dictates conformity to certain memories. In regard to
the HEH’s representation of the Holocaust, its emphasis is almost exclusively
placed on racism and antisemitism, particularly on the racist Nazi ideology. Ger-
man museums such as the German-Russian Museum or the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum (MHM) make clear how the atrocities of the war and the Holo-
caust were made possible in a structural sense. The German-Russian Museum is,
however, more victim-focused, after it establishes the political and military real-
ity of German war policies early on in its exhibition. Despite the fact that there
are many quotations and orders given by perpetrators throughout the exhibition,
the visitor never has the chance to get close enough to a perpetrator to empathize
with him (or her), or to even follow one concrete story. As in the Topography of
Terror, the system dominates the individual – however, the documentation cen-
ter opens enough gaps in its image montages that challenge the visitor to think
about individual motivations.
The Bundeswehr Military History Museum depicts perpetrators particularly
in the concrete letters and diary entries found in “War and Suffering” as well
as in its short tabular biographies spread throughout the chronological exhibi-
tion. These are arranged in such a way as to link contrasting pairs of people
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who lived during the same period, but took divergent routes in the same situa-
tion (Pieken 2012 [2011], 23). Tensions between the many tabular biographies
of leaders, ordinary people, victims, bystanders, and perpetrators open up
room to think about differing life trajectories, and what justifies and changes
these paths under certain circumstances. For example, close to the “Economy
of War in World War II” cabinet in the chronological exhibition, the MHM con-
trasts Hitler’s architect and armament minister Albert Speer with the Russian
forced laborer Ekaterina Nikolaewna Korobzowa, who survived the war but be-
came blind in one eye and was consequently unable to work after returning
home to the Soviet Union. Her husband left her after the war because she was
seen as traitor, since she had worked for the Germans, and he chose Communist
Party membership over his wife.When the visitor reads of her fate and contrasts
it with Speer’s post-war biography – he was released from prison in 1966 and
described himself as an “apolitical technocrat” in his memoirs – the full contrast
of suffering and perpetration can be felt by the visitor as a structural experience.
How could Speer see himself as basically innocent, while those who were clearly
victims had to suffer after the war? The tabular biographies are one of the few
installations in any of the museums that lead the visitor to question simplistic
black-and-white patterns of good and evil and potentially trigger thoughts con-
cerning shades of grey between the two.
It is here that the biggest representational difference between the Bundes-
wehr Military History Museum (MHM) and the Gdańsk Museum of the Second
World War (MIIWŚ) becomes evident. Whereas the original version of the
MIIWŚ mostly places the perpetration of the Holocaust and of all other atrocities
in a scheme with clear concepts of right and wrong, the MHM leaves it to the vis-
itor to come to such realizations. This becomes even clearer when one looks at
the only concrete story of Polish perpetration featured in the MIIWŚ: the pogrom
in the village of Jedwabne on June 10, 1941, in which several hundred Jews were
murdered.⁷² The text reads: “Poles were persuaded by the Germans, probably fol-
lowing a pre-existing German plan to round up their Jewish neighbours in the
market square. They humiliated, beat and killed them there.” One object is the
facsimile of a 1933 photograph from Jedwabne School, showing Jewish-Polish
and gentile Polish children together. The explanatory text names numerous like-
ly and possible victims and highlights one former student that was saved by a
Polish woman. The explanation focuses fully on the victims. No Polish perpetra-
 Jedwabne has become the symbol for Polish perpetration since the publication of Jan Gross’s
Neighbors (2001 [Polish 2000]). See also Orla-Burkowska 2004 and Hackmann 2018, 592–594 for
further contextualization of the role of Jedwabne in Polish memory politics.
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tors are mentioned by name, nor does the overall display mention the deep di-
vide in Polish society. It is unclear from the exhibition why Polish people might
have participated in the pogrom.
However, the Jedwabne exhibit also allows the visitor to empathize with the
atrocity’s victims and reflect upon their situation: a set of keys to Jewish homes
in Jedwabne that was found in a barn where many Jews were burned is one of
the most powerful objects in the museum. The museum notes that the keys
tell the visitor that the Jews locked their houses and had no idea that they
would not be returning. The keys are a strong reminder of how objects can
make visitors think and empathize with victims. For example, they might ask
themselves how it would have been to go to the market square without knowing
that they would never come back. Did they have any foreboding what would
happen? Whereas the Jedwabne exhibit fails to allow the visitor understand per-
petration beyond a general scheme, the display of keys impressively shows how
museums can allow visitors to connect to the past of the Holocaust without ob-
jectifying or dehumanizing the victims. In other words, both exhibitions, in
Gdańsk and in Dresden, allow for different forms of secondary experientiality.
At the end of the second decade of the twenty-first century, there seems no
doubt that the Holocaust belongs in Second World War museums. There is, how-
ever, a fine line separating the view that the Holocaust should be represented
from a very restricted perspective, for example when it is functionalized for
the expression of other war themes, or local, national, or transnational discours-
es (restricted experientiality), or whether it should be represented so that the vis-
itor can understand the structures connecting the Holocaust to the war, its pol-
icies, and other atrocities (secondary experientiality). Because the Holocaust is
the most challenging Second World War event in which to immerse a visitor,
all museums avoid techniques of immersion that are too aggressive and instead
leave visitors at a cognitive distance from individual and collective perspectives.
There is no perfect or correct way to represent the Holocaust in a war museum.
Some exhibitions raise questions; others foreclose on them. The crucial matter to
be determined is how to interweave the Holocaust and the Second World War
from the individual perspective of each museum, in such a way that the visitor
can understand their interdependence. Here, one can see how the more subtle
displays in twenty-first-century war and military history museums need ways
of producing secondary experientiality in their representations of the Holocaust,
so that the visitor can understand its occurrence without being steered, manip-
ulated, or emotionally overwhelmed into adopting one interpretative or ideolog-
ical standpoint.
With regard to the representation of perpetrators, museums must continue to
explore further approaches that overcome mere stereotypes, allowing the visitor
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to gain a better understanding of how it is possible to become a perpetrator. Cer-
tain approaches, especially those seen in the Mémorial de Caen, the Bundeswehr
Military History Museum, the German-Russian Museum, the Topography of Ter-
ror, and Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, offer a variety of displays and
techniques devoted to explaining the history of violence structurally. They dem-
onstrate that violence goes beyond the evil of individual perpetrators, yet their
techniques of abstraction also run the risk that individual behavior and choices
cannot be understood. Overall, the representation of perpetrators in such muse-
ums lags behind representations in other media, whether in fictional accounts
found in literature and film, or in documentaries, historiographical texts, and bi-
ographies.
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Chapter 8:
Total War, Air War, and Suffering
This chapter analyzes total war in contemporary Second World War exhibitions
by exemplifying representations of aerial warfare during the Second World War.¹
As with the Holocaust in the previous chapter, the Air War offers a thematic and
comparative lens to understand the complexities of representing the Second
World War in the museum, the tendencies to create master narratives and restrict
experientiality in doing so, the question of how museums can simulate primary
historical experiences, and the need to find ways of developing secondary expe-
rientiality between historical specificity and the anthropological and universal
characteristics of aerial warfare.With regard to the question of whether a perpe-
trator nation (Germany in particular) can and should commemorate its own suf-
fering in the twenty-first century, the Air War is the prime example. The Air War
also symbolizes civilian suffering and collective will in many other occupied
countries or territories including Poland, the Soviet Union, the Netherlands,
France, Serbia, and the Philippines. Great Britain plays a particularly significant
role, both as a country where civilians experienced bombing and as the primary
Allied nation, together with the USA, responsible for conducting the Air War.
Canada is another special case, since its strong support of the British Bomber
Command made the Air War one of its prime contributions to the Allied war ef-
fort. Finally, there are complex discussions surrounding the Allied bombing of
occupied territory to prepare for invasions, exemplified by the American bomb-
ing of Normandy in the lead up to D-Day. The Air War is a theme that contains
ethical, cognitive, and affective dimensions that can be related to memory poli-
tics, to questions of heritage and history, and to anthropological and humanist
approaches that emphasize its destruction and call for reconciliation and
peace. Consequently, it is an ideal case study for understanding the representa-
tional challenges and possibilities of contemporary museum exhibitions. What
memorial functions can the Air War serve in exhibitions? Furthermore, how
does this specific theme relate to the key concepts of this study – restricted ex-
perientiality, primary experientiality, secondary experientiality, and transnation-
al memory?
 For an overview of memories, narratives, and experiences of the Air War see Wilms and Rasch
2006. The chapter focuses on the representation of aerial warfare in Europe, but considers the
depiction of aerial warfare and nuclear bombing in the Asia-Pacific theater of war when it ad-
vances the analysis of the exhibitions in question.
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In museums where the Air War is understood conceptually, it cannot be sep-
arated from total war and the suffering of civilians in general. It is seen as part of
a war that increasingly encompassed all combatants and civilians and brutalized
the war’s conduct so that violence without boundaries has come to dominate
how the war is perceived. Although it is not one of the main institutions consid-
ered by this study, the ‘Peace’ Mémorial de Caen (opened in 1988), can serve as
an excellent example of how a museum can establish a global memory of total
war. The third part of its permanent exhibition (revised in 2009–2010)² is enti-
tled “World War, Total War.” The strongly image- and text-based exhibition dis-
plays a stream of escalating violence regarding German warfare in the East, an
in-depth section on the Holocaust, and developments and atrocities in the war’s
Pacific theater.³ The Mémorial de Caen provides a detailed contextualization of
the concept of ‘total war,’ locating it in “the logic of industrial rationality, of tech-
nological weaponry, and the radicalisation of violence,” all originating in the
First World War. It carefully contextualizes the concept of total war as related
to all parties and highlights – next to a depiction of Goebbels’s sport stadium
speech in which he declared “total war” on February 18, 1943 – how Roosevelt,
Churchill, and Stalin used similar rhetoric. A text-heavy panel of more than 200
words defines the concept of total war in detail. Its first paragraph notes that op-
erations spread to all areas of society: “Everything is subordinated to the con-
duct of the war and its objectives. The whole of society is involved in the conflict
and private life is no longer set apart. The foe is demonised without exception,
and becomes nothing more than a group of targets that have to be destroyed.”
Further points emphasize that total war must lead to total victory. Consequently,
the conflict “becomes a fight to the death ‘for survival,’ an ideological war of an-
nihilation with the same characteristics and fanaticism as civil or religious
wars.” Its provocative thesis that both parties followed these principles of total
 The museum regularly changes elements of its permanent exhibition.
 It is certainly a prime achievement that the Mémorial de Caen emphasized – as early as the
late 1980s – the theme of violence beyond national master narratives and collective perspectives
of the different parties involved in the war. Displaying the Holocaust and the Second World War
as interwoven parts of the same exhibition was another very innovative move on the part of the
French museum (see also the discussion of the exhibition in chapter 7 on Holocaust and perpe-
tration). For an analysis of the first permanent exhibition, see Brower 1999. Brower points to the
traumatic absences expressed through the museum’s scenographic approach, which allows for a
working-through of historical trauma: “the Mémorial’s museumification points to the traumatic
absences of the past by means of banishing their loss. In the Mémorial it is as if the war were
yesterday; the absences of the past, absences resulting from the passing of time as well as those
inflicted by the violent events of the war, are displaced by its omnipotent media” (1999, 91–92).
For a more critical reading of this scenographic approach, see Thiemeyer 2010a, 248–253.
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war allows the exhibition to put forth a standpoint of universal suffering. One
could certainly argue that its overall presentation demonstrates that both sides
conducted the principle of total war differently. However, particularly in refer-
ence to the Air War, the concept of total war challenges the perception that
there is a categorical difference between the early German or Japanese bombard-
ments of civilians and British and American bombardments solely on the basis
of which nation began the bombing.⁴ The narrative of the total war section ends
with the Air War.
The exhibition panel “Bombing the Cities” explains how the Allies conduct-
ed their part in the ‘war of annihilation’:
Strategic bombing was the ‘anonymous’ version of civilian annihilation. The levelling of cit-
ies under hundreds of tonnes of bombs, in complete disregard of international agreements,
crossed new thresholds in the blind violence of warfare. The atom bombs dropped on Hir-
oshima and Nagasaki on 6 and 9 August 1945, brought such escalation to a peak.
The next three paragraphs highlight how both sides characterized their bomb-
ings as a military necessity. It is clear that the bombings of Guernica, Rotterdam,
Coventry, and the Blitz occurred first, yet the museum also bluntly describes Al-
lied aerial warfare. Without further contextualization, the panel’s final para-
graph challenges the visitor to speculate, from a moral perspective, about why
the Allies did not bomb the railroads leading to Auschwitz. The message of
the Peace Memorial is clear: bombing campaigns are part of total wars of anni-
hilation on both sides. The images and objects on display show the impact of all
bombing campaigns. Within the argument of total war, their interpretations are
left fairly open; this can be seen in the description of the stand-out object at
the end of the sub-section, a bronze head knocked out of place in a bombing
in August 1944, pointing toward Caen’s own civilian causalities: “By the end
of August, having suffered countless aerial and naval bombardments and end-
less artillery shelling, Caen, like so many other towns in Lower Normandy,
had paid a heavy price for Liberation.” The text then lists the human and mate-
rial losses suffered in the attacks. There is no judgment of the bombings; at the
same time, the visitor does not have the opportunity to evaluate the Allies’ de-
cision to bomb French towns in preparation for the D-Day Landing and the in-
vasion of Normandy. Consequently, the museum’s depiction seemingly lacks con-
 One could certainly argue that the two sides’ varying treatment of prisoners of war warrant an
exhibition that more clearly states that there were, nevertheless, different methods of conduct-
ing war. This becomes indirectly clear, since sub-sections such as “Propaganda” and “Mobilisa-
tion” refer to both sides, whereas the sub-section “Deportation” only refers to the German side.
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textualization and therefore has the possibility to manipulate the visitor into tak-
ing a humanist-pacifist view and condemning all bombings.
The House of European History – as discussed in detail above⁵ – uses a sim-
ilar universalizing technique to that of the Mémorial de Caen. However, it runs
the risk that total war and civilian suffering become so all-encompassing that
nuances between individual suffering and those responsible could disappear.
The civilian is always the victim, and while the Holocaust is clearly highlighted
as a special case, the visitor ultimately learns about a universal experience of de-
struction and civilian cost. Civilian suffering in total war becomes a necessary
narrative step toward a better Europe. The visitor does not gain any analytical
skills in understanding different causes (and possibilities of agency) for why var-
ious groups experience universal suffering, nor are they given reflective tools
that could lead to an analysis of permissible means of war. The flash of a nuclear
bomb in Hiroshima at the end of its air-war filmic installation⁶ presents the nu-
clear bomb as the ultimate result of total war, but does not allow for any histor-
ical contextualization or reflection.⁷
A brief look at the concept of total war and civilian suffering in the Bastogne
War Museum indicates similar dangers regarding the universalization of com-
plex historical experiences, particularly in its representation of four fictitious
characters. However, the museum avoids simply recreating an empty form of rec-
onciliation through its two-way approach of integrating the local with the global
and the development of a hybrid of primary and secondary experientiality.⁸ This
leads to an intense use of distantiation, making it so that the visitor encounters a
variety of perspectives and narrative situations. The museum does not permit cir-
cumstances of civilian suffering, such as the Air War, to become fully universal-
ized. The depiction of the Air War is part of a global picture showing the impact
of total war, particularly on civilians. However, because the visitor is always
thrown back to the local scene of Bastogne, the exhibition maintains its histor-
ical specificity. Since the German bombardments of Bastogne play a major role in
the museum’s narrative, images referencing the Air War’s global destruction can
function without the exhibition specifically historicizing the reasons behind it.
This is evident in the images of Hamburg, Cologne, London, and Hiroshima
on display in the penultimate room of the permanent exhibition. The panel
“The Human and Material Cost of the War” lists eighteen bombed cities from
 See chapter 6.3.
 See also chapter 6.3.
 Provided the visitor actually watches the whole film and attributes the final flash to a nuclear
bomb.
 See chapter 4.3.
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Warsaw to Tokyo. It notes: “There is no escaping the terrible shadow it [the Sec-
ond World War] cast over the entire 20th century.” In other words, the Bastogne
War Museum can integrate both total war and the Air War in its representation to
express a universal message, since it also offers a precise historical local theater
of war in which all categories and roles are represented and differentiated. The
local aspect, for example, contrasts the experiences of soldiers, civilians, perpe-
trators, specific victims, resisters, collaborators, and liberators.
To understand the variety of possibilities in representing Second World War
as total war, it is useful to briefly compare the Imperial War Museum North, the
Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, and the Bundeswehr Military History
Museum. As discussed above, the motto of the Imperial War Museum North
(IWMN) is “Explore and discover how war shapes and changes people’s
lives.”⁹ On the one hand, “people” includes both combatants and civilians. On
the other, it also seems to imply that war is a universal constant with no alter-
native. The IWMN – similarly to the Canadian War Museum¹⁰ – interprets war
as an anthropological constant of human life. Architect Daniel Libeskind ex-
plains his structure as follows: “I wanted to create a building that people will
find interesting and wish to visit, yet reflects the serious nature of a war muse-
um. I have imagined the globe broken into fragments and taken the pieces to
form a building; three shards that together represent conflict on land, in the
air and on the water.” As discussed above, the museum’s architecture program-
matically structures the timeline of the Second World War (see fig. 16).¹¹ The
main structure divides the display cabinets into fighting “on land, in the air
and on the water.”¹² The terms ‘total war’ and ‘global war’ overlap. Since the
IWMN situates the concept of total war as part of its chronological Second
World War timeline, it employs a descriptive historical touch. The exhibition nei-
ther provides an explanation of why the world moves into total war, nor does it
really tackle this concept. The expression of totality lies mainly in the architec-
ture of the exterior building and that of the interior design, in which the Big Pic-
ture Shows are performed. Here, the visitor is steered to experience war in an all-
encompassing way: one cannot escape its impact on the senses.
 See also chapter 5.2.
 Although the Canadian War Museum highlights the topic of peacekeeping in its fourth gal-
lery.
 See below for the reduction of Libeskind’s concept in the actual building in 2018 in which
neither the Air Shard, nor the Water Shard were accessible to the public.
 See Arnold-de Simine 2006, 303–305, for further criticism of equating natural forces and
war branches in the Imperial War Museum North.
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The Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ) is primarily con-
cerned with total war, although it uses the term ‘war of annihilation.’¹³ In partic-
ular, it emphasizes the focus of total war on civilians and the historical effects of
emerging violence. Although the museum occasionally highlights the perspec-
tive of the soldier, it is a prime model of the “civilianization of the collective
memory of war.”¹⁴ Unlike the Bastogne War Museum in which perpetrators –
mainly Germans and collaborators – are represented but hardly dominate the ex-
hibition, the MIIWŚ represents total war through a clear framework of perpetra-
tion and suffering. After the MIIWŚ presents German crimes at the beginning of
the war, the next room marks the first explicit use of ‘total war’ in the permanent
exhibition. The beginning of ‘total’ warfare is symbolized through the display of
six enlarged vignette-like photographs of bombed-out Polish cities on a wall, a
toy-truck that survived an air-raid, as discussed in the “Prologue” above (see
fig. 1), and a sequence of enlarged photographs of Germans shooting Polish pris-
oners during a massacre near Ciepolów on September 8, 1939. There is a presen-
tation on a computer terminal entitled “Total War,” which is then subdivided
under two headers: “Terror Bombings” and “Destruction of Polish Cities,
Towns and Villages.” The MIIWŚ highlights aspects of terror and military experi-
ments during the German air campaign. The exhibition debunks any German ef-
forts to justify the reasons behind city and village bombings as primarily military
in nature. Beyond their definition of the terror bombings, the tone of the slide
descriptions remains factual; they mention dates and statistics concerning fatal-
ities and the percentage of cities or villages that were destroyed. The end of the
description of the bombing of Wielun reads: “Among the bombed buildings was
the hospital with clearly marked Red Cross symbol on its roof. In the town there
were no Polish military units.” In other words, total war requires a perpetrator
who leaves traditional rules of warfare behind, and at its root are totalitarian re-
gimes that redefine these rules.¹⁵
Importantly and in contrast to the House of European History, all overarch-
ing reasons for violence disappear in Gdańsk. These include colonialism, the
brutalization of warfare and the perception of the enemy in the First World
War, and the emergence of totalitarianism in numerous societies, which poses
a threat to weak democracies. Specific totalitarian powers are at fault, rather
than anything inherent to the development of civilization. The atrocities featured
in the introductory film on the First World War seem disconnected from the vio-
 Machcewicz 2019 (2017), 79–80.
 Winter 2019, 254.
 See also chapter 6.2.
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lence unleashed by the totalitarian systems of Germany and the Soviet Union.
The museum does not reflect upon whether the waging of the Air War automati-
cally led to total warfare. For example, in the section “Peace at Every Price,” Pic-
asso’s Guernica painting is briefly mentioned on a computer station. However,
aerial warfare carried out before the German attack on Poland is not allowed
to impact the narrative, resulting in Guernica and the Legion Condor, which
are simply mentioned in passing. This is in contrast to the House of European
History, where they become the symbol of humankind’s development toward
the horrors of total war.¹⁶
An alternative explanation for the roots of total war can be seen in the an-
thropological approach of the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM). On
the one hand, the MHM introduces the concept of total war in relation to German
perpetration and the Air War, similarly to the Gdańsk Museum of the Second
World War. On the other hand, the Air War, as one of the ultimate examples
of total warfare, seems to be an anthropological phenomenon that expresses vi-
olence in human civilization outside of specific historical constellations. The in-
terior section “Dresden View” on the top level of the wedge, features three air-
war attacks during the Second World War: the Luftwaffe (German Air Force) at-
tack on the Polish city of Wielun on the first day of the war, the Nazi air raid on
Rotterdam, and the Allied firebombing of Dresden. This ensures that Dresden’s
trauma cannot be understood outside of the context of German responsibility
for the suffering of civilians in the war at large. The introductory panel reads:
“From the outset, war was waged even against civilian populations with extreme
brutality, particularly in eastern Europe.” The survey panel notes how the war
developed into a “war of annihilation based on racial ideology.” The concept
of total war is introduced in relation to the Air War: “Countless families through-
out Europe became homeless. In the Soviet Union alone, 1,700 towns and cities
were destroyed.” Although the MHM clearly highlights German perpetration, the
visitor immediately perceives the exhibition’s anthropological approach, which
is interested in exposing the effects of aerial warfare as a new weapon on
human civilization and violence: “Air forces had seen all-out use for the first
time in any war. Aircraft were able to deliver their bombs to almost any location
within the warring nations, thus eliminating any separation between front and
hinterland. During aerial warfare under total conditions, no difference was
made between military and civilian targets.” Whereas visitors of the museum
in Gdańsk could get the impression that without Hitler and Stalin there would
have been no total war, visitors in Dresden, Brussels, or Caen clearly get the feel-
 See chapter 6.3.
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ing that the conditions of total war and the effects of aerial warfare would have
materialized even in different historical conditions. A clear cause-and-effect
model stands against an anthropological explanation of war and violence.
Representations of total war are by no means restricted to museums that
highlight the universal human cost of war. The degree to which the concept of
total war is important in a museum with a strong master narrative can be
seen in a specific installation in the Warsaw Rising Museum.¹⁷ On the side of
the “Liberator Hall,” there is a little twenty-four-seat theater that features the
3D film Miasto Ruin (The City of Ruins: a 3D Flight over the Ruins of Warsaw in
1945, installed in 2010).¹⁸ It does not seem to be directly integrated into the chro-
nological course of the exhibition, though the audio guide and museum map in-
dicate that it is supposed to be located at the very end. Since the visitor must pay
a surcharge on their admission in order to see it, the spectacle is immediately
highlighted as a special event. The six-minute film simulates aerial views of a
completely destroyed Warsaw (supported by dramatic instrumental music). It
contains hardly any text besides three sentences in subsequent screenshots at
the end of film in Polish and English: “On September 1, 1939 Warsaw had
1,300,000 inhabitants.” “On August 1, 1944 there was [sic] 900,000.” “After
the fall of the Warsaw Rising no more than 1,000 people [sic] left in the
ruins.” After seeing the main exhibition, it is clear that the third statement is
not an implicit criticism of the Uprising, but rather an emotional encapsulation
of the total destruction of life caused directly by the Germans and indirectly by
the lack of Soviet action. There is no room for gaps or interpretation and the vis-
itor can leave the museum with the impression that all inhabitants of Warsaw
were sacrificed. The permanent exhibition carefully and purposely erases the dif-
ference between insurgents and civilians. As often seen in total war and aerial
warfare displays, the focus is on ruins, rubble, and emptiness. Human beings
disappear in material loss, or, as is the case here they become mere numbers.
Miasto Ruin is an example of how an audience can be manipulated into an emo-
tional, universalizing understanding of the cost of total war and how the visitor’s
potential experientiality can be restricted.
 Museums with a strong master narrative and a restricted perspective toward a victory narra-
tive, such as the New Orleans WWII Museum and the Canadian War Museum, are considerably
less likely to highlight the concept of total war. However, there is an exception when they explain
the utter destruction of the war regarding the Tokyo fire bombings and the nuclear bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which will be discussed below in relation to the New Orleans WWII
Museum.
 The visitor receives 3-D glasses at the entrance. The museum also offers regular 2D screen-
ings.
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The political debates surrounding both the Enola Gay exhibition in Washing-
ton, DC in 1995¹⁹ and the bombing campaign panel in the Canadian War Muse-
um²⁰ have shown how morally and emotionally loaded the representation of the
Air War can be. The latter involved strong objections from war veterans in partic-
ular, despite the fact that the exhibition was almost exclusively designed to rep-
resent the experience from the air. Similarly, the gallery “The Air War” in the
New Orleans WWII Museum’s exhibition “Road to Berlin” seems to completely
exclude any perspective from the ground. This indicates the limitations of cam-
paign-based perspectives that are unable to grasp the overall impacts of the Air
War and total war on civilians. They reduce the Air War to a merely strategic op-
eration. When the visitor encounters a destroyed Germany in the final room of
the “Road to Berlin” exhibition, they will in all likelihood mainly associate the
destruction and effects of total warfare with the war of annihilation, the Holo-
caust, and the horrors of warfare in general, rather than with the Air War.²¹
The Imperial War Museums in London and Manchester also avoid the chal-
lenge of representing different sides of the Air War. The Imperial War Museum
London, which currently lacks a full Second World War exhibition, certainly dis-
plays objects, footage, and voices that relate to perspectives from the air and
from the ground. However, the “Turning Points 1934– 1945” exhibition is so
anti-narrative and impressionistic that its fourth section, “Bombers,” does not
have to provide much interpretation of the Air War. The visitor sees film footage
of an air raid against Hamburg, reads quotations from survivors of Hamburg’s
firestorm in July 1943, sees technical objects from bombers and German air de-
fenses, and hears voices from the cockpit. The quotations by curator Roger Tol-
son, historian Nigel Steel, and curator Roger Mann²² emphasize the situation of
British air-crews, yet they also reflect upon a model of “contested space,” which
 The exhibition’s full title was The Crossroads: The End of World War II, the Atomic Bomb and
the Cold War. See also Crane 1997, as discussed in chapter 4.2 above. See also Kohn 1996; Linen-
thal 1996; Engelhardt 1996, 240–249; Gieryn 1998.Vera L. Zolberg summarizes the multiple per-
spectives (curators, official Japanese version, official US American version) to demonstrate how
the exhibition functions as a site of remembrance and carrier to express contested and ambig-
uous meanings of nationhood (1996).
 See chapter 3.1.
 The New Orleans WWII Museum focuses more on the effects of bombings when it represents
the Tokyo fire bombings and the nuclear bombs. Here, it needs the argument that area bombings
of civilians were strategically necessary (see below). The Air War in Europe is presented as sur-
prisingly clean.
 The Imperial War Museum London uses this innovative technique of providing meta-com-
mentaries on its object arrangement throughout the “Turning Points 1934–1945” section. It re-
places any narrative arrangements of the clusters.
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was precarious for everybody both in the air and on the ground. This little sec-
tion exemplifies how an Allied museum could represent the Air War and create
the potential for experientiality as a structurally ‘contested’ space for the visitor,
without answering questions of morality. This space in the museum simulates
the historically contested space of the Air War.
In British museums in general, the tendency to focus strongly on British col-
lective wartime experiences and the Blitz reverses the North-American represen-
tation. The focus is on a fairly sanitized depiction of aerial warfare; the British
perspective from the ground during the Blitz remains dominant. An affirmative
or critical discussion of the Bomber Command campaigns is thus avoided, cor-
responding with the British silence on the morality of the bombing campaign fol-
lowing the war.²³ The Imperial War Museum North states in its survey text on the
Air War, entitled “Air Attack,” that: “Losses among Royal Air Force and United
States Army Air Force bomber crews were very heavy. It is debatable whether the
bombing of Germany’s cities had a decisive impact on its economy or on the mo-
rale of the German people.” The text highlights that both sides had high costs
and the visitor learns about the existence of the debate; however, the museum
does not provide further material. Thus, the visitor can return to safer ground
when learning about the perception of the aerial warfare during the Blitz in
1940– 1941, particularly in the Big Picture Show “War at Home” and in a Time
Stack. Only one German city, Cologne, and no German individuals involved in
the Air War are mentioned by name.
Considerably more interpretation is given to the Air War in the Gdańsk Mu-
seum of the Second World War (MIIWŚ). After establishing the roles of the Ger-
man and Soviet perpetrators in September 1939, the museum dedicates two
smaller rooms of the section “Merciless War” to the Air War. First, the museum
grabs the visitor’s attention in a small corridor with the simulation of a scene in
a British air raid shelter that depicts the universal fear of civilians in the Air War:
“Living with bombardments: the threat of bombardments changed the lives of
millions.” Small display-case ‘holes’ in front of the shelter exhibit items related
to the air defense measures from Britain, Germany, and France. The visitor then
enters a small rectangular room with a high ceiling through a steel door. Aside
from some additional random artifacts, including bombs, the room is dominated
by the images and sounds playing on one large wall high above the heads of the
visitors, showing footage and photographs of the Air War. It is immediately clear
 See e.g. Neillands 2001. For an analysis of recent British memory of Bomber Command in the
context of the Royal Air Force Bomber Command Memorial in Green Park, London and the emo-
tional pleasure of remembering the British effort in the bombing campaign today, see Williams
2015.
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that the museum has switched from the universal framing of the previous room
back to historical analysis, highlighting cause-and-effect. First, the visitor sees
the text: “The military actions of the German Third Reich and the Empire of
Japan, rejecting all legal and moral constraints, brutalised the actions of all
sides in the war.” Then, it displays photographs from the bombings in Guernica
(04/1937) and Nanjing (12/1937), marking them as “harbingers of terror bomb-
ing.” This is done before the museum adds that the third totalitarian perpetrator
country, the Soviet Union, conducted similar raids in the Winter War against Fin-
land. Thus, the three main totalitarian perpetrator states are established as the
first to utilize aerial warfare against civilians. Then the film continues with War-
saw (09/1939), drawing connections with the section on the Polish campaign
where the viewer sees footage and images from key air raids against civilians
during the war conducted by both sides. Subtitles identify the historical places
corresponding to the images shown:Warsaw (09/1939), Helsinki (11/1939), Rotter-
dam (05/1940), Belgrade (04/1941), Manila (12/1941), Stalingrad (08/1942), Lon-
don & Coventry (1940– 1944), Cologne (1942–1945), Hamburg (07/1943), Dresden
(02/1945), and Tokyo (03/1945). The MIIWŚ clearly divides the events; first come
German, Japanese, and Soviet air raids, then Allied ones.
Although the film displays a mixture of pictures from the air and ground for
all of the air raids it shows – skewed slightly toward the material destruction and
human suffering on the ground – the MIIWŚ manipulates the viewer into accept-
ing its narrative frame. This is obvious from the film’s textual frame, which
moves from the brutalization of the war through the early air raids by the total-
itarian states to a highly didactic final screen, which reads: “The bombing of cit-
ies became an element of the ‘total war’ proclaimed and implemented by the
Germans. But soon they were themselves to learn the destructive power of aerial
bombardment when the Allies came to the conclusion that the war could be won
thanks to massive bombings of German cities.” Unlike virtually every museum in
the Western world, nowhere in the MIIWŚ is there any indication of the debate
about whether and how the Air War shortened the war and whether it was a nec-
essary means to victory. Only after this does the exhibition return to a final uni-
versal message: “The greatest victims of these air raids were the civilians who
actually suffered the greatest losses.” Whereas the museum didactically indi-
cates who is responsible for total war with regards to the Air War, it is even
more interesting that the chosen images support the idea that the totalitarian re-
gimes caused unlimited destruction in contrast to the Allied forces, who are de-
picted as reacting in self-defense or justified revenge.
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Nuances disappear as the visitor is not given space to interpret history out-
side the given narrative and didactic framework.²⁴ The final campaign – attrib-
uted to the perpetrating totalitarian states – is London and Coventry (1940–
1944). The viewer sees images of Churchill in the destroyed cathedral in Coven-
try, a sober-looking girl with an English flag (presumably indicating the morale
of the British people), several images and footage of V1 and V2 bombs, and col-
lective images of adults and children dealing with the impact of the air raids. The
images then shift to British wartime production, displaying endless rows of
bombs and line-ups of bomber planes. The viewer sees a Polish member of
the RAF writing the message “From the people of Warsaw to Berlin” on a
bomb, before looking into the faces of two confident Polish RAF officers. In
other words, the viewer follows images displaying the wartime spirit of avenging
Warsaw and other Polish cities. The skillful staging of images and text makes it
almost impossible for viewers to distance themselves from the visualized narra-
tive in order to question its ideology. The first bombed German city represented
in the film is Cologne, with its cathedral standing in the midst of ruins. The view-
er then sees a portrait of Hitler in flames, before a German woman in front of the
cathedral looks sidelong into the camera, as if ashamed. Destruction is bound to
Hitler and the German people who followed him; the museum thus indicates
that this suffering is different from that caused by German and Japanese bomb-
ing campaigns. Similarly, the famous and iconic image by Richard Peter, taken in
September 1945, transfers to a double screen; this image depicts the statue of a
hunched figure on the tower of the City Hall, implying a look of suffering and
pain, pointing a hand downwards to a devastated Dresden after the firebombing.
The second image shows a close-up shot of a skull on a Nazi uniform with the
Swastika clearly visible. Suffering and perpetration cannot be separated: the his-
torical master narrative will always dominate any universal form of suffering in
the MIIWŚ. The images’ composition makes it impossible for the viewer to simply
empathize with the suffering of German or Japanese civilians.
The depiction of aerial warfare in Gdańsk is a good example of how the ex-
hibition surpasses a documentary factual presentation and steers the visitor to a
specific interpretation of historical events. Historical context trumps universality,
as is also clear in the other rooms that display information on the Air War and
the strategic bomber campaign. This holds especially true for the computer sta-
tions in the sections “The Terror of War” and “Allies on the Attack,” which rep-
 The additional computer station with slideshows on German, Japanese, Soviet, and Allied
bombings provides supplementary factual depth to some of the bombings mentioned in the
film; its tone and didactic message are the same.
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resent the events of the first and the second half of the war with simulated digital
maps and encyclopedic captions. On the one hand, this allows for a clearly pos-
itive and heroic representation of Polish efforts in the Battle of Britain and the
Allied bombing campaign. On the other, it demonstrates that there can only
be one correct interpretation of history.²⁵ Once the frame of totalitarian perpetra-
tion has been accepted, there is no room for possible perpetration or wrongdoing
if one is on the right side of history. In other words, unlike in the museum’s de-
piction of themes such as collaboration, resistance, and flight and expulsion, the
depiction of the Air War in the MIIWŚ does not maintain its transnational ap-
proach. In this way, the balance between a historically specific framework and
comparative openness is lost here, restricting the experientiality for the visitor
more than in other sections of the museum.
Architectural space and the Air War connect in numerous ways in the muse-
ums under study. The two buildings – the Imperial War Museum North and the
Bundeswehr Military History Museum – partially or fully designed by Daniel Li-
beskind are particularly interesting in this regard. In the Imperial War Museum
North, one of the three shards representing the fragmented world, the Air Shard,
leads the visitor into a semi-open tower. This conflates interior and exterior
space, as the visitor steps onto a viewing platform that allows them a partial
view of the gentrified Salford quays, the location of Manchester’s shipping
canal and docks during the war. The area also hosts Manchester United’s Old
Trafford soccer stadium, which was damaged during the German air raids in De-
cember 1940. The architecture allows a fairly harmless insight into the museum’s
surroundings and their role in the Second World War. The visitor also sees the
city’s transformation into today’s modern Manchester. In May 2018, the Air
Shard was completely closed off to the public and had disappeared from the mu-
seum maps.²⁶ The visitor can easily get lost in the spectacle of projections and
 After noting the number of civilian dead in Germany in “Allies on the Attack,” the museum
states: “The Allies were responding to the ruthless methods of air warfare initiated by Nazi Ger-
many. // The destruction of factories and rail lines, and the need to build shelters, anti-aircraft
artillery and a radar network presented a significant burden for the German war industry. This
helped the Allies to win the war.” The MIIWŚ fully buys into the rhetoric of total warfare; no
distantiation is possible. Consequently, the firebombing of Tokyo does not even have to be jus-
tified in the section’s computer simulated maps. Laconically, the text states: “Heavy bombers
based on the Marianas began area bombing of Japanese cities. Hundreds of thousands of civil-
ians died.” In similarly simplified fashion, the MIIWŚ subscribes to the use of nuclear bombs in
its simulated map station. Its purpose – unquestioned – is “to force Japan to surrender and to
demonstrate the power of the United States.”
 This was due to the fact that the elevator was non-operational, which created accessibility
restrictions. Most of the Water Shard was not accessible to the public either. The museum
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corners, tilted floors and walls – all of which creates the overwhelming notion of
being lost in various sensations during wartime.²⁷ This can relate to the Air War,
yet it is mainly a general metaphor for how war attacks the human senses.
In contrast to the Imperial War Museum North, Libeskind’s architecture in
the Bundeswehr Military History Museum is connected much more explicitly
to the Air War. The wedge, a massive, five-story 14,500-ton wedge of glass, con-
crete, and steel, cuts into the former arsenal’s classical order.²⁸ Architecturally,
Libeskind’s wedge symbolizes the traumatic effects of war in general and the
Air War in particular. The tip of the wedge points toward the triangulation of
the area where the firebombing of Dresden first began, “creating a space for re-
flection.” Visitors can enter the tip of the wedge on the fourth floor, exiting the
interior of the museum through a glass door, which opens up to view of Dres-
den’s reconstructed cityscape, obstructed through tilted slabs. This obstruction
reminds the visitor of traumatic destruction and asserts that the healing and rec-
onciliation process of trauma can never be complete.
Inside the wedge, the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM), similar
to Libeskind’s extension to the Jewish Museum Berlin, creates voids that compli-
cate the viewing of particularly large objects. This will be seen in the subsequent
analysis of documentary techniques of the V2 rocket in the Imperial War Muse-
um in London (IWML) and in the MHM. The IWML re-opened its reconstructed
atrium in July 2014. Whereas the previous atrium was considerably smaller
and clattered with large objects, the new atrium only displays seven exhibits
of one or two objects in its “Witnesses of War” exhibition. All exhibits are sup-
plemented by one computer station with a slideshow on loop that provide fur-
ther data on the objects. They consist of historical photographs, brief captions,
some footage, and graphics.²⁹ One exhibit is a cluster of a V2 rocket and a V1
flying bomb (see fig. 28). The slideshow, entitled “German Long-range Weapons,”
emphasizes British targets, provides technical data and figures on victims of V
weapons based in London and particularly Lambeth. One slide reads: “During
the Second World War, the museum was damaged 41 times, including from
these V1 and V2 attacks.” The visitor sees a sketch of the museum building
café had been moved to the ground floor and the upper level of the Water Shard space was used
for private functions. Consequently, the Libeskind architectural concept of Earth, Air, and Water
shards became limited to the Earth Shard and the permanent exhibition where the Big Picture
Shows take place.
 See chapter 5.2.
 https://libeskind.com/work/military-history-museum/ accessed 13 October 2019.
 Since there is only one small display screen per exhibit, the majority of visitors will only see
the large objects but not the slideshow, or at least only a random fraction of its slides.
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with a little red square and the caption “YOU ARE HERE.” The map of the attacks
then extends to the museum’s surroundings in Lambeth, followed by photo-
graphs of the damage. In the second half of the slide show, the visitor sees im-
ages of the appalling conditions in the concentration camp Mittelbau-Dora where
the V2 was partially produced. The visitor is pointed to The Holocaust Exhibition
on the fourth floor, where a uniform worn by Jan Imich, a survivor of the V-weap-
on production, is displayed. The museum then juxtaposes Wernher von Braun’s
post-war work on rocket development in America (influential, among other
things, for the moon landing) with his knowledge of the conditions of Mittel-
bau-Dora. It notes: “A generation after his V2s had terrorised cities across Eu-
rope, von Braun became a national hero in the United States.”³⁰ The slide
show closes with the words “His legacy, and those of the rockets he designed,
is deeply ambiguous.”
Whereas the visitor can admire the shape of the V2 in the atrium in London,
Libeskind’s architecture prevents this in Dresden. Here, its shell is presented in
Fig. 28 Atrium and “Witnesses of War” exhibition. In center, installation of V2 rocket and V1
flying bomb. Imperial War Museum, London (Photo and © Imperial War Museum).
 The New Orleans WWII Museum does not mention the role of von Braun at all, avoiding the
discussion of his ambiguous legacy.
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such a way that it can never be fully seen as a complete object.³¹ The V2 spans
the three floors from “Technology and the Military” at the bottom up to “Animals
and the Military” and “War and Play.” It is arranged in a symbolic spatial cluster.
Next to it, in the “Technology and the Military” section, the viewer learns about
the history and working conditions in Mittelbau-Dora at a computer station.³² For
example, an improvised ear protection plug focalizes the agony of the forced la-
borers working in the mine-shafts, but also their will to live despite their atro-
cious circumstances. Next to the V2, hanging high in the air, the visitor sees
the manned space capsule Sojus 29, used by the East-German astronaut Sigmund
Jähn and a Soviet crew to return to earth in 1978. The proximity of these two ob-
jects initially seems to highlight the contrast between their military use (V2) and
civilian research (Sojus 29). However, they have a far more complex relationship,
as indicated by the last sentence of the survey panel: “East German leaders cele-
brated the first German space flight as proof of the superiority of socialism over
capitalism.” In other words, the simplistic contrast of the military and civilian
usage of rockets is immediately differentiated by their political and propagand-
istic usage by both sides in the Cold War. This technique is typical of how the
MHM avoids black-and-white depictions in its exhibition.
Whereas the IWML emphasizes that the military development of the V2 also
allowed for civil advancement, the MHM stresses that the civil trajectory of rock-
ets is mirrored by further military intensification through its selection of objects
and survey texts: it links the post-war development of intercontinental rockets to
that of nuclear war heads. The visitor is always challenged to consider all sides
of technological development. Behind the shadow of the V2 and underneath the
Sojus 29, the MHM projects an art film by Klaus vom Bruch und Manuela Günther
showing passages from Galileo’s monologue in Bertolt Brecht’s third version of
Life of Galileo (Leben des Galilei). The play was created in 1955 in the wake of
the Manhattan project, highlighting the risks of acquiring new knowledge:
“Our knowledge has become a frightening burden” (see fig. 29). Finally, the V2
rocket creates a constellation with a dollhouse owned by Faith Eaton of Clifton
Gardens No 16, London, which is part of the “War and Play” section two floors
above. Faith’s dolls have gas masks and the house features an Anderson shelter
in its garden. It clearly symbolizes the effect of aerial warfare on civilian life and
 To take a picture of the whole V2, one must basically lie flat on the floor and take the photo-
graph vertically upwards.
 As always in the MHM, the detailed encyclopedic media station is only available in German.
It describes the technology and history of the V2 using text, images, and footage, including facts
about the production sites and working conditions as well as about its impact.
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the everyday reality of living under the threat of the V2 – which would certainly
not be withstood by an Anderson shelter.
Whereas the IWML merely states that von Braun’s story is deeply ambiguous,
the MHM performs this ambiguity. The visitor is forced to decide what to do with
the Sojus capsule, the dollhouse, and the information on Mittelbau-Dora in re-
gard to the art installation. The IWML’s more documentary approach also high-
lights the ambiguity and different aspects of V2 production, but its representa-
tion remains strictly war-related. The visitor has two possibilities to empathize
with the historical situation. First, the installation’s slide show emphasizes the
Fig. 29 Cluster of V2 rocket, dollhouse, Sojus 29, and art installation Galilei’s Monologue.
Permanent Exhibition. Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr (Bundeswehr Military Hi-
story Museum), Dresden (Photo: Author, 2014, courtesy of Militärhistorisches Museum der
Bundeswehr).
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fact that the visitor is on the actual ground where V1 bombs and V2 rockets hit; it
involves the visitor directly by reflecting upon the close proximity between the
rocket’s destruction and their current position. Second, the display of the full ob-
jects and technical data in the slide show allows visitors to simply admire tech-
nological progress while the aura of the objects remains intact. The relatively
simple ambiguity with which von Braun’s role is represented comes close to im-
plying that he was merely a victim of circumstance. In contrast, the MHM fore-
closes the possibility of any aura of the object of the V2 through its broken spa-
tial set-up. The spatial ensemble in the MHM makes the V2 part of the complex
meanings behind an unstoppable rocket within and beyond war for civilians,
forced laborers, scientists, and humankind as such.
Throughout the museum, the MHM uses its networking approach to encour-
age visitors to interpret data for themselves. At first glance, however, its Second
World War chronology appears to be similar to the clustering of diverse topics
seen in the “Turning Point” exhibition in the IWML. The MHM’s cabinets “The
Battle of Britain” and “Total War – Bombing War” create spatial ensembles of
objects and images that incorporate perspectives from all sides. However, the
representation goes beyond the explanation and contextualization of objects.
Both artworks and tensions between objects and clusters, challenge the visitor
to interpret the spatial arrangement of objects beyond their informative value
and illustrative function as types of historical people, artifacts, and events.
What does one do, for example, with Paul Eickmeier’s pencil sketch Explosions
[Bang]³³ showing about ten – presumably female – people sitting hunched on
boxes? The visitor is forced into an aesthetic reaction; due to the fact that in
other parts of the museum, the MHM highlights German perpetration in the
Air War, the visitor can almost accept the pictures as a gruesome anthropological
fact for any human experiencing aerial warfare helplessly from the ground.
Even more ambiguous is the museum’s use of tabular biographies.³⁴ Before
the display case on the Battle of Britain, the MHM presents two biographies: the
first is that of Johannes Steinhoff, a fighter pilot with 176 aerial victories in the
Second World War. He was involved in efforts to remove Göring from office for
incompetence, suffered severe burns late in the war, and made a career in the
Bundeswehr and NATO after the war. Following his retirement he became a
member of the Supervisory Board of the Dornier Company. Next to this biogra-
phy is the much briefer one of British bomber pilot Michael Giles Homer.
Homer was transferred from Bomber Command to Fighter Command in the Bat-
 Einschläge [Es bumst!].
 See also also chapter 7.
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tle of Britain and fell in September 1940. The visitor can ask endless questions
about either biography. What would have happened if Homer had been alive
when the Royal Air Force started its strategic bombing campaign? Was Steinhoff
merely a fighter pilot doing his job? Did they want to remove Göring purely for
military or also for ideological reasons? What did Steinhoff do when he was a
fighter pilot in Russia? How did he support the bombing of civilians? The con-
trast between the two biographical tables intensifies the possible questions.
Rather than answering some of these questions, the MHM employs a representa-
tional technique that, through gaps such as these, forces the visitor to reflect
upon possibilities and open questions.
Similarly, the visitor encounters two clusters of different biographies in the
display case on the Luftwaffe staff in the Second World War (see fig. 30). On the
one hand, there are photographs and documents telling the story of Lieutenant
pilot Klaus-Dieter Bambauer who died while flying over the Atlantic shortly after
becoming a pilot in September 1943. Bambauer seems to serve as an example of
a German pilot who began to enthusiastically engage with the Nazi military dur-
Fig. 30 Cabinets “Battle of Britain” and “Luftwaffe Personnel.” Permanent exhibition. Mili-
tärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr (Bundeswehr Military History Museum), Dresden
(Photo: Author, 2013, courtesy of Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr).
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ing his time in the Hitler Youth. The MHM contrasts this presumably every-day
story to that of Fritz Lübbert, half-Jewish and a flying ace in the ‘Red Baron’s
(Manfred von Richthofen’s) fighter wing in the First World War. After the war,
Lübbert attended veteran’s meetings together with Reichsmarshall Hermann Gör-
ing.When threatened with deportation by the Gestapo in 1944, Lübbert used his
connections to Göring’s aide-de-camp Karl Bodenschatz to avoid them, but to
survive he had to accept sterilization. “After the war, Lübbert helped some Air
Force officers who had helped him.” The MHM displays a cluster of objects
that includes a photo of Bodenschatz, Lübbert and Göring at a veterans’ meeting
in 1936 and the receipt for Lübbert’s sterilization surgery in 1944. It presents Ge-
stapo documents summoning Lübbert and a letter from Lübbert asking Boden-
schatz for help. Bambauer’s and Lübbert’s stories are connected through the dis-
play of a coat that was worn by Göring. On the one hand, these stories humanize
Air War participants without reducing the criminal nature of the Air War, sym-
bolized by Göring’s coat. They indicate the enthusiasm for the Nazi ideology,
but also display the complexities of many biographies. Was Lübbert a hero, a
profiteer, or a victim? What about his continued relationship with Nazis after
the war? The visitor is steered toward a story without a moralistic message.
With the exception of Göring, the visitor will in all likelihood hesitate to make
moral judgments pertaining to any of the men whose stories are represented.
One of the crucial questions regarding representations of the Air War in the
museum is how graphic or clean their images and stories should be (see also
Watson 2017). Do images of corpses limit the intellectual capacities of the visitor
through shock? Can and should they produce empathy with the victims? Would
that allow for an understanding of the historical context surrounding the cause
of the Air War? The analysis undertaken in this study demonstrates a clear trend:
when museums use photographs to highlight the damage caused by the Air War,
they almost exclusively show material destruction. This trend seems to be inde-
pendent of the general approach of the museums under study.Whereas contem-
porary Second World War museums clearly disagree about how to deal with im-
ages of victims taken by perpetrators,³⁵ human suffering caused by the Air War is
hardly represented.³⁶ When it is, it is clearly instrumentalized. There are two in-
stances of this in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum (MHM). First, on the
top floor, the visitor encounters an image depicting the cremation of bodies on
Dresden’s Altmarkt in the days after the bombing, expressing the ultimate horror
 See also the discussion in chapter 7.
 Sheila Watson notes “that photographs of the dead in the bombing wars that marked the
Second World War are rare in museums in Britain and Germany” (2017, 76). However, she
does not discuss the Bundeswehr Military History Museum.
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of a firestorm. In the bombing war cabinet in the chronological exhibition, the
MHM displays three small photographs of piles of corpses from people who suf-
focated from lack of oxygen and inhalation of toxic gases and fumes in Dresden’s
basements. The photographs seem to have been chosen not for their shock value,
but rather to document an important fact of the firestorm.
Similarly, as seen in the discussions and public debate surrounding its “Air
War” section³⁷ the Canadian War Museum shows one image of civilian corpses in
its display of the strategic bombing campaign. It is entitled “Civilian Casualties”
and its subtext reads: “Images like this one fuelled the post-war debate over the
bomber offensive.” The museum needs the image to make the visitor understand
the reasons for the debate in the first place. In museums where there is no men-
tion of debate, air-war victims can only be displayed if they belong to the ‘right’
victim group, as is the case in the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War’s
exhibition (MIIWŚ). It represents some images of air-war victims, although exclu-
sively in the context of German attacks on Polish cities or the Allied bombing of
Japanese cities.Whereas the MHM displays photographs as originals or as repro-
ductions in their original size, the MIIWŚ uses enlarged posters to emotionalize
the visitor. Only once the historical message of the responsibility of the totalitar-
ian powers for all ‘terror’ in the Air War has been established can a more univer-
sal approach to victimhood emerge. However, it remains the case that most mu-
seums do not display photographs of war victims. This reduces both the possible
shock effects and the issue of comparing different types of victims and victim-
hood. It also runs the risk of sanitizing the Air War.
It is useful to take another look at the New Orleans WWII Museum in order to
understand the subtle balance between producing emotional shock and fitting
the bombing campaigns into a master narrative. As seen in the analysis of the
multimedia show Beyond All Boundaries above,³⁸ the New Orleans WWII Muse-
um utilizes a clear master narrative. The museum clearly marks the escalation in
the bombing of Japanese mainland cities as strategic and inevitable, focusing on
the firebombing of Tokyo and the two nuclear bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. In particular, this can be seen in the final room of the “Road to Tokyo”
exhibition, entitled “Downfall: Endgame against Japan.” Here, a timeline pres-
ents the nuclear bombing as the only possible strategy to end the war and
save American lives, following the textbook approach in post-war American cul-
tural memory (see e.g. Leahy and Dechow 2006; Engelhardt 1996). As we have
 See chapter 3.1.
 See chapter 4.2.
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seen elsewhere in the museum, there is no room to discuss whether other strat-
egies could have been used to end the war.³⁹ Additionally, the New Orleans WWII
Museum emotionally prepares the visitor throughout the “Road to Tokyo” exhi-
bition for the impossibility of a Japanese surrender by highlighting the fact that
all Japanese soldiers and civilians were willing to fight to their absolute death.
The timeline in the last room starts off with an entry for March 1945 with the fac-
tual description that: “The Japanese government declares all males aged 15 to 60
and all females aged 17 to 40 combatants, ending the effective distinction be-
tween combatants and noncombatants.” The exhibition thus creates a subtext
for total war: the Allied forces are no longer risking the death of ‘civilians,’ there-
by retroactively justifying the bombing campaign. Following this, the New Or-
leans WWII Museum notes that in June 1945, Japanese leaders were resolved
to continue the war despite their knowledge that “this will result in mass starva-
tion of the Japanese people in 1946.” Again, this declaration is represented as an
undisputed fact and supports the chain of arguments that the atomic bombs
were the sole and justified means of ending the war.
Later, in the entry for August 9 following the bombing of Nagasaki, the cap-
tion notes “The bombing and Soviet invasion compel Japanese leaders to consid-
er terms of surrender for the first time.” Interestingly, the visitor is led to believe
that the Soviet Union declared war on Japan and entered Japanese-occupied
Manchuria only after the drop of the second atomic bomb, since the entry is sit-
uated underneath the Nagasaki entry. Afterwards, apparently as a consequence
of the second nuclear bomb, the Japanese offer a conditional surrender – a strat-
egy that is only abandoned on August 15, 1945. The timeline and its factualized
style exemplifies the New Orleans WWII Museum’s technique of creating a one-
sided narrative that places all responsibility for destruction on the Japanese
leaders. This is justified by the museum’s statement that the Americans dropped
leaflets over Japanese cities to warn them of their relentless strategic bombing
campaigns. The visitor does not receive the opportunity to consider different
military or diplomatic options. For example, there is no discussion of whether
unconditional surrender was really needed to end the war.⁴⁰ The viewer receives
the historically problematic impression that the Japanese never considered how
they could end the war before both nuclear bombs were dropped. There is no
room for reflection on whether the second nuclear bomb, dropped three days
after the first, was really necessary. Therefore, the room “Downfall” becomes a
 It is obviously not possible in this book to resolve historical debates; rather, the question is
whether ambiguities in historical interpretation are taken up by museums or whether museums
close gaps to represent a streamlined narrative.
 For a divergent view see e.g. Hasegawa 2007.
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prime example of how a museum can use techniques of factualization to rein-
force existing master narratives.
The room “Downfall” also creates a visual effect. The room is dominated by
one large screen placed over the exit and six large posters. Four enlarged aerial
photographs, hanging on the upper halves of the wall above the display cases
and exhibits, show the detonation of bombs and the destruction of the Japanese
cities Osaka, Tokyo, Omura, and Toyama. Two wall-size pictures depict the total
destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Only the film over the exit features peo-
ple; accompanied by monotonous instrumental music, it displays pictures of the
loading and dropping of both atomic bombs. After depicting the rubble of a de-
stroyed city, the visitor sees dead bodies and distressed people affected by the
atomic blasts for the first time. Despite its human element, the film could still
be read as a reinforcement of the master narrative, since its first depictions of
death and pain are followed by the second atomic bomb. This might suggest –
in the wake of everything the visitor has read before – that the Japanese did
not act to prevent a second wave of such pain. This results in a very strong emo-
tional message. The museum shifts from its military narrative (representing the
collective perspective of the American soldier during the campaign) to a human-
ist perspective. It is painful to look directly into the faces and eyes of these tor-
mented people.
One scene in the film taken after the dropping of the second atomic bomb
depicts a woman walking away from the viewer into a total wasteland of tree
stumps and ruins. This is strongly reminiscent of an image from the original
final film in the Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War, in which a cyclist
moves through the ruins of today’s Syria – except in this case he is moving to-
ward the viewer. Even if the narratives of these two museums differ greatly, here
in the moment of utter destruction wrought through war, the humanist emotional
message is identical in New Orleans and Gdańsk. Ironically, the new film in the
MIIWŚ indicates how easily a divisive, nationalist, and militaristic ideology can
replace humanist messages like these.⁴¹ The film in the New Orleans WWII Mu-
seum ends with a written quotation from US Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson:
“War has grown steadily more barbarous, more destructive, more debased. /
Now with the release of atomic energy, man’s ability to destroy himself is nearly
complete.” On the surface, the museum displays a clear tension between human-
ism and wartime pragmatism, which is made evident by the juxtaposition of
Stimson’s quotation with one by General Douglas MacArthur. Macarthur’s quo-
tation comes from an address delivered at the Japanese Surrender Ceremony,
 See chapter 6.2.
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which took place on the USS Missouri on September 2, 1945 and is displayed on
the right hand wall, next to the film screen. Here, MacArthur expresses his “ear-
nest hope” that the “blood and carnage of the past” leads “to a better world,”
one “dedicated to the dignity of man and the fulfillment of his most cherished
wish for freedom, tolerance, and justice.” In analyzing this display, it becomes
clear that the integration of the firebombing’s necessity and of the use of atomic
bombs into the exhibition through the use of factualizing rhetoric allows the mu-
seum to transition into a more humanitarian argument. Although on the surface,
Stimson and MacArthur’s quotations seem to clash, upon closer analysis they in
fact supplement each other. The destruction wrought by atomic bombs is pre-
sented as necessary for saving the world; only after their detonation can human-
kind come to its senses and seek “freedom, tolerance and justice.” As always,
contentious issues represented by the museum can be integrated into the Amer-
ican master narrative. The oral witnesses at the computer station in the “Down-
fall” room speak out against the mass killings of civilians and report on their
scruples about using nuclear bombs, yet they all ultimately accept that this sac-
rifice was needed for the ‘good’ of the world.
A brief comparison to other representations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
non-American museums analyzed in this study indicates two trends. First, there
is a trend toward brief factual representation that follows the American master
narrative that the surrender was a direct result of the bombing – sometimes as
facts, sometimes as a causal connection – as exemplified in the Canadian War Mu-
seum, the Imperial War Museum North, and the Bastogne War Museum. The sec-
ond trend is in museums such as the House of European History and the Bundes-
wehr Military History Museum, which highlight the human element of universal
destruction. The Gdańsk Museum of the Second World War also highlights the ef-
fects of the bombs on civilians, though it foregoes the discussion of whether the
atomic bombs were necessary – the bombings are simply represented as an Amer-
ican decision. Overall, no exhibition analyzed in this book allows the visitor to un-
derstand the historical context surrounding the decision to use nuclear bombs. No
American or Japanese primary sources are displayed.
An analysis of the representation of the Air War in museum exhibitions con-
sistently leads back to the question of whether the Air War is presented as a (nec-
essary) narrative sequence, or whether the visitor can react to gaps and is asked –
explicitly or implicitly – to interpret material and constellations. Here we can see
the tension between master narrative-dominated exhibitions and exhibitions that
produce different forms of secondary experientiality. Additionally, modern muse-
um makers around the world avoid producing primary experiences of the Air
War. Experiential basement or air raid shelter installations appear to be a techni-
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que of the past.⁴² The Air War in all its variations seems to be too contentious for
museums to simulate actual historical experience. Consequently, the Air War can
either be fitted into a closed national narrative or a universal master narrative, or it
can be integrated into displays containing more open constellations.⁴³
Finally, the question remains: what happens if a museum explicitly asks the
visitor to make a choice? The Bastogne War Museum allows for such a situation
at the end of each of its computer slideshows. In the section directly preceding
the Battle of the Bulge, the museum places the visitor in the following scenario
in the slideshow “The Boffin’s War”: “Should Hiroshima and Nagasaki have
been bombed?” The visitor has four options to choose from: “A: YES, to end the
war.” “B: YES, to save the lives of US servicemen on the Pacific front.” “C: NO, nu-
clear warfare is inhumane as it destroys civilian populations.” And finally, “D: NO,
science should serve the advancement of humankind, not its destruction.” As is
always the case in these scenarios, the visitor must live with over-simplification.
The visitor only receives a relatively small amount of data before making their de-
cision.⁴⁴ More important is the fact that the Bastogne War Museum makes the vis-
itor aware of the contradictory reasons for the bombing and the possibility that
there is possibly not just one correct or true answer; thus, the quizzes fulfill an im-
portant meta-function that leads to a reflection on historical truth.
The New Orleans WWII Museum’s Boeing Pavilion contains an exhibit enti-
tled “What would you do?” From sixteen computer terminals on the ground
floor, the viewer follows five scenarios on one of two large wall screens.⁴⁵ All
five scenarios develop a historical case through a montage of images and a nar-
rator’s voice that forces the visitor to make an either-or decision while taking on
a specific role. All scenarios are connected to real historical cases and a specific
commander, journalist, or volunteer who had to make that decision in real life.
The scenarios ask, for example, whether an American journalist should endan-
ger his life by staying in Germany to report on an upcoming Nazi Rally in Nur-
emburg in 1933 or if an African-American man should try to enlist for a second
 See also chapter 2.2.
 This connects to the Holocaust representations discussed in the previous chapter, which
clearly disallow primary experientiality, though different layers of empathy and emotion are pos-
sible.
 A snapshot on June 4, 2018 noted that out of 10,394 visitors 44% chose answer A, 18% B,
25% C, and 13% D.
 Each scenario is between three and three-and-a-half minutes. However, since the exhibition
screens switch between the shows “Arsenal of Democracy,” “My Gal Sal,” and “What would you
do?” with no clear timetable provided, whether the visitor might be around when the quizzes
start is left to chance. Since there are no further instructions on the quizzes, besides the actual
films, it is more than likely that most visitors will miss the installation.
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time after his voluntary enlistment was denied on the basis of racial discrimina-
tion. The decision relevant to aerial warfare relates to the preparations behind D-
Day. The visitor is asked to empathize with the position of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and is presented with two options. Option A. is to bomb urban rail
yards; option B. is to bomb only roads and rail bridges. The bombing of urban
rail yards would “knock out Hitler’s ability to rush reinforcements into Norman-
dy.” However, the visitor is also offered another possibility: “would you call off
the bombing of urban rail yards and bomb only roads and rail bridges, saving
the lives of civilians,” “the very people you want to liberate?” The visitor also
hears that Supreme Allied Commander General Dwight D. Eisenhower was in
favor of the bombings, whereas British Prime Minister Winston Churchill was
against them. After the vote, visitors see the results from the current session
and the past year, before they are informed: “Here’s what really happened.”
The bombing campaign against urban railroads was carried out as planned;
the invasion took priority; and at least 12,000 civilians were killed in France
and Belgium. “But [it] was an effective military strategy. Allied bombers inflicted
devastating damage to the rail system, preventing Germany from moving mas-
sive reinforcements into Normandy. The Allies took heavy casualties on the
beaches, but the invasion […] turned the tide of the war in Western Europe.”
The narrator highlights that despite the bombing the Allies were welcomed
and celebrated “as liberating heroes by the French and Belgian populations.”
The narrator closes with how the American President had to weigh “military ob-
jectives against deadly consequences for civilians.” The difference between this
set-up and the Bastogne War Museum is clear. In the New Orleans WWII Muse-
um, the challenge is to find the didactically correct answer. There is no real open
historical debate. From the exhibition’s perspective, what happened historically
was the correct military decision in each of the cases it presents. The visitor
learns that there was a conflict but certainly not that there could still be different
interpretations of its circumstances and outcomes. An ‘either-or’ quiz manipula-
tes the visitor into believing that there is a single right answer. Therefore, aerial
warfare seems less contentious, as the truly omniscient narrator always has the
correct answer.⁴⁶
In conclusion, representations of the Air War tend toward either a factual
and documentary approach or highlight the chronological development of the
war with a focus on the initial aggressors. No museum comes close to creating
 Interestingly, in the snapshot results from May 22, 2017, the visitor votes were close to being
evenly split over the course of the year. 56% would have bombed the rail yards, 44% would not
have.
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primary experientiality that allows a structural re-experiencing of the events in
the Air War.⁴⁷ Even the museums that do create gaps and openness avoid explic-
itly reflecting upon political, military, and individual choices. At least in the Mé-
morial de Caen, the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, the Bastogne War Mu-
seum, and, in part, the House of European History, the visitor has a choice of
narratives and encounters tensions between historically specific events and an-
thropological as well as structural constellations. This eventually allows for the
development of some secondary experientiality. To an extent, even the Gdańsk
Museum of the Second World War and the New Orleans WWII Museum offer
the choice between historical responsibility and a humanist message. In both
of these cases, however, the master narrative provides a strong frame that shapes
all interpretations and restricts experientiality.
No Second World War museum analyzed in this study really reflects on the
cultural history of aerial warfare. The early bombings of civilians – the British in
Iraq in the 1920s or the Italians in Ethiopia in the 1930s – are totally absent.⁴⁸
This means that representations of aerial warfare are always situated between
Guernica in April 1937 and Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945. This
makes it easier to highlight the historical context of the Second World War
and the aggressor roles of totalitarian regimes, such as in the Gdańsk Museum
of the Second World War. The expression ‘terror bombing’ is sometimes used,
but only in reference to German, Soviet, and Japanese forces. German museums,
such as the Bundeswehr Military History Museum, strive to avoid the charge of
de-historicizing the historical causality of the Air War. Consequently, they cannot
reflect upon the pre-Nazi history of aerial warfare. The Allied museums under
study also want to commemorate their heroes – whether bomber pilots or heroic
civilians. Only the House of European History had the possibility of presenting
the earlier part of aerial warfare. However, a full-scale narrative that allowed
the visitor freedom to decide whether the strategic area bombing in the Second
World War were similar to earlier or later bombing campaigns would have threat-
ened the master narrative of European unity and freedom. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that exhibiting the Air War is one of the most morally, politically, and
representationally restricted topics in contemporary Second World War muse-
ums.
 One could argue that both Imperial War Museums in London and Manchester allow for a
certain primary experientiality but their main tendencies are to restrict experientiality such as
in the Family in Wartime exhibition in London (see chapter 3.3), or simulate secondary structures
as in Manchester (see chapter 5.2).
 See e.g. Lindqvist 2001 [2000], 44–74.
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Chapter 9:
Art in Second World War Museums
The last chapter of this study deals with the use of art in historical Second World
War exhibitions in today’s museums. Analyzing history museums’ use of art pro-
vides the perfect lens for understanding how museums can restrict or produce
experientiality for their visitors. Artworks – such as sculptures, paintings, or
drawings – are functionalized as additional historical sources. As such, they
can provide introspective opportunities for understanding primary experiences
and can allow for critical and reflexive thinking. Art is present in the form of
paintings and sculptures, and more indirectly in the architecture and scenogra-
phy of interior museum spaces in all of the museums analyzed. However, only a
few museums trust artwork as an autonomous medium that allows the visitor to
form aesthetic judgments outside the narrative, ideological, or historical frame-
work provided by the museum. The aesthetic potential of art can be explained
using Immanuel Kant’s theory of the four possible aesthetic reflective judgments:
the agreeable, the beautiful, the sublime, and the good. The two subjective uni-
versal judgments of the beautiful and the sublime, which Kant developed in his
Critique of Judgement (Kritik der Urteilskraft), help us understand how the visitor
can use artworks for further reflection, contemplation, and critical interpretation
of history, without either falling into merely subjective statements or being
bound to a predestined ethical imperative. Kant notes:
The beautiful coincides with the sublime in that both please for themselves. And further in
that both presuppose neither a judgment of sense nor a logically determining judgment,
but a judgment of reflection: consequently the satisfaction does not depend on a sensation,
like that in the agreeable, nor on a determinate concept, like the satisfaction in the good;
but it is nevertheless still related to concepts, although it is indeterminate which, hence the
satisfaction is connected to the mere presentation or to the faculty for that, through which
the faculty of presentation or the imagination is considered, in the case of a given intuition,
to be in accord with the faculty of concepts of the understanding or of reason, as promoting
the latter (Kant 2000 [1790], 128).¹
Obviously, historical events in war go beyond Kant’s concept of the beautiful and
sublime. Knowledge presented in a museum will never reach the autonomous
and self-referential status that a piece of artwork that pleases or overwhelms
the recipient aesthetically can achieve. Nevertheless, Kant’s tracing of a concept
 5: 244. Beginning of § 23. “Transition from the faculty for judging the beautiful to that for judg-
ing the sublime.”
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110664416-013
of reflection that brings together the indeterminate of imagination and the un-
derstanding of reason helps us reflect upon how artwork in history museums
contributes to the development of experientiality by creating spaces for the vis-
itor’s perception, contemplation, and interpretation.²
There are also drawings and paintings of the Holocaust in almost every war
and Holocaust memorial museum. The victim-authored, mimetic language in a
history museum still offers some of art’s resistance, or in Theodor W. Adorno’s
words from Aesthetic Theory (Ästhetische Theorie), some of the tension and
gaps between the empirical thing and the spirit of the artwork (Adorno 1997
[1970], 277). These allow art to be an adequate language for the unspeakable ex-
perience of extreme violence in history. Unlike Kant’s focus on the perception of
the subject, Adorno locates art’s truth content in the internal dynamics of the art
object and in its socio-historical context. He emphasizes that all artworks are
enigmas that express “the duality of being determinate and indeterminate”
(Adorno 1997 [1970], 124) and sees the dialectical process of artwork between
their experience and their “enigmaticalness” (Adorno 1997 [1970], 125). Conse-
quently, works of art resist their mimetic explanation; they cannot be fully utiliz-
ed for an illustrative purpose or as part of a closed narrative structure.
A historical museum normally uses artwork for a pragmatic purpose, reduc-
ing its aesthetic truth content by treating art as a merely cognitive argument, ig-
noring its enigmaticalness. Most visitors are probably less likely to engage in the
autonomous or self-referential quality of artwork if it fulfills either a narrative or
illustrative function. However, if a war or history museum uses autonomous art-
work, it invites or challenges the visitor to explore its inherent meanings and am-
biguities. These works are connected to the exhibition space around them; they
might be marked through a primary symbolic interpretation provided by the mu-
seum or the artist. However, they also draw the visitor into a one-on-one commu-
nication with the artwork. Since the violence of war, atrocities, and suffering of-
fers plenty of challenges to which there is hardly one answer, artwork relating to
war, violence – and the Second War in particular – offer the visitor the potential
to interact with the past, which is even more relevant with the looming end of
living memory that requires the activation of the visitor’s imaginative perception
capabilities.
Most exhibitions analyzed – with the exception of the Bundeswehr Military
History Museum, the Imperial War Museum North, and the House of European
 For the role of Kant’s aesthetics in the development of the exhibition concept for the Bundes-
wehr Military History Museum and an artifact’s potential for unearthing multiple layers of his-
tory in the process of reception see also Müller 2006, 758.
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History – do not use autonomous artwork. One only occasionally finds paintings
and portraits illustrating a theme or depicting a person in a typical wartime sce-
nario. In these cases, war paintings supplement other visual media, particularly
photography, posters, and film. The Canadian War Museum (CWM) – in addition
to the Imperial War Museum as the institution with the largest collection of war
paintings – serves as an excellent example of how war paintings can supplement
a museum exhibition about the Second World War through the use of painting as
a mimetic medium to mediate experiences of the past (see also Thiemeyer 2010a,
283–290). The museum presents its art collection as a witness that will endure
after the end of (human) living memory: “As it does, the Canadian War Museum’s
war art collections of 13,000 works increasingly provide a link to the conflicts
from the perspective of those who witnessed them. While, to a certain extent,
the paintings act as illustration, they also convey the feelings of the participants
in the conflicts. This, perhaps, is their most important legacy” (Brandon 2019).
The Canadian War Records of the Second World War (1939–45) contains over
5,000 small paintings. “There are no huge memorial compositions focusing on
destruction, tragedy, and misery. Instead, the somewhat depersonalized empha-
sis […] is on the locations, events, machinery, and personnel of Canada’s war on
all fronts” (Brandon 2019).
In a history exhibition, paintings are usually integrated into the overall nar-
ratives and typically illustrate or supplement a theme. For example, in the sec-
tion about the Battle of the Atlantic, the CWM exhibits the painting Corvette
Bridge. The description first explains that corvettes were unsuited to the rough
conditions of the Atlantic. It then provides an interpretation: “This painting by
Donald MacKay captures the discomfort of command on an open bridge in
bad weather.” Therefore, the painting and the postures and emotions of the
three men on the bridge offer no further questions to the visitor. They confirm
and intensify the argument about how the war was experienced by the Canadian
soldier. In the D-Day / Normandy section, the visitor encounters Eric Altwinckle’s
painting Invasion Pattern Normandy, which “depicts a Canadian Mustang in ac-
tion.” The description highlights the invasion stripes that made the aircraft rec-
ognizable to other Allied aircraft. The painting shows the aircraft itself from
above, its bombs, some landing crafts, and a beach beneath it. Again, war art
here is merely illustrative.
If and when interpretation is needed, the CWM provides one explicit inter-
pretation. This can be seen in the next section, where the visitor comes across
Orville Fisher’s painting entitled Scheldt Crossing, depicting the campaign in
the Netherlands. According to the CWM, the painting “captures the dismal
weather that dogged Canadians during the campaign.” On the one hand, this
supports the general narrative of Canadian valor and hardship. On the other,
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the painting itself is ambiguous; the Canadian soldiers are barely visible at the
top of the transport vehicle. The painting could just as easily be read as a meta-
phor for man and machine, wherein the former becomes the latter. However, be-
cause the museum treats all artworks as historical sources that supplement argu-
ments, such an openness of interpretation is not encouraged. Art is
supplementary and maintains a documentary function, as opposed to a self-ref-
erential one.³
The more playful arrangement found in the chronology gallery in the Bun-
deswehr Military History Museum (MHM) serves as an exception to paintings
that function as illustration of a story, theme, or argument. Here the museum cre-
ates a meta-representational display that reflects upon the evolution and func-
tion of war and battle painting as an artistic genre. It uses two large walls in
its “1300– 1914” and “1914– 1945” galleries, respectively, to depict the artwork
of the time.⁴ The section on Second World War battle paintings is entitled
“The End of Battle Painting? The Two World Wars in German Painting until
1945–46.” The paragraph about the Second World War reflects upon Nazi Cultur-
al Policy, war painting in propagandas companies, and the persecution of ‘de-
generate’ art. The MHM also mentions the decline of the medium in comparison
to photography and cinema in the age of the world wars. Ten paintings on the
wall were painted during the Second World War. They include: propaganda por-
traits; pictures depicting technological strength, such as a charging U-boat or an
advancing tank; and images of the German army supporting local refugees from
the Red Army, destroyed Soviet tanks, and Soviet prisoners of war. Whereas the
MHM contextualizes most images – i.e. paintings are used to illustrate certain
arguments – their setting invites the visitor to ask further questions. For exam-
ple, the 1944 painting Vor dem Angriff (Before the Attack) by Werner Höll depicts
three soldiers moving forward with stern facial expressions: the leader looks on
determinedly with a machine gun in hand. The description provides context con-
cerning Höll’s career as a painter in the style of new objectivity (Neue Sachlich-
keit) before becoming a Nazi propaganda painter. It also states that Höll resumed
abstract painting after 1945. Placing the artwork in its historical context allows
 At times, museums like the Canadian War Museum and the Imperial War Museum in London
in particular, hold war art exhibitions as such. Here, the visitor has the potential to understand
the range and expressional possibilities of the medium, which can develop a certain autonomy
beyond the museum’s explanations and display structures.
 The MHM uses paintings as historical sources throughout the chronological exhibition as
well. As seen, for example, in the analysis of the “Politics and the Use of Force” section
above (see chapter 5.1), the spatial arrangement often allows the artwork to surpass a merely
illustrative function.
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for open questions. The viewer can wonder whether the stern faces of the sol-
diers only express support for the war, think about the careers of various artists
in the National Socialist era, and what choices they were faced with. Again, the
MHM’s networking technique can intensify the experientiality of the visit if the
visitor connects this section to the near-by sections “Resistance in the Arts” or
“Politics and the Use of Force.”⁵ Of course, if one compares the curation of
war art from the Second World War in Britain, Canada, and Germany, it is evi-
dent that the German perpetrator perspective requires a more contextualized
and reflexive approach.
Aside from the use of war art, the visitor can most often find artwork in his-
torical museums that want to either express trauma or mediate authenticity
through witnessing. Museums present numerous sketches and paintings as per-
sonal expressions of suffering.⁶ These paintings can be created during wartime
(as direct expressions of experience) or after the fact, as seen in the sketch series
of life in Ravensbrück concentration camp by Violette Rougier Lecoq, displayed
in the Imperial War Museum North (IWMN). Similarly, the IWMN shows five fac-
similes of linocut prints by Helmuth Weissenborn from 1941, depicting post-war
bomb sites across London, such as Holland Park, Oxford Street, and a suburban
church. Weissenborn was a German veteran of the First World War, who – as a
Social Democrat married to a Jewish woman – escaped Nazi Germany in 1939.
Whereas these prints have a clear documentary function of illustrating the ef-
fects of the Blitz, the separate hanging of the paintings allows visitors to reflect
upon their own perception: on what the paintings express, how authentic or
beautified they are, and if and how they can empathize with Weissenborn’s
gaze. Considering his personal background, what might he have thought while
capturing the destruction caused by Germans? On the opposite side of a narrow
aisle, between two interior walls of voids, the IWMN displays the 1940 oil paint-
ing A House Collapsing on Two Firemen by Leonard Henry Rosoman. This paint-
ing functions in a similar way: on the one hand, the image is documentary, and
on the other, the visitor is challenged to re-imagine the scene, whether as the
firemen on which the house is collapsing and who will in all likelihood die, or
more likely as an observer of the gruesome scene. The painting’s documentary
function is secondary to its emotional function.
As seen in the above analysis of Holocaust and genocide artwork in the
House of European History, museums have the choice between on the one
hand, integrating art into a pragmatic narrative – as partially seen in the case
 See chapter 5.1.
 See also chapters 7 and 8.
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of Ritula Fränkel’s and Nicholas Morris’s Jozef’s Coat and even more so in Yuri
Leiderman Khatyn/Katyń’s artwork.⁷ On the other hand, as demonstrated
above, Chava Rosenzweig’s installation A Star Shall Stride from Jacob and a Scep-
tre Bearer Shall Rise in the Imperial War Museum North functions as an artwork
that challenges the visitor to explore a personal connection to the Holocaust
without fulfilling illustrative, pragmatic, or documentary functions.⁸ Similarly,
the Nussbaum painting in the Bundeswehr Military History Museum⁹ supersedes
a documentary purpose, partially as autonomous artwork, partially because of
the constellations with other artifacts that it opens up within the museum space.
As Rosenzweig’s artwork demonstrates, autonomous art in historical muse-
um exhibitions explicitly challenges observers to situate themselves to interact
with it. Similarly, visitors can reflect upon their own position in Ingo Günther’s
art installation The Hiroshima Thank-You Instrument found in the “Protection and
Destruction” section of the Bundeswehr Military History Museum’s thematic tour
(MHM). A strobe light illuminates a darkened space at regular intervals. The vis-
itor’s silhouette, whether accidentally captured or deliberately posed, is tempo-
rarily frozen on a wall covered with phosphorescent paint until erased by the
next flash.¹⁰ Arnold-de Simine argues that the installation is based on constant
repetition and resembles trauma rather than memory in its reenactment and rep-
etition of horrific events. However, she also recognizes that the art installation
inspires “playful encounters rather than sober reflection” (2013, 73). In other
words, the visitor might be more interested in the original shadow effects than
connecting them to the traumatic nature of the event. As the audio guide ex-
plains, art and the violence of the nuclear bomb separate human beings from
their shadows, allowing visitors to question their own position when their shad-
ow is forcibly and violently separated from their person.¹¹
 See chapter 6.3.
 See chapter 5.2.
 See chapter 5.1.
 Günther originally created The Hiroshima Thank-You Instrument for the Hiroshima City Mu-
seum of Contemporary Art in 1995. It was adjusted for the space in the Libeskind wedge in 2011.
 This chapter primarily highlights art installations that refer to the Second World War. Muse-
ums, such as the MHM, that are interested in violence as a structural phenomenon often exhibit
commissioned artworks that have a more symbolic character that does not refer to specific con-
flicts. For example, upon entering the wedge on the ground floor, the visitor encounters the in-
stallation Love and Hate by Charles Sandison from 2005. The words ‘love’ and ‘hate,’ relating to
anthropological feelings, are repeated thousands of times on the walls of the wedge. They seem
to be in a never-ending fight, generating each other. Neither concept can disappear completely.
The audio guide explains that visitors are supposed to become part of the installation with their
feelings – love and hate – toward war and violence. Whether this succeeds is unclear; the art-
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The most ambiguous artwork in the MHM,which (partially) reflects upon the
Second World War, is Klaus vom Bruch’s video installation Capriccio, which was
specifically commissioned for the MHM’s “Protection and Destruction” section of
the thematic tour in 2011.¹² As the title indicates, it is a fantastic game, free of
rules, that blurs time and space. The film is centered on a dragoon vase from
China from before 1717 that was given – among other pieces of porcelain – to
the Polish Electorate and King Augustus II by the Prussian King Frederick Wil-
liam I in exchange for 600 spare (enslaved) cavalryman. Two men wearing uni-
forms from Baroque Dresden perform scenes around a curtain, which – accord-
ing to the museum audio guide – are intertextually reminiscent of paintings such
as Raphael’s Sistine Madonna and Johannes Vermeer’s Girl Reading a Letter at an
Open Window, both acquired by August III for Dresden in the mid-eighteenth
century.¹³ At times, they carry the vase, inspect it, or put the lid on it; at
times, the vase explodes in the fore- or background. The second layer of the
film is footage from the Allied preparation of the Dresden bombing in February
1945. The vase – a symbol of Baroque Dresden – becomes the target and is de-
stroyed multiple times. An analysis of the film’s opening reveals the dynamics of
artwork in relation to interpretations of the Second World War. First, the viewer
sees four Mustang aircrafts emerging from the curtain, presumably flying to
Dresden. The two soldiers – one riding on the other, possibly indicating a
power relationship – then enter the scene and draw the curtain over the Mus-
tangs. The next shot depicts both soldiers in a reflective pose sitting and lying
on the ground; one is playing with the open dragoon vase. In the background,
a damaged Red-Cross flag and a destroyed castle are shown, before a brief
shot of knights riding horses and carrying swastika flags is shown. Then the cur-
tain is completely drawn, before the soldiers open it to reveal an airfield. In the
following scenes, the destruction (and reconstruction) of the dragoon vase be-
comes the pre-dominant theme of the installation.
What does the artwork tell the visitor about the destruction of Dresden? Vi-
olence clearly preceded the bombing, as indicated by the swastika knights and
the selling of enslaved soldiers to obtain the vase.Was Dresden a legitimate tar-
get? The Red-Cross symbol could be a strong argument against the bombing, but
work is also a typical example of art with a strong symbolic message that forecloses further in-
terpretation in similar ways to the illustrative and functionalized art discussed above.
 Vom Bruch served as art curator for the permanent exhibition for artwork, both his own and
that of six other artists, which were specifically commissioned for the thematic tour in the Libes-
kind wedge (Altmann 2012).
 For the visitor to find such intertextual links, it is presumably crucial to listen to the audio
guide.
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also a cover-up of Dresden’s military past. The whole set-up feels very much stag-
ed, alluding to the illusions of theater. The soldiers and the knights seem to re-
enact older scenes, so that the viewer is consistently challenged to differentiate
between theatrical play and historical reality. This is enhanced through the met-
aphor of the curtain. Is it possible to simply open and close the past? To see the
destruction of Dresden’s beauty? The film playfully ironizes such gestures, while
displaying the interwoven dynamic between high culture and violence. While
this symbolic meaning is evident, the viewer must decide what play they want
to see. What violence can be justified and in which circumstances? The fact
that the museum exhibits a dragoon vase, acquired on loan from the Porzellan-
sammlung by the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, in its “1300– 1914” chronological
section supplements the effect of vom Bruch’s installation in challenging the vis-
itor to reflect on the vase’s presence in a military history museum.
The curtain also alludes to Libeskind’s wedge. Whereas from the tip of the
wedge on the top floor, the visitor can see an obstructed view of Dresden’s recon-
structed cityscape as if looking through a semi-open blind, in vom Bruch’s art-
work, the curtain can be fully opened or closed. The viewer is eventually con-
fronted, however, with a similar ambiguity regarding how to connect Baroque
Dresden and the Dresden of the Second World War and how to connect culture
and war. The visitor has the best view of the artwork from the staircases of the
old arsenal building, and Capriccio therefore also reflects the tension between
the old Arsenal building – erected in the 1870s and used as museum during
the Third Reich and the GDR – and Libeskind’s deconstructing wedge. Increas-
ingly, the relationship between violence and Dresden’s past, between victimhood
and perpetration, and between its cultural heritage and destruction allows for
secondary experientiality that connects the artwork with the museum’s architec-
ture, the permanent exhibition, and Dresden’s cityscape.¹⁴
 Other self-reflexive commissioned artworks include several installations that anchor the
third level “Memory” in the wedge. Nancy Davenport’s Der Koyote (The Coyote) shows an awk-
ward male protagonist on the construction site of the museum experimenting with explosives
and weapons. He consistently fails in his violent ambitions, and the violence turns against
him – without any indication that he learns from his failures – creating humorous incidents
in the tradition of the American cartoon series Coyote and Roadrunner. What one should do
with this artwork is left completely open. Is it a critique of all forms of violence? A meta-com-
mentary on the need of the MHM to be a dynamic institution in order to prosper? Does it force
visitors to reflect upon their own enjoyment of violence in the comic tradition? Or is it just enter-
tainment? How do visitors accept that artwork in a military history museum can tell them some-
thing about violence and make them think about their own attitude toward violence and its con-
sumption.
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Regarding the idea of deconstructing the monumentality of war as well as
the unquestioned affirmative monumentality of Dresden’s cultural past, one of
arts’ effects manifests where the commissioned artworks, Libeskind’s architec-
ture, and the spatial patterns of the exhibition meet. As seen in the air-war chap-
ter above, the deconstruction of the V2’s aura relies on the cooperation between
the art installation of Klaus vom Bruch’s und Manuela Günther’ Galileo’s Mono-
logue, Libeskind’s voids, the interior design, and curated spatial connotations
between objects.¹⁵ The effect of the artwork – sometimes stronger, sometimes
less intense – is a constant interaction between play, symbolic meanings,
gaps, and ambiguities.¹⁶ These works of art – similar to the Imperial War Muse-
um North and the House of European History¹⁷ – mainly offer a playful, multi-
faceted, or symbolic reflection; whether or how to interact with the artwork, re-
Similarly, Martha Colburn’s film installation Triumph of the Wild I&II (2008) forces visitors
to situate their own perception in confrontation with the artwork. On the one hand, there is a
clear symbolic message that is explained in the audio guide: humans become animals, hunters
become the hunted, and vice versa. In flashbacks, the film attempts to simulate the post-trau-
matic stress disorder of American soldiers who fought in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. On
the other hand, viewers must decide whether they invest emotionally in the images to become
– to a certain extent – part of this experience. At the same time, the visitor is challenged to con-
nect the artwork to other forms of expressions of trauma in the permanent exhibition to make
sense of an encounter with artwork in this space.
 See chapter 8.
 Another artwork that the visitor cannot decipher in its historical context, but relates the Li-
beskind building with the visitor experience of war and violence, can be found in the section
“The Formation of the Body.” The sound installationMass Block by Carsten Nicolai was also spe-
cifically commissioned for one of the museum’s voids. The visitor experiences “[a] collage of
original sounds from theaters of war and propaganda” that “forms the acoustic sphere that as-
sociates with modern music.” The sounds and vibrations become a physical experience for the
visitor entering a kind of tunnel on a grid, which reveals a deep void underneath. This can raise
questions about one’s own position in regard to the sounds and formations of war. It seems like
an abstract form of empathy, in which the visitor can connect to the possibility or impossibility
of feeling violence and war in a museum. One possible historical contextualization is given by
the diorama installation, by Jens Najewitz and Maik Rohde, of people, animals, and vehicles
that were part of a military division in the First World War. The viewer can feel as if they
have become part of the 13th Bavarian Infantry Division in February 1918, which was comprised
of about 13,000 people, 3,000 horses and 26 field artillery guns. The last sentence of the descrip-
tion notes that every two days, 16,000 soldiers died in the First World War, so if the viewer fol-
lows the link between the two installations, the unease produced by Nicolai’s artwork will in-
crease.
 The majority of freestanding artworks in the House of European History appear in its very
first section “The Myth of Europa” as a representation of the idea and myth of Europe/Europa,
i.e. in a very symbolic way. Artists try to capture the essence of Europe through art in multifac-
eted ways, leaving considerable room for interpreting the artwork on its own.
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garding aesthetic and ethical judgments on a cognitive, emotional, imaginative,
or ethical level, is left up to each visitor.¹⁸
Between February 8 and April 10, 2018, the MHM displayed another work of
art in the open space in the wedge, between the sections “Technology and the
Military” and “Protection and Destruction”: a bronze statue entitled Chor der
Überlebenden (Choir of Survivors) by Dresden artist Helmut Heinze, who experi-
enced the bombing of Dresden as a 13-year-old. The actual statue was donated to
Coventry Cathedral and unveiled as part of the celebrations surrounding the fif-
tieth anniversary of the cathedral’s rebuilding in 2012. Seven column-like figures
stretched to the sky as a single group, like a choir of witnesses, expressing de-
 Artwork has a strong symbolic, but also thought-provoking, value when it establishes con-
stellations and associations in an exhibition between objects, interior, and exterior spaces.
The MHM’s 2018 special exhibition Gender and Violence: War is for Men – Peace is for
Women? was accompanied by the exhibition Targeted Interventions that displayed seven art ob-
jects (six exterior works located around two sides of the building, on the building, and in the
interior). On the one hand, the majority of this artwork served a symbolic function and none
of it explicitly expressed anything about a specific historical period. They all were meant to chal-
lenge the visitor’s perception of war and violence in an anthropological sense. On the other
hand, upon closer inspection, the visitor could find many resonances with the museum’s archi-
tecture, interior design, and artifacts from the permanent exhibition. At least four artworks re-
ferred to bombs and rockets, some blandly provocative like Morten Traavik’s Honest John, a short
range rocket capable of carrying nuclear warheads covered by condoms, while others were more
dynamic, such as Birgit Dieker’s Crazy Daisy, a rocket made out of mutilated female mannequin
bodies. The museum’s text panel explicitly related Dieker’s artwork to the history of the V2 and
to the habit of American Second World War pilots of decorating their planes with pin-up girls.
But the visitor could find constellations to the formation section in the thematic tour, the muti-
lated bodies from the “War and Suffering” section, or the displayed corpses after the air attacks
on Dresden in the “1918–1945” chronological and “Dresden View” sections (see chapter 8). Sim-
ilarly, the shape of eight lipstick colored rockets or grenades in Sylvie Fleurie’s First Spaceship on
Venus in the wedge in the “Protection and Destruction” section even created a direct ‘viewing
axis’ with the ‘bomb hail’ installation in the permanent exhibition. The extent to which the vis-
itor felt inspired to draw conclusions from this remains open. Lastly, the Guerilla Girls created a
large poster The Estrogen Bomb on the side façade of the museum building: “pink bomb heads
towards Earth for the Museum of Military History of the Bundeswehr.” The text on the billboard-
like artwork requested a world without homophobia, inequality, etc. Visitors could think of Da-
venport’s The Coyote, since this time the museum was targeted with a different bomb. However,
they could have also linked the artwork to the game of skill, Nuclear Bombs on Japan, displayed
in the “War and Play” section, or to the many installations referring to bombs. Must bombs de-
stroy society or could they change it? If a bomb hit the MHM, would it have any impact on the
rest of the world? Visitors who wanted to engage with artwork could therefore challenge their
own perceptions.
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struction and hope simultaneously.¹⁹ The visitor could clearly emotionally con-
nect to the bodily gestures seen in the statue and support the message of recon-
ciliation. Furthermore, the relationship between Coventry and Dresden, which
have been official partner cities since 1959, seemed to have surpassed any vio-
lence caused by the war. Nevertheless, even more than Iché’s Guernica sculpture
in the House of European History, a narrative framework tamed the symbolic ges-
ture of the artwork. The exhibition presented a singular interpretation: the Air
War is in the past. Instead of analyzing its multifaceted relations to the present,
including the continuance of violence, the museum encompassed the Air War’s
significance in one symbolic gesture. Of course, one could argue that the MHM’s
overall set-up, including the exhibition of vom Bruch’s nearby Capriccio, compli-
cated such a reading. However, Heinze’s bronze sculpture was presented as an
artwork with an aura of its own – prior to Walter Benjamin’s shift, in the age
of mechanical reproducibility, to constant simulations of aura (2008 [1935]).
There were no connections through which the visitor could easily associate
this artwork with other parts of the exhibition or the building’s architecture.
This had the effect of intensifying the stated symbolism of the artwork and dis-
couraging alternate interpretations. Although it was located in the Libeskind
wedge, it could just as easily have been placed anywhere else within the muse-
um. Placed inside the wedge, it had the effect of simplifying or contradicting the
staged, broken, and complex gaze from the top of the wedge’s platform. In
Heinze’s artwork, the sky is unambiguously open.²⁰
If one reflects on art in history museums, it is very noticeable that, with the
exception of the Bastogne War Museum, none of the museums uses fiction (in
literature or film) as a documentary source. Fiction is used – particularly in
the Bundeswehr Military History Museum – to express the function of different
memory media and to represent war after the fact, but not to support the simu-
lation of historical reality. Even the four fictitious characters in the Bastogne War
Museum²¹ do not create a fictional world, since they establish the factually illus-
trative claim of documenting the potentially real consciousness and perspectives
of an American soldier, a German soldier, and Belgian civilians. They are created
to document possible historical experiences. Their constructed nature stemming
from numerous eyewitness accounts underlines this referential function. There-
 Surprisingly, the text explaining the artwork was only in German. This neither fit with the
MHM’s general bilingual presentation style nor the message of the artwork expressing reconci-
liation between Dresden and Coventry.
 Another form of artwork in the MHM that functions more symbolically can be seen in educa-
tional stations.
 See chapter 4.3.
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fore, the visitor most likely never feels that these characters are part of a fictional
story; they are a medium to express collective perceptions of history. Conse-
quently, they do not violate the pact of truthfulness (Doležel 2010, 36) between
museum and visitor. A historical museum that uses a fictional representation to
enhance its simulation of history – whether of its own creation, or whether it
stages a fictional scene from a film or literary text – has yet to be created.
This would most likely require an experiential style, which would allow the vis-
itor to empathize with fictitious characters. However, fiction could be used in a
style that employs a higher degree of distantiation if the visitor was provided
with the opportunity to choose between different roles in fictional scenarios.
Such a tool would be more likely employed didactically, similar to the hypothet-
ical scenarios – “What to do?” – found in the New Orleans WWII Museum. None-
theless, fiction and possible creative demands on the visitor could add to the
imaginative possibilities of understanding history and its limitations and choices
of interpretation.
Fiction in film and prose does not seem to work in representing war history.
Despite this, the Imperial War Museum North (IWMN), in addition to its visual
artwork, uses poetry by ‘writer-in-residence’ Mario Petrucci as an artistic inter-
vention. Petrucci comments in particular on objects that are personified in
poems and speak to the visitor with their own fictionalized voices. Originally,
this collection of poems about personified objects included a poem from the
point of view of a T-34/85 tank.²² When it was on display, the museum’s descrip-
tion highlighted the object’s use in the Second World War by briefly mentioning
that T-34s were in active service until the 1990s. The poem brought the artifact’s
background and destructive power to life, noting how boys,women, and old men
produced it “deep in Russian forest” (5). Then the poem expressed a warning
from the point of view of the personified tank: “For Germans I was / the can
opener from Hell.” (16– 17). The poem ended by relating to the active duty of
the tank “not so very long ago” with the line “My motto? You’re dust” (20).
 The tank – still on display in August 2013 – was replaced by a British Second World War
infantry support tank, the Matilda II, as seen on a visit in May 2018. Consequently, Petrucci’s
poem disappeared without a replacement. Generally, the IWMN does not seem to have a contin-
uous program for their “Reactions: Artist Interventions at the IWMN.” There was no new artwork
displayed in the permanent exhibition between 2013 and 2018. However, the museum continues
to display three poems by Petrucci: a reflective poem on the meaning(s) of friend and fiend; a
poem from the perspective of a First World War artillery field gun; and a poem about the AV-8a
Harrier combat aircraft. It also exhibits a poem by Simon Armitage about the feelings surround-
ing 9/11 (see also Bagnall and Rowland 2010, 59–64, for the “playful discombobulation” and
creation of aesthetic contemplation through artwork, and the installation of the Harrier jet in
the context of Libeskind’s architecture in the IWMN in particular).
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The visitor was invited to consider the meaning of certain lines beyond their lit-
eral interpretation. How did the poem portray the destructive power of the tank?
Was this power acceptable since the tank was used against the Germans? How
and in which conflicts was the tank used more recently? The visitor could com-
bine the appearance of the artifact with the poem, which created numerous af-
fective, ethical, and cognitive allusions. Petrucci’s poem – as staged in the mu-
seum – opened up possibilities for further reflection without being limited by a
pragmatic museum narrative.
Even though the AV-8a Harrier was not flying in the Second World War, but
rather in the 1970s and 1980s, Petrucci’s Harrier poem challenges visitors to
imagine themselves in a city being attacked from the air by using the point of
view of the plane. This creates many allusions to the Second World War and
the Blitz, as represented elsewhere in the IWMN. The plane threatens that it
“can […] see you in the City” (6–7) and that “I’ll remove you from your teacup
/ and not spill it” (8–9).²³ The visitor is forced into an emotional dialogue with
the object through the poem. Whether the poem, in the safe atmosphere of the
museum, creates fear, laughter, or cognitive insights to the threats from the air
aimed at civilians remains open. It certainly forces visitors who come across it
to think and react for themselves and engage further with the display.
Artwork and poetry (i.e. mainly non-narrative media) – if staged in a dia-
logue with the contents of exhibitions, museum spaces, and exhibition’s repre-
sentational strategies – allows museums to engage the visitor in reflexive situa-
tions. It is perfectly suited to trigger debate or agonistic memory, in which the
visitor is drawn into structural networking to understand abstract concepts
such as violence and historical structures. The visitor can learn about the com-
plexity of simulating the past. Visitors – if they are willing to engage with art –
can be drawn out of the comfort zone of easily digestible historical information
or straightforward narrative to reflect upon the general consequences of warfare.
Historical context can feed autonomous works of art; however, they more often
also imply more general messages about suffering and violence as well as the
human impact of war. In particular, museums that are reluctant to use artwork
integrate historical works of art as expressions of suffering and trauma, such as
 The Harrier and the poem also form a unit of reflection with Gerry Judah’s sculpture The Cru-
sader (2010), which hangs on the wall to the right of the exhibition’s entrance. It is a network of
war-damaged buildings in the shape of a plane, so that the viewer immediately connects it to the
nearby ‘real’ Harrier artifact. The artist is quoted as saying that his sculpture “explores the vio-
lence of conflict against a perceived righteousness of purpose. The beauty of the sculpture con-
trasts with the darkness of the subject matter.” The visitor must decide how to address these
contrasts.
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experiences in concentration camps or the rapes of Asian women forced to serve
as sex slaves for Japanese soldiers. If the meaning of the artwork and its contex-
tual setting in the museum is not pre-determined, museums can supplement his-
torical representation with a more abstract reflective potential. This can draw vis-
itors into situations of war and violence without implying cheap empathy as an
alleged copy of historical reality. The constructive nature of art, poetry, and –
even if it is under-used – fiction, creates friction with the understanding of his-
tory. This means that it is perfectly suited to supplement the cognitive under-
standing of the past by triggering the visitors’ imagination, which allows them
to develop reflective perceptions and meaning-making skills. Museums – as a
medium that creates spaces that are filled by visitors’ perceptions and decisions
– are ideally suited both to integrate art and history in order to widen the emo-
tional, ethical, cognitive, and aesthetic insights of their visitors and to develop
experientiality.²⁴
 Sharon Macdonald takes a considerably more critical and cautious view to the use of con-
ceptual art as part of exhibiting difficult heritage and perpetration, by example of an artwork
installation on the Nazi Party Rallying Grounds (2008, 110– 115). Although there are limitations
to the use of unguided or ambiguous art in war museums when exhibiting violence and perpe-
tration, its meta-representational function of evoking critical thinking is undoubtedly signifi-
cant.
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Conclusion
The concept of experientiality helps us to understand how museums create po-
tential actualities of the past for their visitors. It allows for a structural under-
standing of the potential an exhibition space holds for the possible or ‘ideal’ vis-
itor as an anthropomorphic experiencer; one that is neither reduced to the mere
intentions of its curators, architects, and interior designers nor to the empirical
reactions observed or recorded from actual, onsite visitors. The concept also
proves useful in developing a method to read the specific medium of the ‘history
museum.’ Whereas recipients – the reader of fictional books or the viewer of fic-
tional films – can imagine themselves empathetically into another fictional
world, the history museum first maintains its referential function toward the
past. It upholds the pact of truthfulness with its visitors, even when using art,
poetry, or fictitious composite characters, as seen above. Second, the visitor al-
ways remains as a physical entity in the museum and therefore in present space.
While the visitor never experiences the past as such, she or he becomes the con-
sciousness that constitutes the narrative of the past and allows for the develop-
ment of experientiality. Due to the natural relationship between the represented
past and the visitor’s experience, museum makers can construct spaces that try
to limit visitor’s freedom of experience or that direct them to affirm a specific
narrative or ideological path. These factualization techniques clearly reduce ex-
perientiality and can be seen in virtually all Second World War museums. This is
true, however, to a widely varying extent.
Experientiality offers a wide range of understandings in terms of how muse-
ums explicitly and indirectly construct realities and how they react to existing
cultural memory. This concept can be used to exclusively examine what realities
museums create when they decide on how an exhibition should be structured.
These decisions include: the balance between, on the one hand, a historical
or chronological clustering, and, on the other, a thematic or structural clustering
and an exhibition’s relationship between historical specificity and anthropolog-
ical universalization. The latter could also relate to a social justice approach,
which can speak to visitors in the present, even if they do not have a direct re-
lation to the Second World War. As this study has shown, the discussion of the
representational possibilities of war museums with regard to perpetration and
different forms of suffering and victimhood is in its infancy. Specific historical
topics such as flight, expulsion, and emigration in relation to the Second
World War have just recently moved into scholarly focus (Mikuska-Tinman
2018). How museums depict and narrativize collaboration is another historical
topic for further exploration. The exploration of other themes such as the repre-
OpenAccess. © 2020 Stephan Jaeger, published by De Gruyter. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
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sentation of the enemy (Bogumił et al. 2015), of motherhood, children, games
and toys, or of cultural forms like mourning and remembering would produce
in-depth understanding of the experientiality of Second World War museums.
Media-based analyses – such as those on video testimony and sound recently
published by de Jong (2018a; 2018b); the museum object (Paver 2018); or on gen-
eral immersion techniques – could further explore the concept of experientiality
in order to understand how exhibitions allow for distantiation, for openness and
closure, and how they manipulate the visitor into specific didactic, ideological,
or ethical beliefs. Most of all, scholars can analyze how the medium of the his-
tory museum does and can reflect upon the remembrance of the Second World
War and allow for the questioning of existing cultural memory, or whether they
remain focused on the historical past as such and therefore on hiding from the
visitor the fact that all museum representations of the past are products of their
present.
The theoretical comprehension of experientiality in and of itself is probably
insufficient for museum professionals to understand the effects of the exhibitions
they design. In a practical sense, experientiality studies could be combined with
empirical visitor studies in order to understand the frames to which the majority
of visitors of an institution react. This could also help weigh the likelihood of
whether certain exhibitions will be able to steer visitors toward deep contempla-
tion, self-reflection, critical thinking, and learning beyond their pre-established
patterns of cultural memory surrounding the Second World War. Empirical visitor
studies could provide insight into how active a visitor can be, if and when a visitor
feels lost in too many choices, and how much guidance, narrative, and structure
is needed. It can also prove whether visitors notice the factualization techniques
museums use in their attempt to manipulate visitors toward specific reactions
and interpretations. However, empirical visitor studies is not capable of dissecting
the narrative, semiotic, aesthetic, and critical potential of an exhibition. In con-
trast, the concept of experientiality, in combination with concepts such as histor-
ical distance, empathetic unsettlement, multidirectional memory, agonistic mem-
ory, and difficult knowledge, can achieve such an analysis.
As contentious as the Second World War is in memory politics, many muse-
ums – such as those in Brussels, London, New Orleans, Ottawa, and Warsaw –
create the impression museum representation of the Second World War is about
representing and understanding a factual reality. On the historical level, experi-
entiality allows for openness; exhibitions can demonstrate that there are differ-
ent interpretations of or perspectives on the past. On the level of remembrance,
experientiality provides opportunities for the explicit understanding that deci-
sions about how to represent the Second World War – as an anthropological un-
derstanding of violence, a negative foundation myth toward human rights and
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justice, or a story essential to the development of a national identity – are always
part of the construction of group memories.
The chapters on the presentation of the Holocaust and of perpetration in war
museums and on total war and the Air War have shown the limitations of con-
temporary museums in creating openness, self-reflexivity, and experientiality in
dealing with topics that are part of intense memory battles. The permanent exhi-
bition of the House of European History in Brussels is the best example of this
observation. The museum makers have been unable to integrate the tensions in-
herent to current cultural memory politics into their wider exhibition. Conse-
quently, the exhibition does not have much to offer to visitors who believe
whole-heartedly in a specific national perspective. In contrast, cosmopolitan vis-
itors will likely feel reassured by the openness of contemporary social justice val-
ues as represented by the museum and might only question whether this devel-
opment can really be as closely connected with the emergence of the idea of
Europe and the institution of the European Union as the museum suggests.
Most museums are careful to adhere to the cultural memory of their main target
audience – in which cultural diversity can be included – and their dominant po-
litical discourses. Taking this into consideration, it is not surprising that the
House of European History has not been able to find a suitable approach to ad-
dress tensions among and within their twenty-eight member states.
How can exhibition makers circumvent political and institutional pressures?
One way around this challenge is through international partnerships and collab-
oration between scholars and museum professionals. Although funded by na-
tional and multinational institutions, academic projects can maintain a more
self-reflexive approach and follow standards of academic freedom, since they
are less dependent on visitor numbers.¹ An example of this is the special exhi-
bition Feeling War (Der Gefühlte Krieg) that displayed, staged, and simulated
emotions related to war, particularly the First World War. It was exhibited be-
tween 2014 and 2015 in the Museum for European Culture (Museum Europäisch-
er Kulturen) in Berlin-Dahlem and was a cooperative project between the muse-
um and the Max Planck Institute for Human Development (Bildungsforschung)
in Berlin. The exhibition was comprised of numerous installations representing
grief, mourning, and commemoration of the dead. Visitors had to work through
structural experiences of fear, loss, grief, and mourning, which arguably was as
close to a simulation of structural trauma as a museum space can get, unless the
 This relates more likely to special exhibitions than to permanent exhibitions, which are con-
siderably more restricted by political, societal, and institutional pressures.
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visitor transfers a museum representation into a personal story (Jaeger 2017c,
158– 159; Redlin and Neuland-Kizerow 2014).
Another exhibition that allowed for active visitor reflections was Diversity
Destroyed: Berlin 1933– 1938– 1945 (Zerstörte Vielfalt). It was exhibited in Berlin
from January to November 2013 and was put on by the German Historical Muse-
um in cooperation with Cultural Projects Berlin (see also van Dülmen et
al. 2013).² The exhibition brought together more than forty projects from muse-
ums, private associations, and initiatives that dealt with the history of Berlin
under National Socialism through exhibitions, temporary art projects, theater
performances, readings, film projects, and audio guides.³ It transformed the
city of Berlin into an exhibition space that created historical traces and gaps,
confronted the visitor with memories of the Nazi past, and connected the past
to the position of the visitor in the present. For example, in Berlin U-Bahn (un-
derground) stations, the visitor encountered large advertising posters with slo-
gans such as “You are not allowed to live here any longer.”⁴ These slogans
were accompanied by historical context in much smaller print, available to
any viewer drawn into reflecting upon their historical meaning. A tension be-
tween historical and contemporary meaning thus arose. Around the city, citizens
and tourists encountered typical Berlin advertising pillars that introduced di-
verse people from the past who experienced discrimination in Nazi Germany.
Throughout the German Historical Museum itself, a reflexive layer was added,
which allowed the visitor to rethink the role of the arsenal building (Zeughaus)
– today’s museum building – and its exhibition functions during National So-
cialism and today. This therefore enabled the visitor to reflect upon the purpose
of a museum representing history and war.
Another academically inspired exhibition wasWar. Power. Meaning:War and
Violence in European Memory (Krieg. Macht. Sinn: Krieg und Gewalt in der euro-
päischen Erinnerung). This exhibition took place in the Ruhr Museum in Essen,
from November 12, 2018 to June 10, 2019, as part of the EU-funded project UN-
REST (Unsettling Remembrance and Social Cohesion in Transnational Europe;
see Berger et al. 2019; Cento Bull et al. 2019, 620).⁵ The exhibition, which focused
on the German visitor, was explicitly designed to put agonistic memory into mu-
 Kulturprojekte Berlin.
 https://www.dhm.de/archiv/ausstellungen/zerstoerte-vielfalt/en/, accessed 13 October 2019.
 “Du darfst hier nicht mehr leben.”
 I am particularly grateful to Emma Mikuska-Tinman who worked together with me on analyz-
ing the exhibition in spring 2019, to Wulf Kansteiner for a discussion about the exhibition de-
sign, and to Cristian Cercel for giving Mikuska-Tinman an individual guided tour of the exhibi-
tion on May 28, 2019.
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seum practice as an alternative to cosmopolitan and antagonistic approaches to
memory.⁶ The museum venue – both spatially and in the collaboration between
internal museum and external agonistic memory researchers – restricted what
the exhibition designers could experiment with.⁷ Similar to the Bundeswehr Mili-
tary History Museum, War. Power. Sense avoided a strongly didactic perspective,
allowing visitors to operate as an experiencing consciousness and to form their
own interpretations of the exhibition. In particular, they were challenged to sit-
uate themselves between quotations, documents, and objects that saw ‘sense’ in
war and those that were opposed to it. For example, the subsection “Dresden,”
as part of the aerial warfare section “Fire Falling from the Sky,” displays a photo-
graph showing fans of the FC St. Pauli soccer club, provoking the fans of the FC
Dynamo Dresden – who are presumed to be right-wing – with banners whose
translation read “Your Grandparents already burned for Dresden: Against the
myth of German victimhood.” Next to it, the exhibition showed a photograph
of right-wing extremists marching through Dresden, with a banner expressing
that “[t]he Bombing Holocaust cannot be negated.”⁸ Visitors could recognize
the controversies and different positions; in other words they could understand
that the same historical event can be utilized differently by different agents of
memory. Nevertheless, it is arguable as to whether these contrasts would have
moved visitors to reflect upon and possibly change the attitudes they held to-
ward Dresden, the myth of victimhood, and aerial warfare prior to their museum
visit. The exhibition did not simulate the genesis of positions toward aerial war-
fare or how the myth of victimhood came into existence. Extreme positions from
the left or right are most likely to leave the visitor in a distant observer position,
instead of challenging visitors to see themselves acting within these memory pat-
terns. However, the following subsection entitled “Humanitarian Interventions,”
with references to the German use of aerial warfare in Kosovo and Afghanistan
since the 1990s, also allowed an active visitor to reevaluate whether one can or
should condemn aerial warfare. The exhibition implicitly led the visitor toward
an anti-war stance that also managed to undercut right-wing arguments sur-
 Museum director Heinrich Theodor Grütter expresses a certain caution in the preface to the
museum catalog while reflecting upon whether the exhibition successfully reflects agonistic
principles: “at least some elements” of the exhibition might achieve this (Grütter 2019, 24). Ste-
fan Berger and Wulf Kansteiner emphasize agonistic moments achieved through “pitch[ing] di-
vergent, easily identifiable remembrance strategies against each other,” for example through
quotations (2019, 33).
 For example, the exhibition only displayed the survey texts in English and German, whereas
its object captions and explanations were exclusively displayed in German.
 In the German original: “Der Bombenholocaust lässt sich nicht widerlegen!”
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rounding how the memory of the Second World War and German suffering could
be read. It attempted to enable visitors to differentiate between various kinds of
victimhood, and it avoided making equivalences between German suffering and
that of Jewish Holocaust victims. Instead of presenting a singular collective
memory or experience, it attempted to express – and in some cases succeeded
in expressing – a multiperspectivity of German experiences.
In summary, the exhibition required an active visitor working together with
structural constellations, in order to understand how the German memory of war
in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries functions. How would a German, Pol-
ish, Hungarian, Ukrainian, or Russian nationalist react to such an exhibition?
Would they really start to think critically about their own ways of remembering?
There is a strong possibility that visitors would have become disoriented in the
exhibition’s unguided representation, in a similar fashion to the Bundeswehr
Military History Museum. This is due to the fact they were unsure about what
they should learn from the exhibition and unable to read the different memory
constellations without a guide.
Experientiality is crucial for researchers analyzing the structures and poten-
tial cognitive, aesthetic, ethical, and emotional effects of history and war exhibi-
tions. This is because it reveals how museums can maintain a balance between
the integration of educational or ethical goals in understanding the past, while
at the same time allowing for reflection upon the function of war remembrance.
Without narrative structure, visitors might be confused by too many semiotic
possibilities. Without historical contextualization, visitors cannot obtain the
tools needed to question narratives and historical judgments. They end up sim-
ply confirming the status quo of their existing cultural memory and pre-existing
knowledge. Without techniques of immersion through empathy with individual
or collective perspectives, or through structural simulation, visitors might remain
at a great distance from the past, which does not allow for empathetic unsettle-
ment, the learning of difficult knowledge, and a questioning of their own posi-
tions. Visitors might just read the exhibition for passive information, irrelevant
of how it relates to their own positions, aside for the fact that they are German
(or that they belong to a particular group). It then becomes easy for the German
visitor to empathize, for instance, with German resistance groups, or to separate
oneself from the majority of Germans who silently supported the Nazi regime.
To reference a current example: only if visitors can question the construction
of history and memory from multiple angles, can they understand the logic – in
the context of how the history of Second World War memory relates to the con-
temporary political situation – behind why German Chancellor Angela Merkel
was invited to the Western Allies’ commemoration celebration of the seventy-
fifth anniversary of the D-Day landing in Normandy on June 6, 2019, while Rus-
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sian President Vladimir Putin was not. A museum that produces experientiality
could allow the visitor to understand the construction of the Western Allies’mas-
ter narrative and myth that D-Day (alone) began the liberation of Europe. A mu-
seum could do so by contrasting D-Day to the war in Eastern Europe and the role
of the Soviet advancement, and the role of the USSR in Communist Central and
Eastern Europe during the Cold War.⁹ Only if an exhibition puts the visitor in the
experiencer position, so that the experience and possibilities of thinking and act-
ing in the past and the present collide at certain points, the visitor can under-
stand not only how historical facts, but also how experiences and memories,
are constructed. Since the museum visitor can never completely take on the
role of a historical character or collective, experientiality is crucial for dissecting
the different techniques that museums offer their visitors in cognitively and emo-
tionally connecting with the Second World War from their unique positions be-
tween past and present.Visitors can learn that the meaning of the past is not sta-
ble, but rather constantly reconstructed.
If the memory of the Second World War is fairly static, in cases such as North
American memory, a museum does not have to deconstruct its own cultural
memory. Instead, it could lead its visitors toward understanding the memory nar-
rative’s relevance. If visitors are given the potential to diversify this narrative by
integrating themselves and their contemporary society in the museum experi-
ence, the museum can open up different experiential possibilities without risk-
ing scandal, by making factual statements that contradict memorial myths (as
happened, for example, during the debate surrounding the Enola Gay exhibition
in Washington, D.C. in 1995).Visitors might still prefer the master narratives that
have already shaped their cultural memory, but exhibitions could at least offer
ways to understand the genesis and reasons behind different positions, narra-
tives, and cultural memories.¹⁰ With the approaching end of living memory of
the Second World War, it is only under these circumstances – wherein the visitor
understands the constructedness of memory and cultural narratives – that we
can truly consider the different options available to us to understand and narrate
the past.Visitors could receive the tools to connect past and present as well as to
critically reflect upon the possibilities of how individuals and society can react in
situations of totalitarianism, war, violence, and genocide. This can be done in
 In its “The Liberation of Belgium” section, the Bastogne War Museum offers one of the few
attempts in Western museums to explicitly ask the visitor whether the war in the East is suffi-
ciently represented in Western memory of the war.
 See the discussion on the debate about the Bomber Command depiction in the “Air War”
section in the Canadian War Museum in chapter 3.1.
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such a way that they can truly ‘transcend boundaries’ in the present without giv-
ing up the specificity of the past.
Conclusion 313
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